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PREFACE.

THELetters and Journal, on which is based
the following history of the War in Affghanistan, were sent from India, and placed in the
Editor's hands, with a discretionary power of
curtailment or addition, as well as of the form of
publication. In the exercise of this, he has amplified the original MS., where he deemed it essential to the completeness of the narrative. With a
similar view, and to render the subsequent interesting matter more easily understood, he has
prefixed an introductory account of the country
and its inhabitants, and a rapid sketch of the
Dooraunee kingdom and the revolutions which
preceded the British invasion of Affghanistan ;
GE furthermore, for the convenience of the
reader, the whole has been woven into one continuous history. In doing this, it has been deemed
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PREFACE.
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better to correct, in the body of the work, such
errors as had crept in from imperfect @formation,
in consequence of a great portion, of it, having
been written during the progress of events, tban
to leave them standing and s u p a y the deficiency
by a note. To avoid also the necessity of a glossary, which at best is but a tiresome distraction ,
of the reader's attention, the Indian terms used *
in the MS. have been accompanied by their *
meanings, or discarded altogether, where it caul*
be done safely, for English phrases of the sane
import.
No narrative of the whole of the war in Affghanistan has hitherto appeared, those works
upon the subject which have already been written,
although valuable as far as they go, merely relating to detached portions of it. A complete
account, therefore, from their commencement, of
the military operations undertaken by the British
Government West of the Indus, has become a
great desideratum. To supdy this, is one object "
of the following pages. Anot3er may be gathered '
from a passage in one of the writer's letters,
wherein he says, " In transmitting you my disjecta
membra of the Mghan War, my reasons for not
putting my name to which, you are aware of: i
may observe that I lay no claim to any striking
novelty either of incident or style, but so many
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misre~resentat~ons
*have been

- -

- --

-7

scattered abroad
end so mucb misconception exists upon the subject, that I ceitainly have endeavoured, regardless whom it may offend, so that I be not unjust,
to place the blase of our ill-success in the main
objects of the war, and of our disasters at Cabool,
upon the right shoulders. At the same time I
have stated nothing which I do not believe to be
true, and which I have not had confirmed by the
restimony of others, in cases where I have not
bern present myself."
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Futteh Vhan, when, as would sometinles happen,
' an ~ r m i n i a nChristian presented himself, desiring
t o become, a convert to Islamism, that he. was
wont to inquire, what defeck he had discovered
in his own Yeligion, that he should wish to
change i t ? And would further remarl<, that
those persons who possessed cC a book,)' or mritten system of faith, and yet wished to adopt
a new creed, were scoundrels, actuated by a
love of gain, or some other interested motive. To
the Hindoo, however, who might wish to enter
the Mahommedan church, he, on the contrary, .
made no objection, but apl>laudecl him, who
having, as he considered, no religion, was anxious
to embrace one.
The general laxity of n~oralsand religion at
Cabool, might leacl one to suppose, that this apparent liberality, was the result of inclifference,
rather than superiority of mind; ancl this impression would be confirmed, by an acquaintance
with some of the sectarians, who, amidst their
fanciful and mystical doctrines, really appear to
possess no religion at all; but when we find the
same toleration extending over the country, and
influencing all races, whether Affghans,-Tajiks, or
others, who could not be chargeable with these
doctrines, it is fair to ascribe i t to some better
reason.
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THE COUNTRY A N D

The origin of the Affghan people, lilcf that of
most other nations, is involved in coi iderable '
T
obscurity. Their o m records and traditions represent thein as being descended from the Jews,
and according to Sir W. Jones, t h e best Persian authorities coincide with them in this account. H e further says, that many of their families are distinguished by the names of Jewish
tribes, although, since their conversion to the
Islam faith, they studiously conceal their origin,
and that the Pushtoo language has a manifest resemblance to the Chaldaic.
In support of this theory, it is further affirmed
by Sir John Malcolm, that tliis origin is claimed
for the Afghans by nearly all the Mahommedan
mriters, and that h e himself possessed a genealogical table, in which it was attempted to prove
that all the principal families of Affghanistan,
were direct descendants of the Icings of Israel.
He, however, does not perceive any affinity
between the Pushtoo and the Hgbrew, and, therefore, does not lay any stress upon the idea of
their language being coi~iirmato;~of the theory.
1
C a y and h Z ~ s h n ~ a nhowever,
,
state distinctly Z ' L /
that c L t h e Pushtoo language, into which they
have translated nearly the whole of the New Testament, contains a greater number of Hebrew
words tllan is to be found in that of any nation in
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India, that the Pushtoo and Belochee. appear
t o form 5he connecting link between those ,of
Sanscrit, and those of Hebrew origin."
Finally,
Mr. chambe;-lain, a resident missionary, writes
" many of the "Affghans are undoubtedly 'of the
, race of Abraham."
W e may, therefore, conclude, that altl~ough
there is n ~ u c hthat is fabulous and absurd in the
Affghan accounts of their descent from the children of Israel, still there are reasonable grounds
for the supposition that some portion of Jewish
blood flows in their veins.
The Affghan nation originally consisted of four
tribes, which bore the names of, and were descended from the four sons of Kyse Abdooresheed,
Serrabun, Ghoorghoosht, Betnee and Kurleh. As
the population increased, these tribes became
further divided into classes, and subdivided into
petty chieftainships, each forrnirlg a little commonwealth, distinct from the otllers, and holding
itself entirely independent of the coinmon head
of the race. By degrees the four great original
divisions became lost anlong the intricacies of the
i i l ~ l n smaller
~ r ~ ~ones,
~ and are now o ~ d ymentioned in their genealogical records.
Their form of government is patriarchal, each
subdivisioll
into which the different tribes hovc
.
ramified, being ruled by its own chief -who is,

'

0

however, in some degree subordinate to the head
F
of the tribe or Ooloos, to which his pbdivision
belongs. Notwithstanding, homev,er, this parcelling out of the population into compartments,
RS it <,ere, and their independence of each other,
which might be supposed to weaken the patriotic
sentiment, they indulge a feding of one common
nationality, and of the general interests of the
~vllolebeing mutual.
?'he manner in which the different chiefs are
chosen, varies. The heacl of an Oaloos or tribe is
termed a Khan, and is sometimes elected by the
people; but most commonly by the Icing, and is
removable by him at will. The chiefs of inferior
clivisions are always chosen by popular suffrage,
and in all cases the selection must be made from
the oldest family, without, however, any strict
attention to primogeniture, fitness for the office
being generally deeined the chief requisitc. This
gives something of a democratic tendency to their
feelings and institutions, and their attachment is,
accordingly, stronger towards :he bocly corporate, 0
than the person of their chief.
The general lam of the kingdonl is that of the
Icoran, but they preserve their own code, called
the Pooshtoonwulle, a kind of Ze.r tisonis, authorising any injured party to exact an eye for
an eye, and a tooth for a tooth. As ainong the
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Corsicans, quarrels are transmitted from father
to son, a ~ if
d vengeance is unattainable upon
an aggress&, it is wreaked upon his family; their
feuds thus bezome hereditary.
These feuds sffe of the most deadly character,
particularly among the Eusofzyes, and as quarrels are matters of daily occurrence, they are very
numerous. There are few men of station who
are not obliged to be continually on the matcll for
their lives; and In every village may be seen men
whose constant habit it is to wear armonr as a
protection against the sudden assaults of their
private foes, and some go attended by hired retainers. The following account of a particular
feud, which Mr. Elphilzstone mentions having
received fi-om one of the parties involved in it,
will sufficiently exemplify the preceding observations. The father of Mozirrib (Mr. Elphinstoneys
informant) had a d i s p ~ ~with
t e a man named Sirun;
dauz, about the boundaries of their lands. From
high words, the parties proceeded to blows, and
in the end Mozirrib's father mas wounded. Anwur Khan, his brother, mas head of all the Ghalleelrhail (one of the divisions of the Eusofzye
tribe); but his influential position gave him no
means of redress, beyond those possessed by any
other person. A Jeerga xis held on the occasion,
mh-ich failed of producing any pacificatory result.
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A few days afterwards, when Anwur Khan went

6

to the Hoojra, or public- apartment, a com Panieci
by hfozirrib and ten or twelve of his relations,
L
some well armed, others with rr~erelytheir swords,
they found Sirundauz there, with twenty of liis
friends in full armour.
Anwur immediately commenced reproaching
him with his conduct. This produced a retort,
and a desperate conflict took place, in which Mozirrib received a terrible gash on the head, atid
Annrur Khan himself mas covered with \vounds ;
many of his friends also received severe injuries.
On the other side, a son of S'irundauz, and nnother of his followers were killed. As Anwur
Ichan had killed the first man, he was considered
to be in the wrong, and was obliged to fly with
all his family. Wearied at length with his exile,
he submitted to Sirundauz, giving him his sister
and his niece (a sister of Mozirrib's). Sirundauz
behaved. with courtesy; he said, he regarded
Anwur's sister as his OWII, and restored' her to
her relations; but he kept the other, aritlloutmarrying her, (it being the& custom never to
marry a woman, given as the price of blood) and
froin that day Mozirril) saw his sister no more.
The feud was thus put an end to as far as their
seeking each other's life, but no intercourse took
place between the families. Siruntlauz and Anwur

1
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riever meat if they can avoid it, and when they
do, they tdrn their heads away. Mozirrib, in an-.
swer to a qu%stionwhat he would do, if he met
Sirundauz alone3 replied that he-would instantly
attack him, in order t o anticipate the assault
Sirundauz would undoubtedly make on him. Such
animosity, after a reconciliation had taken place,
would be censured even among this turbulent
tribe ; but sags Mozirrib, " A man's heart burns
for his relation that was killed."
Criminal offences, among the Aff'ghans, are generally tried before- a Jeerga, an assembly of
khans, elders and priests. I n serious cases, a
number of young women are given in marriage
from the fanlily of the criminal to the person aggrieved and his relations.
I n cases of murder, six of the111 are given with
portions, and six without; six also are the penalty for cutting off a hand, an eaf, or a nose;
and three for breaking a tooth. I n this manner,
the wealthy and well-connected offender enjoys
an immunity from punishment, but woe to the
driminal who has no women, and no dowries
with which to 11uy off the consequences of his
offence.
I n an article in the Quarterly Review, supposed
to have been written by Sir Walter Scott, the
following interesting comparison is drawn between

1s

THE GOVNTRT A N D

these wild and lawless 'tribes, and t1Ja Scbttish
tp
Highlanders.
<'The government and manners of Chese AfTghans
aresimple, and purely patriarch&; and we have
been very forcibly struclt with the curious points
of parallelism between the habits of these Oriental mountaineers, and those af the ancient Highland clans.
"They resembled each other in their feuds, i n '
their adoption of auxiliary tribes, in their laws,
in their modes of conducting war, in their arms,
and in some respects, even, in their dress. An
Affghan who makes the arnende honorable to an
enemy, comes to his dwelling, lays his head upon
the block, or offers his sword, held by the point;
a Highlander did the same. It was deemed unworthy, in either case, to refuse the clemency implored, bdt i t might be legally done. The genealogies of the Affghan tribes may be paralleled
with those of the clans; the nature of their
favourite sports, their love of their native land,.
their hospitality, their addrescj, their simplicity of
manners, exactly correspond. Their superstitions
are the same or nearly so. The Ghole'e Beabaun,
demons of the desert, resemble the Boddacll of
the IIighlanders, tvho <walkedthe heath at midnight
and at noon.' The Affghanysmost ordinary mode
of divination, is by examining the marks in the

I
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blade bonc r of a sheep held up to the light; and
even so, ' b e Rev. Robert Kirk assures us,
that in his time, the end of the sixteenth century, the s e e p prognosticate many future
events, on!y
for a month's space, from the
shoulder.bone of a sheep on which a knife never
came. By looking into the bone, they will tell
if whoredom b e committed in the owner's house;
what money the master of the sheep had ;if any
will die out of that house for a month, and if ally
cattle there will take a troke (i. e. a disease) as if
planet struck."
The AZghan, who, in his weary travels, as related by Elphinstone, had seen no ale equal to
his own native vale of Speiger, may find a parallel in many an exile from the braes of Lochaber ;
and whoever had remonstrated with an ancient
Highland chief on the superior advantages of a
civilised life, regulated by the authority of equal
laws, would have received an answer somewhat
similar t:, the indignant reply of the Affghan:
T4'e are content with discord, we are content
with alarms, we are content with blood, but we
\vill never be content with a master."
Mr. Elphinstone also remarl<s upon the similarity between the customs of the two countries,
and observes, that "wit11 the exception of the
republican government of the Ooloosses, the 3i-

20
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tuation of the Affghan country appearg~tome, t~
bear a strong resemblance to that of h o t l a n d in
ancient times. The direct power of 'the king, overthe towns and the country immediately around;
the precarious submission of the nearest clans,
and the independence of the remote ones, the inordinate power and faction of the nobility most
conriected with the court, and the relations horne
By all the great lords to the crown, resemble each "
other so closely in the two states, that it will
thro~vlight on the characcer of the Doorauneegovel-nment to keep the parallel in view."
In two respects, the manners of the Cal;ool
tribes differ materially from, those of the High1andel-s; first, in the influence of their Jeergas,
or patriarchal senates, which diminishes the
power of their chiefs, and gives a democratic turn
to each separate tribe; the second point of distinction, respects the consolidation of those detached tribes under one head or king, who with
a degree of authority, greater or less, according,
to his talents, popularity and bther circunlstances,
is the acltnowledged head of the associated communities.

,.i
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RISE A N D PROGRRSS. OF THE DOORAUNEE MONARCHY.

.

IT does not come within the. design of tb'1s narrative, to give an account of all the different
tribes of which the ~ f f ~ h anation
n
is composed;
or to dnrell a t length, upon the history of the
country in remote periods. Its career rese-nbles
that of most other nations in a semi-barbarous
state. Incessantly at war with its neighbours, as
their or its 'own amhition prom~~tecl,it was alternately the conqueror and the conquered, now
extending its dominions over distant land.s, and
anon, shorn of its possessions and fighting
for its very existen'be, acccrding as its people
harched to conquest under a Mahrnood of Ghnznee, or a Sultan Baber, or fell a prey to tlie victorious arms of a Ge~jjhisI<han, a. Tamerlane, or
a Naudir Shah. We can but point out, as we
have done in the preceding chapter, the general
characteristics of the people en mnsse. For more
detailed information, m e must refer the reader to

.
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works of greater pretension, more especially to
the Honourable Mountstuart ~l~hir$jtone's
aeiy
valuable book upon the subject. '
But it will not, it is supposed, be deemed
unacceptable to make an exGDtion in favour
of' the Dooraunees, and give some account of
- this powerful and important tribe ; which,"
says the writer above-mentioned,
still rules
the whole of the hffghan nation, whose governrnent has been obeyed from the neighbourhood of the Caspian sea to that of the Ganges,
and the effects of whose power have been
felt over Persia and Tartarp, and even a t the
remote capital of the Mahrattas." I t is the trill:.
to which the royal family belongs, and i n every
respect the most interesting division of the Affghan people. It enjoys the distinction of being
considered the hest, as the Eusofzyes and Khyberees possess the unenviable notoriety of being
regarded as the worst of the Affghans. Even
their rivals the Ghiljies, t h s tribe next in in~portance to tl~emselves, who ~ c c u p ythe country.
about Cabool, Ghuznee and Jellalabad, and who
once possessed the sovereign power, thougl~the
remembrance of their lost supremacy still rankles
in their bosorns, admit the general superiority of
the Dooraunees to the rest of their countrymen.
They inhabit the western parts of the conntry,

"
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and are remarl~ablyattached to their native land,
seldom erni&ating to other co~~ntries.Their t'wo
most iniportanj cities are Candahar and Herat.
Of the early history of the people but little is
known ; they were formerly called Abdaulees, and
are divided into two great classes, named after
Zeeruk and- Punjpow, the sons of Turen. From
Zeeruk are descended the Populzyes, the Alekkozyes, the Baurikzges and the Atchikzyes, whicll
latter, however, were originally but a branch of
the Baurikzyes, whom Ahmed Shah divided to
lessen the influence of that numerous and powerful clan. From Punjpow spring the Norzjes,
the Alizyes, the Ishaukzyeg the IChougounees and
the Mankoos. Of these nine clans, the Populqes
and the Baurikzyes are by far the most important,
and the only two that need be particularly mentioned. The Populzyes, inasmuch as the royal family
is of their number, nlust be regarded as the chief.
This family spring5 more immediately from the
small division of Suddozye, which has long been
the head of the Populzyes, and the members of
which enjoyed pecufiir privileges. Their persons
were sacred, no ~~nnishment
could be inflicted on
them, except 11y one of their own family; nor
oould even the head of the Abdaulees himself
pass sentence of death upon a Suddozye. To this
clan of cotuse our late protdg;, Shah Shoojah, belonged.

.
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T h e Bauriltzyes are a high.sl)irited and warlike
clm, andifar more numerous th,an thJ ~ o p u l z ~ Q .
From the- talen't and influence ~f some of its
'
chiefs, particularly th; delebrated Futteh 1<ha1?,
i t has played' a conspicuous $rt in tlie recent
revolutions of the kingdom. To this division
belong Dost Mahomed and his son ~ l i b a rKhan.
The majority of its people are shepherds, while
.?%
,.the Populzyes on the other hand are chiefly en- ,
gaged in agriculture.
Having n o r introduced the reader to a knowledge of the two most important and interesting
.
clans. of the' '~oorannees,a iapid survey of the
rise and progress of the monarchy fomldkd by
&,,
that powerful tribe, and. of the revolutions which .
convulsed it of late years, will not be thought irrelevant, and will greatly assist the unprejudiced .
in arriving at a. correct judgment upon the causes
which led to, and the policy which dictated, the
British invasion of Affghanistan.
When Naudir Shrih, thee restorer oflthe Persian monarchy, and the conqreror of Atfghanistan;
v a s murdered, which e y n t took place in J u n e
1747, Ahmed Shah, a ~ u d d o z y echief, and then a very young man, w w in his service, in the conlmand of a body of Affghan troops. Upon the
death of his sovereign, Ahmed, who was then iil
. '
Khorassaun, appears to have conceived the clesign of freeing his .country from the Persian yoke
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aljd placit-g himself upbn the throne. I-Ie accordingly Uirected his course towards Affghanistan, fighting Bis way through the greater part of '
the territory he was in, and proceeded to Candihar, where he arrived a€ the head of two or
three thousand cavalry. H e immediately set
about taking measures to secure submission to
his authority, and seized upon a treasure which .
had been intended for Naudir Shah, and had!'
arrived a t Candahar on its way from India. H e
met with some opposition on the part of several
of the Dooraunee chiefs, but by the exercise of a
little timely severity, he succeeded in reducing the
refractory to submission, and in October, 1747,
four months after the decease of Naudir, u;as
crowned King of Affghanistan. Ile afterwards
changed the name of his tribe from Abdatillee
to Dooraunee, which signifies a high degree of excellence, or literally, pearl of pearls.
During the remainder of the year, and the
commencelnent of the nest, Ahmed was occupied
in establishing his 'autl~ority securely over the
territory he already possessed, and in organizing
l ~ i sarrny for future expeditions. In arranging
the form of his government, he appears to have
taken that of ~ a u ' d i rShah, in Persia, for a model,
inodified, hoivever, by the different state of things
under ~vhich liin~self and that nlonarcll we1.t:
C
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called upon to act; Naudir ~ u c c e e & ~ ~ a l t h o u g h
by usurpation, to a throne long es
ished in
the affectiorls or prejudices of theanation, while
Ahmed on the other hand, $d erected one
amongst a people of democratic feelings and
habits, who .had hitherto been ,unaccustomed to*
submit to kingly authority, save under the compulsion of foreign conquest.
His chief care mas to attach his own tribe ,
firmly to his person and government. With this
view, he bestowed several of the great offices of
state upon the leading Dooraunee lords, malring
them hereditary in their families, besides granting
them many other important privileges ; while his
courage, his general talents for war, and the
affability of his manners, rendered him popular
amongst all classes. With respect to the more
distant tribes, he expected by the moderatioil of
his government, by defending them from their
enemies, and leading them to conquest, to create
in them feelings of attachmint towards a monarch
'
of their own country.
6
When he considered affairs to be sufficiently
settled to permit of his leaving home, Ahmed
Shah commenced his career of conquest. H e
first nlarched against the Ghiljies, who were
disaffected to his rule, and speedily reduced them
to submission, appdinting Dooraunee governors
to direct their affairs. He then turned his arms
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towards 19dia, advanced ,like a torrent through
the punja&, overthrew the Indian army in sight
of their capita Lahore, and triumphantly entered
that city. After, further successes and one action
in which he had the worst of it, he finally added
this fine province to his dominions.
He next turned his attention towards the west,
and Khorassaun; and e a ~ l yin 1749 advariced
upon Herat. H e speedily reduced this important
place, and proceeded thence to Meshed overcoming every obstacle in his way. H e then
marched upon Neshapoor, where he suffered a
defeat, but wqs more fortunate in a second
attempt, and in 1750 brollght this country under
subjection.
Wis attention was now diverted by a rebellion
in the Punjaub, which had broken out in his
absence. With his usual activity he again in~ a d e dthat country, and reduced it once more
to submission. I-Iq also further increased his
Sdominions during this expedition by the addition
of Cashmere, which was ceded to him by the
Great Mogul.
Ahmed was not, however, destined to enjoy
much peace with his Indian acquisitions. After
a few years' repose, he was again summoned
to quell an insurrection in the Punjaub, which
broke out upon the death of its governor
c 3
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Meer Munnoo, and in consequence qf the inI
. trigues and aggressions of the court of nelhi.
His genius and energy were crownld with their
usual success when upon the spqt, and upon this
occasion, after driving his enemies out of the
Punjaub, he marched on to Delhi which he
captured, and treated with considerable severity.
But all his efforts were comparatively fruitless.
Of all possessions, a distant conquered prov;nce
is the most uncertain. Scarcely had he turned
his back, when fresh disturbances arose, and his
son Timour, whom he had left in command of
the country, was compelled to flee.
Having concluded a war in which he was about
this time engaged with the Beloochees, and in
which he succeeded in making them tributary
t o him, Ahmed once more set out for India.
H e crossed the Indus, and continued his progress
through the Punjaub unchecked, the Mahrattas
retreating before him as h e advanced till they
found themselves in the nei~hbourhoodof Delhi,
which city they resolved to'cover, and drew u p
their forces for that purpose at Baudlee. Idere
'
they were totally routed, and after more than a
year's protracted warfare attended with partial
successes on both sides, their power'was entirely
overthrown in a great battle fought near Panniput
on the 7th of January, 1761, and the whole of
India v a s thus placed at the mercy of Ahmed
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Shah. He, however, prudently abstained from
I
enlarsing rlis
possessions, contenting himself with
the provinces which had formerly been ceded.to
hirn, and shortly, afterwards he returned to Cabool.
It is unnecessary to follow this prince through
all the details of his victorious career. The rest
of his reign. was spent in suppressing the rebellions which broke out from time to time in
various parts of his wide spread dominions, the
Punjaub still being preeminent among the refractory for the trouble it gave him; and, a t length,
in June, 1773, he died of' a cancer in the face.
The character of Ahmed Shah will bear comparison with that of the most famous Asiatic
rulers. His abilities both in peace and i n war
were of a high order. As in the case of C ~ s a r ,
Napoleqn, and other great warriors, his soldiers
were strongly attached to his person, and felt
the utmost confidence in hirn even when under
defeat. His general character is thus summed
up by ~ l ~ h i r l s t o r i ewhose
j
words we cannot do
"
better than quote: D
': Ahmed Shah appears to hare been admirably suited to the situation in which he was placed.
El is enterprise and decision enabled him to profit
by the confusion that followed the death of
Kaudir, ar,d the prudence and moderation which
he acquired. from his dealings with his own
nation, were no less necessary t o govern a mara
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like and independent people, than the bold and
co~nlnandingturn of his natural geniuslc
" His military courage and activity are spoken
of with admiration, both by his own subjects, and
the nations with whom he was
either in
wars or alliances. H e seems to have been aaturally disposed to mildness and clemency; and
though it is impossible to acquire sovereign
power, and perhaps in Asia, to maintain it without crimes, yet the memory of no eastern prince is
stained with fewer acts of cruelty and injustice.
'<In his personal character he seems to have
been cheerful, affable, arid good tempered. H e
maintained cor~siderable dignity on state occasions ; but at other times his manners were plain
and familiar, and with the Dooraunees he kept
up the same equal and popular denleanour which
was usual with their khans before they assumed
the title of king. H e treated Moollahs and holy
men with great respect, both from policy and
inclination. H e was himsejf a divine and an
author, and was always ambitjous of the character *
of a saint.
" His policy towards the different parts of
his dominions was to rely principally on conciiiation with the Affghans and Beloochees ; with this
difference between the nations, that he applied
himself to the whole people in the first case, and.
only to the chiefs in the other. His possessions
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in Toorkistan he kept under by force; but left
tGe ~artar%hiefsof the country unremoved, and
'
used them w i h moderation. The Indian provinces
were kept by forpe alone ; and in I<horassaun he
trusted to the attachment of some chiefs, took
hostages from others, and was ready to carry his
arms against any who disturbed his plans."
On the death of Ahmed Shah, he was succeeded
, by his son Timour, not without attempts, however, to place one of his brothcrs upon the
throne. The character of this pririce unfortunately differed greatly from that of his father. H e
was weak, and fond of ease, and when he felt
himself secure in the possession of the sovereign
power, he yielded to his natural dispositiorl,
instead of endeavouring t o consolidate the large
empire his predecessor had founded. This inactivity on his part gave encouragement to the
disaffected a t home, and inspired the conquered
provitlces with the hope of regaining their independence. H e WAS consequently occupied great
part of his reign im, suppressing the conspiracies
of his rebellious khans, and quelling the insurrections which broke out in the remoter parts of
his dominions. But his Successes were attended
with no permanent good result, as, when he had
affected his object, he sunk back into his former
inertness ; and although he continued to maintain
the k i ~ ~ g d o bequeathed
m
him by his father with-
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out much apparent loss, h e left it, at liis death,
in such a state, as to be ready to fall: to pieces
upon the first shock. H e reigned hwenty years,
and died in 1793, at Cabool, whither h e had
removed the seat of government: that be might
be more independent of the Dooraunees.
Timour Shah left behind hi111 a numerous
family, the most conspicuous of vhom were his
sons, Humayooa, Zemaun Mahmood, Shoojah,
and Ayoob. I l e had given no directions about the
succession, and as soon as he was dead, an intrigue was set on foot for placing Shah Zemaun
upon the vacant throne. Sirafrauz Khan, a leading
Baurikzjre nbbleman, was prevailed upon to
espouse liis cause ; by which means, the powerful
support of the most influential Dooraunee chiefs
was secured. Imnlediate measures were then
talten for the establisliment of his authority.
The persons of the various princes of the royal
blood, resident in Cabool, mere seized 3ncl placed
i n confinenlent ; the guardst. ever open to the
to his interest by
highest bidder, were moil
the liberal distribution of money, and Shaii Zeinaun being proclaimed Iring, was permitted to
take peaceable possessicm of the government.
It was not t o be supposed, hoivever, he would be
allowed to remain long in undisturbed possessibn
of the throne he had so unjustly acquired; and
31is first measures mere directed towards the for-

eve:

,

mation of an army, that h e might be prepared
to' suppres3s any attempts a t insurrection. H e
- had most reason to be apprehensive of Hu"mayoon, who as his senior, had a better claim to
the throne, and hkld possession of Candahar. But
the means of the latter were insufficient to make
head against his more fortunate brother; and
being forsaken by many of his followers, and defeated, he was obliged to flee for safety into Beloochistan. Shah Zenlaun then became master
of Candahar ; and Mahrnood, who was governor
of Herat, having suh~nittedto his authority, he
returned to Cabool, and the undisputed possession
of the sovereign pourer.
Deeming himself now securely seated on the
throne, Shah Zemaun became seized with a desire
t o emulate the military achievements of his celebrated grandfather, Ahmed Shah, in India, and
commenced preparations for the invasion of that
country ; but after advancing as far as Peshawar,
the unsettled state of his own dominions and tributaries, particularly, Cashmere, which had revolted upon the death of Timour, anrl Sind, which
was largely in arrears with the annual tribute,
c,impelled him to forego his schemes of conquest
for the present. Having succeeded in subduing
his enemies, he returned to Cabool, but was again
obliged to take the field to oppose Mahmood,

.
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who was marching .asainst him at the head of a
considerable army. The brothers met, and after
a hard-fought battle, the result of yhich myas for
some time doubtful, the good fortune of Zemaun
again prevailed, and Mahmood Gas forced to flee.
But peace could not be expected to last long,
while there were so many claimants to a throne
o&upied by an usurper ; and Humayoon having
found means to assembie a force, once more advanced against his brother, in the hope of recovering his inheritance. H e was, however, again
defeated, and taker] prisoner ; and to prevent any
future attempts of the bind, cruelly deprired of
sight.
These insurrections being suppressed, Shah
Zemaun felt himself at liberty to resume his plans
for the invasion of India. His expeditions into
that country were attended wit11 occasional success, but always eventually frustrated, from the
~lecessityhe was under of returning-home to
quell the rebellions his absence had given rise to ;
especially on the part of the, indefatigable Mah-'
mood, who, howcver, was still unsuccessful, and
compelled to relinquish even his own government
of Herat, and seek sahty in flight. I t mas this
desire for Indian conquest, almost amounting to
infatuation, leading him to undertake foreign
wars when he ought to have been attending to his
domestic affairs, and the consolidation of his
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usurped power, together with his devotion to a
fairourite aild worthless minister, which i n the
end, produced, Shah Zemaun's downfall. This
minister was Wuifeddr Khan, who had so insinuated himself intoJhis master's confidence, that he
wielded, uncontrolled, the powers and influence
of government, and perverted them to the advancement of his own selfish interests. The
nobility hated him for his meanness, arrogance,
and rapacity. So obnoxious had he rendered
himself by these qualities, that at length some of
the Dooraunee nobles entered into a plot to assassinate him, depose his royal master, and place
Shah Shoojah upon the throne in his stead. Their
design, however,\ was discovered before it was
ripe for execution, and the chief conspirators
were all seized and put to death ; amongst whom
was Sirafrauz Khan, the head of the Baurikzie
family. The severity of these measures, though
it averted the present danger, only exasperated
the adherents of the fallen chiefs, and incited them
"to further attempts jn future of the same nature.
Futteh Khan, *the eldest son of Sirafrauz
Khan, burned to revenge the death of his father,
and only waited an oppoatunity to carry his design into effect. At length, having ascertained
the feelings of his party, he repaired to Mahmood, and prevailed upon him to make another
attempt to gain the throne. He was speedily
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joined by the most influential chiefs mllo had
I~eenalienated from their allegiance to Zenlauil
l ~ the
y cruelty and injustice of TVuffednr, and Ile
advanced to the siege of Candahar at the .head of
a considerable force. After a fkw weeks' resistance, Futteh Khan by his address, gained over
the governor to the cause of Mahmoorl, and tliis
important place fell into his hands.
The loss of Candahar was a heavy blow to the
power of Shah Zemaun. It awakened him from
his dream of Indian conquest, and brought him
hastily back from Peshawar, where he was engased in organizing his plans for the invasion of
Punjaub a t the time the intelligence of its fall
reached Ilinl. But it was too late. H e had
neglected to secure his interests among the Dooraunee chiefs, and he now saw himself forsaken by
many of those who hacl hitherto adhered to him ;
particularly by Ahmed Khan Norzye, one of his
princil~al generals who deserted with h i s whole
force, to his rival, on the eve of a battle. Unwilling lo risk an action wit11 s(o much disaffection
about him, he attempted to seek safety in flight;
b u t in his course, was prevailed upon I)y his evil
genius Wuffedar Khan5 to enter the castle of a
man to whom he had formerly been a benefactor.
-The treacherous liffghan basely detained him a
prisoner, anrl delivered him into the hands of
Nahmood, who subjected him to the same bar-
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barous punishment he had inflicted upon Humayuon, and liept him closely confined in the Bala
Hissa, a t Cabgol. A t Mahmood's fall, however,
he was set a t liberty, and afterwards became a
resident in the British possessions, and a pensioner upon British bounty.
Mahmood, now invested with tlle sovereign
power, had every prospect of being al>le to maintain himself in it undisturbed. Hulri~yoonarid
Zemaun were incapacitated from ever again wielding the sceptre hy their loss of sight, and none
of the other princes possessed sufficient influence,
at present, to give him much cause of alarm. The
nobility and people, too, disgusted by Wufedar's
insolence and oppression, loolred forward to a
better state of things under another reign, and
regarded wit11 satisfaction the accession of the
new monarch.
But hlahrnood was even less qualified for the
duties of government than Zemaun. The character of this latter prince, indeed, compared with the
average of eastern monarchs, mas far from contenil'til>le. I-Ie ;assessed considerable energy
and activity ; his abilities, particularly in military
atiiirs, were ahuve nleclioqity, and if not such as
would have enabled him to fourid an empire, they
were sufficient to havt maiiltained him upon the
throne, with advantage to the country and 11onour
t o himse:f, had he only listened to the dictates of
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prudence, and relied more upon himself. Mahmood, on the other hand, was deficient in courage;
, and thought only of his personal ,security and
comfort, indifferent as to how his ministers
might proceed while these wefe studied. Of
these ministers, the most prominent was the Baurilizie ~ h i e f',~ u t t e hKhan, to whose influence and
advice the new king was chiefly indebted for his
throne; and who, in fact, may be said to have
wielded the chief authority. H e was a man of
great courage and capacity, and of indefatigable
activity, restless and intriguing.
Mahmood was not permitted to retain possestion of the crown long unmolested. Scarcely had
he felt himself safely established in authority,
when Prince Shoojah 001 Moolk, who now for the
first time appears prominently on the stage of
events, and was then about twenty years of ase,
conceived the design of striking a blow for the
crown, and revenging the wrongs of his -brother
Zemaun. He had been lefk at Peshawar, in
charge of the crown jewels 2nd other property,
and he immediately set about distributing money,
and making other preparations for assembling an
army to enforce his pretensions. H e succeeded
in collecting a hody of ten thousand men, but
they were mostly undisciplined, and but indifferently provided with arms. Notwithstanding
these disadvantages, iiocvever, he had nearly gained
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the victory in an action which ensued, when his
tioops falling into disorder, Futtell Khan made a
desperate chage at the head of his gallant Baurikzies, and totally defeated them. Their rout was
complete, and ~ i ? n c Slioojah
e
himself was obliged
to escape to the Khyber mountains for protection.
Mahmood's apprehensions on this head were
thus quieted for the present. But one danger
only gave way to be succeeded by another
of much more formidable extent. I-Ie hardly had
time to congratulate himself upon his victory over
llis rival, when an alarming insurrection broke out
amongst the Ghiljies. This important tribe had
long brooded with dissatisfaction over their bygone power, and encouraged by the divisions in
the country and the weakness of the Dooraunee
government, they resolved to make an attempt to
recover their former influence. An army of twenty
thousand men was quickly formed, and preparations made f6r attacking Csrbool. The intelligence of these proceedings spread the greatest
\onsternation amoggst the Dooraunees, and the
government were quite unprepared to meet the
exigencies of the occasion. The greatest exertions, however, were made by all classes in preparing to meet the common foe ; and a force mas
. assembled, whicl~though much inferior in numbers to the enemy, possessed greatly the advantage in discipline and the completeness of their
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arms. They sallied forth from the city 'to meef;
the advancing Ghiljies, and in two s u c c e s ~ i v ~
conflicts, defeated them with great slnughter.
Another still more formidable rebellion broke
c
out among the same tribe in the succeeding year, '
which, however, Mahmood was equally su'ccessful
in quelling; the Ghiljies, after several severe
engagements, settling down into repose, and submitting once more to the Dooraunee government.
,
After the su'bsiding of these troubles, Mahmood enjoyed, for a time, comparative repose, but
his weakness and inattention to the government,
his disregard of the religious prejudices of the
people, and above all, the licentious freedom he
allowed his I<uzzilhash guards to indulge in, t o
the detriment of the city, disgusted the inhahitants of Cabool, and soon gave rise to fresh disturbances. A t length, an outrage committed by
this, privileged body of troops brought affairs to
a climax. The populace flew to arms, Bnd attacked the soldiers, ir~stigated.chiefly by Mookhtaur Oodowlah, a nobleman, of distinguished '
courage and talents, whose popular deportment
and reputation for sanctity,had rendered him
u~liversallybeloved. Several conflicts took place,
in which the guards were worsted. Mahmood
was besieged in the Bala Hissar, and finally
.
expelled from the throne, which was now ascended
by Shah Shoojah. T h e deposed monarch was im-
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mediately placed in confinement ; but contrary
to' eastern custom, his sight was spared to him.
Of this act oC humanity, Shah Zemaun, to his
honour be it spoken, is said to have been the chief
prompter, generously forgetting the treatment h e
had himself received at.the hands of Mahmood.
Upon Shoojah's assuniption of the sovereign
power, Mookhtaur Oodowlah, the chiefpronloterof
P the late revolution, was made vizier.
The abilities
of this man were sufficient to have strengthened the
influence of the crown, and haverescuedthecountry
from the deplorable condition into which it had
fallen, had the new king been entirely guided by his
advice. But Shah Shoojall was unwilling to resign the reigns of government into the hands of
another. H e also felt himself called upon to
reward the other supporters of his cause, whose
assistance coiltributed to gain him the throne.
Accordingly, all the chief ogces of the court
were bestowed upon them, but so numerous were
the claimants, that a great portion also of the
.,
public revenue was s~allowedup in makins gifts
t o those for whom offices could not be found.
Amongst them were many who envied the talents
and influence of the vizier, and who endeavoured
t o instil into the mind of the lting a jealousy
of him, which although not seriously apparent
for some time, had the effect of weakening the
vizier's attachment to his sovereign, and finally
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led to an open rupture between them, and the
revolt of Mookhtaur Oodowlah to the opposite'
party. Another great mistake on the part of
Shoojah, mas his neglecting to s:cure the powerful'
support of Futteh Khan, who upon the defeat
of Prince Caumraun, the son of Mahmood, at
Candahar, came over to his cause, but soon seceded from it again in disgust at being refused
the appointments held by his father. The change ,
of sorereigns, although Shoojah was a better and
more capable Inan than blahmood, had not
therefore strengthened the power of the government. In fact, throughout this reign, the disorganization of the state was upon the increase.
The power and insolence of the nobles had grown
to such an extent, in consequence of the late
troubles and the competitioil of different candidates for the crown, that the most trivial cause
was sufficient to drive them into rebellion, and
Shoojah deeming it the wisest policy to coEciliate
rather than punish, they didso with comparative
impunity. All this led to a state of things de-'
plorable to contemplate. The chiefs appeared to
dissociate all idea of principle from the causes
they supported, and veered about from one side
to the other, just as the passion or caprice of the
moment directed. No one could depend upon
another. Treachery and intrigue were in the
ascendant, and a man would go out in the
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r n m i n g to fight. a battle against the enemy, he.
would, perhaps, see some cause for joining before
evening.
The first rebellhn which occurred to disturb
the repose of Shah Shoojah broke out at Candahar, the government of which, upon the expulsion of Mahmood's son, Caumraun, had been
given to Prince Kyser, son of Shah Zemaun.
Futteh Khan, ho~vever, who had quitted the
court of Shoojah with a determination to be
revenged for the neglect he had met with, had
infused into the mind of the young prince the
ambitious clesire of striking a blow for the
kingdom of which his father had been dispossessed by Mahmood. This attempt, Shoojah succeeded in frustrating, as he also did a second
one, and Futteh ' ~ h a nfinding his intrigues
with Kyser unavailing, proceeded to Herat,
where he contrived by his address to impress
Prince Feerooz with- the same ambitious feelings
3s he had previously done Icyser. Both parties
assembled troops, but before hostilities took
place, the'ir differences were settled by negotiation, upon which Futteh Khan withdrew from
the cause of Feerooz in disgust.
After the defeat of these attempts to depose
him, Shoojah enjoyed for some time peaceful
possession of the sovereign power. Icyser, who
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had been continued in the government of Candahar, remained faithful to his interests, and
even entertained a design of putting Futteh
Khan to death, whom he had 'contrived to seize.
But this wily and intriguing chieftain not only
succeeded in turning him from his purpose, but
likewise in shaking, his allegiance to his uncle,
and engaged him in a fresh attempt upon the
throne. In accordarice with this design, Futteh
proceeded to enrol his Baurikzyes in the cause,
but during his absence Icpser transferred his
confidence. to Khojeh b1ahomnied Khan, another
noble of great power and influence, who dissuaded
him from his intention. - Futteh 1<han, upon his
return, was so exasperated I)y this change of plan,
that he resolved henceforth to give up all connection with ICyser's cause, and immediately went uver
to the party of Cauniraun, of Herat, whom h e
offered to put in possession of CandaE~ar. T I I ~ S
prince gladly availed himself of the pyoffered
assistance, and advanced to within a short dis-c
tance of the city. Iiyser uris alarmed by these
proceedings, and prepared for immediate flight,
but sent to Futteh Ktian to solicit a final. interview previous to his departure. The result of
this meeting was a total change of the relative
positions of each of the contending parties, anrl
an illustration of the character of t h e tirnes and
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of the people. Kyser represented to F ~ i t t e h
Khan the obligations he was under to him for
having saved his life, while the other complained
of the want of confidence with which he had
been treated. lit last, a reconciliation took
place between them. Icyser promised to be
guided hy his advice in every thing for the future,
and Futteh Khan resolveh once more to join
his cause. The next morning they marched out
together t.o attack Caumraun, whom Futteh
Khan charged with his usual impetuosity, and
totally routed.
Notwithstanding, however, the singularity of
the circumstances and the apparent sincerity of
their reconciliation, the new alliance between
Prince Icyser and Futteh Khan was of but
short continuance. I<ho.jeh Mahommed recovered
his ascendancjt over the mind of the young prince,
who preferred his more prudent counsels, and
the Baurikzye noble once more quitted with indignation and disgust the cause of the vacillating
Kyser, and 1vit.h the ease with which an Affghan
changes his party, transferred his services again
to Gau~uraun.
'I'his !,ri~~ce,
notwithstanding his former treacl ery, acce(1e.i to the offers of Putteh Khan,
arid .'thew united forces advancing upon Candahar,
compelled Kysrr to Ace for safety into Beloo-
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chistan, where he waited .tile arrival of reinforiements from Shoojah.
The king, who was at Peshawa: when he first
had intelligence of this fresh outbreak, hastened
in person to quell it. In this he mas successful,
as the troops which Feerooz had sent to the
assistance of Caumraun were recalled to repel
a meditated attack by the Persians on EIerat.
The rebel army, thus weakened, were insufficient
to oppose the royal troops. Caumraun took to
flight, and Futteh Khan once more submitted
to Shah Shoojah.
But this reign is little more than a record
of tumults and rebellions. Scarcely had the king
succeeded in suppressing that of Caumraun than
IIyser was again in the field, incited by the vizier
Moolrhtaur Oodowlah, whose dissatisfaction with
his sovereign was so great that he now threw off
all allegiance, and joined the rebel party. H e
was, however, killed in an engagement with the
royal troops. Mahmood, $so, who had taken
the field again, assisted by the restless Futteh
Khan and the Meer Waez,' chief priest of the
'i\iIahomedans, was defeated, and Shah ~hoojal;'s
affairs once more est?blished upon a seemingly
firm basis.
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CHAPTER 111.
HISTORY O F SHAH SROOJAH, AND FALL OF THE
DOORAUNEB MONARCHY.

I

.

IT was during the interval of repose which
succeeded the events related in the preceding
chapter, that the mission of the I-Ion. Mountstuart Elphinstone, from the government of
British India, arrived at Peshawar, where Shah
Shoojah at that time held his court. Before much
had been done, however, to further the objects
of -the embassy, the quiet of the county was again
"disturbed by Mahmood, aided by the restless
and indefatigable Futteh Khan, who had once
more raised a rebellion, and taken possession of
Candahar.
3
When the intelligence of this disaster reached
Peshawar, the greater part of the royal army was

absent under the minister Akram Iihan, who liad
been sent a short time precious, against the ion
of the late vizier, who still held o ~in~ Cashmere.
t
The result of this expedition was most unfortunate. Akram Khan was betrayed by Motawul. lee, a chief in whom h e placed great confidence,
and the greater part of his army destroyed among
the mountain passes, into which they had been
traiterously conducted. The' minister and t h e ,
other chiefs, however, contrived to save themselves
11) flight.
Simultaneously with the arrival of
this disastrous news, information was brought of
the capture of Cabool ,by Mahmood, and of his
intention to march on Pesbawar ; but the progress
of the victorious party was stayed by dissensions
ztmong themselves.
Shoojah was now placed in a perilous situation.
Akram Khan had returned, and was endeavouring
t o re-assemble the scattered remains of his army ;
but this minister was very unpopular, both
amongst the chiefs and the people. H e was a
man of fair abilities and invincible. persor~alcon:
rage, but excessively haughty and avaricious. He
~ v z snot, therefore, calculated to gain adherents
to his master's cause;oi conciliate his enenlies ;
but the disagreements of the latter among t h e m
selves, gave the Icing time to retrieve, in sQme
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measure, his late. reverses. A considerable body
of troops was again collected, and it was resolved
to march on a b o o l . Unfortunately, the army did
not advance with3 that precaution and attention
to order which circumstances rendered necessary;
and after a long and fatiguing 'march through
the mountains, they nTere attacked while yet in
confusion, by Futteh Khan, at thk head of a
small body of his followers. Akram Khan, who
was with the king in the rear, directly he heard of
the circumstance, dashed fol-ward xith a few
horsemen to the assistance of the advanced
guard; but he was too late, they were already
defeated. Nevertheless, the courageous and gigantic chief, carried away by the impetuosity of
his disposition, rushed on, and had penetrated
almost to the very spot where Futteh Khan was,
when he mas overpowered by numbers, and slain,
after a gallant a n d desperate resistance, in which
numhers feltl beneath his sword. Dost Mahemed, the future rulerwf Cabool, who was a younger
'brothei of Futteh qhan, is said to have greatly
distinguished himself in this action.
.This calamity, and particularly the death of
Akram, appears to have B~okenthe king's spirits,
H e despondingly regarded the defeat of his ad. vanced guard as decisive of the contest, and retreated to the Khyber mountains, where he reD

'

mained inactive for some days, but was subsequently persuaded to advance on Candahar. But
misfortune still attended him. Mahmood and
Futteh Khan pushed on, at the, head of six thousand horse, to intercept his progress, and came
up with him at Jakan, near Candahar. A battle
ensued, which mas sustained with considerable
obstinacy on both sides, till the treachery of Sdoo
Khan Astikzye, who deserted from Shoojah at
the head of a large body of horse, decided the
fate of the day, and compelled the unfortunate
monarch once more to seek safety in flight. H e
pursued his way towards the Indus, which he
crossed near Leia, and took refuge for a time in
the territories of Mahomed Khan, a chief of his
own tribe, who treated him with much hospitality
and respect. Here he heard the satisfactory
intelligence of the safety of his family, who,
upon the breaking out of the troubles, had been
prudently sent to Rawil Pindee, in the Pui~jaub,
to be out of the reach of dafiger.
A t this stage of Shah ShoGahJs fortunes, Run:
jeet Sing, the celebrated Maha Rajah of Lahore,
with the design of extending his own power,
offered to assist him ill the conquest of Mooltan.
The Shah, however, appeared to penetrate his
intentions, ahd evaded a direct answer to his
overtures by proceeding to join his family at

.
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Rawil Pindee. While there, he resolved once
rn&e to attempt the recovery of Peshawar, and
crossing the rher Attock, advanced at the head
of his troops to, attack the city. Mahomed
Azeem Khan, the brother of Futtth Khan, to
whose charge it had been committed, upon learning the approach of Shoojah, advanced to meet
him; but after some days, findinghis army greatly
* thinned by desertions to the Shah, he deemed it
most prudent to decline an engagement, and
retreated, leaving the Shah to take possession of
the city unopposed.
His success, however, was but temporary.
Mahomed Azeem, who had proceeded to Cabool
for reinforcements, returned at the head of a
chosen body of troops, and after an obstinately
contested battle, in which Shoojah was defeated,
he regained. possession of Peshawar, and the Shah
betook himself again to Rawil Pindee. Another
attempt of the same kind was. made by him
shortly, afterwards, Wut was equally unsuccessful,
and he then relapsedinto inactivity.
From this state of tranquillity, Shoojah was
roused some time after by the adhesion of a number of the Dooraunee lords f ~ h had
o hitherto sided
with Mahmood, but now represented themselves
-as disgusted with the tyrannical administration of
that monarch and his minister, Futteh Ifian,

.
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and resolved to support the claims of Shah Shoojah. With their assistance and advice, he resumed his efforts upon PeshadJar. Mahomed
Azeem Khan, again thought it advisable to retire
to Cabool ; and the Shah once more entered the
city in triumph.
But the whole proceeding appears to have been
a plot on the part of some of the chiefs engaged
in it, to get Shoojah into their power, and deprive
him of the Icohi-noor, one of the largest diamonds
in the world, ~vhichhad been brought from India
by Naudir Shah, passed at his death into the possession of Ahmed Shah, and descended to his
successors on the Dooraunee throne. Jehan Dad
Khan, Semunder Khan, and Nund Rans, were the
agents in this disgraceful transaction, to which they
had been instigated by Atta Mahomed Khan, of
Cashmere, the son of Mookhtaur Oodowlah, Shoojah's former vizier. After various manceuvres,
they gained possession of the person of the unfortunate Shah, and actuallyuhad the audacity to
imprison him on one of the mountains of Cashmere, whither he was conveyed by Jehan Dad
Khan, and where Atta Mahomed visited him immediately in quest of :he coveted prize.
This daring outrage appears to have filled even
his rival, Mahmood, with indignation. Directly
he was made acquainted with it, he sent troops to
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devastate the territories of the tribes to which
the conspirators belonged, and fitted out an expe4
dition against Lashmere,
which he placed under
the command of Fgtteh Khan, to avenge the dishonour done to the Dooraunee name. Upon the
receipt of these tidings, Atta Mahomed became
terrified at the consequences of his temerity and
baseness, although he at first made some show
aof opposition. But seeing the hopelessness of
his being able to withstand the force sent against
him, he threw himself upon the inercy of
Shoojah, whom he abjectly solicited for forgiveness, which the generous Shah granted him.
Atta Mahomed having thus submitted, Futteh
Khan recovered Cashmere, and Shoojah was prerailed upon by him, in conjunction with Runjeet
Sing, to retire to Lahore, whither his family had
been previously removed by the cunning Maha Rajah. During his progress to that city, he was frequently solicited by various chiefs to erect his
siandard in Cashrnerg ; but he declined, from a
fceling of gratitude t u ~Mahmood, who had sent
Futteh Khan to release him from the power of
Atta Mahorned.
N o sooner had the unfortiinate Shoojah arrived
at Lahore, than the object of Runjeet Sing
in persuading him to come there was made apparent.
I l e was immediately subjected t~
restraint, and every attempt made by cunning
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and cajolery to induce him to give up the Kohinoor diamond. To this he at length acceded,
under a written promise from t i e crafty Indian
despot, to furnish him with a ~egularrevenue for
his support, and provide him sufficient means for
the recovery of his kingdom. But these promises,
as may be expected, were only intended, to deceive; and the unhappy monarch, when he had
parted with his treasure only found himself a
closer hrisoner than before. His eyes were now
fully opened to his situation, and he resolved to
escape from the power of Runjeet as soon as he
could contrive the means. His first care, however,
mas for the security of his family, who succeeded
at last in effecting their escape to Loodianah,
after the failure of four successive attempts.
Upon their flight being known, Runjeet Sing was
exceedingly exasperated, and ordered increased
vigilance to be exercised in guarding the king.
But in spite of all his precautions, the Shah, after
several months' confinement, having discovered
a connexion .between his pKson-room, of which
he had removed some of the flooring, and several
rooms beneath, found means of setting himself
free. Taking with him four followers, he descended in the night to these rooms, which conducted him to the public drain of the city, and
creeping through it till he arrived at the river
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side, he jumped into a boat which had been placed
in readiness for him, and escaped to Rajour,
whose chief treJted him with great kindness and
hospitality. Frorg this place, he proceeded to
Kustwar, whither he was invited by the Rajah of
the district who received him with the utmost cordiality, and promised to assist him in the design
of recovering Cashmere, which he was then meditating. Preparations for carrying out this plan
were now entered into with spirit, and a tolerable
force assembled, the friendly Rajah having disposed of his jewels to procure the necessary
funds.

These preparations did not pass unobserved
by Mahomed Azeem Khan, who was at this
time Naib of Cashmere, and he took rigorous
measures for his defence. His troops were, however, defeated upon several occasions, but the
severity of the season was so great, that the
soldiers of Shoojah, who were principally Hindostanees, perished fn great numbers. He was
consequently comp~lledto give up the contest
and return to Ihstwar, where he remained for
some months longer, but becoming naturally
anxious to see his family: he resolved to take
his departure for Loodianah, and safely arrived
-there after a lengthened journey, during which
he suffered greatly from anxiety and fatigue.

*
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OUTRAGE COMMITTED

Shah Shoojah appeared to have resigned all.
hope of regaining his lost crown, and had ,dwelt
L
for some time in peaceful retirement at Loodianah
with his family, when circuqastances ,occurred
which raised him from inactivity, and brought
him again upon the scene of action.
An expedition had been sent against Herat,
under Futteh Khan, for the purpose of deposing
Ilajee Ferooz, the governor, upon the plea of .
his incapacity for the administration of affairs.
This scheme was successful, the governor was
imprisoned, and Dost Mahomed Khan, who accompanied his brothel; the vizier, forced his way
into the Harem Serai, where he found a daughter
of Mahmood's, who had been given in marriage
to a son of Hajee Ferooz, and violently tore
from her person the jewels and ornaments which
adorned her dress. Futteh Khan, upon hearing
of the outrage, was exceedingly incensed against
his brother, and resolved to punish him, but
he escaped to Cashmere, where he sought refuge,
with another of his brothers, Mahomed Azeem
Khan, who although he condeinned his conduct,
aeorded him protection.
When the gross insult which had been offered
to his family in the person of his daughter was
made known to Mahmood, his indignation was
extreme, and his son, Caumraun, who envied
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and, hated Futteh Khan, persuaded him that
it mas at the instigation of that chief that the
9
outrage had been committed. Mahmood, glad
t o have an opportunity of disgracing his vizier,
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without the appearance of injustice or ingratitude
to the man who had raised him to the throne,
gave Caumraun permission to adopt whatever
course he might deem best, and that prince
'immediately had the Baurikzye noble placed in
confinement and barbarously deprived of his
sight.
Such an act of tyranny, it was not likely,
would be allowed to pass unavenged by the
powerfdl family to which the injured chief belonged. His brothers accordingly threw off their
allegiance to Mahmood, and entered into schemes
for deposing him and raising one of his brothers
to the throne in his stead. Yar Mahomed Khan,
at the head of one party, endeavoured to bring
in Prince Ayoob, while Nuwab Sumud Khan,
;Sultan Ali Shah ana Peer Dil Khan, at the
head of another, svlicited Shah Shoojah once
more to resume the sceptre. The latter party
do not, however, appear to have had any sincerity
in their ~roceedings,and 'although Ayoob fled
before him, Shoojah, doubtful of the fidelity of
the chiefs, and learning that Mahomed Azeem
Khan, one of his advisers in his present attempt,
D 3
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y a s advancing against him, retired into cthe
mountainous districts, where he was met and
t
defeated by that insidious noble, whose schemes
mere made apparent by his immediately itlviting
Ayoob back.
In the meanwhile, Mahnlood, enraged by these
proceedings on the part of the Baurikzye chiefs,
and not content with having robbed the unfortunate Futteh Khan of his sight, resolved to'
wreak his vengeance still farther upon' that
hapless nobleman. I n pursuance of this resolution, he gave orders for his death. The blind
vizier was brought out, his fetters were knocked
off, and he was literally cut to pieces, limb by
limb, at the command of his savage master.
This diabolical deed was performed by the Dooraunees of different clans, who each cut some
portion from the tortured man, Mahrn~odhoping
by this infamous expedient to shut out all chance
of their uniting with the opposite party.
The Baurikzye brother; were, however, top
powerful for Mahmood suc&ssfully to withstand.
His power was limited to Herat and the country
immediately surrounding it, and the dissolution
of the Dooraunee mdnarchy may be said to date
from this period. Sultan Ali Shah was seated
on the throne of Cabool, but speedily deposed
and strangled by Ayoob) who then assumed the
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sopereign power with the assistance of Mahomed
Azeem Khan. This chief, in fact, wielded the
3
whole authority of government, Ayoob being but
a mere. puppet ins his hands. H e administered
the affairs of his sovereign with success for some
years, but died, at length, it is said, of a broken
heart, in consequence of an unsuccessful expedition against Runjeet Sing, whose dominions
. ' his. ambition to be a conqueror had led him t o
covet. H e was a man of immense wealth,
i
amounting, it is said, to three millions sterling.
Upon his death, his son, Hubeb Oolah Khan,
,1;
became governor of Cabool and defeated Dost
Mahomed in several attempts to overthrow %is
- .f
authority, but was at last expelled by him when
that chief became master of Cabool and assumed
the sovereig~lpower, which he retained possession of till driven from his kingdom by the
British
forces in the late war.
:'
The country now enjoyed a state of repose as
,regarded struggles ?or the sovereign power for
I
a lengthened period: The once mighty kingdom
of Cabool, torn to pieces by its own dissensions,
I
was broken up into so many separate principalities, the heads of Ghich were too much
occupied with their own affairs to permit of
.
interference in those of each other. The states
which had been tributary t o the crown, Balk,
t I
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Scinde, Beloochistan, and the Affghan possessions
in the Punjaub, had taken adlantage of the
recent troubles, and the weakened state of the
Dooraunee monarchy, to throw off their allegiance
and to regain their independence. Mahmood
remained undisturbed in possession of the government of Herat, and attempted not to recover
the lost sovereignty of Cabool. Dost Mahorned
maintained- his power in the latter city and its '
dependancies by dint of his genius and energy of
character, while Candahar and Peshawar were
held by his brothers, who, however, governed
independently of him. There was abundance of
materials for combustion, but not sufficient unity
amongst them to produce ignition.
Such was the state of the country from the
year 1824, when Dost Mahomed's sovereignty
commenced, up to the beginning of 1S33; but
it would seem as if nine years were too long a
period for the turbulent and intriguing khans of
Affghanistan to remain inactive, or content with,
even the moderate degree of peace and order, the
country had latterly enjoyed. Accordingly some
of the leading chiefs of the Dooraunee and Ghiljie
tribes, dissatisfied probibly with the little influence
they possessed under the able and energetic ruler
who then swayed the destinies of Cabool, and
thinking to increase their power by placing the
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sc$ptre in tlle hands of one they deemed might
he more com~liant,sent urgent solicitations to
Shah ~hoojah'to resume offensive operations,
and once more atkmpt to recover his lost kiilgdom, assuring him of their entire support. The
oft-defeated king irl spite of repeated failure, still
cherished the hope of one day being successful,
and listened eagerly, as heretofore, to their proposals. He was also further encouraged by
Runjeet Sing, who furnished him with a considerable sum of money towards the expenses of the
war ; stipulating, however-for
the wily Sikh
ever had an eye to the increase of his own power
-that Peshawar should be ceded to him in
return for his good offices. He thuswontrived
to assemble a very cbnsiderable force, but in the
onset met with an unexpected obstacle in the
opposition of the Arneers of Scinde, upon whom
he had calculated for support. I-Ie totally defeated them, however, in a sanguinary battle in
,which great numbers of the enemy were slain.
After this victors the Shah pushed on towards
Candahar, before which he arrived with an army
which had swelled in his 'progress to sixty
thousand men. 13e irn6ediately invested the
city, and his first operations were attended with
success, but the intelligence of Dost Mahomed3s
approach at the head of a numerous force, though
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far inferior to the Shah's, occasioned the latter
to change his position. O n the (day following
that on which he effected this movement, Dost
Mahomed arrived to the relief sf his brothers in
Candahar, and a general action ensued. The
battle razed with groat fury for some time, and,
at first, victory seemed to incline to the side of
Shoojah, but the courage and energy of Dost
Mahomed retrieved the day. H e flew from rank '
to rank, holding the Koran in one hand, and his
sword in the other, exhorting his troops who.were
giving way before the superior numbers of the
enemy, to stand firm and not desert their leader.
His gallantry restored their confidenae, and reinspired b y his spirited exhortations, the flying
troops returned to the charge with redoubledl
vigour. The troops of Shah Shoojah now in
their turn began to give way, and the Hindoostanees being still further dispirited by the loss
of Mr. Campbell their leady, who had entered
the Affghan Icing's se,p4ce, the rout became,
general. Dost Mahomed wds left master of the
field, and the unfortunate Shoojah once more
became 'a fugitive and an exile. This was his
last attempt to regair;' his lost kingdom till the
British Government in India deemed i t necessary
for the maintenance and security of our Eastern
dominions, to espouse his cause, and put him

RISE O F THE SIKH POWER.
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fprward again in 1838, as a claimant to the
throne.
a
During the decline of the Dooraunee monarchy,
while -blfghanistafi was convulsed by the factions
which sprung up on every side in support of this
or that competitor for the crown, a power was
growing up on its eastern frontier, which, though
once a tributary, threatened to become aformidable
" rival to it, and as it exercised a considerable
influence upon our relations with Affghanistan
some account of it will be necessary.
This was the Sikh power which from a peaceful
sect of religious dissenters founded in the fifteenth
century by a Mahommedan priest, named Nanak,
had grown into a powerful and warlike people.
They had given even the victorious Ahmed
Shah much troable in his expeditions to the
Punjaub, and though always defeated by him,
they returned in greater numbers upon his withdrawal from the cotntry. Their power had gone
on increasing during the succeeding reigns, and
they had taken adfantage of the distracted state
of the kingdom of Cabool in latter years to free
themselves entirely fro:
the Affghan yolre.
Under their celebrated chieftain Runjeet Sing,
. they hid gradually acquired extent of territory
and orga~lization, and had now become a powerful and independent kingdom. This monarch

.
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was a man of extraordinary talent, courage, and
ambition, with an activity of disppsition which
gave these qualities full effect. H e was diminutive in person, but of most expressive countenance;
his forehead was broad and capacious, his right
eye, the only one he possessed, having lost the
other by small pox, was large, prominent, and
brilliant, glancing continually and restlessly
around, and his appearance altogether was singular and compressive. After having subdued
the various chiefs in the Punjaub and erected that
country into a sovereign state, he turned his
attention t o the Dooraunee possessions bordering
his dominions, and wrested the important province of Cashmere from them. H e next formed
the design of adding Peshawar to his territories,
having, by his address, engaged the government
of British India in a treaty by which it was bound
not to interfere with his conquests on the west of
the river Sutlej, and after the defeat of Shah
Shoojah, in 1834, acting upon the agreement which
had been entered into betwedn them, he gained
possession of that city by a n artifice worthy of
his cunning and aggressive genius. No, Nehal
Sing his grandsqn, was sent, who askedpermission to view the town. This mas granted, and he
entered it accompanied By a numerous armed
escort, who as soon as they wcre all safely within
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the walls, kept forcible possession of the place,
anh evaded all Dost Mahomed's demands, on the
J
part of his brother, for its restoration. This
ruler at length rescyted to arms for its recovery,
but was equally unsuccessful, although h e maintained a conflict for some time with great spirit
against the Sikh monarch, under the disadvantage
of i~lsufficient means, especially want of funds.
Dost Mahomed, conscious of the weakness of his
position, had long wished to strengthen himself
by the formation of some powerful alliance. H e
had accordingly, at a very early period of his rule,
cast his eyes towards the government of Calcutta,
but his solicitations had not been favourably
regarded in that quarter; non-interference with the
affairs of Cabool having been deemed, at that
time, the best policy on our part.
Alarmed, therefore, now by the aggressions of
Runjeet Sing whom he perceived to be in strict
alliance with the British, and apprehensive of
continued encroachn~entsfrom the well-known am6ition of the Maha Rajah of Lahore, he bethought
him of looking to some other power for assistance.
H e was still further influenced to this course by
the knowledge that the English had hitherto
afforded protection to the exiled monarch of the
Suddozye family, and were suspected of secretly
favouring their cause.
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The country which most obviously presented
itself to him in this situation of affairs, was
C
Persia, whose connexion with Affghanistan had
formerly been so intimate, and the views it
put forward about. this period respecting that
state, and particularly its attempt to subjugate
Herat, the last remaining possession of the Suddozye family, exercised an important influence
upon the future policy of the British govern- *
ment.
Since the foundation of the Dooraunee kingdom, Herat had been under the dominion of
the Affghans, and it was not till about 15'31-2;
that the Persians conceived the design of annexing it to their territory. The governors of
IChorassaun had frequently sent expeditions against
that city, not, however, for the purpose of conquest, but rather with a view to plunder.
Futteh Ally Shah, the late sovereign, was
always opposed to the design of subjugating
Herat, and upon one occasl*on, when one of the
Persian princes had introduced a body of troops'
into the town, he was ordered by that monarch
to evacuate it. He foresaw the difficulty, even
if he succeeded in cohquering it, of preserving
his authority over its turbulent and hostile
people, and felt convinced that its capture would
prove a source of weakness rather than of
1
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strength. He consequently advised his son,
~ i b a Meerza,,
s
to relinquish all thought of subduing the city, and attend to the consolidation
and improvement of his own kingdom.
Notwithstanding this counsel, the prince found
himself sufficiently powerful to act in opposition
to it, and in the year 1833, he fitted out an
expedition against Herat, and placed it under
the command of Mahomed Meerza, since become
the sovereign of Persia. I t was unsuccessful in
consequence of the death of Abbas, which compelled his son to retreat, but directly Mahomed
succeeded his grandfather upon the throne, he
resolved to attempt again the conquest of I-Ierat.
His designs were strenuously opposed by Mr.
Ellis, the British minister, at his court; but on
the other hand, as strenuously supported by the
agents of Russia, and it was not difficult to
proriougce which advice mould be adopted by
a young and ambitious monarch, when the choice
lay between the adkocate of a peaceful policy,
and those who pandered to his warlike inclinations and love of territorial aggrandizement.
Russia had for some time been secretly intriguing at the court of Pehia, and her influence
was now paramount. When Mr. Ellis discovered
the state of affairs, he lost no time in representing to the British government the danger to our
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interests with which the designs of Russia and
Persia were fraught, and the necvssity of doing
something to counteract their machinations. H e
~irrote-onthe Sth of January,*l836, <' that the
Russian minister at this court (the Persian), had
expressed himself in very strong terms respecting
the expediency of the Shah losing no time
in undertaking the expedition against Herat, and
had assigned, as a reason for the immediate urgeilcy of his doing so, the probability of the
British gove'rnnient discouraging the attempt,
in pursuance df their known wish to see a restoration of the Affghan n~onarchy.'~ Soon afterwards, he writes: cc I feel quite assured that
the British government cannot permit the extension of the Persian monarchy in the direction
of Affghanistan, with due regard to the internal
tranquillity of India; that extension will, at once,
bring Russian influence to the very threshold of
our empire; and, as Persia will not, or dare not,
place herself in a condition of close alliance with
Great Britain, our policy must be to consider her
no longer an outwork for the defence of India,
but as the first parallel, from whence the attack
may be comnlericed or threatened."
And again :
" I; am convinced that every effort will be made
by the Shah to obtain possession of Herat, and
to extend his dominions in the direction of Aff-
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.ghanistan, and that, for this purpose, no opportunity will be lost of forming connexions with
the chief of ~ h o o and
l
his brothers. I cannot
refrain from most, earnestly calling the attention
of his Majesty's government, and of the East
India Company, to the danger of the Shah of
Persia approaching, either by direct conquest or
by the admission of his right of dominion, the
frontiers of India; for I can conceive no event
more likely to unsettle the public mind in the
North Western provinces, and to disturb the
general tranquillity of our Eastern empire.)'
I t was with these powers, then, thus inimitably
intriguing against the interests of England, that
Dost Mahomed and his thrle brothers who governed Candahar, entered into those negotiations
which appeared to threaten the security of our
eastern empire, and ultimately induced the British
government to send the late ill-fated expedition
to Cabool, for the purpose of placing upon the
throne a sovereign more friendly to our interests.

,

CHAPTER IV.
REMARKS U P O N THE POLICY OF THE WAR.

SUCHwas the state of Affghanistan, and of our
relations with the rulers of that country, Persia,
and the monarch of the Sikhs, when Lord Auckland in 1536, was appointed to the government
of British India.
Immediately upon the arrival of the new Governor-General, Dost Mahomed addressed a letter
to him, setting forth the danger in which he was
placed between the Persians on the one hand,
and Runjeet Sing on the other, and soliciting
advice and assistance. Lord Auckland replied in
a friendli spirit, and the result of the correspondence was the mission of CAptain, afterwards Sir
Alexander Burnes to Cabool, for the purpose o i
negotiating a system of commercial intercourse
between the countries of Central Asia and Hindoostan ; but whose <powers were afterwards enlarged, so as to include questions of a more
political nature. In the meantime, an active
correspondence had been carried on between the
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chiefs of Candahar and the Persian court, who
sought to engage them in its designs upon Herat.
Into these, ~ o h u nDil Khan and his brothers
entered the. more, readily, conscious that their
power was founded on usurpation, and from the
animosity they consequentlyhore the chief of
that principality, who was the head of the onIy
branch of the Suddozye race whom they had not
succeeded in expelling from sovereign power.
Independently of these considerations, between
Prince Caumraun and the Baurikzye brothers $a
deadly feud existed which had arisen from mutual
injuries ; the former had been chiefly instrumental
in depriving Futteh Khan of his sight and afterwards in his cruel murder, their father Sirafrauz
Khan had also been put to death by one of his
race. On the other side, the Baurikzyes had
incurred the hatred of Caumraun by the gross
outrage offered to one of the princesses of his
family by Dost Mahomed. The governors of
Candahar, therefore, hotwithstanding the danger
that might result to themselves from the ulterior
designs of Persia, felt more inclined to listen to
the overtures of that power than to look for
support from England, and-a promise of the possession of Herat was held out to them as the
.price af their co-operation in its conquest. These
negotiations were no secret to the Ameer of
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Cabool, and hetnreen the appointment of Captain
Burnes' mission and its arrival at its destination,
<
he had received communications from the Persian
envoy at Candahar, which tended in some measure
to cool his ardour for the British connexion. He,
holrever, still prokssed to desire it in preference
to any other alliance, ancl Captain Burnes was
received with much apparent cordiality upon his
arrival at Cabool.
c
In the various interviews which ensued het.rveen
them, the British envoy represented to the Ameer
the advantage of cultivating improved relations
with England, both comlnercial and .political, and
subsequently tendered the mediation of the
Indian government for the settlement of his
differences with the Sikhs. 'To this was annexed
the condition that he should -renounce all further
comrnunication with the courts of Russia and
Persia, a preliminary, which was absolutely essential to render the alliance of any value to England,
as he had recently made overtures to the latter
power, which if embodied in a treaty would hade
subjected him so entirely to Persian influence, as
to compel him to assist in whatever design that
government might farm,. and consequently to aid
the views of Russia. Dost Mahomed at first
listened attentively, and with apparent good faith
to the representations of Captain Burnes. H e
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Had good reason to suspect his brothers at Candahar; of negotiating with Persia for the adranee.
ment of-their own interest independently of, and
even in opposition t o his. H e had a higher
notion of the power and importance of the
British government than is usually entertained by
the semi-barbarous and inflated monarchs of Asia,
ancl deemed that they might be exerted beneficially for his interest at the court of Lahore.
These, and other considerations, induced him t:,
t ~ i s l the
i alliance of England in preference to that
of any other state, suppotsing i t equally ready t:,
for\rarcl his ciesigus; and there appeared good
grounds for anticipating a favourable result to
the mission.
B u t it sooil became evident that the desire of
obtaining possession of Peshaivar, for 11-11ich he
was about this period eiigaged in a contest wit11
Runjeet Sing, mas uppermost in the minrl of the
Anleer of Cal~ool. I n his first inter~ierrswith
Captain Bnrnes, he espressecl himself ansious to
clo everything that coulcl pronlote the interests of
commerce, but that h e was involved in difficulties
most u~lfavourableto sucli a course. His hostilities wit11 the Silrhs, he said, narrowed his resources, compelled him to take money from the
merchants, and even to increase the duties t o
supl~ortthe expenses cf the mar. I t was useless
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h e further remarked, to think that peace coulc! be
eaablished while Peshawar mas cpntrolled by the
presence of Sikh troops, and that Runjeet Sing's
relinquishment of that city could- alone secure
permanent tranquillifp. H e also desired the assistance of England, on the condition of furthering
her views, in preserving the independence of
Candahar, and otherwise defending Afighanistan
from the-attacks of the Persians.
These demands it was of course impossible for
the British government to accede to with m y
regard to justice or souqd policy. Peshanrar had
. never belonged to Dost Mahomed. At the dissolution of the Dooraunee kingdom, it had fallen
to the share of one of his brothers and could no
more be claimed by him as part of his possessions,
than its governor could lay claim to the city of
Cabool. Runjeet Sing had taken advantage of the
troubles of the country, and a treaty he had
entered into with Shah ~ h o o j ato
i take possession
of it. I t had, therefore, b & m his by right of
conquest, and to have compelled him to give it
up, leaving out of view the injustice of such a
step, would have been highly impolitic, as tending
to alienate a firm andbpowerful ally, at a time too,
when me needed all the influence me conld secure
among the native princes of India. Dost Ma-.
homed was nevertheless greatly disappointed at
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the refusal of England to comply with his ~vishes.
H e closed the correspondence with irritation,.nd
immediately entered into close communicatioll
with Captain Vi~ovich,the Russian agent, who
had arrived at Cabool during the progress of the
negotiations with Captain Burnes.
The mission having thus failed of its objects,
i t became necessary for the British envoy to leave
Cabool; and having applied for, ancl received his
dismissal, he returned to India, representing to
the government the necessity of talring immediate
measures for the counteraction of the intrigues
carrying on against us.
During these transactions, matters in the west
were advancing towards a crisis. The Shah of
Persia at the head of a large army, had marched
to the siege of Herat, and had publicly announced
his determination of adding it to his dominions.
I n this design h e was assisted by Russia11 advice
and with Russian money. His first operations
w&e attended with success, H e advanced as far
as Ghorian unopposed, and that formidable fortress, regarded as one of the most inaccessible
strongholds in the country, capitulated after a siege
of only ten days. The victorious Persian arnly
then proceeded to invest Herat, and arrived beforLe
that city to the number of forty thousand men.
I t is unnecessary to enter into the details of
E 2
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this memorable siege, interesting as i t n-as upon
e v e y account. It was carried on for seveial
months with unflagging spirit, and greater courage and military skill Tere displayed on 110th
sides, than is usually looked-for in the records of
Asiatic \oarfare. The Herntees, notwithstanding
the dishearter~ingeffect of the fall of Gllorian,
defended themselves lvith invincible bravery under
the leadersllip of their daring and talented mi.nister ITar klal~omed Khan. But it was the
brilliant conduct of our heroic cowltryman, Major
Eldred Pottingel; then only a lieutenant, who
threw himself into the l?eleaguerecl t o r n , ~~rllile
returning to India by that route, 11-hichn-as clliefly
instrumental in preserving it from fallitlg. His
s k i l f ~ ~arrangements
l
foiled the whole power of
Persia, and eventually compelled the Shah to
retire from before Herat in disgrace.
The designs of Persia mere made evident beyond the possibility of doubt by the march of
her troops to the siege of Iferat, in spite of the
remonstrances of England. Every effort llad'
been macle t o dissuade the Shah from the prosecution of that enterprise, b u t without avail; it
was quite clear he inti?'ncled to act in opposition
to British advice and British interests, The
Persian minister explicitly stated to Mr. Ellis,
t3at he cor~sideredt h e don~inionsof his sovereign
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justly extended as far as Ghuznee, while the
emissary from the rulers of Candahar, declared
that Atighanistan mas ready to submit to the
authority of Persia. I t became, in consequence,
imperatively necessary that the government of
Inclia should adopt some. decidecl and energetic
course, with relation to affairs in that country.
The British empire in the East is founded upon
a basis, the very nature of which, renders her
naturally averse to the neighbouring influence of
nny foreign pan-er, which could by any means
become her rival. The policy of England has,
therefore, always been to form such connesions
and alliances with the native states in her vicinity,
as might serve for a protection to her interests in
that quarter of the globe. Russia was the country
from whose position ancl resources, couplecl with
her well-known activity and love of territorial acquisition, the most clanger was to be apprehended.
It was not, therefore, without n feeling of well~roundeclalarm, that* the Indian government had
biiheld the approaches of that ambitious and
grasping power to our frontier through the influence it exercised over the intervening countries
of Persia and Affghanistan." That this alarm was,
as has been said, well-grounded, and not enterstained hastily and ~ ~ l i t h o nconsideration,
t
there
is abundant evidence to prove. Mr. Ellis and

.

Mr. RfcNeill, ministers successively at tlre court
cf Persia, both men of ability and well fitted for
coming to a right judgment upon events passing
around them, united in representing the peril to our
interests, arising from the intrigues being carried
on between Russia and the court at n~hicllthey
were resident, and the necessity of erecting Aff,gbanistan into a barrier against their designs'upon
India. Passages from the letters of the first ,
named gentleman were quoted in the preceding
.cI?apter bearing upon this point, and in July, 1SSG,
he thus again refers to the subject. c C His Majesty has been encouraged, and I have been recently informed, has been promised positive assistance, in this design (the attack on I-Ierat) by
the Russians, who t&ll linow that the conquest
of Herat and Candahar by the Persians, is in fact
an advance for them towards India, if not for the ,
purpose of actual invasion, certainly for that of
intrigue and disorganization."
I n a previous dispatch, hB had said, '(Indeed,
in the present state of the relations betweel;
Persia and Russia, i t cannot be denied that the
progress of the former in Affghanistau, is tantamount to the aclrancement of the latter, and
ought to receive every opposition from the British
go~ernmentthat the obligations of public faith.
will permit.''
And again he statecl that he was
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quite convinced that the British government
could no longer, mith safety to its possessions in
India, refrain from intimate connexion with the
Affgllans, whether they be subject to one chief,
or divided into prii~cipalities.'~
Mr. McNeill confirms the views taken by his
predecessor, and on the 8th of August, 1835,
wrote as follo~vs:
At this moment, the united
influence of Persia and Russia would seem to be
established in all the Affghan dominions, with the
single exception of Herat, and the existence of
that influence in those countries, viewed in conjunction mith the course which those powers have
recently been pursuing, and the measures that
have resulted from their joint diplomatic exertions, is so obviously incompatible mith the tranquillity of India, and even with its security, that
no measures can be more unequivocably measures
of self-defence than those which the British government is called upon to adopt for the purpose
of counteractiilg the evils with which India is
'threatened : Persia, has no provocation to complain
of. The course pursued by the British government towards this government has been one of
uniform friendship and farbearance ; and it appears to me that it would be a hazardous and
. costly line of policy to adopt, were the British government any longer to permit Persia, under
CC
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shelter of her treaty with England, to open the way
t c India for another andfar more formidable pose;."
The aspect of affairs here presented, was sufficiently alarming; the approncl; of a hostile Mahomined,an porer towards our Indian frontier,
attended with tile moral impetus derived from a
victorious career through Affghanistan could not
be vien~edwith indifference; on the contrary, it
-xas calculated to diffuse 1-ery general apprel~ension among those who were desirous of maintaining intact our poll-er and influence in Hindostan.
The hIahommedan portipn of the population, even
althougli they nligllt not be previously disaffected,
~ ~ - o unot
l d be dis~osedto regarcl with very inin~icelfeelings the approach of a nation believing
in the same religion as themselves, who would
l)roclaim i t as their object to free them from the
yoke of the Christian infidels; and the least rererse on our part ~vouldprobably be t l ~ esignal
for rebellion. I t should not be forgotten, that
although our government may be popular amongst
our Hindoo subjects, there is not a native prince, '
from the greatest to the meanest, ~vhetherprofessedly friendly, or openly hostile, r h o would
not view with satisfaction, our clefeat and expulsion from the country.
The majority of these Asiatic rulers are so ignorant of the pomers and resources of other
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states, so inflated with notions of their own immeasurable importance, pampered as their vanity
is by the grossest flattery, and the bombastic
style of address usual -in Eastern countries, that
nothing but occasionally striking a strong blow
and inflicting military chastisement, can bring
them to their senses or keep them in check ; and
the states of Ava and Nepaul, taking advantage
of the apparent difficulties ~vhichbeset us, werz
already evincing hostile dispositions and endeavouring to stir up disaffection amongst our
Indian sul~jects. Rumours of foreign invasion
were artfully spread, and had been so far successful as to have considerably weakened the confidence of the native population in the stability ofthe-British rule. There was a n universal impression that some imminent danger mas about to
assail us on the north-west; that some powerful
confederacy, in which Russia invariably heId the
nlost prominent place, irresistible in its might,
was about to pour down upon our territories, and
"whose arrival was to be the signal for a general
rise amongst the neighbouring states and even in
our own provinces. A general feeling of alarm
prevailed throughout Indiq the existerice of which
was confirmed by the representations made to the
Governor-General, from all parts, by the most intelligent and best informed meri connected with
E 3
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the administration of affairs. To sucll an extent.
had this feeling become prevalent in some places,
that the merchants hesitated to embark in their
usual commercial speculations, ,and many of the
inhabitants actually commenced burying their
raluables to preserve them from the enemy. The
probability of an early and important change was
every where the engrossing topic of conversation,
and the best mode of defending our Eastern
empire from the intrigues and threatened attacks
of foreign enemies, instead of being merely a speculative cluestion, had become a practical nand
deeply important one. .
Tlle public writers of the day discussed it earnestlj-, and as an evidence of the prevalent feeling,
it was stated by one, that in case a formidable
contest should ensue, the whole of the British1
force in India would amount to-500,000 souls,
with a reinforcement of 60,000 from England, and
72 pieces of artillery. These might be serviceable in a pitched battle, but if enemies are to
start from all sides and begin to attack every point,'
the story of the English will be short, and they
lilust sell their lires as dearly as they can. A cloud
has arisen from the west and surrounded the
whole of India, and the lightning of the sword
flashes in the air.
Under circumstances so urgent, it became ab-
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solutely necessary for the Indian government to
be prepared to repel aggression, and prudence
seemed f ~ ~ r t hto
e r dictate the necessity of forming
closer connexions mith Affghanistan than had
hitherto been considered politic. I t mould of
course have been better to have accomplished this
object, mith the assistance of the existing rulers
of the country and by pacific means, if possible,
but these had been tried to the utmost and had
failed. Negotiations, as has been seen, had been
opened with the chiefs of Cabool and Candahar,
but thk insincerity manifested on their part, especially in the proceedings of the Candahar brothers,
clestroged all hope of dependence upon their good
faith, even had they been brought to enter into a
treaty.
There n-ere many circunlstances in the position
of these rulers, which led them naturally to look
to Persia for support in preference to England.
They had no rightful pretensions to the sovereign
power, having expelied the legitimate family from
the throne by force of arms, and rather than resign their usurped dominion, they tvould hare
been content to hold their possessions as tributaries of Persia. I t did nc~trequire much, therefore, to induce them to co-operate in the destruction of Caurnraun of Herat, that prince being a
Suddozye, and by that means remove from the
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country the only member of the royal race, who was s~~fficieiltly
powerful to give them uneasiness,
and might well be expected to do so, had he attempted it, from the attachment with which the
Atighan people still regarded the fanlily of their
late soyereigns. Another circumstance which
h e l ~ e dto cement their intimacy with Persia, mas
their connesion with the I<uzzilbashes, tribes of
Persians, who had been for some time settled in
Atighanistan, but had preservecl' their distinctive
features and their affection for their original
country. Upon these tribes, the Baurikzyes depended chiefly for the maintenance of their authority, they again clung to their present masters
from the influence they were allowed t o exercise,
and the fear that it mould be lessened if the legitinlate sovereign of the country were restored.
These considerations naturally inclined the Baurikzye chiefs towards Persia, although such ties
mould have had but little effect had England
tempted their cupidity with osufficiently dazzling
offers, and at the same time, that they were pro-'
fessing an anxious desire for the British alliance,
they were secretly intriguing against us with the
agents of Russia and Pgrsia. I t mould seem as if
finding these two powers on the one side, and.
England on tile other, each clesirous of forming ,
a connexion with them, they became inflated by
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the apparent importance of their position, and
hovered between the contending parties with the
view of obtaining greater advantages, and joining
with those who should bid highest for their good
offices.
But this was not all. Even had they preserved the most entire good. faith in their intercourse with England, what Mr. Masson has teinled
the eternal and unholy dissensions and enmities3' which prevailed a~norlgst the Baurikzye
brothers rendered any engagement, which niight
be entered into with them, of exceedingly doubtful
effect as regarded the object to be attained, which
was of course the erection of a permanent and
secure barrier in Affghanistan against the encroachments of any western power, upoil our possessions in the east. Had the chiefs of Candahar
acted in unison with the Aineer of Cabool, ant1 the
two governnlents worked together for the good
of their comnlon country, it would have materially altered the codrse of policy necessary to be
'pursuecl by the- Indian government. But there
was not one of them who would riot gladly have
availec2 himself of any means that offered to
gain an advantage over his brothers, and they
were constantly engaged in intrigues to supplant
, each other.
Dost Mahomed complained bitterly
to Captain Burnes of the treacherous designs of
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his brothers against him, while he, on the other
hand, coolly proposed that England should assist
in driving them from Candahar and making him;
self master of their possessions.~
,Furthermore, the general unpopularity of the
Baurikzye chiefs formed a strong objection
against placing dependence upon their power.
Their government was maintained by military
force, and, as is generally the case under such
circumstances, great license was permitted to the
troops, who plundered the country and otherwise oppressed the citizens. Trade was ruined
by the exactions rendered necessary for the support of these marauders and the other expenses
of government, and the people groaned beneath
every species of tyranny.
Under such a state of things, what advantage
could England expect to derive from an alliance
with the then rulers of Affghanistan ? Their good
faith being dependant upon mercenary considerations, might perhaps have b'een'secnred had the
British government consented to make sacrifices'
sufficient for the purpose, but the weakness inherent in their position rendered them incapable of
constituting a sufficiexft check to the designs of
Russia and Persia, and, therefore, such sacrifices
would have been worse than useless, in as much
as they mould even, very probably have contri-
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buted to strengthen our adversaries. This wealiness arising chiefly from their want of unionis the
maill point on which to ground the impolicy of
,entering into alliance with the Baurikzye chiefs.
I t has been thought by some, however, that too
much stress mas laid upon t h e dissensions, which
existed between the Bauribye brothers, and that
they were scarcely more than those which divided
the different branches of the Suddozyes. But the
supporters of that opinion appear to lose sight
of the fact, that those di~isionsmere the cause of
the ruin of that family, and the downfal of the
Dooraunee monarchy, and consequently afford
an argument against the wisdom of placing any
dependence upon political relations, with rulers
so divided against each other; mhereas, it appeared probable, the former claimants of the
throne having, from death and other causes,
relinquished their attempts to gain it, that
Shah Shoojah, with the powerful support and
countenance of Engiand, would be able to maintain his authority unopposed and secure the
union of the country.
But another alternative, admitting the impossibility of forming a satisfactory alliance with
these governors, has been advdcated by many in
. preference to niaking a hostile demonstratiorl
in Affghanistan; that alternative was, that me
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sl~ouldhave taken our stand on the Indus;
which forms the natural boundary of the countijr,
and have matched with careful eye the progress of
events. This opinion has derived immense weight
from being generally understood to hare received.
the sanction of the first military authority of the
Ege. If such be the case, the writer cannot help
thinking, with due deference, that rather too muc!l
of the soldier enters into this view of the ques-:
t.ion. The views of the politician appear to yieldto those of .the mere ~nilitaryleader, who in a
spirit of confident bravery, and intent upon n
particular maneuvre, n?ould restrain his men till
the enemy approached near enough for his purpose, and then with a gallant cCzp,
la&, altd at
thenz," lead them on to the attack.
The advice vould have been better, had our
dominion extended to the banks of the Indus;
lmt the counsellors of such a policy seem to forget that the territory of Scinde intervenes between
that boundary and our own. ' The Anleers of this
country, being in our ilnn~ediatevicinity, wereL
compelled to remain upon terms of tolerable
amity with us ; but they hated us in their hearts,
and would have been glad to diminish the power,
if they could not entirely get rid of their dangerous neighbours.. These dispositions on their
part were abundantly evident, especially in their
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after conduct with regard to the expedition, and
thdy had even gone so far, as secretly to notify
to Persia their readiness to enter into the league
against England. . T o occupy the right bank of
the Indus, therefore, securely and advantagecusly, it mould have been necessary to have
taken possession of Scinde, and those who decry
the Affghan war as unjust tvoulJ scarcely,.it is to
, b e presumed, I:e the advisers of such a course.
Had this, however, been done, it will adrnit of
something more than a doubt, tvhether it would
have been politic to have allonred Atighnnistan
t o fall under the dominion of an adverse nation,
without any opposition on our part, till we found
its outposts ranged over against, us on the opposite bank of the Indus. If we had reason to
clread the machinations of Russia before, when a t
a distance, how ruuch greater reason should we
h a r e to do so from her proximity. Alreacly had
her political missionaries s e ~ ~ r ethe
d seeds of disaffection and hostility'in our neighbourhood, and
hkr power of ~r-orliingus mischief would have
been incalculably increased by the extension of
her influence to the banks of the Indus. I t is
not pretended that this albitions people, had
any intention of immediately invading India, or
,seriously disturbing our potyer in that part of the
~ ~ o r l dW
. h a t they sought was, to quote the
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words of a very intelligent writer, Captain COnolly, cc to have i t in their power to attack us'in
India, in case of a quarrel rendering such a measure expedient."
. But there are also great advantages in possessing Affghanistan as the seat of war, if necessary, instead of being compelled to defend
our own frontier. The natural dispositions of the
country are admirably adapted for purposes of ,
defence, and a very moderate force of disciplined
troops acting in concert with the natives, would be
enabled to obstruct the progress of any invading
army. Was England to stand tamely by-behold
each favourable position quietly occupied by an
enemy, and permit a country, so well fitted to
form a defensive barrier to her Eastern empire, to
fall under the influence of a power, whose jealousy
of that empire and wish to wealien it, is notorious ? It is no argument against the original policy of the expedition, that the ill-success which
afterwards attended it has flnllified these advantages. They vere obvious at the time, and but
for the miserable mismanagement which eventually covered our arms and our policy with
shame, we should hare been reaping the benefit
of them now, instead of leaving them, as they
must be, the subject of future consideration to
succeeding governors of India.
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But there are people who were, and still are, or
pretend to be, sceptical of the part played by
Russia in the important drama which was enactl
ing in the east at this period; who pretended and /
still pretend, that all our Indian statesmen, the
ruling powers, as well as the subordinate agents,
lnilitary men, and civilians, mere under a grand
hallucination with respect to the designs-of that
po~ver,and that they alone could see clearly what I,
mas going on. This is silly trifling, or it is worse.
The intrigues of the Russian agents in Persia and ,
Affgl~anistanwere as notorious in the East as any
event of modern hisfory, and are as capable of
prcof from the public doc-dments of the time.
By these, it is made clear that Count Simonich,
the Russian minister a t the Persian court, used
every exertion to prevail on the Shah of Persia
to attempt the subjugation of Herat, employing
as an argument, that England would be likely to
oppose it if delayed, and eventually accompanied
!lim and afforded him assistance in the siege-that
he entered in conjunction with Persia inlo all the
intrigues being carried on at Cabool an&Candahar,
guaranteeing the fulfilment of the treaties contracted between them, and ~llowingit to be under-.
stood that the interests of his own sovereign and
the Shah were the same-that a Russian army
did actually advance to Khiva, doubtless for the
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purpose of co-operation, but was driven back,by
the severity of the season-that a Russian agent
was sent direct from St. Petersburg to negotiate
with the chiefs of Affghanistan, whose ol~ject,to
quote the words of Dost Mahorned's agent at
Tehran, was " to have a road to the English
(India), and for this they (the Russians) are vefy
'anxious," -and part of whose instructions, were
according to the same authority to assure Dost '
Mahorned, cC that if the Shah does every t1hg
you want, so much the better, and if not, the
Russian government will furnish you (the Ameer)
with every thing wanting.:'
Notwithstanding, ho~vever,these manifestations
of the designs of the hluscovite court, it is absurd
to talk of its conduct, constituting a cnsus be$,
which would have justified England in commencing
hostilities against Russia, and risking the probability of plunging Europe once again into all the
horrors of warfare. The inipisters of that astute
power could, as they did, declare solenlnly that the
intrigues of their agents mere carried on without
their kno~vledgeor connivance,* and these are
times when, tharlks to the improved tone of public
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It is a significant circumstance that the most actire of tl~cse
agents, Captain Vicovich, was recalled, in consequence o f the ,
remonstrances of England, and t 1 1 n t ~ b 6died imniediiltely aftcr
an ictrrriew with Count ~ e s s e l r & i ,if is said bi'lris otu,, hand.
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morals, and, perhaps, still more to the pecuniary
necessities of the different courts, governments
are unwilling to incur the opprobrinnl of entering
without the strongest grounds, into such a war
as must inevitably ensue between two powers of
such magnitude as England and Russia. All,
therefore, that could be done mas for the Indian
government to keep a,watchful eye upon the 'pro, ceedings of that country in the east, and prerent
her intrigues taking effect by every means in its
pon7cr, even to the ejecting of hostile neighbours
from their territories, if necessary for self-preservation.
This necessity having arrived, as is suaiciently
proved by the foregoing statements, the Governor
G h e r a l of India resolved .upon an armed intervention in the atiairs of Affghanistan, and as the
best means of doing so, without offending the
nation a1 prejudices of the people, and their jealous
love of in!epenclence, the cause of their esilecl
so~~ereign,
S~ah.Shoojah~O01-Moolk,
was espoused.
" The character of this prince has been grossly
mi~re~resenied.H e has been described as weak
and timicl, yet a t the same time cruel and tyrannical, and as having disgustdd his subjects by his
excesses. Nothing can be further from the trtith;
.although much inferior to Dost Mahorned, 1~110is
a master-spirit in energy and ability, there are

POLICY

few Asiatic monarchs with whom he would suffx
in comparison. In the course of his eventful hnd
chequered life, now wielding sovereign pon7er;
now wandering anlong the mountains, or an exile
and a pensioner in a foreign state, and anbn raised
again to the throne, he displayed on many occasions courage, perseverance, and humanity. Indeed, it may be questioned whe.ther his forbearance
in sparing the eyes of Mahmood, (a most unusual.
act of lenity in the East,) when he had him in his
power, was not the chief cause of his subsequent
misfortunes, as that ungrateful prince, as has been
seen, afterwards dethroned him. H e also wrote
a history of his life and adventures which Sir
Alexander Burnes described as being written in
a simple style, free from extracts from the Koran,
metaphors and other extravagances of Oriental
authors, and such a work as would be considered
in England as an interesting detail of events. A
semi-barbarous Mahomedan prince, capable of
writing a work of this ]tiid besides possessing
other excellencies of character, scarcely deservds
to be regarded in a contemptible light. His chief
faults appear to have been too great a dependence
upon others, and an her-fondness for regal state
and ceremony, which grated upon the Affghan
love of equality and offended the proud-spirited
khans.
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There were nlany circumstances, which warranted the British government in supposing their
adoption of the cause of Shah Shoojah would be
a popular ljaeasure in Affghanistan, and most successfully achieve the object they had in view ; and
there vere others which made it a matter of comparative necessity, supposing an interference in
the affairs of that nation determined upon. I n
the first place, the country was torn to pieces by
internal dissensions, the people groaned beneath
the exactions of their governors; and although
Dost Mahomed, by his energy and determination
maintained tolerable order in the immediate
vicinity of Cabool, the whole country mas overrun
with bands of armed plunderers for whose depredations it was useless to seek redress. Moreover,
the Suddozye tribe possessed a strong hold upon
the affections of the Affghans, who regarded the
members of that distinguished family with a reverence they conceded to no other clan, and the
yriters best qualified from position and experience
to judge, represented the people as weary of the
disdrganized state of things under the Baurikzye
rule, and anxious for the restoration of the Suddozyes. They also stated that in consequence of
this reaction in public opinion, Shah Shoojah had
' become exceedingly popular, and that all classes
would hail with satisfaction the re-establishment
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of the royal authority in his person. O n the
other hand, to reap all the desired advantages of
a n intervention in Affghaaistan, i t mas necessary
t o have the assistance of Runjeet Sing, as the
position of his dominions mill sufiiciently denlonstrate. This ruler had already entered into a treaty
wit11 Shah Shoojah, by which he bouncl himself
t o aid in the restoration of that prince t o his dominions. and from this engagemen t i t was impossihle for him to recede v i t h any regard t o honour,
especially as he had availecl himself of the advantages which it guaranteed to him. This then
alone, would have constituted a strong reason for
the acloption of the course the Indian government
had resolved on, and as it mas, i t was the onlj*
one that n-as left, unless me had chosen to act in
opposition to the rnonwcl~of Lahore, and have
nddecl him to tLe list of our enemies. I t is unnecessary to put the alternative of bribing that
an~bitionschief, to clepart ff-om his engagements
with the Shah, v i t h a promise of an accessiog
of territory, \vllicll probably 11-oulcl not have heen
difficult hacl we tllo~lght proper to follow an opposite cot;.rse of action, as it is presumed no one
~voulclseriously thinlr'of adrocating such a proceeding.
But it has been said that the attack up011 Herat
wvas the ostensible cause, and the only justifica-
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tion of the warlike intentions of the Indian governm e ~ t and
,
that when the siege of that town was
raised, all motive for hostilities on our part had
ceased. This is absurd : the siege of Herat nras
neither the real nor the ostensible cause. I t was
merely such a revelation of the designs of Rnssia
and Persia, as roused England to a sense of immediate danger, and convinced her of the necessity
for energetic action. The true reason was, that
the intrigues of those powers in htlghanistan had
rendered it absolutely necessary for us to interfere in that country, if we wished to prevent it
from being converted into a hostile position on
our frontier, from which Russia could assail our
oriental dominions ; and it is iclle to pretend that
because the attack of Persia, in .concert with Russia upon I-Ierat had failed, there was no farther
need of warlike proceedings on our part. The
designs of those powers were the same, although
their first attempt a$ carrying them out was
defeated, and what England had to look to, was
security for the future. The warning had been
given and was she to relapse into inactivity, till
roused again, and perhaps too late, by danger at
her very doors, because the enemy had at the
outset sustained a temporary and scarcely looked" 'for repulse.
Such were the motives, which upon a candid
F
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review of all the circumstances appear to have
influenced the British government in resolving to
support the claims of Shah Shoojah to the throne
of Affghanistan, and in resorting to the extreme
measure of sending a British army across the
Indus.

1

CHAPTER V.
THE S I N L A DECLARATION-ADVANCE
ARMY-OPERATIONS
-ARRIVAL

OF T B E BRITISH

I N SCINDE A N D BELOOCHISTAN.

AT CANDAHAR.

WAR having thus been resolved upon,
the Governor-General of India, preparatory to
commencing operations, issued a manifesto i11
which he set forth his reasons for proceeding to
such an extremity. This document, although it
has frequently been made public, being of such
importance,that a history of the war could scarcely
be considered complete without it, and having besides excited a good cieal of animadversion, is inserted here a t length.
Declaration of the Right Hon. the GovernorGeneral of Izdia, on the' dssembly of the Army
of the Indus.
Simla, October 1, 1838.

" The Right Honourable the Governor-General
of India, having with the concurrence of the
F 2
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Supreme Couucil, directed the assemblage of a
British force, for service across the Indus, his
Lordship deems it proper to publish the following
exposition of the reasons which have led to this
important measure.
" It is a matter of notoriety, that the treaties
entered into by the British government, in the
year 1832, with the Ameers of Scinde, the Nawab
of Bahavalpore, and Maha Rajah Runjeet Sing, had
for their object, by opening the navigation of the
Indus, to facilitate the extension of commerce,
and to gain for the British nation in Central Asia
that legitimate influence which an interchange of
. benefits would naturally produce.
'< With a view t o invite the aid of the de facto
rulers of Affghanistan to the measures necessary
for giving full effect to those treaties, Captain
Burnes was deputed towards the close of the
year 1836, on a mission to Dost Mahomed Khan,
the chief of Cabool. The 0-riginal objects of that
officer's mission were purely of a commercial
nature. Whilst Captain Burnes, however, mas
on his journey to Cabool, information mas received
by the Governor-General that the troops of Dost
Mahomed Khan had made a sudden and unprovoked attack, on those of our ancient ally, Maha
,Rajah Runjeet Sing. It was naturally to be apprehended that his Highness the Maha Rajati .
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would not be slow to avenge this aggression ; and
it was to be feared that the flames of war being
once kindled in the very regions, into which we
were endeavouring to extend our commerce, the
peaceful and beneficial purposes of the British
government would be altogether frustrated. I n
order to avert a result so calamitous, the GovernorGeneral resolved on authorizing Captain Burnes
to intimate to Dost Mahon~edKhan, that if he
should evince a disposition to come to just and
reasonable terms with the Maha Rajah, his
Lordship would exert his good offices with his
Highness, for the restoration of an amicable
understanding between the two powers. The
Maha Rajah, with the characteristic confidence
which he has uniformly placed in the faith and
friendship of the British nation, at once assented
to the proposition of the Governor-General to the
effect that, in the meantime, hostilities on his part
should be suspen~led.~
It subsequently came to the knowledge of
the Governor-General that a Persian army was
besieging Herat ; that intrigues were actively prosecuted throughout Affghanistan for the purpose
of extending Persian i n f l u k e and authority to
the banks of, and even beyond the Indus; and
'that the court of Persia, had not only commencecla course of injury and insult to the officers of
her Majesty's mission in the Persian territory,
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but had afforded evidence of being engaged
in designs, wholly at variance with the, prin
ciples and objects of its alliance with Great
Britain.
cE After much time spent by Captain Burnes in
fruitless negotiation at Cabool, it appeared that
Dost Mahomed Khan, chiefly in consequence of
his reliance upon Persian encouragement and
assistance, persisted, as respected his misunderstanding with the Sikhs, in urging the most unreasonable pretensions, such as the GovernorGeneral could nbt, consistently with justice, and
his regard for the friendship of Maha Rajah
Runjeet Sing, be the channel of submitting to the
consideration of his I-lighness; that he avowed
schemes of aggrandizement and ambition, injurious to the security and peace of the frontiers' of
India ; and that he openly threatened, in furtherance of those schemes, to call in every foreign aid
he could command. Ultimately, he gave his
undisguised support to the Persian designs in
Affghanistan, of the unfriendly and injurious character of which, as concerned the British power
in India, he was well apprized, and by his utter
disregard of the views and interests of the British
Government, compelled Captain Burnes to leave
Cabool, without having effected any part of his
mission.
"31twas now evident, that no further interfe-
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rence could be exercised by the British government, to bring about a good understanding between
the Sikh ruler and Dost Mahomed Khan; and
the hostile policy of the latter chief, shewed too
plainly that, so long as Cabool remained under his
government, we could never hope that the tranquillity of our neighhourhood would be secured,
or that the interests of our Indian empire would
be preserved inviolate.
<' The Governor-General deems it in this place
necessary to revert to the siege of Herat, and the
conduct of the Persian nation. The siege of that
city has now been carried on by the Persian army
for many months. The attack upon it was a most
unjustifiable and cruel aggression, perpetrated and
continued, notwithstanding the solemn and repeated remonstrances of the British envoy at the
court of Persia, and after every just and becoming offer of accommodation had been made and
rejected. The besieged have behaved with gallantry and fortitude, worthy of the justice of their
cause; and the Governor-General would yet indulge the hope that their heroism will enable
them to maintain a successful defence, until succours shall reach them fro& British India. In
the meantime, the ulterior designs of Persia,
.affecting the interests of the British government,
have been, by succession of events, more and
more openly manifested. The Governor-General
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has recently ascertained by an official despatch
from Mr. McNeill, her Majesty's Envoy, that his
Excellency has been compelled, by the refusal of
his just demands, and by a systematic course of
disrespect adopted towards him by the Persian
government, to quit the court of the Shah, and to
make a public declaration of the cessation of
all intercourse between the two governments.
The necessity under which Great Britain is placed,
of regarding the present advance of the Persian
arms into Affghanistan as an act of hostility
towards herself, has also been officially communicated to the Shah, under the express order of
her Rlajesty's government.
<' The chiefs of Candahar (brothers of Dost
~Mahomed, Khan of Cabool) have avowed their
adherence to the Persian policy, with the same
full knowledge of its opposition to the rights and
interests of the British nation in India, and have
been openly assisting in the operation against
Herat.
a
" In the crisis of affairs, consequent upon the
retirement of our envoy from Cabool, the Governor-General felt the importance of taking immediate measures for arresting the rapid progress of
foreign intrigue and aggression, towards our own
territories.
His attention was naturally drawn, at this
conjuncture, to the position and claims of Shah
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Shoojah-001-~Moolk, a monarch who, &hen in
power, had cordially acceded to, the measures of
united resistance to external enmity, which were
a t that time judged necessary by the British government, and who, on his empire being ,usurped
by its present rulers, had found an honourable
asylurq in the British dominions.
'< It had been clearly ascertained, from the information furnished by the various officers who
had visited Affghanistan, that the Baurikzpe chiefs
from their disunion and unpopularity, were illfitted, under any circumstances, to be useful allies
to the British government, and to aid us in our
just and necesiary measures of national defence.
Yet so long as they refrained from proceedings
injurious to our interest and .security, the British
government acknowledged and respected their
authority. But a different policy appeared to be
now more than justified by the conduct of those
chiefs, and to be indispensable to our own safety.
The welfare of our 'possessions in the East, req'uires that we should have, on our western frontier, an ally who is interested in resisting aggression and establishing tranquillity, in the place of
chiefs ranging themselves in subservience to a
hostile power, and seeking to promote schemes of
.conquest and aggrandizement.
" After a serious and mature deliberation, the
F 3
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Governor-General was satisfied that a pressing
necessity, as well as every consideration of policy
and justice, warranted us in espousing the cause
of Shah Shoojah-ool-Moolk, whose popularity
throughout Affghanistan had been proved to his
Lordship, by the strong and unanimous testimony of the best authorities. Having arrived at
this determination, the Governor-General was
further of opinion, that it was.just and proper,
no less from the position of Maha Rajah Runjeet
Sing, than from his undeviating friendship towards
the British government, that his Highness should
have the offer of becoming a party to the contemplated operations ; Mr. MecNaghten was
accordingly deputed, in June last, to the court of
his Highness, and the result of his mission has
been the conclusion of a tri-partite treaty by the
British government, the Maha Rajah, and Shah
Shoojah-ool-Moolk, whereby his Highness is guaranteed in his present possessions, and has bound
himself to co-operate for $he restoration of the
Shah to the throne of his ancestors. The friends
and enemies of any one of the contracting parties,
have been declared to be the friends and enemies
of all. Various points have been adjusted, which
had been the subjects of discussion between the
British government and his Highness the Maha
Rajah, the identity of whose interests with those

.

of the Honourable Company, has now been made
apparent to all the surrounding states. A guaranteed independence will, upon favourable conditions, be tendered to the Ameers of Scincle ;
arid the integrity of Herat, in the possession of
its present rnler, will be fully respected ; while by
the measures completed or in progress, it may
reasonably be hoped that the general freedom and
security of commerce will be promoted, that the
name and just influence of the British government, will gain their proper footing amongst the
nations of central Asia, that tranquillity will be
established upon, the most important frontier of
India, and that a lasting barrier will be raised
.
against hostile intrigue and encroachment.
" His Majesty Shah Shoojah-001-Moolk will
enter Affghanistan surrounded by his own troops,
and will be supported against foreign interference
and factious opposition by a British army. The
Governor-General confidently hopes that the
Shah will be speedily replaced on his throne by
his own subjects and adherents, and when once
he shall be secured in power, and the independence and integrity of Affghanistan established,
the British army will be withdrawn. The GorernorGeneral has been led to these measures by the
duty which is inlposed upon him of providing for
the security of the possessions of the British

,
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crown; but he rejoices that in the discharge of
this duty, .he will be enabled to assist in restoring
the union and prosperity of the Affghan people.
rl'hroughout the approaching operations, British
influence will be sedulously employed to further
every measure of general benefit, to reconcile
differences, to secure oblivion of injuries, and to
put an end to the distractions by which, for so
many years, the welfare and happiness of the
A5ghans have been impaired. Even t o the
chiefs, whose hostile proceedings hare given just
cause of offence to the British government, it will
seek to secure liberal and honourable treatment,
on their tendering early submission, and ceasing
from opposition to that course of measures which
may be judged the most suitable for the general
advantage of their country.
cC By order of the R.ight Hon. the
Gov. Gen. of India.
W. H. MACNAGHTEN.
Sec. to the'Govt. of India, with
the Gov. Gen."
This important state paper sets forth with t h B
calm dignity of a powerful nation, unwilling to be
supposed acting in the mere consciousness of
superior might, and not too proud to offer a justification of its design, its reasons for interfering
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in the affairs of a weaker neighbour, and shows
such a course to be necessary to prevent that
neighbour, from being converted into an instrument for the injury of its interests.
One paragraph, however, appears justly open
to objection. I t is that, in which it is stated that,
" His Majesty Shah Shoojah-001-Moolk will enter
Affghanistan surrounded by his own troops."
One can hardly help the suspicion, although it
may be construed differently, that this was intended to convey the impression that the Shah's
army would comprise, at least, some portion of
his own sul~jects;whereas it was entirely composed, as will be noticed hereafter, of raw levies
from the provinces of India, enrolled at the cost
of the British government, and commanded
by British officers. This passage, therefore,
wears an appearance of deception unworthy the
character of such a document, and the effect it
was probably intended to produce, viz : to allay
the feelings of a " people proverbial1y jealous
'of their independence, would be entirely frustrated upon their discovering it to be an imposture.
Appended to the Simla declaration, was a notification announcing the following appointments
for the purpose of carrying out the objects referred
.to in it. Mr., afterwards Sir W. H. NlacYaghteti,
principal secretary to government, to assume the
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function of Envoy and Minister on the part of
the government of India, at the future court 'of
Shah Shoojah, with the following officials as assistants; Captain Alexander Burnes to be ernployed under Mr. MacNaghten's directions as
envoy to Ichelat, the capital of Mihrab Khan, the
titular chieftain of Beloochistan ; the gallant
Lieutenant Eldred Pottinger, the hero of Herat,
was .entrusted with diplomatic powers at the
court of the sovereign whose domains he had so
well-defended; Lieutenants E. D'Arcy Todd,
R. Leech, Drs. Percival and B. Lord received
other diplomatic appointments, subordinate to the
Envoy and &Iinister; while Lieutenant E. B.
Copolly and Mr. J. G. Berwick were appoiAted,
the one to the command, and the other to the
medical superintendence of his escort.
During the progress of these political arrangements, the most active preparations had been
going on in the military department for the purpose of commencing the cam"paiga with spirit in
the spring, and whatever map be the differences'
of opinion as to the policy of the Governor-General, he appears to have won unanimpus approbation by the energy and promptitude he displayed in preparing for the war. The Indian army,
which during the preceding ten or eleven years,
had dwindled from an effective force of 274,000,
to no more than 190,000 had been augmented by
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great exertions to 203,000 in the course of a few
mbnths. Besides this, directions had been given,
for raising a body of troops under the name of.
the " Shah's Contingent," consisting of a troop
of native horse artillery, two regiments of cavalry,
and five of infantry. A commandant and adjntant mere selected for each of these corps from
the officers of the Bengal army, and as fast as
the young soldiers destined to form the force,
enrolled themselves at the different stations, they
mere marched off to Loodiana to undergo the
necessary training. Major-General Simpson, Colonel of the 19th Regiment Native Infantry, was
appointed to the command of this armament,
and a commissariat and other necessary concomitants of an a r n ~ pestablished. This was the
l ~ o d yof troops placed at the disposal of Shah
Shoojah referred to before.
The formation of this contingent, was one of
the great mistakes of the expedition in a military
point of view, and $as probably one cause of the
'disgust, which it has been stated Sir Henry Pane,
the Commander-in-Chief, felt for some of the
military arrangements of the government. It was
a large and inefficient foree, got together a t a n
immense expense, and was rather a source of
weakness, than of additional strength to the army,
inasmuch as it frequently impeded the movements
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and contracted the comforts and resources of the
other troops, during the scarcity of every requisite which mas found to prevail upon their march,
and created much discontent amongst both officers and men.
The other military arrangements and appointments were as follow:-The
British troops selected by the government to support Shah Shoojah in regaining his lost throne, were to consist
of three divisions, two to be contributed by the
Presidency of Bengal and one by Bombay. The
whole to be denominated the "Army of the Indus." The first infantry division of the Bengal
force mas placed under the command of Sir
Willoughby Cotton, and consisted of the first,
second, and third brigades ; the fourth and fifth
brigades constituted the second division vhich
was entrusted to the care of Major-General
Duncan. Brigadier Sale was placed a t the head
of the first brigade, in which were H.M.'s 13th
Light Infantry, commancled 'by its junior Lieutenant-Colonel, the gallant and lamented IT. H:
Dennie, and the 16th and 48th Regiments of
Native Infantry.
Major-General Nott commanded the second brigade containing the 31st,
42nd and 43rd regiments of Native Infantry, and
Brigadier Dennis the third, which was composed
of the Buffs, and the 2nd and 37th Regiments of
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Native Infantry. The fourth and fifth brigades
were placed under the direction of Brigadiers
Roberts and Worsley, and consisted, the former of
the Bengal European Regiment, and the 35th
and 37th Native Infantry Regiments; the latter
of the 5th, 28th and 53rd. Brigadier Graham
was placed at the head of the Artillery, and Captain George Thompson presided over the Engilieer department with two companies of sappers
and miners and an efficient siege train.
The troops furnished by Bombay were placed
under Lieutenant-General Sir John Keane, the
Commander-in-Chief of that Presidency, and consisted of two troops of horse, two companies of
fort artillery, and a brigade of cavalry consisting
of two squadrons of H.M.'s
4th Light Dragoons
and the I st Bombay Light Cavalry. The infantry
were N.M.'s 2nd and 17th foot, and the Ist,
5th, 19th and 23rd Regiments of Native Infantry.
This force was also a,,ccompariied by an engineer
department and siege train. The artillery was
placed under the superintendence of Brigadier
Stevenson; Brigadier Scott commanded the cavalry brigade, and Major-General Willshire the
infantry, having under, him Brigadier Gordon and
a t a subsequent period Brigadier Baumgardt. The
"united forces of the two Presidencies may be estimated at about sixteen thousand, ten thousand
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of which mere comprised in the Bengal Contingent.
This force mas afterwards increased by the
addition of another brigade, which consisted of
the lst, 2nd and 4th Regiments of local Cavalry
under the direction of Colonel James Skinner.
The whole mas placed under the command of Sir
Henry Fane, Commander-in-Chief of India.
But the Governor-General did not allow these
preparations to withdraw his attention from the
threatening proceedings of some of the neighbouring courts, who seemed preparing to take advantage of the difficulties, they anticipated would
beset us. Various dispositions were made to
provide for the security of our dominions and
repress any attempts which mighb he made to
disturb their tranquillity. Directions were giren
for augmenting the number of the troops stationed
in Arracan and Terassen, (the provinces ceded by
Ava to the English at the $lose of the last war)
in order to convince the Burmese that we were
not so fully occupied, but that we mere still able
to inflict chastisement for any acts of insolence or
aggression, on their part. A t the same time, the
emissary who had been con~missionedby the
King of Nepal to the court of the Maha Rajah of
Lahore for the purpose of undermining his attachmeut to the English, was arrested, and his
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treacherous master given to understand that his
perfidious dealings with the princes of India and
with our own subjects, had been discovered. This
monarch had previously sent some detachments
of troops to occupy different posts on the frontier, and made other preparations of a hostile
nature. A peremptory demand for the withdrawal of these, was made by the British government, and to enforce it, if necessary, measures
were taken for the assembly of a strong corps of
observation in the province most exposed to
danger. These energetic measures were attended
with entire success. The two monarchs against
whom they were directed, were effectually intimidated from making any further hostile demons-.
trations, save a few vain threats and boasts, ebullitions of Asiatic pride and vanity which might
safely be permitted.
The route decided upon, by which the '' Army
of the Indus" mere to, enter Affghanistan was the
Dolan Pass, although there were other lines*
which appear at a first glance to offer equal or
&en superior advantages. The most direct course
for the Bengal force to have, adopted, would undoubtedly, have been through the Punjaub by
way of Peshawar and so on to Jellalabad and
* Vide Captain relo lock's Narrative of the War for an adaiirable examination of these.
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Cabool through the IGyber and Choord-Cabool
passes. But at that time, great apprehension
was entertained of the difficulties which beset that
line of march, especially of the terrible Ichyber
Pass and the robber tribes which infest it. These
apprehensions were much strengthened by the
knowledge that they had never been forced, even
by the greatest conquerors ; but on the contrary,
that they had invariably purchased a peaceable
passage through them for their armies with large
sums of money. Naudir Shall in 1739, had paid
z&100,000 to be allowed to occupy them unmolested, and the subsequent sovereigns of Affghanistan, granted these wild mountaineers an allowance of several thousand pounds annually t o
secure a free passage and protection for the
Kafilas trading between the country beyond these
passes and Cabool. A stronger reason, however,
for not adopting the route in which lay these formidable defiles, was the objection entertained by
Runjeet Sing against his territories being traversed
by the British army. The wily old lion of the
Punjaub was by no means backward in appreciating the bonour and acvantage of an alliance with
the Indian government, but he was not equally
desirous of indulging his powerful neighbour with
an opportunity of forming so close an acquaintance with his dominions, as might possibly lead
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to their future acquisition. W e could doubtless
havk found means to induce or compel him to
acquiesce in such an arrangement, had i t been
absolutely necessary to do so ;but it was probably
not deemed of sufficient importance, as to make
it worth while to risk the chances of a quarrel
with that ruler at that particular moment, or the
loss of his assistance in tlie objects we had in
view. There were circumstances also which, in as
far as they were connected with the route chosen,
made it more advantageous notwithstanding its
circuitousness. I t was by no means certain, that
the affairs of Scinde might not assume such a
complexion, as t o require the co-operation of
both divisions of the army, and failing this, have
so occupied the Bombay force as to have prevented its junction with that from Bengal, leaving
i t to enter Affghanistan unsupported, and thus,
perhaps, have defeated or a t ~east'injuriousl~
delayed the main design of the expedition. For
tbese reasons, therefore, the Bolan route was
resolved on.
Preparatory to carrying out this plan, the various corps composing the Bengal division of the
arnly had received orders to' concentrate at Ferozepore, where a grand interview was to take place
abetween the Governor-General of India and the
hlaha Rajah of Lahpre. Their first meeting took
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place on the 28th of November, 1835, when
Runjeet Sing paid his visit t o Lord Auckland
a t his camp, which was pitched about four miles
from the banks of the Gharra. I t consisted of a
wide street, formed by large tents, in the centre
of which was situated one of much loftier and
more spacious dimensions where the durbar was
to he held. The scene of pageantry which ensued was most imposing. The brilliant uniforms
of the different officers composing the united
staffs of Lord Auckland and Sir Henry Fane, the
display of so large a body of military, the gorgeous habiliments of the Sikhs and above all, the
magnificent appearance of the elephants, the
presence of which stately creatures is alone sufficient to give grandeur to a scene, added to the
desire which existed on the part of the British,
to b%hold the celebrated man, who had raised
himself by his abilities, from a simple chief to a
p o ~ e r f u monarch
l
and founder of a kingdom constituted a whole. such as ;he East only can prgsent. The Governor-General afterwards paid the
Maha Rajah a visit in return, in which much that
was novel and interesting was introduced to the
British, but 'it is udnecessary to dwell upon the
details of these festivities.
While the army was preparing to assemble a t
Ferozepore, the most important intelligence had
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arrived from the West. The Shah of Persia intimidated by the energetic proceedings of England,
suddenly raised the siege of Herat and retreated,
by hasty marches, towards his own capital. This
event led to considerable changes in the military
plans of the Indian government. I n consequence
of Persia having retired from the contest, it was
deemed unnecessary to have so large a force as
had been contemplated. It was, therefore, announced that a diminution of its numbers would
immediately take place ; that there was no longer
any necessity for detaining Sir Henry Fane, ~ v h o
had previously tendered his resignation, in consequence of ill health, and a m
wish to return to his
native land; .and that Sir Willoughby Cotton
would take charge ofthe troops, till their junction
with the Bombay division, when Sir John Iceane
would assume the con~mandof the whole a p y ;
This arrangement gsvc Majol--General Nott the
command of a division, and Lieutenant Colonel~,en;liethat of a brigade.
I n consequence of these new dispositions, it
became necessary to select, from the assembled
troops, those regiments who were to be en~ployed
on active service. This dut; naturally devolved
upon Sir Henry Fane and may appear a somewhat invidious one, since those who were destined to remain behind, would probably feel
greatly mortified by such a decision. Unwilling,
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it would seem, t o become the object of these
disappointed feelings, the Commander-in-Chief,
instead of relying upon his own judgment as t o
which of the different corps were the fittest for
the service, adopted the unwise expedient of allowing the question to be decided by lot. In
consequence of this injudicious arrangement, the
army was deprived of the services of the Buffs,
one of the most efficient corps in India, while the
13th Light Infantry, an invalid regiment mas to
accompany the expedition.
llrhen the arrangements, consequent upon the
change of plan in the destined military operations were concluded, and the pomps and festivities of Ferozepore over, Sir Henry Fane,
previously to quitting the command, issued his
instructions for the advanc'e of the army ; and on
the l o t h of December, the leading column of the
Bengal force debouched as far as the town of
Mendote, in the direct line to the territories o f '
the Nunrah of Bhawulpore, whose friendship aqd
assistance were reckoned upon in its passage
through his country. By this route it was t o
enter the Scinde territory and march onwards to
the Fort of Bukkur, a n important position on the
Indus, which Sir Alexander Burnes had in the
meantime been sent on a mission to ~Meer
Roostum, the Anleer of I<hyrpore, to secure possession of, and also to request an unmolested
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passage through his dominions. These demands
were acceded to formally, hut under such circumstances as made it evident that the troops
could expect to meet with nothing but treachery
and opposition at every step. These expectations were afterwards fully verified by the difficulties and privations they were ,compelled to
undergo, and a foretaste of wfiich they-had even
already begxn to experience. The camp followers
were beginning to desert in great numbers,
carrying away with them the camels which had
been hired for the service of the army. The
exan~plehad been set by the Hindoos and Sikhs,
and the evil increased in a terrible magnitude
during the progress of the troops .through the
Scindian territories.
The conduct of the Ameers of Scinde was not,
however, without good .reason. Their country
had formerly heen a dependency of the Dooraunee
Empire, and had paid a large annual tribute to
the Affghan kings ;' but during the troubles
which in'latter years convulsed that state, they
had succeeded in making themselves independent,
and discontinued paying the tribute.
Shah Shoojah, however," had never given up
his claim to the sovereignty of the country, and
.had frequently threatened its governors that he
pj$nld make over his right upon them to the
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British government if they refused to grant him
the tribute money he demanded. Still they had
contrived to maintain their independence, although their system of government was almost
as wretched as can be conceived. The British
government's adoption of the cause of Shah
Shoojah, and its resolution to attempt the re-establishment of the Affghan kingdom, had, therefore, filled them with alarm, as th'ey naturally
concluded their own return to a state of dependence would be the consequence of the exiled
rnonarch2s success. This fear was soon confirmed by the demand made upon them, a sa part
of the Affghan dominions, to contribute twentyeight lacs of rupees towards the expenses incidental to the restoration of their king, and in lieu
of the arrears of tribute which had remained so
long unpaid. They accordingly considered it
to their interest to throw every obstruction they
possibly could in the way of the expedition, and
at the same time, by eml;ty promises, to avert
from themselves the punishment due to their
duplicity.
Great, however, as were the difficulties with
which the Bengal fokce had to contend in their
passage through Scinde, from the treachery of t h e
natives, the troops from Bombay, under Sir J o h n
Keane, had to endure still greater hardship and
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annoyance. This division of tlie Army of the Indus
landed at Vikkur, which is situated on the eastern
bank of the Hujamry mouth of the Indus, in the
latter end of November, after a voyage up that
river, seriously crippled by the -want of necessary
supplies and the means of conveyance for the
arnlies. These the Scindians had solemnly promised to provide, but upon the arrival of the
troops at Kurrachee it was discovered that nothing
whatever had been done towards relieving their
necessities, and so far from entertaining any intention of doing so, the people manifested towards
us strong feelings of jealousy and hostility. Every
kind of petty opposition was practised to delay
our progress, and the crafty Ameers beheld with
satisfaction the results of their policy, when day
after day .passed by and the head quarters of the
British army still remained stationary. Meanwhile, they had' commenced a levy en masse,
calling out the whole of the population able to
ba:r
arms, while the ~ ~ d e r a b arulers
d
assembled
a numerous fbrce of mercenary Beloochees on
their side of the river to defend the capital.
During this state of things, Captain Outram had
been despatched to Cutch, 'the Rao of which was
believed to be friendly to our interests, for the
purpose of procuring the necessary means for the
conveyance of the army. This was a task of no
G 2
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slight difficulty ; but after the most indefatigable
exertions, he succeeded in procuring a tolerable
supply of camels, which enabled Sir John ICeane
once more to advance.
I n the meantime, intelligence of the critical
situation of the Bombay division had reached the
Bengal force, and Sir V7illoughby Cotton resolved
immediately to proceed with a detachment of
5,500 men to the assistance of Sir John Keane.
A portion of this force was ordered to take np a
position near Roree, to act as a reserve to the
rest, and also to the Shah's Contingent, whichhad
been ordered to rendezvous at Shikarpore, and
had advanced in a parallel line with the Bengal
army, but on the opposite bank of the river.
Another consequence of the proceedings in
Scinde, was the detention of Sir Henry Fane,
who mould be unable to continue his progress
down the Indus while Hyderabad remained in
possession of the enemy, apd whom the government, from the serious complexion of affair?,
ordered to remain in India for the present. His
Excellency accordingly landed from his flotilla,
and announced his intention of accompanying Sir
willoughby- Cotton i o Lower Scinde, merely,
however, in his capacity as Commander-in-Chief
of India, without superseding the last named*
officer in the command of the troops.
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The detachment advanced in high spirits, in
the anticipation of capturing Hyderabad, a city
celebrated for its wealth and which was supposed
t o contain treasure to the amount of eight millions sterling; but the golden expectations of the
troops were doomed to disappointment, for on
the seventh day of their mar611, despatches were
received from Sir John Iceane, announcing that
all differences with the Scindian government had
been amicably arranged, and commanding them
t o halt and await his further instructions.
While these operations were being carried on,
a reserve force of three thousand men, under the
command sf Brigadier Valiant, which had been
ordered up from Bombay to occupy Icurrachee,
arrived in the harbour of that place. This is a
most important station upon the Indus, both in
a military and commercial point of view, and in
the opinion of Sir Alexander Burnes, was the first
that ought to have been occupied. Sir John
Keane was subsequen'tly of the same opinion. A
iortion of the troops with Colonel Valiant, were
embarked on board her Majesty's ship Wellesley
of 74 guns, the flag ship of Admiral Sir Frederick
Maitland, so well known frum his connexion with
the fallen fortunes of Napoleon, and upon their
.arrival in Kurrachee harbour, the insignificant
garrison of the fort had the temerity to fire a
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feeble shot at them. It was immediately summoned to surrender, but the commandant replied
in the true boastful spirit of his country, that he
was <' a Beloochee, and mould die first."
The Admiral and Colonel Valiant had been
informed by some fishermen on the coast who
had been captured, that the fort was one of the
most impregnable in the whole country, and that
one of the Ameers had a short time previously
arrived at. the head of three thousand men to
defend it. These representations were, however,
disregarded as they deserved, by the gallant Sir
Frederick, and preparations were immediately
commenced for the attack; the troops and artillery were loaded and the ship brought to, ready
for action. Everything being ready, the Wellesley opened her broadside and speedily dismantled the breastwork of the fort; but the
garrison being observed attempting to make its
escape, the firing ceased and a party of troops
were immediately despatchgd to take possession
of the place. Upon entering the fort, they found
it quite deserted ;upon which, its flying defenders
mere pursued and all captured, when they were
found to amount to 'the formidable number of
twenty !
While the Bengal and Bombay portions of t h e ,
army were thus occupied, Shah Shoojah's Con-
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tingent had reached Shikarpore. From thence, he
had dispatched a body of troops to take possession
of Larkhanu, a considerable town on the,right bank
of the Indus, in which it is supposed he obtained
a valuable treasure. By this time, Mr. MacNaghten having accomplished the objects, for
which his visit to Lahore was undertaken, had
arrived at the Shah's head-quarters. Upon the
deviation of the Bengal force from the original
line of zdvance t o support the Bombay division,
the Envoy's mind was filled with much inquietude as he was apprehensive the resht of the
expedition, of which he had been one of the principal advisers, might he seriously compromised by
the delay occasioned by the diversion in Scinde.
H e accordingly wrote urgently to recommend.an
immediate return to Bukkur, but Sir Willoughby
Cotton could only reply that being now under t h e
command of Sir John Keane, he must wait his
instructions, before he could comply with the
Envoy's wishes.. These soon after arrived, and
{he Bengal troops commenced their countermarch
upon Bukkur and proceeded thence to Shikarpore, which they reached on the 20th February,
while Sir John Keane pr~paredto advance up
the right bank of the river by Sehwun and the
Sukkee pass.
At Sehwun, it had been arranged that Sir

Henry Fane and Sir John ICeane should have
a meeting; accordingly an interview took place
between them at that town of a most gratifying
nature. The two Generals embraced each other
with much cordiality, while their eminent position and the circumstances under which they met
imparted an interest to the scene that was'felt by
all who witnessed it.
On the 23rd of February, the Bengal division
began its march towards Dadur, and great as had
been the hardships the soldiers had already met
with, their sufferings in reality may be said only
now to have commenced. During their march
back upon Bukkur, after their advance into
Scinde to support Sir John Keane had been counter-ordered, the carriage cattle had begun to
suffer severely from the effects of fatigue and
insufficient food, and had died in-great numbers;
while the abandonment of private baggage consequent upon the loss of the means of conveyance, had become a sefious evil. This afforded anything but a pleasing prospect i;
conlmencing a march across a country of almost
unexampled sterility and difficulty. Such necessaries even as were ~ r o v i d e dthem upon their
route, were frequently carried off by bands of
marauding Beloochees, and they were compelled
to traverse many miles together of dry sandy
,
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desert, in which scarcely a bush, a herb, or a
blade of grass were to be seen, nor even so much
as a puddle of water to quench the burning
thirst of man or beast. To add to their other
misfortunes, the Beloochees began to evince their
plundering propensities with the utmost audacity,
hanging about their rear, and attacking and
robbing them at every convenient opportunity.
TO such an extent were the sufferings of the
army carried, that a retreat began to be openly
talked about ;but through the strennous personal
exertions of Sir Alexander Burnes in procuring
water and otherwise providing them with supplies,
they were still enabled to hold on their course,
though but slowly, and at length arrived at Dadur,
after having endured great hardship, but mithout
meeting with any very serious calamity.
They now entered upon the passage of the
terrible Bolan Pass, a huge chasm, running between precipitous rocks to the length of seventy
miles, and rising inYthatdistance to the height
of 5,637 feet above the plains below, which are
here about 750 feet in height above the level
of the sea. The dangerous defiles which abound
in these mountains are infested by the poorest
and wildest tribes of the country, who live entirely by plunder; but they fortunately refrained
from molesting the troops to the -extent they
G
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might have done, and it was not till they were
about to emerge from the Pass that any opposition was offered to their progress, when a few
light skirmishes took place unattended with any
serious result. I t was an immense relief to the
toil-worn troops to find themselves 'once more
upon a plain country after the harassing passage
of the Bolan Pass, and they proceeded on their
march somewhat revived by the nearer prospect
of its termination, but still their difficulties increased at every step. Among the miseries they
had to put up with, was the constant loss of
despatches, and the consequent suspense and
uncertainty they were frequently left in, and
while halting at Siriab, a terrible proof was seen
of the fate their communications so often met
with. A packet was brought which was completely soaked in human blood, and bore the
following inscription in the handwriting of one of
the deputy postmasters of the army: "The
suwar who carried this packet was shot dead
within tmo marches of Shah Shoojah's camp, and
the envelope is stained with his blood."*
A t length, on the 27th of March, they reached
Quettah, the capital gf the province of Shawl, at
which town they had been ordered to await the
arrival of the Commander-in-chief. Here they

* This incident is related by Captain Havelock.
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were doomed to meet with the bitterest disappointment they had yet had to endure. I n accordance
with the promises and engagements of the Chief
of Khelat, they had expected to find, upon their
arrival at Quettah, an abundance of food, and it
was with feelings of the deepest despondency
that the already half-famished troops .discovered
that literally nothing had been provided for
them.
The situation of the army was now most alarming. Major Craigie, Deputy Adjutant-General
of the Bengal force, had been despatched by Sir
Willoughby Cotton, on the 25th, to the headquarters of Sir John Keane, which it was supposed he would find at Dadur, to represent to
him the deplorable state and prospects of the
advanced force, and to request his Excellency's
specific instructions as to the course to be pursued. But in consequence of the destitution at
Quettah, the situation of the troops was growing
hourly more and q p r e hopeless, and it became
absolutely necessary that their commander should
adopt some prompt and decisive measure to meet
the exigencies of the occasion. He accordingly
issued orders for the reduction of the daily rations
of each soldier to one half. ' The loaf of the Europeans was diminished to that extent, the native
trdops received only half instead of a full seer of
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ottah, and the camp-followers were compelled to rest contented ~ i t ha quarter of a seer. These
measures were severe, and their severity was perceptible in. the famished loolcs and fearful countenances of the suffering troops, but they were.
absolutely necessary, and Sir Willoughby' Cotton
deserves high praise for his energetic adoption of
the only course by which the army could have
been saved from the horrors of actual starvation,
or a disastrous and ignominious retreat. But
blame must attach somewhere for reducing things
to such an extremity. There appears to have
been a great want of foresight in planning and
providing for the subsistence of the army in its
advance, and this was made evident from the
very commencement. The expedition ought never
to have been left xvholly dependent for its supplies upon the will of a set of barbarous and
capricious chieftains, but means at least should
have been resorted to, to compel immediate compliance with the engagements they entered into,
instead of leaving their punishment, if they de,.
served it, to a future oppqrtunity, and the chapter.
of accidents in their favour.
Of the chiefs on whom we were thus dependent, the one whose gpposition affected us most
injuriously, was Mihrab Khan, the ruler of Iihelat,
in whose territory Quettah was situated. He was .
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a man of courage and ability, but pre-eminently
faithless and unscrupulous, even for a Beloochee.
His country mas'formerly tributary to Candahar,
hut during the sway of the Baurikzye Sirdars, he
had successfully set their power st defiance and
rendered himself independent.
With this prince an amicable correspondence
had been entered into at the conlmencement of
the war; and Sir Alexander Burnes had been
sent on a mission to him to procure his acknowledgment of Shah Shoojah and his support in
favour of the expedition as far as furnishir~git
with supplies. The terms guaranteed to him, as
the conditions of his acceding to our views, were
that he should retain possession of his dominions.
under the same stipulations as they were held in
the time of the Suddozye monarchs, and that he
should receive a subsidy of one lac and a half of
rupees per annum during the continuance of the
m-ar, besides being adequately remunerated for .
everything he should furnish- for the use of our
aroops. A treaty to this effect was drawn up,
and after some shuffling and attempts at evasion,
he was induced to sign it; but as it afterwards
appeared with no intentiop of ever fulfilling his
engagements, although he made many protesta;
tions of his good faith. I-Ie appears to have

..
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thougl~tthe expedition mould ultimately fail, and
that if he could escape the immediate occupation
of his country he should have nothing to fear.
Upon one occasion he said to Sir Alexarlder
Burnes, cC Wait ! till sickness overtakes your
troops, till they are exhausted with fatigue from
long and harassing marches, and from the total
want of supplies; wait till they have drunk of
many waters; and wait, too, till they .feel the
sharpness of Affghan swords?'
His system
accordingly seems to have been that of lulling
us by the most abundant promises ; and instead
of facilitating the advance of the troops, throwing
every conceivable obstruction in their way, and
leaving it to be supposed his power was not equal
to his wishes. I t was at his instigation that we
were beset by his plundering Beloochee subjects
during our route, and it was subsequently made
known, that while he was negotiating with the
British authorities, he was secretly sending orders
to the Governor of Gundava to prevent the purchase of stores by our agents. An intercepted
letter, also, to one of the mountain chiefs, still
further proved- the extent of his treachery. It.
ran thus : cC What is the use of your treaties and
arrangements ? 'All child9splay. There is no relief but in,death; no cure but in the destruction
.
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of the English. Their heads, goods, and bodies
must be sacrificed. Strengthen the pass! Call
on all the tribes to 'harass and destroy !"
This, then, was the chief, whose dominions the
unfortunate Bengal column of advance had been
traversing mith so much hardship, expecting, at
least, to find an alleviation of their difficulties
upon reaching Quettah. How those anticipations
were realized has been seen. They were now
looking forward mith the deepest anxiety to the
arrival of the Commander-in-chief. Notwithstanding the stringent measures Sir Willoughby
Cotton had been compelled to resort to, even at
the reduced rate of meting out the rations, they
had only sufficient to last for a few days, and the
necessity of an immediate advance upon Candahar became hourly more pressing. The villagers,
too, daily committed the most atrocious outrages. They would frequently come among the
soldiers with articles for sale, and induce men to
come out under the pretence of selling then1 provisions, and then cruelly butcher them. At
length, on the morning of the 3rd of April, Major
Craigie returned from the Commander-in-chief,
whom he had found at D ~ d u rin company with
the Shah and the Envoy, and announced that
they would reach Siriab on the following day.
While the Bengal column had been thus pain-
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fully pursuing its way, Sir John Keane had arrived
a t Larkhanu, and assumed the command of the
whole army. His first act was to issue a general
order, which was dated the 10th of March, announcing to the troops of both presidencies the
arrangements consequent upon this alteration in
affairs, by which Sir Willou'gllby Cotton was directed to fall back to the command of his original
division, which, of course, led to General Kott's
resuming his brigade, and Colonel Dennie his
regiment; Major-General Willshire was to command the Bombay tlivision, and General l'hackeray the cavalry; while Brigadier Stevenson, as
the senior o5cei-, was placed at the head of the
artillery of both presidencies. Under these new
arrangements, the troops were to be governed as
much as possible by the rules of their respective
presidencies; and the orders of the Commanderin-chief, intended to apply to both divisions of
the army, were to be promulgated through and
signed by Lieutenant-Colonel Macdonald, the
Deputy Adjutant-General of Queen's troops ats
Bombay, who officiated as Military Secretary to
Sir John Keane.
About this period, a,violent contest was carried
on between the two divisions of the ariny of the
Indus, concerning their respective shares of the
commissariat supplies, tvhich occasioned a vehe-
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m.ent paper war in the columns of some of the'
Indian newspapers. The Governor-General had
directed Sir ~l'exanderBurnes, Major Leech, and.
several other .officers to coliect camels for the use.
of the army ; and had calculated, that when they'
mere all assembled at Shikarpore, they mould, in
conjunction with those already attached to the
Bengal column, amount to about forty-five thousand. These he intended should be fairly divided
between the troops of each presidency and the
contingent of the Shah ; but nothing nearly approaching that number was ever collected, and
the consequence of the insufficient supply, was
the struggle above noticed for the possession of
the largest proportion. ~ f ; Bengal
e
troops appear
to have imagined, somewhat unreasonably, that
all the camels were to be appropriated t o their
use, and were exceedingly discontented with the erders which admitted the Bombay column, and Shah
Shoojah's troops to agarticipation in them. They
charged the Bombay columll with being a needless auxiliary, as they were thetr~selvessufficient.
for all that was to be accomplished, and the Commander-in-chief with entertaining a partiality -for
the troops of his own ~residdncy; while the Bombay partisans retorted that Sir Willoughby Cotton
.and the Bengal division had, without authority,
made a bold start forward, in the hope of clis-
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tancing their rivals, and rendering it impossible
for them to trench upon their own resoirces. To
make matters worse, it was the policy of the
ruling powers to send the Shah's Contingent forward at least in as complete a state of efficiency
as possible, and the consequent necessity of diminishing the effectiveness of the Indus army, was
one of the chief evils before referred to as the
result of the organization of this force.
Colonel Derinie was at this time stationed at
Shikarpore, still in command of the brigade which
had devolved upon him, and exerted himself
greatly in carrying out the orders of the Commander-in-chief, which the officers of the Bengal
commissariat contrived every means to evade ;
but he nevertl~eless, thought it extremely hard
that all his cattle and stores should be taken from
him to enrich the army of Shah Shoojah, and he
addressed a letter of remonstrance upon the subject to Colonel Macdonald, for the information
of Sir John Keane, by wiich he incurred th?
,severe displeasure of that General, and subsequently suffered much from its effects."

* This has been denied, aad, as has been stated, upon the best
authority; but when its effects were made so apparent in the
wounded feelings, and, for a time, clouded reputation of Colonel
Dennie, we may be permitted to doubt unsupported assertions' "
of the non-existence of any adverse feeling on the part of his

-

As soon as the arrangements attendant upon
the assumption of the supreme command by Sir
John Keane were completed, his Excellency
quitted the Bombay column, and moved forward
in advance, accompanied by a squadron and a
half of the 1st Bombay Light Cavalry, and a wing
of 'the 19th Native Infantry. U'pon arriving at Dadur, he found his Majesty, Shah Shoojah, and
Mr. MacNaghten, who had encamped there the
day'before, to both of whom he was now introduced for the first time, and they all moved on
together through the Bolan Pass, the Shah's
camp continuing duriug all the subsequent operations with the Commander-in-chief. On the 4th
of April they had arrived atJSiriab, where an inter.
view took place between Sir John Keane, and Sir
Willoughby Cotton who rode over to meet him;
and on the 6th, his Excellency's head-quarters
were established at Quettah. The drooping spirit
of the soldiers were now raised by the excitement
of preparation, as ordkrs were immediately issued
for the re-commencement of the march, and on
Sunday the 7th of April the Cavalry and the 1st
commander. Sir John Keane migh4 have been-as he probably
was-of the same opinion as the man who was by no means one
of the least efficient instruments in gaining him his peerage,
'but he might also have been highly indignant that an inferior
officer should dare to hint opposition to any proceeding of his.
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Bengal Brigade of Infantry proceeded with the
Shah, Sir John Keane and Sir Willoughby
Cotton, en route to Candahar. Still our difficulties continued, nor could we look for much
relaxation from them till our arrival at Candahar;
and it is wonderful how the troops, and especially
the camp followers were enabled to endure the
fatigues of each harassing march upon so small a
portion of food as they were compelled to subsist
on. The mortality among the horses of the cavalry
mas very great, and yet withal numbers had to
be destroyed to prevent their falling into the
hands of the enemy from the utter impossibility
of being able to procure food for them, while the
camels perished in still larger numbers. TVe
were also perpetually annoyed by tbe cowardly
and murderous Beloochees, who never dared venture to attack us boldly ; but seized every opportunity of plundering our baggage, murdering the
camp-followers and stragglers, and intercepting
our convoys. The rascals w'ere in many instances
pursued and overtaken, and invariably hung dr
shot, as no quarter was given them ; but their
death never seemed to deter their coinpanions
from following their <,example, and risking their
fate.
The severe privations we were thus corn- .
pelled to undergo, had at one time created a feel-
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ing of discontent among the troops, from which
some of theofficers,also, were unfortunately not entirely free. Despondency was the order of the day.
VThisperings of retreat were heard throughout
the camp which gradually swelled into murmurs,
and the writer of this has occasion to know that
Sir Willoughby Cotton himself, forseeing the d i 5 culties .of a further advance and the spirit pervading the troops, was, at one time, s e ~ i o u s apl~
prehensive of the ultimate necessity of s u c h ' a
step. This feeling had been increased by the injudicious advice of Major Leech, one of the
political agents, who had written to Sir Willoughby Cotton recommending him to fall back
with the army upon Shika'rpore. But the energetic demeanour of Sir John Keane upon his
arrival, accompanied by the order for an immediate advance, had re-inspired the force 'with confidence.
As we drew near to Candahar, our sufferings,
f~;omwant of water, \;ere extreme. I t was pitiable
t o see the poor, jaded,' starving horses dragging,
one leg after the other with obvious effort, and
panting with excessive thirst; while even the
severe restraints of discipli~ie scarcely sufficecl to
keel) the almost frenzied men in order. A t a
.village named Killah Puttoolah, we at last found
water, and nature levelling all distinctions in the
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burning desire to cool their parched throats, the
well-born officer and the humble private might, in
many instances, be seen sharing together such
scanty portion of the stream as they had been
able to procure. A t length, on the 25th of April,
after almost unexampled difficulties, borne upon
the whole with most praise-worthy fortitude by
both Europeans and Natives, the head-quarters
of the British army arrived under the walls of
Candahar, the metropolis of Western Affghanistan.
MTe must now glance at the proceedings of the
Bombay column of the army of the Indus, which,
from the insufficiency of its equipments, was now
reduced from five thousand five hundred men to
about three thousand six hundred, composed,
half of Europeans, and half of natives, Brigadier
Gordon with three native regiments being left at
Bukkur to cover the advancing column, and keep
open the communication of the army with the
Indus.
I t had been arranged that while the
Bengal division should ad+ance to Candahar by
the route that has just been denoted, the troo;s
of the other Presidency should proceed by the
Gundava Pass in order to avoid the impoverished
track of the first division of the army; but this intention was departed from, from an apprehension
of its impracticability. Captain Sidney Powell had.
been sent to explore the country, and report upon

.
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its facilities, and upon his return had stated that
it was impossible to convey the artillery by that
line. This opinion, however, was subsequently
found to be erroneous, as General Willshire returned by that ro.ute after the fall of Khelat.
They were accordingly compelled to pursue the
same line of march as the Bengal force, and traverse the Bolan Pass, and on the 12th of March
they left Larkhanu, and proceeded to cross the
desert at Gundava.
On the 23rd, Sir John Iceane, as has been related, proceeded to join the advance of the army ;
and the con~mandof the Bombay troops consequently devolved upon General Willshire. I t is
unnecessary to dwell in detail upon the progress
of this body. The difficulties it had to contend
with were of much the same nature as those which
the Bengal force had encountered, but the number
of the troops being smaller, they were less severely
felt. Their greatest sufferings arose from the
intensity of ths heat, 'the thermometer frequently
sianding at 110° and upwards, and this rendered
infinitely more offensive, the horrible effluvia

I

arising from the dead bodies of the camels which
had been left behind by the ,Bengal division, and
in such numbers as almost to line the whole
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of their march, polluting the air all around.
The horrible sights which frequently met their

.

viem were also most revolting. Half-decomposed
bodies of murdered camp-followers lay ,constantly
i n their path, with sometimes a slain Beloochee,
whose conlpanions had failed to carry him off.
They were much annoyed the whole way by the
native robber tribes, and some terrible examples
were made of such as mere unfortunate enough to
be captured wil;hout, however, curing the rest of
their plundering propensities; but they accomplished the passage of the Bolan Pass in security,
not having been attacked, till nearly out of its
#terrible jaws, when they easily repulsed the assailants.
I t is surprising that measures mere not taken
by the chiefs for dei'ending this and the other
passes. V i t h no more knowledge than they may
well be supposed to possess, they might have
effectually blocked u p the narrower parts of this
formidable defile, and with a comparatively small
body of the mountaineers have annihilated the
whole of our troops.
Emerging from the Bolan Pass, the BombSy
contingent proceeded on to Quettah, which they
reached on the 12th of April. Here a company
of foot artillery was directed to remain t o re-inforce Genetdl Nott, who had been left to occupy
the town with one of the Bengal brigades; the
* '
rest continued their route to Candahar, where
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they arrived on the 4th of May, and became
once again united to their Bedgal brothers in
arms.
While the t ~ grand
o
divisions of the army of
the Indus were thus making their way to Candahar, Colonel Dennie mas performing one of
those gallant actions which, rhile General Sale
may be considered as the hero of the retreat, gives
the other a claim to be regardeq as the hero of
the advance. This brave and ill-used man had
been left in command of two native regiments of
the second Bengal brigade at Shikarpore, where
he was detained for want of the means of conveyance, Sir John Keane bgving deprived him of
nearly all his camels and stores to equip his on-n
force. This vas, perhaps, to a certain extent,
necessary to enable the Bombay division to advance at all; but it fell very hard upon an officer
of Colonel Dennie's rafik and merit, especially
when detention at Shikarpore mas looked upon
at the time as almost tantamount to destruction,
and the very plea put forth for robbing the native
troops of their carriage cattle, to push forward the
European regiments, was the preservation of the
latter from the dangers of the climate.
Even here, however, his active spirit found
'fitting employment. Captain Stockley, an officer
of the Eengal Commissariat, while proceeding on
I1

'
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his way to the depot at Dadur, with a'convoy
of cattle and various stores, had been attaclred by
a strong party of Eeloochees, and compelled to
retire for safety into the fort of Janneedera ; the
enemy had captured three hundred and fifty of
the camels, and a number of his men were slain in
the conflict. Colonel Dennie, directly he had intelligence of the event, aware of the insecure position occupied by Captain Stockley, and of the immense importance of the convoy, hastily equipped
two hundred sepoys of the 42nd regiment,
and advanced to his relief. He made a rapid
march of one hundred and fifty miles, a great
portion of the distan~e~~over
the Desert, succeeded
in rescuing the Captain and his convoy from their
perilous situation, and delivered it over safely to
the Comlnissariat authorities of Dadur.
So uncertain had been the co~nnlunicationbetween the different stations, that it was here he
learned, for the first time, of tfie Commander-inchiefs general order of the 4th of kpril, directing
him to join his regiment, which it will be remembered was in the first Bengal brigade, and consequently now advancin-g on Candal~ar. He, therefore, immediately proceeded with his little escort to
brave the dangers of the Bolan Pass. At the same
time, Captain Anderson, who was in command of'
two newly raised troops of horse artillery with

'
I

tumbrils, ammunition waggons, and other abcompanifnents, was about to set out from Dadur to
join the army by the same route, and claimed the
protection of Colonel Dennie. Their march commenced under a burning. sun, and they suffered
most. severely the whole way from the intensity
of the heat, the thermometer frequently rising in
their tents alone to 120°. Some of the men went
mad, and others died upon the road-side from
the fearful severity of the weather, and to add to
. their trials, they had to fight their way along the
whole route. In spite of these obstacles, Co'lonel
Dennie, by his admirable dispositions, succeeded
in conveying his charge, w2hout loss, to Gluettah.
Attached. to the artillery under Captain Anderson, were some bullock-carts and baggage, ,yhich,
from the miserable state of the animals, Colonel
Dennie had. warned,him Tvere unfit to proceed,
and that he at any rate could not hold himself
responsible for their' safety. Nevertheless, they
were brought on, and he exerted himself to protect them when he founcl his assistance could be
of-service. O n the last day of the passage in the
Bolan Pass, he ordered that %11the baggage shoulrl
be sent in advance for security, but through some
neglect on the part of Captain Anderson, the
bullock-carts were left in the rear, and when
nearly through the defile, it was reported that they
H 2
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mere unable to come on, the cattie being disabled,
and that the Beloochees mere manning the sur. rounding heights, and firing upon them. Some of
then1 were thus inevitably lost, although every
thing mas done that could possibly be effected to
bring them away or destroy them, and the Commander-in-chief thought proper to censure Colonel
Dennie for faulty arrangements. Reproof so undeserved could not fail to suggest reminiscences of the
~ h i k a r ~ oremonstrance.
re
At length, having surmounted the dificulties
of the march, Colonel Dennie and his little band,
which had been augmented by three companies
at Dadur, arrived a t Buettah with their charge,
and proceeded thence to Candahar, where they
arrived at the beginning of June, with treasure to the amount of twenty-two lacs of rupees,
which they had escorted from Quettah.

'

CHAPTER TI.
STORM IIXD CAPTURE OF GHUZNEE-PERSUIT
3IAHONED-ARRIVAL

OF DOST

AT CABOOL.

UPONthe arrival of the British army near Candahar, the governors of that city, the three Baurikzpe brothers, fled with their families and a few fol1011-ers to Ghirisk, a small fortress on the river
Helmund, which forinerly belonged to their celebrated brother, Fntteh Xhsn. Shah Shoojah,
upon the discovery of their flight, wishecl to send
a detachment of his troops immediately in pursuit of them; hut Sir William MacNaghten, apprehensive that the treatment they might meet
with, if taken, from the esasperatecl feelings of
,the King's 'adherekts, wok~ld ill accord with
British notions of what was due to a conquered
foe under the circumstances, restrained the Shah,
and reiterated the offers which had before been
made to them by the English government. All
terms were, however, rejected by these turbulent
chief's, and Brigadier Sale was dispatched in pursuit of them ;but upon arriving: at the Helmund,
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he found that they had fled on to Meshed i n
Persia, and he was compelled to return unsuccessful from the chase.
On the approach of Shah Shoojah to the western
capital of his dominions, he was received with
many demonstrations of affection OIL the part of
the inhabitants, who seemed willing to submit to
any d e mhich relieved them from the tyranny of
the Baurikzyes. Sir William MacNaghten in his
official letter to government announcing the
event, thus describes his reception :
Cc The spectacle which presented itself on the
road was the most interesting one it ever fell to
my lot to witness. His Excellency, LieutenantGeneral Sir John KeaKe, with the army of the
Indus, was one march in our rear, our advance
having heen made on an erroneous calculation of
the distance, which was too great to be performed
by the European troops from the heat of the
weather. The Shah's disciplined troops were
behind us, and his ~ajesty'advanced,attended
only by the officers. of the mission, and his ow11
immediate retainers. At every hundred yards of
our progress, we mere met by bands of wellmounted and well-arnfed men, all tendering their
allegiance to his Majesty, whilst the peaceable inhabitants of the city assembled in crowds, and
manifested their joy a t the Shah's restoration in

.

the most unbounded terms. Tranquillity is restored; the people flock to our camp with the
greatest confidence. There 'is no longer any apprehension ,of scarcity ; and even the confidential
servants of the Sirdars, several ,of whom have
visited me, declare their satisfaction.at the change
of government, and state that they would sooner
have joined the Shah, but for the dread that some
evil would have been idicted on their families,
whom they must have left in the city."
On the 25th of April, his Majesty took formal
possession of Candahar amidst similar rejoicings,
and the 8th of May was fixed for the ceremony of his recognition to take place. On this
occasion, the whole of the British army was
drawn out before the King, who.was seated on a
splendid throne, and attended by the Envoy and
Minister, and all those who composed the diplomatic body. H e was hailed with every mark of
homage ; royal salutes were fired in honour of
him ; the tPoops $resented arms as they allproached, and then defiled past himj while nuzzars, (complimentary gifts implying homage), were
presented to him by Sir William MacNaghten,
and a certain number of the Affghans who had
joined his cause. The scene presented, upon ,the
whole, an imposing appearance; but one could
scarcely help a smile of good-natured derision, at
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beholding the court paid by the British authorities
to the King of their own creating, whose whole
was derived from themselves, and who, in
I
fkct, mas but an instrument in their hands for the
fivtherance of their own objects.
The army remained at Candahar two months,
to recrnit the shattered strength of the Inen and
its exhausted resources. The generak health of
the native troops nras excellent, but the Europeans '
sufTered much from sickness, so severe had been
their trials and so excessive was the heat. While
here, two events occurred of the most tragical
nature; one mas the murder of Lieutenant Invararity, which proved that it was still in~possible
t o go any distance a-da'y frcm the cam? or the
city with safety. This young officer, in company
with Lieutenant TYilmer, both of .the 16th
Lancers, had gone on a fishing excursion some
iniles from the camp, and had imprndently deferred their return till late in the evening. While
proceeding homeward, ~ i k u t e n a n t Inrararity
being considerably in the advance, was strnck
down by a heavy stone, and cruelly butchered by
band of ru5ians. Lieutenant Wilmer, on
reaching the scene of his friend's n~urdei-,was
also set upon by these miscreants, but he was *
more fortunate. H e defended himself for some
time with great bravery, parrying their blows wit11

?ewer
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his walking-stick, the only weapon he had, and a t
length succeeded in reaching the camp of a detachment of the Shah's infantry i r i safety. H e
immediately returned with an armed party to the
spot where he had left his friend. H e was still
alive, and able to recoguise Wilmer, but lie almost
imn~ediatelyexpired.
The other event was of a niore public character, and more atrocious in its details. A
body of camp-followers, t o the number of three
hundred, weary of their harassing l i i , haci
formed the design of leaving the army without asking permission, and retorning to India by
Dera Ismael Khan, and through the Punjauh.
The arrival of a kafila a t Candahar gave them ail
opportunity of carrying their plan into esecution,
and it was agreed that they should put themselves
under the protection of the kafila-l~ashce,or chief
of the caravan. For some days, all went on satisfactorily, although the suspicions of the carnpfollowers ha& been aroused by their being.required
to give up their arms at night, upon the plea that
the inhabitants of the villages through which they
passed, might be alarmed by their hostile appearance. These suspicions wete, however, allayed by
their arms being punctually returned to them each
. morning. This course was pursued for some
days ; but a t length, in a part of the country noM S .
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torious for the murderous and plundering propensities of the people, they were gathered together jn a fort of great strength, called Maroof,
under the pretest of securing them from danger,
and then led out, one by one, through the gate,
and brutally slaughtered. After a time, the
shrieks and groans of the wretched victims
alarmed those who were still immured in the fort,
and in the height of their alarm, they clambered
over the malls in the hope of escaping the dreadful fate which awaited them. But very fern succeeded in fleeing from the scene of horror; some
fell crippled to the earth, and mere mercilessly
cut to pieces by their pretended protectors, while
a very small number codtrived to reach Candahar,
and relate the horrible catastrophe of which their
con~panionshad been the victims. The gallant
and indefatigable Captain Outram was afterwards
sent to take vengeance on the atrocious assassins,
which he accomplished effecbually by destroying
the fort and executing many' of the*people concerned in that deed of blood.
During the stay of the troops at Candahar,
their prospects of obtaining supplies had not
brightened to the extel~texpected. They still esperienced much difficulty in procuring the necessary means of subsistence, both for themselves
and the cattle. Grain came in but slowly, and
was reported to be scarce, \~hilethe treasure-chest

.
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was also at a low ebb, and, notwithstanding we
had spent thirty lacs of rupees among the people
of the city, it was found impossible to negotiate
a loan. The arrival of Surwur Khan the Lohanee
chief with a convoy of provisions and stores, had
been anxiously looked'for, for some time, but upon
their reaching Candahal-, the Sohanees obstinately
refused to proceed further with the army, from a
dread, as they asserted, of bringing down the vengeance of Dost Mahomed, whose subjects they were,
upon their families. The army mas, consequentb
in no better condition than before, as there was
no means of conveying the newly arrived stores ;
nevertheless, it broke up from before Candahar,
on the 17th of Jnne, ahd we commenced our
march en route for Ghuznee.
The progress of the now united army of the
Indus to this place was attended with no obstacle
of importaace. The Affghans still refrained from
showing themselves in any strength, though we
were occasioaally annoyed by parties of plundering
Ghiljies, and threats of a nigh$ attack which obliged
the troops to keep prepared, and interfered with
their rest; but nothing worthy of particular note
occurred till we reached Ghuznee, which we did
on the 21st of July.
This celebrated fortress stands on the northern
extremity of a range of hills running due east
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and west. Three sides of the town are protected
by a broad and deep moat, supplied with water
from the adjoining river. The citadel is a square.
of irrebular form, and is situated on an eminence
commanding the vhole city. The garrison was
cc~nmandedby Gholam Hyder Khan, one of Dost
hlahomed's sons, and consisted of between three
thousand and four thousand men; a large portion
of whom were well-mounted cavalry; they had
provisions sdEcient to last for eight months, and
such was the strength of the place, in the opinion
c;f the Affghans, and, indeed, of the people
tllrbughout the East, that they believed it capable
cf holding out against us for a year. The
number of inhabitants. in the town was about
equal to the garrison.
I t was against this town, then, that on the 21st
of July the united army directed its march. The
British troops now amounted to about eight
tllousand fighting men fit for duty, and the
Shah's Contingent to four thbusand,omakingip all
c
an effective force of ?bout twelve thousand, with
forty pieces of artillery. This' body the Commander-in-chief divided into three columns, to be
prepared to give battle' in case of an attack, and
moved over the plains to the west of the city,
halting after a march of twelve miles, within a
mile of the walls of thh. fort.

The ease wit11 which Shah Shoojah and his
British allies had been allowed to take possessiou of Candahar, and the information they had
received from various sources, had induced them
to suppose that no opposition would be offered
to them at Ghuznee. This, and the scarcity of
carriage cattle, had led Sir John Keane to resolve
on leaving his siege train and battering artillery
behind him at Candahar. The place had been
represented as weal< and indefensible, and entirely commanded by a range of hills, from which
operations could be successfully carried on without the necessity of heavy ordnance ; and although
certain indications of % hostile nature were observable as we approachCd, the Envoy was still
confidant of the correctness of the information to
the contrary which he had secretly received, and
the army moved on in uncertainty, but prepared.
Sir IVilloughby Cotton had gone on in advance
to reconnoike the' principal approach to the,
fortress, and a party of Affghan horsen~enwho
had been observed hovering about some ~valled
gardens, hastily disappeared as he drew near.
While the General was prdceeding on his reconnoissance, however, the advanced guard was fired
upon by some skirmishers from the gardens, and
the three regiments of the first brigade received
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orders to move up towards the malls in separate
directions. This movement on our part was
answered by a shot from the ramparts, which
rrhistled harmlessly over our heads ; and a brisk
fire from the gardens around the, fort mas commenced at the same time, but the party from
which it proceeded mas speedily dislodged.
Sir John Keane was now anxious to ascertain
what strength of artillery the Affghaqs could
bring to bear upon us ; and with that view ordered
a battery to be formed of eighteen horse artillery
guns of the Bombay force, together with the
camel battery of nine-pounders, which was got
into position seven hundred yards from the walls.
These opened a sharp file, and the enemy, nothing
daunted, replied by bringing about half a dozen
of their gims to bear upon our columns, which
were directed with a precision highly creditable to
their skill. The Commander-in-chief having
gained the information he desired, ordered the
troops and artillery to be bithdratvn; and the
'
Affghans, we afterwards learned, taking our retirement for a repulse, were highly delighted at
the success, as they imagined, of their operations.
During these proceedings, a demonstration was
made on the part of the enemy's cavalry with the
design of attacking the rear of the army, whereupon Captain Outram vias despatclred to stop the

,
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advance of the Bombay force ;and the cavalry and
infantry brigade of that division were halted
within about three miles of the fort, to prevent
our flank from being turned.
The result of Sir John Keane's reconnoissance
of the fortress was a total change in the position
of the army ; and the evil effects of having left the
battering train at Candahar were now made fully ,
apparent. Ghuznee, instead of being, as had been
represented, almost defenceless, was a place of
remarkable strength, and was found by the engineers to possess a high rampart in good repair,
built on a scarped mound, about thirty-five high,
flanked by numerous towers, and surrounded by
a fausse-braye and wet ditch. The irregular figure
of the uenceintey' gave a good flanking fire, whilst
the height of the citadel covered the interior from
the commanding fire of the hills to the north,
rendering it nugatory. I n addition to this, the
towers at the angles, had been enlarged, screenwalls had beex built before the gates, the ditch
cieared out, and filled with water, stated to be
unfordable, and an outwork built upon the right
bank, so as to command the bed of it.* The gate
on the side of Cabool, hov~ever,had been left in
such a state as to admit of ingress and egress,

* Memoranda of the Engineers' operations before Ghuznec
by Captaius Thompson and Peat.
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reinforcements being expected to arrive from that
city. It was, therefore, arranged that the attack
should be made on that, the weakest point of
defence, and the troops were accordingly ordered
to take up a new position on the opposite or
Cabool side of Ghuznee, and occupy the whole
frontier space ranging between north and south
east. This movement was - commenced a t four in
the afternoon, the garrison firing the whole time,
and the rest of the day mas taken up in accomplishing it, the cairalry marching round the
fortress, out of reach of the enemy's cannon, to
the right, and the infantry to the left. This
chanze of situation had the effect also of cutting
off all chance of escapecon the part of the garrison,
who, on the other hand, in their fatuitous ignorance, beheld it with immeasurable satisfaction.
Gholam Hyder Khan and the other chiefs, regarded it as an evidence of our intention t o abandon Ghnznee and proceed at once to Cabool, which
would enable them to harash our roar, while Dost
Mahomed, who was supposed to be advancik
from Cabool, hemmed us in, in front.
A t break of day the folloiving morning,
the Commander-in-chief, accompanied by Sir
Willoughby Cotton, ascended the heights commanding the eastern front of the works, to malre
a fresh reconnoissance, and resolve upou the plan

i
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of attack. It was quite evident that the strength
of the fortifications was such, that our army could
not venture to attack it in a regular manner with
any prospect of success, as we had no battering
train, and the great command of the parapets
from sixty to seventy feet, with the wet ditch,
were insurnlountable ol~staclesto an attack, either
by mining or escalading. It was, therefore, determined that the brilliant and claring expedient
suggested by Captain Thompson in the previous
day's recon~~oissance,
namely, to malie Cc a dash at
the Cabool gateway, blowing the gate open by bags
of powder," should be adopted. I t was f ~ ~ r t h e r
resolved that every thing should be got in readiness during the night, and Ehat the attempt should
be made on the following morning. Sir John
Meane then issued his instructions as to the manner of carrying the plan into effect. This was to
be done by drawing off the sttention of the garrison to a false attack on the opposite side, while
under cover of this, the engineers were to carry on
their operations as secretly as possible.
111 forming these plans, the engineers derived
much assistance from the informatior1 imparted to
them by Abdool Rusheed: a nephew of Dost
Mahomed, who came into the English camp the
night previous to our arrival a t Ghuznee. H e
had heen treated with much neglect by his uncle,
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and, along with a.j70unger brother, appears to
have exhibited signs of attachment towards Shah
~hoc$ah;which roused the supicions of their
cousin, the govwnor of the fortress. H e first sent
for, and questioned the younger of the two, and
not being satisfied with his answer, ordered him
immediately to be put to death, while Abdool
Rusheed, taking warning by his brother's fate,
secretly quitted the town at the head of a few followers, and joined the cause of the Shah. He
made us acquainted wit11 the state of the fortress,
informed us in what respects it was most easily
assailable, and upon other points which rendered
us service in our subsequent operations.
While arrangements'connected with the coming
night's proceedings were thus occupying the mind
of the Commander-in-chief, a spirited little affair
was going on in annther part of the field. About
noon, the enemy was observed mustering in considerable strength upon the heights to the south, ward-of the camp, and displaying se%eral banner?.
They mere a body of fanatical Mussulmen, termed
,Ghazees, or Defenders of the Faith, whose enthusiasm had been enlisted by Dost Mohamed
against the 'Kafir, oi. infidel English, and their
renegade King, as the Shah mas represented to
them. Their .position commanded his Majesty's
camp, and it was evident from their movements

I
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that they were about to pour down in that direction, as if their animosity were chiefly directed
.
against him. The whole of the Shah's horse,
supported by the lancers and a regiment of
Bengal cavalry, moved out immediately with two
guns to oppose them. The enemy had already
began to descend into the plain, when they were
. met by the Sha11's cavalry under Captain Nicol-son, and driven back with some loss, leaving one
of their standards in our hands.
' -,'Captain Outram, one of the bravest and most ac,
*weofficers in the Service, who, whenever any out.)f-the-way duty mas to be performed, seemed always ready in a moment to undertake it, and has
)+
4nce gained so much clistinction in connexion wit11
"
!~eaffairs of Scinde, arrived at the scene of action
,,.;st previous to the occurrence of this incident.
Finding no other European officer on the spot, he'
prevailed on a body of the Shah's horse to accompany him round the h i s in the enemy's rear,
where he stati~nedtliem so as to prevent the
lat'ter retreating. Intimidated by this nlanceuvre,
and the repulse tlley had met with, the Ghazees
ascended the heights beyond the reach of the
horse, and Captaia Outram meeting at this
.
moment a small detachment of natire infantry

'
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..and matchlock-men under an English officer, proposed to him an immediate attempt to force the

<,
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enemy from their Few position. They ascended
the rocks in gallant style, Captain Outram at
1
their head, advancing steadily under a galling fire,
and at Iengthpstep by step, attained the topmost
peak, over which floated the Ghazee consecrated
banner of green and white, which was supposed to
confer invincibility upon its followers. At sight of
this, the whole party rushed forward, cheering,
vociferously. The standard-bearer was brought
to the ground by a chance shot, the sacred standard itself fell into our hands, and the hopelesa
Ghazees fled panic-stricken at the loss of their
charmed banner, and its inefficacy to protect
them. The loss on our part in this atiray, was
about twenty killed 'and mounded ; the Affghans
lost between thirty and forty, and about fifty of
them were made prisoners.
A scene now ensued inuch less pleasant to
ntemplate. It of course became a question
what to do with the captives, and they wew
brought before the shah.' Some of them m:re
released, upon their declaring that they had hem
forced into the ranks of the King's opponents
against their wish; hut the majority, excited by
fanaticism, were not 'restrained even by the Shah's
presence from evincing their animosity tonlards
his person, and avowing their determination to ..
have been, to seek his life. One of them, more

4,
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violent than the rest, upon the interference of one
of his Majesty's attendants, stabbed him with his
dagger, and they were then immediately ordered
for execution. Two of them, however, were
afterwards sparec'.; one upon the plea of his
being a Syutl, and the other because he pleaded
hard for his life.
This transaction has occasioned much animadrersion ; and how far so extreme a . proceeding
was justified by necessity, has never been satisfactorily ascertained. But from the fact of some
of them having been pardoned, and previpus acts
of humanity in the course of the Shah's life, one
is unwilling to attribute tg him wanton cruelty
upon this occasion. The share borne by the
Fommander-in-chief in this tragical event, is
not quite so clear. I t has been stated, that upon
his being informed by the Envoy of the Shall's
intentions, h e expressecl his concurrence in it i s
a retaliatory nljeasure for the plunder of our bagggge, and the murder of our camp-follomers. On
the other hand i t has been said, that the execution
took place entirely without his knowledge, and
that when it was made knpwn to him, he espressed his strong disapprobation of the deed,
and caused it to be represented to the Shah, that
no such proceedings would be again permitted
while he was connected with the British army.
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Although there may be too good grounds for
supp~singhis Excellency to be a man of arbitrary
and vindictive gmper, we would fain hope the
latter account is the true one ; at the same time,
if it be not, justice compels one to add, that it is
not impossible to find some justification of the
act. The danger of a number of prisoners, if
prisoners were to be taken, in a camp already
subsisting on half and quarter rations, must not
be underrated, and of the determined ferocity of
the men in question, there appears to be no
doubt. But after all that can be said, their coldblooded execution was one of those acts, which
however much it may,have been required by the
stern dictates of necessity, our feelings will never
permit us to approve of.
While these events, were thus occupying the
attention of one portion of the army, preparations
mere all day actively in progress for storming
Ghuznee the nest morning: Thesoad which led'
torthe Cabool gate was, as has been already indicated, the line of attack. About midnight, four
companies of the 16th Native Infantry were
placed in the gardeps bordering the town, while
shortly afterwards three companies of the 35th
under Captain Hay, took up a position towards
the north side of the fortress, vith instructions to
divert the attention of the garrison by keeping up

O
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an incessant fire of musquetry upon the works.
The artillerjr, under the direction of Brigadier
Stevenson, was placed in a commanding situation
on the heights opposite. Meanwhile Captain
Thompson, wit11 the officers and 'men of the
engineer department, crept d o m to the works
with their terrible apparatus, protected by a defachment of H.RllYs.13th regiment, who sought
what cover they could on either side of the road,
and endeavoured to keep down the fire from the
ramparts,, which became very heavy on the approach of the party.
The tempestuous state of the weather vas
exceedingly fa'vourable for the concealment of
their movements, the vind blowing in such violent
gusts from the east, as frequently to drown all
sound, among the devoted garrison, of the operations going on for their destruction. The explosion party consisted of Captain Peat, Lieutenants Durand and McLeod, three serjeants,
and eighteen men of the Sappers, carrying nine
hundred pounds of powder in twelve sand-bags,
with a hose seventy-two feet long. Behind these
the storming party stood ranged in anxious expectation of the signal for iction, and was composed as follows :-<<An advance," consisting of
the Grenadier Companies of H.M's. 2d and 17th
regiment, the Bengal European regiment, and a

'
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company of H . W s 13th, under the heroic Colonel
Dennie, n-ho had been solicited to tslie the
leader\ship.. A second body was placed under the
immediate command of Brigadier Sale, which n-as .
made up of the rest of H.MYs 3d and Bengal
European regiments, with the whole of the 13th,
escepting the company attached t o Colonel
Dennie's forlorn hope. H.hI's. 17th regiment,
under the guidance of Colonel Croker, was added
as a supporting column, and directed to follow
the storming party ihto the fort. Another bodj-,
denominated the reserve, was commailded b y
Sir Tt~illouglibyCotton in person, and consisted
of the unemployed companies of the lGth, the c
(35tl1, and the 4Sth; vil~ileColonel Stalker, with
the 19th Bombay Infantry, to prevent a surprise,
took up a position on the Cabool road, in support
i.~
there for the
of a division of c a ~ ~ fstationed
same purpose, the enemy having threatened an
attack from that quarter. <None, however, was
made. The rest of the 'Cavalry, h n d e r MajorGeneral Thackwell, mere distributed in various
,situations round the fort, to be employed as
circumstances might require.
It was now three d'cloclr in the mor~~ing,
and
every thing was in readiness for the grand attack.

-

So admirable had our various operations beell
conducted, that no sign of the garrisoa's l~eingat

-

.
.

all aware of our interitions was manifested, until
the commencement of the false attack by Captain
Hay, with the three companies of the 35th Native
Infantry, roused them to .a sense of danger.
A t the, appointed time these troops opened a
brisk fire from the southward, and the batteries
began playing vigorously upon the walls. This
Was answered from the ramparts with a spirited
return fire from the juzails, and such artillery
as they ppssessed; and every time that oxr
skirmishers of the 13t11, who mere ranged along
the whole northern face of the works, shonrerl
themselves to the enemy, they were saluted with
a hail-storm of musquetrp. The scene became
intensely exciting. It ~vhs still dark; and the
Affghans phibited on their walls a succession of
blue lights to aid them in getting a .clearer view
of the efforts of their adversaries.' Every wherc
the cannonade and fire of r n u ~ q u e t r y ' ~ r efiercei
n~
and fiercer, and the northern rampart especially
became one l a s t sheit of flame. The dusky fortress looked like some huge monster, indiguanf; at
the attacks of its enemies, belching forth masses
of fire and smoke, as if to consume its audacious
foes at once. The scene was unimaginal~l~
though dreadfully beautiful.
But the catastrophe was approaching. Th.:
party to whom was entrusted the critical duty of
I
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bloming up the gate, ?ow advanced to their task
silently and rapidly, led by Lieutenant Durand.
The bes?eged a e r e conscious of our being in the
gate-ray, but had no conception of the terrible
process going on, or by throwing over a fern of
their blue lights, they might have prevented the
placing of the pomder-bags. But this ignorance
on their part had been foreseen. The success of
the whole scheme depended upon the nicest
ca!culation of chances, and the event proved how
skilfully this had been done. On going up to the
gate, Lieutenant Durand distinctly saw through
the chinks, lights and a guard behind it. The
poor fellows were smoking their pipes with all a
31ussulnlanJs irnpert~xEability,and quite unconscious that the next moment would hurl then1
into eternity.
The powder-bags were now piled against the
huge portal, the hose laid, and the train
fired; the explosion party quickly retiring
to such cover as they coufd findcin the shor!
space of time available. The whole mas accomplished in less than two minutes. The enemy
were still ignorant of the nature of our proceedings, but their attention mas attracted at that
moment by the commotion about the gate, and a
large and brilliant blue light was brought to the .
spot that they might see what was going on. But
i t was too late. The powder-bags had ignited,

_
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and now exploded with a tremendous crash,
shivering the massive barricade to pieces, and
tearing away solid masses of stone and woodwork from the main building. Not one of the
party was hurt by the explosion ; but Captain
Peat, in his anxiety to witness the success of the
operations, not keeping sufficiently under cover,
%as, for a time, stunned by the concussion.
After a short pause the bugle sounded the
signal for the advance of the storming party, and
the heroic Colonel Dennie, at the head of the
forloril hope, sprung over the black and smoking
ruins that impeded the gateway, and rushed into
the fortress. The surprised and terrified Affghans,
for a moment, lost their self-possession, but
speedily recovered themselves, and a fierce handto-hand encounter ensued. They contested the
entrance with great bravery, but the gallant
and impetuous Colonel dashed forward with.
invincible courage, bearing down all opposition.
,Although day-light had broken, it was still so
dark in the narrow entrance as to be impossible to distinguish ally object clearly, and the
soldiers as they came up had to grope their way
between the yet standing3~valls,and pour in their
deadly volleys when almost close upon the enemy,
for there was no time nor space for regular firing.
I t was a t first feared that the gate had been
a
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bricked up behind, 'a sudden angle in the passage,
causing that appearance ; but as they p~essedon,
\
the lead~ng.files caught a glimpse of the sky
above the heads of their receding foes, and felt
assured that the town was before them.
The. conflict though severe, was not of long
duration. The gallant little band, inspired by
their daring leader, whose commanding figure was'
seen ever in advance, and whose voice cheered
them on to the attack, forced their way along,
overbearing all resistance, and at length a long,
loud, exhilarating cheer announced to the whole
army without the triumphant issue of the contest.
Meanwhile that portion of the 13th which had
been acting as a skirmishing party, was closing
up at the sound of the bugle, and Brigadier Sale
was promptly and steadily advancing with the
rest of the storming party to the assistance of the
forlorn hope. While moving on he was informed
by Captain Peat, who seemed bevildered by t h e
explosion, that although thk gate *was blown
. down, the passage was choked up, and Colonel.
Dennie had been unable to effect an entrance.
This was disastrous news, and the Brigadier
knowing the uselessness"of proceeding under such
circumstances, was compelled to order a retreat,
This backward movement was actually cornmenced, when Captain Thompson becoming an-

<,
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xious a t the non-appearance of the main column,
hastened himself to ascertain the cause of its
detention, and informed General Sale that so far
from being repulsed, Colonel Dennie had already
won his may into the fortress. The brave Brigadier now pressed hastily forward and entered the
gateway; but the delay occasioned by the false
'intelligence he had at first received, h a d nearly
proved fatal. Instead of the main colunln following up quickly, as i t should have done the
advance, too great an interval was left betveen
them, and Colonel Dennie, 6 h o had by this t.ime
got well' within the walls, was driving headlong
before him a large body of the Affghans. These
were rushing down towirds the opening in- the
hope of making their escape just at the moment
that Brigadier's Sale's colum~l was entqring.
The conflict which ensued was terrific. The
Affghans, rendered desperate at finding themselves
hemmecl in between the two bodies, and. their
, egress thus'barred, rushed upon the British with
the impetuosity of men, who, seeing death inevitable, were resolved t o sell their lives as dearly
as they cobld. Bayonet and sabre clashed together in deadly s t r i f e r a n d so impetuous was
their onset, that, for a moment, our troops began
to give way. One of the foremost of the enemy,
a man' of powerful frame, threw hituself upon the
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Brigadier, and broAght ,him to the ground by a
Y
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sabre-cut in the face. As the gallant Brfton bas
falling he dealt him--a second blow, but missed
his footing in,the attempt, and both men feil to
the ground. A fearful struggle now ensued
between them for the mastery. They grappled
with all the energy of despaii; each conscious that
life was the prize contended for. The wary
Brigadier endeavoured to gain possession of his
adversary's smord, but failed, and mounded his
hand in the attempt. His situation mas now
most perilous, faint as he mas from the loss of
blood, and the future hero of Jellalabad might have
.ended his days in the broken portal of Ghuznee,
but for the opportune a<proach of Captain Icershaw of the lstb, who, seeing his leader's danger,
plunged his sword into the body of the Affghan.
Still the frantic mretcl~continued to struggle, and
i t mas not till Sir Robert Sale, who for a monleut
got uppermost, with one blow 'of his smord cleft
his slcull from the crown to the eyebrdas, that he ,
succeeded in freeing himself'from the grasp of
his desperate enemy.
Upon regaining his feet, the leader of the
column refrained for a-short space from personal
conflict with the enemy, but remained directing
his troops, who had nom driven back the
Affghans, and established themselves within the
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town. I n the meantime, Colonel Croker was
advancing with the support without encountering
any other obstacle to his progress than was
afforded by the surgeons, who were conveying
away the vounded men of the storming party.
The reserve force had also been closingzlp to the
walls as speedily as the progress of the advanced
columns would permit it, sustaining every now
and then a galling Gre froin the ramparts, in
consequence of their exposed position, and i t was
not till Colonel Crolier's division had made its
way into the town that the reserve mas enabled to
march steadily forward.
Thus far all had proceeded well, but more ye6
remained to be done befo're our victory could be
said to be complete. The citadel had not yet
been assailed, and it was reasonable to suppose
that the enemy mould now turn their efforts in
that direction, and make a determined stand there.
I n anticipation of this, Sir John Iceane ordered
pvery gun o i the bitteries upon the heights to be
aimed at that point ; and Brigadier Sale speedily
regaining his strength, and disregardii~ghis wound,
gallantly hastened on in the same direction.
But Gholam I-Iyder "han,
the governor,
had other thoughts. Astounded by the sudden
apparition of the storming party within the
walls he had deemed capable of resisting any
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attack, he abandoned $he contest in despair, and
secreted himself in a distant part of the f y t ; so
that when the British, led on by their commander,
\
nothing daunted by his recent danger, reached
the citadel, scarcely any resistance mas offered,
and in a few minutes more, the colours of the 13th
and 1 f th regiments were floating proudly above
the ramparts.
By this. time the reserve l ~ a dpenetrated into
the town, ancl mas d r i ~ i n gfrom their hidingplaces on the ramparts, the enemy whose galling
fire had so annoyed its men upon their approach.
Unable to make head against their disciplined
assailants, the desperate Affgllans rushed madly
down from the works,' distributing themselves
over the town, and cutting furiously a t every
thing in their way, while our troops now assembled within the walls in great numbers, blocking
up all escape, hunted them clown like so many
wild beasts. It was now nq longer a struggle,
6
but absolute slaughter.
The darkness which had ~rew~ailedduring the
conflict, increased the horror of the scene, and
heing more favourable to the besiegers than the
besieged, the latter sufl%redmost severely. Every
street was strewed with the mangled bodies of the
dying and the dead. One fortified house had
held out with desperate valopr, and fifty-eight of
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the Affghans perished in its defence alone. Five
hundred and fourteen dead bodies were picked up
within the walls, and buried by the British ; sixteen hundred became prisoners, and the number
of the wounded was probably about the same.
One hundred more, i t is supposed, were cut up
by the Cavalry, who scoured the plains in all
directions,; and, for weeks afterwards, dead
bodies mere found in various parts of the town,
in narrow streets, and the recesses of private
buildings, mostly those of men who had since
died of their wounds ; so that, the total loss of
the Affghans in slain was probably little short of
a thousand. Such are the hahowing details of
these scenes of glory.
One fact, however, must be recorded to the honour of the captors of G11uznee;which places their
conduct in the most favourable light, and to which
history cannot probablyfurnish aparallel. I t is confirmed by the testimony of all, that their exploit was
unstain'ed by even .one solitary act of peculiar
~trocity. ~ l y o s escenes of horror which generally
follo~vthe capture of a town by storm, and at the
bare idea of which the heart sickens, were refrained from here. With the close of the fighting
all unnecessary violence ckased, and throaghout
the city not. a single female was esposed to
injury or insult. These good disl>ositions, on the
I 3
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part of the soldiers, were, doubtle>s, assisted by
their abstinence from liquor, the spirit stores of
the army having been exhausted for some timi
previously. To this cause also mas attributed, by
h e medical men, the rapid recovery of our troops
from their \rounds, maily of which were very severe.
As an instance of the spirit which animated
the men, Dr. Kennedy mentions, that on visiting the hospital of her Majesty's 2nd and 17th
regiments, he mas surprised to.find them cleared
of sick ! The gallant fellows had all but risen in
mutiny on their surgeons, and insisted on joining
their comrades ! None remained in hospital
but the hopelessly bed-ridden, who literally could
not crawl; and even ~f these, a portion, who
could just stand and walk, were dressed, ancl
made to look like soldiers, to take the hospital
guard: no effective man could be kept away.
Surely when me reflect upon such instances as
this, and vitness the daring courage which
achieved the conquest of Ghuznee, cfowned as it
was by the noble conduct which ensued upon
suc,cess, v e may be permitted to doubt the
necessity of brutalizing the soldier by prilnillg
him with liquor previops to undertalring sinlilar
enterprises.
Olle thing was still necessary to complete the
success of the day. All resistance JFas now over-
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borne, with the exception of a few infuriated lnen
who continued throughout the day, after the town
had surrendered, to fire upon our soldiers from
isolated positions, killing and wounding some, but
who were at length secured, and their leader afterwards executed. But Gholam Hyder Khan, the
governor, was still at liberty. It was for some
time supposed that he was conceded somewhere
a b o k the harem, but he was at length discovered i n
a house near the Candahar gate, attended by a
body of Affghans. Captain Taylor, of the Bengal
European regiment, was the first to discover his
hiding-place, and upon approaching it, he was
saluted with earnest cries for quarter. One of
the treacherous barbariaps, however, fired upon
him as he advanced, and slightly grazed his breast ;
but, with the aid of a small detachment, he penetrated into the room where Gholam Hyder was
concealed, and took him prisoner. H e was taken
before the Shah, but upon being brought into his
presence, alTears to have exhibited anythillg but
'courage. The King, however, behaved towards
him with much generosity, and after mildly rebulcing him, allowecl him to depart.
As soon as a11 mas quiet, in the town, the Commander-in-chief conductid Shah Shoojah and Sir
TVilliam MacNaghten over the citadel and a
greater part of the fortress. The Icing expressed

.
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adlniration of the skill and caurage of the
British troops, and was astonished a t our having
made ourselves masters of a place hitherto considered impregnable, in so short a space of time.
~ 3 had
e gained possession of the citadel in less
than an hour, and in two hours and a quarter the
artillery had ceased firing.
The chief merit df the brilliant achievement
just recorded, fairly belongs to Captain Thompson,
n-110 conceived the daring plan by which the capture of Ghuznee was accomplishecl; but he, upon
mllom the most depended in its execution, was
ulldoubtedly Colonel Dennie, tr.110, a t the head of
his devoted little band, gallantly rushed into
c:the imminent deadly breach" as soon as i t was
practicable, and may be said to have been actually
in possession of the fort before he received any
assistance. Had he faltered at all in his course,
or had any misgi~ingsas to his success upon
discovering the appearance of the gates being
barricaded behind, and given way,, the whole
scheme nlould have failed, and the British army '
haye probably met with a similar fate t o that
which overwhelmed its unhappy remnant a t a
subsequent period at Cgbool. The part borne by
Sir John ICeane in the action ~vhichgained him a
peerage and two thousand pounds per annum, was
of subordinate consequei~ce; but he has the merit
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of perceiving at once the feasihilit~rof the plafi
proposed to him, and of acting upon it wit11
promptitude and decision. The disl>ositionsfor
the attack were judiciously niade and contributed
towards its ultimate success.
R u t whatever merit this fortunate leader may be
entitled to upon the occasion, was tarnished by
his sgbsequent ill-treatment of the chief actor in
the scene. I n the general order issued from headquarters in the course of the day, Brigadier Sale,
whose heroic character needs no support from the
stolen glory of another, was represented as having
led and directed the leading column, while the name
of Colonel Dennie is only mentioned, and his brilliant gallantry slurrecl ovar, with a list of others,
who, however meritorious their services; were in
no way particularly distinguished from the numerous other brave men who did their dnty upon
the occasion. Conscious, without vanity, of the
important part, he had played, and the responsibility which had devolved upon him in the capfure of Ghuznee, Colonel Dennie felt llluch mortifiecl by this slighting notice of his merits.; but
u~lwillingto suppose i t proceeded from hostility
towards himself personall;r, he attributed i t to
mistake. H e accordingly waited upon the Commander-in-chief to explain the real circumstances
of the case, encouraged thereto by the knowledge
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that another officer on the prgvious day hacl
adopted the same course with success. Upon
doing so, however; so far from meeting with recress, he was surprised and confou~~ded
by the
conduct of the Commander-in-chief, .who treated
hinl with the grossest indignity, using such language as even a menial servant would not submit
to without resenting.* The injured officer retired
with indignation and disgust from the presence of
his general, and so aggrieved did he feel himself
to be, that he made .-a formal complaint to the
military authorities in England of Sir John
KeaaeJs behaviour towards him. I t was not to
be expected, however, that the courtly powers
of the Horse Guards vrould think of censuring
the conduct of a man holding so distinguished
and fortunate a position as Sir John Iieane, ancl no
notice was, therefore, taken of Colonel Dennie's
com~laint;but their silence speaks greatly in his
favour, as he mould doubtless have drawn upon
himself severe mai-1~sof their displegsure, had he
done any thing to deserve it. But he had llot
yet expiated the Shikarpore remonstrance, and
he had much more to bear with from the sallle
source ere his glorious ,fail put an end at once to
his further exploits and disal>pointments.

* Vide Colonel Dennie's letters in the Boerbay Timcs, fur
Rlny, 1F42.

'.

The importance of the capture of Ghuznee was
soon made apparent by the arrival of Nalvab Jubbar Khan in the British camp, on the 28th of
July, with' terms of submission from his brother,
Dost Maliomed. This chief was the personal
friend of Sir Alexander Burnes, who has done
ample justice to his character. H e has been
celebrated for his frankness, amiability, and
geGerosity towards Europeans, and for his regard
for the English in particular ; and our travellers
were always sure of meeting with hospitality and
kindness from '<the good Nawab" as he was
called. The purport of the proposals with which
he was entrusted was, that Gholam Hyder Khan,
the late governor of Ghyznee, should be set at
liberty, ancl that Dost Mahomed should resign the
sovereign power into the hands of Shah Shoojah
upon condition of his being appointed his vizier,
an office he laid claim to by right of descent.
It was of course impossible for the British
government, ,consistently with its views, to consent to these terms ; and the Nawab, who, from
his character, was treated with much respect
throughout the conference, was given to understand that no proposals couid be listened to which
did not include the absolute resignation of all
~ o w e ron the part of his brother, the Anleer.
H e mould, however, be provided with a safe
asphm a ~ c ln liberal allonra~ice for himself, fa-
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milp,
depesdents, in the British dominions.
'
This, the Nawab said his brother -A-ould
never consent to, and nothing satisfactory resulted from the negotiation.
H e was further
offered for himself the continued possession of
his own estates, with additional favours a t the
hands of the Shah, but h e llonourably declined,
and announced his determination of clinging to
his brother's fortunes, let his fate be what it would.
This conduct on the part of the good Nawab,
contrasted favourably with that which mould have
been pursued by most Affghans under similar circumstances, for the Ameer of Cabool, in the days
of his power, had stripped his brother of much of
his property, and t r e a t ~ dhim wit11 great harshness.
Dost Mahomed v a s now fully aware of the
dangerous situation of his affairs, and having refused the conditions held out to him, it behoved
him to employ all his energies in preparing to
defend himself. His first e,!orts were directed.
towards concentrating his means-witk the vielv of
making one grand atttempt to re-establish his
declining power. H e accordingly sent to his
favourite son, Mahomed Akbar Ichan, who has
c
s i ~ ~ become
ce
so notorious, directing him to fall
back upon Cabool with his whole force immediately. Akbar had been stationed in the vicinity
of Jellalnbacl, of which placz he was governor,

.

with a body of two tllousand five hundred men,
and fourteen guns to appose the passage'of
Colonel Wade through the Ichyber pass. This
officer, (now Sir Claude Martin Wade), had been
placed in command of the troops, which as part
of the original military arrangements of the expedition, were directed to be levied, and to enter
AtTghanistan, in conjunction with our Sikh allies,
by the eastern passes. H e had assembled near
Peshawal; at the beginning of the year, an army
of four thousand eight hundred men of the Shah's
Contingent, besides a body of six thousand Sikhs.
These troops were to advance on Cabool by the
route above mentioned, accompanied by Timour,
the eldest son of Shah Shoojah, while another
body of Sikh troops was to be stationed at
Peshawar as a corps of observation.
Colonel VTade, having from time to time been
informed of the progress of the grand army, proceeded into the Ichyber Pass on the 2Pnd of June.
Continuing to'advance, on &e ~ 7 t he
h ~obtained
possession of Ali Musjid, a stronghold previoudy
occupied by the adherents of Dost Mahorned,
upon which Akbar Khan relinquished a11 opposition and fled precipitately'towards Cabool. H e
left behind him near Gundamuk the whole of
his artillery and camp equipage, so that twelve
guns, seven hundred rounds of ball cartridges,

,
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camp appointments, horses, draught bullocks; and
swivels with ammunition and equipments, fell
/
into our hands. This, at once, opened the way
for Colonel Wade through the passes, and on the
2nd of September he arrived at Cabool. General
Ventura was to have taken tlie command of the
Sikh Contingent ; but in consequence of the
death of Runjeet Sing, whose decease took
place on the very day the grand army brolie up
from before Ca~idahar, he remained behind, and
Colonel Wade mas left in charge of the whole
force, amounting to nearly eleven thousand men.
The manner in which he conducted his advance,
won him general applause, and the special thanks
of the Governor-Generil were given to him, a distinction his judicious leadership well merited.
I n the meanwhile, the various arrangements
connected with the capture of Ghuznee having
been completed, and a garrison left in possession
of the place, the Army of tee Indus resumed its
march on the 30th of July, ahd proceede,d
to Cabool, leaving the Bombay brigade with the
Shah and his contingent to follom. On the 3rd
of August we halted, to permit of his Majesty's
overtaking us, and onr the same morning received
intelligence of Dost Mahomed having been deserted by nearly all his followers, and compelled
to flee. It appeared to hare been the intention

C
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of the Ameer to advance to Muedan on the
Cabool river, and amidst the difficult defiles of
that valley, to attack our troops, and endeavour to effect their destruction. His purpose,
however, was frustrated by the disaffection apparent in his army. The Kuzzilbashes, in particular, showed evident indications of their intention to -desert him. This unstable and faithless
people were waiting an opportunity to go and
make their peace with the party they deemed most
powerful, and all their leader's spirited efforts to
retain their allegiance, and his appeals to their
national and religious. feelings, were vain. H e
went amongst them with the Koran in his hand,
conjuring them not to ins& the creed of their
forefathers by joining a man who had brought the
Christian infidels to desolate their country. H e
endeavoured to rouse their gratitude by recapitulating the benefits they had received from him.
cc You have eaten my salt," he said, " these
thirteen years. Since you are resolved to seek a
new master, grant m e but one favour for that long
maintenance and kindness-enable me to die with
honour. Stand by the brother of Fntteh Khan,
whilst he executes one charge against the cavalry
of those foreign dogs ; in that onset he will fall;
then go and make your own terms with Shah
Shoojah."
But all the exhortations of the
'
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Baurikzye chief were lost upon men already
tr/eacherously bent upon forsaking his cause ; and
seeing the hopelessness of being able to secure
their allegiance, he gave them their dismissal, and,
at the head of about three thousand followers,
who still clung to him in his adversity, he fled to
Bameean.
This intelligence being fully confirmed, it was
resolved to send in immediate pursuit of the
Ameer, and the service requiring both talent and
darins, Captain 0;trani seemed, as a matter of
course, the officer selected to command the pursuing party. With him were associated nine
other British officers, followed by one hundred
and fifty chosen horse, fifty of the 2nd Bengal
light cavalry, fifty of the Bengal 4th local, and
fifty of the Poonah Auxiliary horse. To these
one hundred of the Shah's cavalry were afterwards
added. Insignificant as this little force would
have been alone, they would have stood a better
chance of succeeding in their object than th$y
did when backed by the allies that accompanied
them. These were a body of two thousand of
the Shah's Affghans, under the command of
Hadjee Khan I<akur,'a man notorious throughout
the country for his unparalleled treachery. I11
early life he had been nothing more than a
11umblenlelon ~ e n d e r ,but lie was a man of enter-
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prise and courage, and had raised himself to the
' highest rank by his crafty talents, invariably
i
changing sides when his interest prompted him to
do so. H e bad intrigued eren in favour of the
heretic Silrhs during their hostilities with Dost
Rilahomed, and afterwards quitted the service of
that
chief to join the rulers of Candahar against
.
.
him.- Upon the approach of our armies to Candahar, he again changed sides, and deserted with
all his followers to the cause of Shah'Shoojal~,for
nhich piece of well-timed service he received
a thousand pounds from us. But nothing could
secure the fidelity of this designing chief, mho
seemed to love treachery for its very sake, and
upon our march to Ghuxne4 he hung aloof in the
lncst suspicious manner, evidently waiting, as
mas afterwards proved, to see the result of our
operations upon that fortress, in the hope that
our defeat would give him another opportunity of
changing his party. Our glorious success, however, confirmed his wavering fidelity for the moment, and the day after the fall of Ghuznee, he
arrived at the British camp with congratulations,
and protestations of his earnest attachment to
J
our cause.
Such was the man who was most injudiciously
chozen to accompany Captain Outram in the pursuit of Dost Mahomed. H e was appointed to

.
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the duty under the foolish supposition that he
TTas too deeply committed against his former
master to join him again ; but such an opinion
showed very little acquaintance mith human
nature, as men of the stamp of the Kakur chief
always have it in their power to make their peace
again, in times of political convulsion, by a timely
return to the party they may have deserted.
His very first operations were calculated to
rouse suspicion. The wl~olepursuing force had
been directed to as;emble at 4 P.M. at the Envoy's
tents, but although the British party waited till
dark, not more than three hundred effective men
of the Affghans had assembled, the rest consisting of from four to f;ve hundred Affghan rabble,
mounted upon half-starved ponies.
Hadjee
Khan was extremely ailxious to take the high
road as far as Muedan, in order, as he pretended,
to pursue the route of the flying Ameer thence;
nor Kas it till Captain Optram represented the
impossibility of ever overtaking Wost Mahoqecl
by such a course, who had already got twentyfour hours' start of his pursuers, that the Kakur
chief would consent to provide guides. These were
instructed to lead thk party across the hills by the
nearest route, so as to intercept that of the
Ameer about three marches beyond Muedan.
During the first nigl~tthe party marched about

'
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thirty miles, and reached Goda, a litQe village
situated in a valley, at seven A.M. on the 4th ; but
although they had halted several times in the
course of their march to enable the stragglers to
overtake them, not more than one hundred of the
Affghans arrived at Goda at the same time. I n
the course of the day, however, the remainder
made their appearance, and the cause of their
delay was sufficiently conspicuons in the plunder
with ~ h i c hthey came in laden. I n the evening, the troops resumed their march, but much
against the inclination of the traitorous Hadjee,
and after a harassing journey over a difficult
country, they encamped again at a village called
Kodur-i-Suffeid, scarcely "fifty of the. Affghans
keeping up with them, but straggling in again, as
before, in the course of the day. Information was
here received that Dost Mahomed was at the
village of Yourt, one march in advance of his
pursuers ; whereupon Hadjee Khan became exceedingly clesi~oust ~ ' ~ r o c e eno
d further without
reinforcements, as he declared t h e Ameer had
upwards of two thousand followers with him.
The brave Captain Outram, however, resolved to
push on at all risks, in the hope of being able to
overtake the fugitive at Hurzar, the next halt
beyond Yourt ; but it was with extreme dificdty,
and not till after much altercation, that he was
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able to prevail upon his unwilling allies, not more
than three hundred and fifty of whom were
suitably mounted, to accompany him.
At Tength they got upon the road ; hut before
they had proceeded four miles, the guides, who
Rrere under the charge of Hadjee IChan, mere
reported to have deserted. It was then quite
dark, and they were surrounded by dangerous
precipices and ravines. Captain Outram had,
therefore, no alternative hut to await the approach of daylight before their journey could be
resumecl, which prevented tliein from reaching
Tourt until the following morning, the 6th.
Here the party was compelled to make another
long halt, as nothing mould induce the crafty
Xalrur to advance sixteen miles further to Hurzar,
~yhez-eDost iaahomed was reported then to be ;
a t last, he promised that he would certainly
mar-e on in the evening; and there still appeared
a chance of being able to come up with $he
Ameer in the course of the night. 4ITheneven@:
came; however, instead of being ready to fulfil
his engagements, Hadjee Iihan commeilced a
long story zbobont the hardships endured by his
men, and the impossiZDility or' their being able to
face Dost Mahorned, even if they should overtakz
him, until assistance should arrive. H e continued in this strain till night, and ended by pro-

n~isihgthat he n-ould make up for the delay by n
forced march of double the distance in the
morning. T o this arrangement Captain Outram
was reluctantly compelled to accede, as he was
not empovbred to act independently of the Affghans. Thus did the arch-traitor Hadjee continue to throw impediments in -the may of the
A ~ e e i scapture; but Captain Outram being
further informed that the progress of the fugitive
was delayed by the siclcness of one of his sons,
resolved, at all events, to proceed on the morron-,
and if tlie Icakur chief would not accompany I!im,
to push forward alone. Of this determination
Hadjee Khan was duly iilformed, and he did
all in his power to shake i$ representing the estreine rashness of such a proceeding, but in vain.
The night set in very inauspiciously for the next
day's progress. I t rained and hailed violently,
and the.soldiers had had nothing to eat for two
claps, except a little parched unripe corn.
At day-brealr, on tfie 7th; they again started
fortrard in quest of their flying foe, and on
arriving at Hurzar, discovered traces of his encampment on the previous day. Upon observing,
these, our worthy ally, under the pretence of
resting his men, again endeavoured to retard
Captain Outram's progress, but without effect,
as the gallant leader of the British party no\\R
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aclsanced alone. Bht upon his learning that'
Dost AIahomed was only a short distance ahead
a t I<alloo,. and riding back to apprize Hadjee
Iihan of the intelligence, the ICaliur chief actually endearoured to restrain him by force, protesting that he was madly rushing & toinevitable
destructibn. The Captain, however, brolie from
the wily Affghan, and pushed hastily on to
I<alioo with his little party, but hacl the mortification to find that the object of his pursuit liad
departed so long previously that he must, ere
then, h a ~ esurmounted the I<alloo Pass, the
highest of the Hindoo I-Coosh.
Every one of the Affghans had nowfallen off from
the pursuit, and the little party of British were left
to pursue their route alone ; they had been nine
hours in the saddle, their horses were quite worn
out ; they had crossed the Hajee Guk Pass, twelve
thousand feet above the level of the ocean, and
were gazing down from its bleak summits upon
sheets of ,snow, fifteen hundreci" feet beneath
them. Night too mas fast approaching, and the
men having had but little food throughout the
whole march, were knocked up with hunger
and fatigue. I t wm, therefore, determined to
halt here, and during the evening they were
fortunate enough to obtain a scanty meal of
flour. The next morning, they were reinforced

I
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by Captains Taylor and Trevor, with thirty
troopers, and about three hundred Affghans.
Hadjee Khan also now again made his appearance, but, as it seemed, only for the purpose of
resorting to' his old schemes to delay the pursuit. H e once more urged upon Captain Outram the necessity of waiting the arrival of fresh
troops? averring that it was impossible for the
Ameer to escape beyond Bameean, as he hacl
caused all the roads to he blockaded to intercept his progress. The pertinacious chief was,
however, after all' induced to proceed anotl~er
march in advance.
After travelling all day, during wl~icll they
crossed the Pass of the Shutur-i-Gardan, or
Camel's Back, three thousand feet higher than
the Hajee Guk Pass, which they had traversed
the previous day, they arrived after dark, at a
deserted village at the foot of the ghout, and
halted on the banks of a stream flowing into the
river Oxus, to allow the straggling Affghans to
iejoin them. They now found it impossible to
hlace any dependence upon Hacijee Khan, who
pretended to be afraid of his own followers, and
flatly refused to march with then1 by night. "In
broad daylight,)' he said, to Captain Outram,
"1 may be able to take them on; but if you
do encounter Dost Mahomed Khan, not one of
I(.
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the Affghans nrill dran- a sn-ord against him, nor
wiIl I be responsible that they do not turn
against yourself in the nz61e'e."
I n this state of affairs a council of mar.was
held, when it was agreed, that considering the
smallness of the party, their only chance of
success lay in being able to efFect the destruction of the Ameer, whose death would
probably confirm the wavering fidelity of their
Affghan allies. I t was, therefore, resolved, that
in the event of his'being 01-ertaken next day, and
offering resistance, the thirteen British officers
should unite their efforts, and charge in the
.centre of the little band, every one directing his
indiridual attack against the person of Dost
Mahorned, \\-hose fall would thus be rendered
almost certain. With this exciting prospect before them on the morrow, they passed the night
cl~eerfullyand merrily, although they had little
to eat, nothing whatever to drink, and no other
.bed to lie on than their sheep-skin chaks.
.
But all' their anticipations of glory mere frustrated, for whilst in the act of mounting their
horses at break of day on the gth, intelligence
was received that the Ameer, instead of remaining
at Bameean, as prognosticated by the treacherous
Hacljee Khan, had pushed forward to Akrabad,
and that long before he could be overtaken he
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would be safe in the territories of the \VrZllee of
I<hooloom, an Usbek chieftain, favourable to liis
interests. Upon arriving at Bameean, this information. was con%rmed by a partp of Affghan
horsenien, who had been a short time previously
dismissed 'by their fugitive leader. Under these
circumstances i t mas, of course, useless to proceed any further in the pursuit; and after halting.for a few days to obtain supplies, and give
time for the arrival of fresh instructions, during
which Captain Outram wrote to inform the envoy of the Icakur chief's treasonable conduct,
the party returned to Cabool, where they arrived
on the 19th of August. The perfirly of Hadjee
Khan was now fully established. I t was proved
that he had entered into a league to fight against
the Icing, in the event of any reverse happening
to his cause; and that while employed in the
pursuit of Dost Mahomed, he was actually engaged in a correspondence with him during the
yhole time. 'He was, tlierefore, immediately arrested, and has since been detained a state
prisoner a t Chnnar.
The policy which dictated the employment of
a man so notoriously bad"anc1 faithless as was
this ICalrur chief, in an object so important as the
pursuit of the ex-ruler -of Cabool, has already
been slightly touched upon; and its ill effects
J
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\I-ere made apparent in the Ameer's escape, and
the subsequent trouble he gave ; not to mention
tile immerise influence it might have exerted over
future events, had he fallen in the struggle, which
would have probably follo~r.edbetween his own
troops and his pursuers, had he been overtaken.
H e vould unquestionably have been so, had
Captain Outraln been entrusted with a sufficiently
large force, and with authority to act without
Hadjee Khan, who, perely as an attache' to the
party, w~ouldhave been a valuable auxiliary ; but
instead of this, the chief power was vested in the
renegade Ii'akur, and the British leader's instructions vere only to act along with the
Affghans, and second 'them if necessary. His
subsequent energetic cletermination to act by
himself, when the treachery of liis ally nras too
evident to mislead the blindest, vras adopted upon
his own responsibility.
V'hy more efficient means were not resorted
to, to accomplish the capture of a mafi upon whom
the whole continuance of the war rested, it is
difficult to conceive. I t would almost seem done
in a similar spirit to that which dictated the formation of the ShahJs'contingent, to support the
transparent fiction that the Shah mas attempting
to establish his autl~orityby mezns bf his own
troops, and preserve the semblance of his being

o
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able to accomplish his ends by his olvil instruments, aided by the English merely as allies.
This vas weak policy, as it sometimes, as in the
present instance, induced the civil and military
leaders to employ less effective means in the
accomplishment of a particular design than they
otherwise might have done, without giving substance to the shadow, to strengthen and gain
credence to ~ ~ ~ h ithe
c h ,inefficiency mas risked. I n
opposition to this, i t is but just to say, that it was
frequently asserted in the camp that the Enroy
had earnestly entreated Sir John Iceane to send
n larger British force with Captain Outram, but
his advice was ineffectual. Let the reason, 110~erer, have been what it %~ould,it is quite clear
that one of the most important objects of the
campaign was defeated, through the inadequacy of
the means resorted to to secure it.
I n the meantime, while Captain Outram had
been sent in pursuit of Dost Mahomed, another
party, under Major kureton, had been ordered to
advance on the road towarcls Cabool, and take possession of the artillery which the hmeer.had left.
behind him at Urgl~undee. It consisted of
twenty-eight guns, of various calibre, made of
brass, and all of the most indifferent construction
as to mounting and carriages. The ground they
were placed upon, according to Asiatic notions of

.
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warfare, was well adapted for an action, but
vias ill chosen for an engagement with civilized
troops as i t afforded great facilities for our
attack, had the enemy waited to receive us. A
great quantity of ammunition and other military stores were also captured; after securing
which, Major Cureton, as he had been directed,
pushed forward his reconaoissance to the very
valls of Cabool, the rest of the army, in the mean\~hile, advancing steadily, vithout interruption,
and arriving Before'the city on the 6th of August.

'
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CHAPTER VII.
INBTJTCTION

.

OF

TEE

KEELAT--RETURN

DOORAUNEE

OF

SIR J O H N

ORDER-FALL

OF

KEANE TO INDIA,

AND BREAKING UP OF THE ARMY OF THE INDUS.

TEEarmy of the Indus having surmounted all
the toils ana di6ulties of its march through previously untraversed countries, had- now ariived
at the capital of Affghanistan, and Shah Shoojah
was re-instated upon the throne of his ancestors.
H e had entered the city with much pomp, accompanied by the Envoy and Minister, the Commander-in-chief and the general o6cers of tile
army, Sir Alexander Burnes and the other functionaries of the mission, besides the staff, and a
vast number of otherdofficers. .His reception was
nut enthusiastic, but the people preserved an orderly decorum, .and received their moriarch mith
becoming respect. Upon arriving at the palace,
the Icing led the way into, it, hurrying eagerly
over the scene of his former state, and weeping
as he surveyed the dilapidations time and neglect
had wrought in the dwelling-place of his youth.
K 3
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Among the arrangements entered into to give
an imposing aspect to the restoration of the Shah,
was the institution of an order of knight1lood,
.
to take its name from the great Affghan tribe
Accordingly
on
to vhich the sovereign belonged.
the 17th of September, a grand state Durbar was
held at the palace, for the purpose of conferring
the badges of the Dooraunee order on a certain
number of the lllost distinguished of the British .
officers.
The ceremony took place in the courtyard, but
the decay into \~-hichthe palace had been allowed
to fall by the Baurikzye rulers, destroyed nluch of
the effect of the scene which otherwise presented
a novel and brilliant z-ppearance. Nevertheless,
looking at all the circumstances, the then insignificance of the once mighty kingdom of Cabool,
and such importance as it did possess being entirely derivable from ourselves, there seemed
something farcical in the n~holeproceeding; and
one could scarcely help tKe trite observation
occurring, &at there is but a stel) from the sublime to the ridiculous. The order was divided '
into three classes, to be conferred according to
the different degrees ,9f merit of the candidates.
Sir John Keane the Commander-in-chief, Sir
TVilliam MacNaghten the Envoy and Minister,
Sir TVilloughby Cotton, Sir Alexander Burnes,
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and Colonel Wade, were invested with the decorations of the first class, while the- second and
third classes were bestowed upon several of the
subordinate officers-who had most distinguished
themselves.
Amongst those upon whom it was proposed to
confer the third class of the Dooraunee order of
Imigl~thood,was a man whose name, if merit had
r'eally been the criterion, should have stood high
upon the list of those destined to receive the first.
This was Colonel Dennie. Mortified by what he
'could not help regarding as a fresh evidence of
the Commander-in-chief s ill-feeling towards him,
and manfully, not boastfully conscious of the services he had rendered, and of his st;tion i n the
army, he declined to accept that as an honour
which was less than his due, even according to
the rule which regulated the distribution of the
others, and which he, therefore, justly considered
an unfair depreciation of him. Under these feelings, he w r o t ~to dec%ne the proffered distinction ;
but he only drew down upon himself the increased
auin~osityof Sir John Iceane, who replied in a
letter remarkable for its rude and insulting tone,
and the coarseness of its inginuations.
The chief object of the expedition into Affghanistan lmving now been accomplished, and the
Suddozyes once more established on their hereditary throne, it became necessary that such par,
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tion of the army as was not intended to occupy
the country, should return home. Accordingly,
on the ISth of September, the Bombay troops
commenced their homeward march, intending to
retrace their steps to Ghuznee, and crossing the
Toba n~ountains, proceed by Kay of Quettah to
Khelat, whose chief they had instructions to
punish for his perfidious conduct during our
advance.
Meanwhile, the active services of the gallant
Outram had been again called into request.
Shortly after the arrival of the Shah at Cabool,
certain insurrectionary movements among tIie
Ghiljie tribes attracted his attention, and an expedition was r&solved on to attempt their recluction.
A cold-blooded murder had also been perpetrated
upon the person of a British officer, Colonel Herring, of the 37th Native Infantry, by a party of
t!lese desperate marauders. Captain Outram was,
therefore, placed in coinnland of a body of troops,
British and Affghan, commissioned to depose the
refractory' Ghiljie chiefs, to punish the 13eople OY
Maroof for their horrible and wanton clestructioli
of a linfila of Hindoos in the previous May, and to
ayenge the aasassinatiqn of Colonel Herring. H e
starte on this expeclition on the 7th of September, ancl after several days of indefatigable exertion, he discovered that the perpetrators of the
last-named atrocity belonged to a tribe of free-
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booters, called .Kanjuks, whose stronghold' was
situated some distance to the north-east of Ghuznee.
- O n the 21st, Captain Outram made a night
march, in order to surprise these banditti, and
arrived, at break of day, at a deep dell occupied
by the gang. His.disl>ositions.were made so skilSully that he succeeded in,completely surroundihg
them, but they defended themselves with the
greatest obstinacy, and maintained their position
until all their ammunition was .nearly expended,
when, upon our men rushing in- upon them from
every quarter, they were compelled to throw down
their arms. Sixteen of their number were lcft
dead upon the spot, and m e hundred and twelve
were taken prisoners. Not one was permitted to
escape ; and forty-six of the most ferocious were
immediately transmitted to Cabool for execution.
All their camels and property also fell into the
hands of Captain butram's party, the former
bearing marks by which they were discovered to
have been stolen from our troops. He.fulfilled
his other instructions ~vithequal celerity and success, blowing up the fort .of Maroof, which was
found to be a place of remarkable strength, and
taking several of the people prisoners, and on the
30th of O,ctober, overtook the Bombay column
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a t ICoochlak, one march before it reached Quettak.
I t has been already stated that General Miillshire had received orders, ere quitting Cabool, to
chastise Mihrab Khan of Khelat, whose treacherous, conduct it will be remembered, occasioned
our troops so much annoyance upon their marc11
into Affghanistan. This mas to be acconlplished
by his deposition from power, and the substitution of his cousin, Newaz Iihan, as Chief of
Ichelat. The insidious Beloochee, fincling all his
hopes of being able to retard the progress of our
armies frustrated, and that victory attended our
steps, had latterly been lavish in his professions of
devotion and loyaltycto the cause of Shah
Shoojah, and friendship for his English allies.
On the arrival of General Willshire at Quettah,
he received a letter written in the same hypocritical strain, and entreating his interference to stag
the hostilities with which he was threatened by
Captain Bean, political agent Yor S h w l . The ~rily
chief concluded by stating, that if attacked, 11%
would defencl himself to the last extremity. But '
i t was i~ll~ossiblk
that the flimsy protestations of
allegiance he now indulged in, could impose upon
any one, or preserve him from the fate his treachery deserved. Immediate preparations were,
therefore, made for sending an expedition to de-
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pose him ;and on the 3rd of November, a brigade
consisting of H.M.'s 211d, and 17th regiment, and
the 81st Bengal Native Infantry, with six light
field pieces, the sapper corps, and one hundred and
fifty irregulars, proceeded under the command of
Brigadier Baumgardt to invest Khelat. General
TTTillshirewith his staff followed them the ensuing
day.
'Little opposition was offered to the progress of
the troops during their march; but upon their
arrival before the fortress on the 13th of No'\-ember, they discovered the enemy drawn up
upon some small hills in front ready to receive
them. They had five pieces of artillery which
were posted upon, the heights, and as the head of
the British column :came within range of their
fire, a general discharge was opened upon it. ,It
was quite evident that the Khelatees far exceeded
in numbers the little army of General Willshire,
which could not muster a thousand bayonets. In
order, theref~re,to Avail himself of the services of
every efficient man in the force, he now commanded a halt to admit of the'baggage closing up,
xhich along with the sick he assigned to the
charge of the Treal I-Iorse, The determined aspect of the enemy betokened that our troops had
a task before them, worthy of their utmost exertions, and the cool and resolute demeanour of the
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General, inspired every one with confidence.
Captain Outram says, that he never shall forget
t,be obvious feeling of delight with which the
cleep-toned mord of command, '' Loosen cartridges," was received by the soldiers, evincing,
as it did, that an immediate attack was intended.
General 7qrillshire then arranged the details of
as brilliant a little achievement as ever conferred
glory upon the British arms in Asia. The three
redoubts on the heights mere first to be carried
by four companies of each regiment. Two companies were to advance through some gardens on
the left, and the remaining ten companies were to
form the reserve. The heights once in possession
of our troops, mould serge in a great measure to
cover their camp from the artillery of the fort,
and \vould afford a commanding position from
which to annoy the garrison.
Ever:Jthing now being in readiness, the three
colulnns of attack steadily advanced, preceded
by the artiller~which openedua canponade upon
the enemy with such admirable precision, that"
they were driven .from their position-long before
the infantry had reached the heights. The IChelatees were now obserced endeavouring to draw
.off their guns, and General Willshire sent Captain
Outram, who had bravely volunteered upon the.
expedition, ~ 4 t horders to the column which was

'
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nearest to t l ~ egate to pursue the-fi~gitives,arid if
possible to enter the fort with them ; but, at all
events, to prevent their taking in the guns. The
Captain overtook the advancing column, and galloping on, reached the redoubt just at the moment
that the enemy mere vacating it, and engaged i n
attempting to carry off one of their pieces of
ordnance. H e dashed forward, calling upon
Captain Rait of the Queen's Royals to accompany hitn ~vitlihis party, and succeeded in compelling the enemy to abandon their gun, although
they mere too late -to enter the fort with them.
The whole of our troops were now upon the
heights, and the guns were in process of being
dragged up.
a
As soon as t.he latter could he got into position,
two of them were directed to play upon the
towers commanding the gateway; two others
opened fire upon the gate itself, while the remaining tm-o rere stationed upon the road leading
direct to the gate, for'the purpose of blowing it in,
wkiicll was effected in the course of a few discharges. Upon observing this, General Willshire
rode down the hill, and gave the signal for the
advance of the storming parties. The troops instantly rose from their cover, and rushed in;
those under the command of Major Pennycuick,
being the nearest, were the first to gain an
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entrance, headed by their gallant leader. They
mere quickIy followed by the rest of the column,
who pushed in to their support under a heavy
fire from the works, and from the interior, the
enemy making a most determined resistance, disd
puting every inch of ground up to the walls of
the inner citadel. Meanwhile, the General dispatched Captain Outram, 1vho had been actively
employed the whole time in various parts of the
scene, with a company of her Majesty's 17thCfoot
and a portion of the S l s t Bengal Native Infantry,
to storm the heights, and secure the gate on the
opposite side of the fort. This movement mas most spiritedly performed. They ascended the
rocks, dispersed a party of matchlock-men occupying their summit, then rushed clown again to
the fort, driving in a party of the enemy with such
precipitation, that they had not time to secure the
gate behind them, possession of which mas thus
obtained, and the escape o f . the garrison entirely
cut off. At. this moment, they were joined by
another party, under Major Deshon, who h i d
been sent by the eastern face of the fort with tmo
guns, to blow open this gate also, if necessary, as
well as the gate of the inner citadel. The first
having beell gained as described, the guns were
placed in position for bombarding the latter, and
their fire mas kept up with destructive effect until -
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our soldiers forced an entrance into the place.
A furious contest now ensued betmeen the besiegers and the besieged. Mihrab Khan himself
headed his men, and fou%htwith .desperate valour,
although he h'ad previously attempted to make his
escape, but he was at length slain by a shot in the
neck, from an unknown hand. Many of his chiefs
fell w$h him, and about four hundred of the garrison. In a few minutes more, tlie British flag
was waving above t.l~eramparts of th'e captured
fortress of Ichelat. The amount of booty discovered -was supposed to be very considerable,
but the army possessed no means of carrying i t
away, or of disposing of it. Amongst the spoil.
was found the sword ofathe fallen Beloochee
chief, which was of the most costly workmanship,
and t.lle troops unanimously presented it to their
gallant commander, as a testimony of thkir admiration of his heroic conduct.
Immediately after ithe fall of Khelat, Captain
Optram was ~ommissionedto carry the glorious
tidings to Bombajr, in doing which he undertook
one of those haring adventures, which from their
very danger, give so much interest and excitement
to Indian warfare. H e resdlved to disguise himself, and make his way by the most direct route,
which lay through the heart of the enemy's country, to Sonmeanee, the sea-port of Sus, and pro-
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ceed thence by'water to Icurrachee, and so on t:,
his destination.
Having accordingly disguised himself as a holy
man, he left the British camp in the dead of the
night, accompanied by two Syuds, who had
agreed to go \vith him, together with two armed
attendants of their's, and one servant of his own.
They overtook in their route many of the fugitives from Ichelat, one party of whom, consisting
of the families of Mihrab I<hanYsbrother, and his
principal minister,-~ahomedHoossain Khan, recognised the two Syucls as old acquaintances. I t
happened unfortu~lately that Captain Outram
mas actually arrayed in a dress taken from Mohamed Hoosain I<hanPs own wardrobe, but by a
sliilful preservation of his assumed character, he
managed to escape detection. On another occasion, his' companions having reason to suspect
they should meet with certain persons it would
be most prudent t o avoid, 5t Nal, a village in
their route, the party refrained fromehalting there,
and rested in a jungle some distance beyond, .
while one of the Syuds, with the two armed
attendants, went into the village to procure grain
for their horses. Orf the return of this party,
however, they unfortunately missed Captain
Outra~r.'~
place of concealment, and he waited in
anxious expectation till evening, without seeing
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them. The other Syud then became so uneasy,
that he went to the village to endeavour to learn
some tidings of the absent party, leaving the
Captain alone with his servant to await hisreturn.
Time passed away, and Captain Outram began to
be apprehensive that his presence in the neighbourhood had been discovered, and that his companions were detainecl on purpose to induce him
to cok'e in search of them. He had now to consider what was best to be done. The whole of
his ~?oneyand provisions were with the absentees,
and destitute as he w'as, ignorant, too, of the Ianguage, and without a guide, he felt his murder
was inevitable at the hands of the very first
Beloochee who should fall irn with him, and detect
his disguise. I-Ie, therefore, resolved to proceed to
the village, and take the chance of his character as
a British oficer protecting him from injury, or if
that shoulcl fail, he hoped that the influence of
his Syud friends might be of some benefit to him.
H e sallied forth accordingly from his hiding
place, but had not proceeded far when he fortunately fell in with the second Syud, who having
also missed their place of concealment, had been
a long while hunting for him. He brought the
~velcomenews that the first party was safe, but
they having likewise missed the locality, had gone
under the impression that their companions had
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preceded them. At length, after a two hours'
search from village to village, the whole party met
again, and. Captain Outram, anxious to be the first
to communicate to government the news of the brilliant affair of Ichelat, they continuedt their journey
throughout the night mithout once halting. At
length, after escaping numerous dangers, and undergoing various fatigues, now urging forward their
steeds to escape some impending evil, frequently
remaining all day and night in the saddle, now laying down to snatch ' an hour or two of sleep, with
their little property beneath them, and their
horse's bridles in their hands, to be prepared for
a surprise, the gallant Outram and his little party
reached Sonmeanee. ' H e then took boat for
Icurrachee, whence he proceeded to Bombay, and
afterwards learned that he had had a most narrow
escape, for he had been discovered ancl pursued
by the son of one of the chiefs slain a t Khelat,
who only missed him at Sonmeanee by a few hours.
While General ~ i l l s h i r ; with one division of
the sbmbay column had been thus employei il
effecting the reduction of Khelat, the remaining
portion under Brigadier Scott, quitted Quettah
and proceeded on theOr homeward route, threading
once more the arduous defiles of the Bolan pass,
and so by Dadur on to Sukknr, which they
reached on the 29th of November, without having
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met with any obstruction. But, although they
had passed unmolested by their Beloochee enemies, a more terrible and insidious foe had made
its appearance amongst the~n. On the 17th of
Novemher, the clay after their arrival at Baug, two
servants of the staff lines were attacked by cholera, which had been raging in the viliage, and
almost immediately died. The next morning,
surgeon Forbes of the 1st cavalry caught the
infection, and two or three more servants, all of
Tvfiom speedily shared the same fate. The deadly
scourge continued'its ravages, and between the
time of its breaking out and the 30th of November, ,the force, mustering in all short of seven hundred men, lost through thi3 terrible intiiction, two
officers and fifty-six European soldiers.
During the halt of the troops at this fatal place,
accounts mere received of the fall of Khelat, and of
the advance of a Russian force upon Ichiva. This
power had taken advantage ofthe depredations and
annoyances its mercliants were exposed to, in passing through the Khivan territories on their way to
and from Bokhara and other Asiatic countries,.to
advance an army of thirty-two thousand men, hesides an enormous park of artillery, into the countries bordering on Affghanistan, under the pretence
of maintaining the rights of its own subjects in that
part of Asia. Whatever may have been the in-

..
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tentions and destination of this force, it is absurd
to suppose that so large an army would have been
asse~nbleclfor the insignificant purpose of repressing the depredations of a few plundering tribes
of Toorkistan. But its real designs mere never
developed, as it was driven back by the natural
difficulties of the climate and countries it had to
pass through, its men and cattle having perished
in great numbers from colcl, hunger, and disease.
I n consequence of the intelligence of this movement on tile part of ~ u s s i a the
, Bonlbay column
had been directed to halt, until the receipt of
further orders; but from the critical situation in
nrh'ich the army was placed, with cholera raging
among its ranks, Briga'dier Scott upon the recommendation of the head of the medical department,
had continued his progress to Sultkur which he
reached as before stated on the 29th of November.
Meanwhile, General Willshire had been returning
llomeward by the Gundava pass into Cutchee, the
route which had been -pron;unced 5mpracticable
when the expedition started, but which mas now
ascertained to be even better than the one that
mas adopted. On the lSth of December, he
arrived at Larkhanu, %hither the officers of the
general staff proceeded from Sulikur to meet him,
and on the 24ti1, he received orders from the
Governor-General for the breaking up of the
(.

Bombay division of the Army of the Indus which
mas forthwith carried into effect.
W e must nouTreturn to the Bengal force, wvhich
upon the departure of the troops of the other
Presidency, *till remained at Cabool. During the
latter part of September, and up to the period of
the Commander-in-chief's quitting the city, his
Excellency and the Envoy and Minister wyerc
chiefly occu~iedin arranging the details for the
military occupation of the country, over which w,:
had just acquired such paramount influence ;and
such Tas the satisfactory appearance of things, in
the view of tlle authorities, that it was at first
confidently hoped a single brigade of British
troops in Western, and ailother in Eastern Affghanistan would, in addition to the Shah's own
army, be sufficient to preserve the tranquillity of
the kingdorn. But in the beginning of Octobei-,
affairs to the north of the Hirldoo ICoosh assunled
so threatening an aspect, from the power and influence ~vhichDost ~ a h o ~ n appeared
ed
to have acquired anlong the chieftains of Koondooz, that the
Shah began to tremble for his newly established
power. I t was, therefore, resolvecl that the ~vhole
of the Bengal division of infantry, with the camel
battery and the 2nd Light Cavalry, should remain
in the country for the present, while the rest of the
cavalry ancl artillery should accompany Sir John
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Keme in the middle of October to India. I t llad
also been wished by the civil authorities, that a brigade shoi~ldbe sent across tlle Hindoo Koosh and
established at Syghan to give weight to the diplomatic representations of Dr. Lord,'tl~epolitical
agent resident in that part of the country. But the
injudiciousness of such a plan was clen~onstrated
by the Commander-in-chief, and it mas given up.
I t was at first arranged that Sir T5Tilloughby
Cotton shonld remain in command of the troops
stationed in Affghanistan, but being the nest
in seniority to M~.jor-General Ramsay, Provincial Commander-in-chief in Bengal, whose
tour of duty was over, he mas recalled to exercise
the functions of that
and the troops in,
Western Affghanistan mere ordered to report to
General Nott, while those in the East were to
look to Brigadier Sale. Of these latter, the reserve of the force, consisting of a brigade of infantry and the 2nd Light Ca;valrp; with a portion
of_the Hindoostanee troops of theeKing, mas $0
be encamped around Jellalabad, at which city the
court intended to winter, ~vllilethe 13th Light Infantry, anda corps ofNative Infantry garrisoned the
capital, another nati~e~regiment
holding Ghuznee.
These arrangements being completed, Sir John
Keaae, on the 15th of October, took Bis departure
from Cabool, witki the lancers and horse artillery;

while Sir Willoughby Cotton, with the rest of the
cavalry under General Thackwell, left shortly
?fterwards, carryingowith them Hyder Khan, the
Governor of Ghuznee, and ITadjee Khan, the detesteci. Icakub chief.. Their progress was unattended by any remarl~a6leevent and they reached
Ferozepore on the 1st of January, 1840. After
remaining in that town about a month, Sir John
1 c e k e proceeded to Sukkur, where he gave the
final orders for the breaking up of the Army of
the Indus, and on the 27th of February, he landed
at Bombay, amidst the -thunder of artillery and
other marks of public respect. In five weeks
more, he quitted India for England to enjoy the
honours which had been cohferred upon him, and
for which he was more indebted to good fortune
and the admirable instruments under him, than
most other commanders who have attained to the
same height. H e is a man of fair average capacity,
and much firmness and decision of character.
This may fairly be co*ceded to him, hut more he
cannot claim ; and his own opinion of the exploit
which raised him to the distinguished position he
occupies, may be gathered from his having described Ghuznee, as but a'yotten hole after all?'
The other side of his character cannot be regarded
without aversion. H e is almost universally disliked by the army, both officers and men, for his
L 2
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proud, irascible and arbitrary character, and one
of his fa~~ourite
modes of revenging himself upon
his officers when they offended him, was to suppress in his despatches, as in the case of Colonel
Dennie, all mention of the may in which they may
haye distinguished themselves.

CHAPTER VIII.
3

DOST

B~AHOXED'S I ~ P R I S O N M E N T AT

ESCAPE-INSURRECTIONARY

-SURRENDER

OP

DOST

BOKHARA,

AND

STATE O F THE COUNTRY
MAHOMED

TO THE BRITISH

ISNVOY.

WITH the events recorded in the preceding
chapter, closed the first campaign in Affghanistan.
I n it we have seen the indomitable energy and
perfect discipline of the British soldier contending bra\-ely with difficulties well nigh insurmountable, and overcoming every obstacle, animate
and inanimate, which opposed his progress. W e
have seen him, after a march of nearly two thousand miles through some of the most inhospitable
and inaccessible regions in the world, planting his
country's standard in the cities -of Central Asia,
spreading fan and '\vide the fame of English
prowess,aild establishing our influence in countries,
hitherto scarcely more than acquainted with our
name; and we have seen, by the aid of these
esertions, a once mighty monarchy re-established,
or rather re-erected, for as yet, the state of the
country would scarcely permit of our.calling Shah
Shoojah's ponrer firrnly settled. Having effected

.
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thus much, the nest consideration was how i t
should be maintained. Upon the policy of these
proceedings, the M-riterhas already fully recorded
his opinion ;but when we had brought about the
state of things we had desired, in aspfar as the reinstatement of the Suddozye monarch went, it Gas
equally necessary to provide effectually for the
preservation of that which it had cost us so much
pains to accomplish. To what extent this was
done remains to be seen.
The stupid policy ivhicl~permitted the escape
of so important a n enemy as the intelligent and
energetic ex-ruler of Cabool, ndlo myas completely
in our power had an efficient and trustworthy
force been sent in pursuit of him, bore its natural
fruits in the success of his intrigues amongst the
chiefs to whose territories he had fled for protection. When Sir William MacNagllten, alarmed
by the hostile appearances on the other side of
the Hindoo Koosh, had proposed sending a brigade across that chain ok mouatains, w h i ~ h
was Gefused by Sir John Keane, upon the plea
of the manifest inexpediency of such a step a t
that season of the year, he still took measures,
although less extensive, for opposing the efforts
of the enemy in that quarter. At the end of
September, the Ghoorka corps, a troop of horse
artillery, three mortars, one thousand Affghan

:

cavalry, and six hundred infantry were sent to
Bameean. To these, were now added the Fourth
Brigade and the Local Horse, a company of sappers and miners, and the 35th and 3 jth Native
Infantry, q i t h supplies for six weeks. On the
31st of October, a detachment from this body fell
in with a party of Usbecs to the number of six
or seven hundred, and totally routed them, when
Syghan was annexed to the Shah's dominions.
Dost Mahomed now turned towards the Icing
of Bokhara, and endeavoured to enlist him in
his cause. H e wrote to that monarcI~, stating
that Shah Shoojah had become a Icafir, and
having leagued himself with the Kafir Feringees,
hacl dispossessed him by fraud and treachery
of Affghanistan.
H e represented his resources
to the Tartar prince as still considerable, and
Qffereclto divide wit11 him whatever spoil might
be obtained. The Bokhara chikf appeared to
listen favourably to his proposals, and replied by
requesting a~personalinterview ; upon which the
Ameer, elated by the prospect opening before
him, immediately set off for his new ally's dominions, accompanied by his sons, Akbar and
Afzul, and Sumunder Khan. This was in the
latter end of November.
The Icing received Dost Mahomed with much
apparent cordiality and many protestations of his
personal regard and esteem. During the conference
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which ensued, he suggested that the Ameer should
send his family for protection to Bokhara, intirnating thattheir alKanceshould befurther cemented by
intermarriages between their children. He, a t the
same time, secretly wrote to the Wa?lee of Khooloom, desiring him to send on to Bokhara i m e diately the family of the Dost, nrhon~ he basely
intended to rob of their jen-els and property. The
Ameer .n-as, however, suspicious of the designs of
his new friend; but not wishing to provoke him,
h e addressed a letter t o his brother, N u ~ r a b
Jubbar Icharl, requesting him to arrange for the
imnlediate departure of his family to Bokhara.
This he laid before the King; but sent another a
privately, telling the N ~ u v a brather to have every
member of his family put to cleath than
trust them in the hancls of the treacherous
monarch. Juclging that Eiis schenles hacl been
detected by the non-arrival of his expected prey,
the Bokhara chief was so much exasperated, that
he had Dost Mahomecl ant1 his sons directly
thrown into prison. T h e safety of his familiy,
ho~vever,n-as providecl for by Jubbar Ichan, after
some hesitation, delivering them over to British
protection.
@I
Dost Mahomecl was now in a situation of the
utmost peril. The barbarous sovereign, into
whose power he had fallen, was highly incensed a t
the defeat of his plans, and ~ ~ - o udoubtless
ld
hare
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had him put to death, had he not been restrained
from the savage act by his minister's representations of its impolicy and injustice. The fallen
chief's place of confinement was a small mosque,
near .to one@
of the great bazaars ; and aware of
.the danger he mas in, his thoughts mere
anxiously employed upon the best means of
escape. This he at length effected in the folloking manner, as related by an intelligent writer
upon these events :*
H e succeeded in bribing a guide to procure
him a good horse, to be posted in a suitable
situation, a few miles from the city, and to
remain himself close by for the purpose of
shewing him the way. "He then assumed the
Usbec dress, and finding an opportunity of join,ing his conductor, an Usbec who mas ready
mounted in the thronged Bazaar jumped up
behind him. The Dost and Usbec trotted on
unnoticed, passed through the city, and reached
the spot where th6 other horse was stationed,
without impediment. H e then sprung upon his
own horse and eagerly pursued his journey; but
in a'few days he discovered that the animal had
become rather lame, and0 dreading the chances
of being detected or chased; and unable, from
that circumstance, to accomplish his own delive-

* Atkinson's

Expedition into Affghanistan.
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rance, he thought it more safe to haye recourse
to even an inferior steed, which was sound in
wind and limb, than to continue on his own.
Upon the urgency of the occasion, he therefore
made an exchange mith .his guide. 0 Proceeding
onwards, the Usbec began to repent of his dndertaking, and apprehensive of the consequences
to himself, considered in what may h e might
avert the punishment that awaited him, if discovered. H e was also anxious to turn the esruler to some account, and was not long in
forming the scheme of getting him back to
Bokhara, and delirering him up to the king. A
favourable moment soon occurred, for next day,
he fell in with a fewohorsen~en,with whom he
entered into conversation about Dost Malloined
and the Feringees ; and finding they were eneinies
of his charge, his avarice led him to hope for a
high reward, not only from them, but from the
King of Bokhara. -In this spirit, he said to them :
'' Perhaps you would like to gain a prize.
Do you see that horseman ? That's Dost ~ a h o med, who has just escaped from prison at Bolrhara," pointing to the Cabool chief, a few hundred
yards a-head'of thern.0
'. No ! no !" they replied, CC That is impossible ;
Dost Mahomed would never ride on such a
sorry yaboo as that, and yon, his follower,
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mounted 011 this fine horse. No, no ! you are
yourself Dost Mabomed in disguise. We know
you well ; so come along with us to Bokhara?
The consternation of the guide, at this blow
to his cunlsing project mas strongly depicted in
his countenance, which to the horsemen, was
an additional proof that he was '' the real Simon
Pure." H e mas thus caught in his own trap,
an>, in spite of his remonstrances, borne away.
Dost Mahomed being left, unsuspecked, to pursue
his own course to Khooloom.
The intelligence of this event, which occurred
in the si~mmerof 1840, gave increased impetus
to the disaffection prevailing throughout Affghanistan towards the newly established order of
things, and the adherents of the Ameer began
to entertain fresh hopes of ultimate success.
After the defeat of the Usbecs at Syghan, in the
preceding October, tbings remained tolerably quiet
for the rest of the year, although i t was evident
much inflamnatory'feeling was abroad, which lecl
us to anticipate plenty of work for the ensuing
spring and summer. Early in January, however,
it became necessary to recommence active operations, in consequence of the insurrectionary state
of the mountain country eastward of Jellalabad.
Accordingly Colonel Orchard was despa1;ched
against the fort of Peshoot, with a body of troops -
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t v o thousand strong. The heavy rain.;, which
had prevailed for some time, impeded their operations; but on the 17th, the weather becoming
more favourable, the guns were placed in position,
and after a; cannonade of two hoursj practicable
breaches were made on both sides of the printip'al
gate. Upon this, Lieutenant Pigou with a party
of forty EL^-opeans a i d -Sepoys, rushed u p t o it,
forced it in, and proceedecl to examine the inner
portal; which was found to be as yet uninjured.
Observing this party kntering the breach, a bugler
by mistake, sounded the advance, and the whoIe
force began to move forwarcl. A heavy fire from
the ramparts quickly made them aware of the
l~lunder, and the troops were directed to seek
shelter in a neighbouring ravine. Two attempts
were then made t o blow open the gates by means
of gunpowder bags ; but both of them were unsuccessful, in consequence ofdhe rain again falling
heavily, and it having been found impossible to
scale the ramparts, or storm; the f8rt without
further bombardment, the troops were for the
present withdrawn. The enemy, however, had
had sufficient experience of their inability t o resist
our overwhelming moclts of attack for any length
of time, and shortly after the retirement of the
besiegers, they retreated, with all their valuables,
from the fort, leaving us to take quiet possession

,.

of it. The force then proceeded to the opposite
side'of the river, and took Ichathke, after which,
an attempt was made to pursue the insurgent
chiefs, but without success, from the impracticable
nature of the country at that season of the year.
The winter had been one of great severity,
and at Cal~oolour soldiers endured terrible hardships from the intensity of the cold, especially the
Rindostanees. It was no unusual thing to hear
of some of them being frozen to death, as well as
the camels and horses. The snow fell incessantly,
and lay to a great depth upon the ground, the
thermometer sometimes standing for many days
together below zero.
Upon the approach of spring, increased indications of a rising were observed among the different
tribes. The I-luzarahs, a people dwelling on the
other side of Bameean, were the first to set at
nought the authority of the Shah, and offer resistance to our troops. About the middle of March
they obstinazely reiused to sell forage to the Conirnissariat officers, and not content with this, assembled in considerable numbers and assaulted the
troops sent in quest of it. Attempts were made to
conciliate them, but without effect, and a small detachment of infantry and cavalry with two guns,
under the command of Captain J u r l ~ e t t ~ w sent
a s to r ,
reduce them to order. The first of their forts ar- '
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arrived at, was one of considerable strength, aud its
inmates refusing to capitulate, preparations were
made for its immediate attack. The guns commenced playing vigorouslyupon the walls, and in a11
hour they were in our possession, the,garrison retreating to the inner tower, where they still obstinately refused to yield. Hay and straw were now
piled up about the base of the tower, and set on
fire to induce them to submit, but without avail;
and when the fire burned out, not a man of them
was found alive. A few women and children,
who had sought refuge in the fort, had scrambled
to the top of the tower as the flimes ascended,
and were with difficulty rescued ; but one of the
soldiers having contrived to carry up a rope
through the burning building, they were all
brought down in safety.
, The obstinacy of this resistance, on the part of a
mere I~andfulof men in a small mud fort, mas ail
alarming evidence of t h e spirit existing in the country, and such as to arouse the fietvgovei-nment to a
sense of the difficulties it would have to cope witG.
I t was sufficient to convince those in a u t l ~ o r i f ~ ,
%hatunless the people were conciliated by a steady
course of justice, and attention to their prejudices,
nothing but force could maintain them in their
position. -.I t was
.-- a difficult task, it must be con.
fessed, amongst a people with such strong feelings
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of nationality, and so much addicted to predatory
habits. But it was never sufficiently tried, owing
partly to the difficulties of our position ; and it is
to be feared, that from our being associated in the
nation's mind with every proceeding of Shah
Shoojah, and some of the unwise and oppressive
measures which were afterwards resorted to, to
replenish the exhausted coffers of the state, a
seGse of British justice is much less strongly impressed upon the Affghan people, than the conGiction of British prowess.
The IGng and the Envoy, with their escort and
suite, returned from their winter quarters at '
Jellalabad, and arrived at Cabool in the beginning
of April, everything seeming to promise an unquiet summer. On the 9th of May, an important convoy arrived from India, inuch to the
satisfaction of the army, which had suffered much
during the past winter from the insufficiency of
its means. This convoy consisted of the 2nd
Native Infzntry, s5x depot companies of ,native
regiments, with drafts of Her Majesty's 13th and
1st European Foot, and the mountain train,
amounting in all to two thousand fighting men,
two hundred remount hoses, with eight hundred
camels for the use of the troops commanded by
Brigadier Wallace, who had, under his charge,
£210,000 in treasure, and an immense quantity

,
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of public and private stores. About four thonsand camp follourers, and two thousand camels
attended it.
It commenced its route from Ferozepore in
February, and . proceeded through the Punjhub
without meeting with annoyance; but upon its.
approach to Affghanistan, an attack was apprehended from the plundering tribes of the IChyber
Pass, and General Sale, with the 37th and 4Sth
Native Infantry, advanced frorn Jelialabad to
escort them through the defiles. By this precaution, it was ehabled to reach Cabool in safety.
As spring advanced, the discontents of the country began to be most unequivocally manifested, and a
the same excited statecof feeling existed in western as in eastern Xffghanistan. The Ghiljie tribes,
ever the most turbulent and averse to the Suddozye race, had been for some time in insurrection, cutting off our communications, and otherwise greatly annoying us ;in consequence of which,
a small party of cavalry, under%aptaifis Taylor an$
Walker, were despatchecl in April, to repress the .
insurgents. They, however, found the enemy assembled in such force as t o compel theru to fa![
back upon Khelat-i-Ghiljie, but being reinforced
l3y a small party of horse and foot, under Captain
Codrington, on their route t o Cabool, and a
stronger detachment from General Nott's force a t

'
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Canclahar, the enemy were brought to action,
defeated, and dispersed.
~ e i n w h i l e preparationswrere
,
made for sending a
bodybf troops to strengthen General Nott at Candahar, arid Golone1 T47allaceleft Cabool onthe22iid
of May, with the 2nd Native Infantry, and two
troops of the 2nd Light Cavalry under his command,,with three nine-pounder guns, and two mortars. At Ghuznee, he was reinforced by two companies of the recruit ddpht, the 1st Light Cavalryy
and two more gulls of smaller cal.ibre; when, by a
rapid movement, he arrived before Mookhah, the
stronghold of the principal chief of the rebellious
Ghiljies. The attack. was so sudden and unexpected, that the fort wa3 quite unprepared for
defence, scarcely any one being found in i t except.
the women and families .of the chiefs. It was
taken possession of without resistance, and afterwards destroyed. Colonel Wallace was then
joined by Captain Anderson and the troops under
him, and the cornhined force, now nearly three
thousand strong, proceeded to destroy the etrongholds of the other rebel chiefs in the neighbourhood. T l ~ i swas clone without any further opposition on the part of the Gbiljies, and the country
for a time, again appeared to be quieted.
While these operations were carrying on against
the refractory Ghiljie tribes, feelings of the most

.
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hostile nature against the governnlent of Shah
Shoojah weregrowing up in the northern districts.
The people of Kohistan had hitherto been among
the staunchest of the Icing's supporters, and had
flocked in great numbers to welcome him on his
entrance into Cabool, but the stringent measures
pursued in the collection of the taxes appear to
have alienated them, and they had now becolne
inimical to the newly established order of things.
When the escape of Dost Mahomed was made
kn0n.n in Affghanistan, a fresh stimulus was given
to the exertions of his adherents, and the utmost
excitement prevailed throughout the Kohistanee
and neighbouring districts. To such an extent were
these hostile sentiments apparent, that Sir Alesander Burnes warned the envoy that an insurrection
might hreakcout any day in that part of the country.
Meanwhile, Dost Mahomed was making vigorous preparations for the renewal of hostilities, i n
which he was aided by the zealous co-operation of
the IVallee of I<hooloom and othei* Usbec chieftains. The Sikhs, also, who since the death of
,Runjeet Sing had been less faithful in their
engagements, and who hacl been detected giving protection t o the Ghiljie rebels a few
months before, were now proved, by intercepted
letters, to have promised assistauce to the
Ameer. I n addition to these causes of alarm,
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a conspiracy was discovered in Cabool by Sir Alexander Burnes, implicating nearly all the most eminent men in the city and surrounding districts ;the
design of which was to subvert the dominion of
Shah Shoojah, and expel the British from the
country. Arms and ammunition were bought up
in large quantities in Cabool, and sent to Dost
Mahomed, while many of the people from the
neighbburhood flocked to his standard. At one
time, it was thought that we should be compellecl
to abandon all our out-stations, and fall back upon
the capital until reinforcenlents should arrive.
Some skirmishes, of no great importance, took
place in the disturbed districts about Bameean ;
but we having, in two df them, suffered slight
reverses, it served to give increased confidence to
the enemy; and although the force stationed in
that part of the country amounted to two thousand, one half of it was composed of Affghans,
who waited but a convenient opportunity to desert. On t l x march from Syghan, they2behaved
in the most mutinous and disorderly manner;
and on their arrival at Barneean, one company
marched out with their arms and accoutrements,
and went over to the eitemy's camp; .the remainder, to the number of five or six hundred,
were disarmed, and ordered to return to Cabool.
At length, on the 5th of September, information
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mas received a t the capital, that the whole country
between the Hindoo Koosh and the Oxus had
risen to support Dost &lahorned, and that he was
approaching Bameean with a powerful army.
Colonel Dennie mas i~nmediatelydespatched, a t
the head of a small detachment, to reinforce the
troops already stationed there; he arrived on the
14th, when he immediately proceeded to disarm
the disaffected Affghan regiment, and the men, although loaded, submitted quietly to the operation.
Finding no enemy in the neighbourhood, h e
began to make arrangements for an advance upon
Spghan; but this turned out to be unnecessary, as
on the evening of the 17th, information was received that the Ameer afid the Wallee of Khooloom
mere entering the valley from the great defile, a
few miles in front of Bameean. Colonel Dennie
wisely sought not to interfere with their progress,
as his design was to draw them well into the
vale, to secure a farourable position for his ocvn
operations. But on the m6rning b f the ISth,
the enemy attacked a fortified village, which i t
was necessary for us to defend. The troops with
Dost Mahomed were reported as much under
the number they reaily mustered; and relying
upon the correctness of his information, Colonel
Dennie had taken only a portion of the force with
him to the relief of the village. The enemy had got
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possession of the chain of forts in front, reaching to the mouth of the defile, and Colonel
Dennie was struck with surprise a t finding
then] so much more numerous than had been represented, numbering, in fact, thousands instead
of hundreds. T o have sent back for reinforcements, however, would have caused delay, inspired
the enyny with confidence, and have checked the
forward feeling that animated his little party.
He, therefore, pushed forward with spirit, and
succeerled in dislodging the foe from the heights
which they occupied. After r a l l ~ i n gseveraltimes,
seeing the steadiness and rapidity of our advance,
they lost all courage, and fled in a confused mass
towards the gorge of the P s s , when the whole of
the Cavalry were sent in pursuit, and committed
great slaughter atnong the fugitives. Several of
the deserters from Captain Hopkin's corps here
met with the fate their treachery deserved, and
their arms and accoutrenients were seen lying in
all directions; The pursuit continued for four
miles, and when Dost Mahomed mas last seen,
he was wounded in the thigh, and had not more
than two hundred follotvers with him. The
AI:eer and his son, with' %he Wallee of Ichoolocn?, were indehted for their escape, which they
with difficulty effected, t o the fleetness of their
horses. The enemy had possessed but one gun;
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this with their kettle-drums, tents, standards, and
baggage, all fell into our possession, and more
than five hundred of their number mere left dead
and mounded upon the field. Our own loss
amounted to no more than fifty, put % o m de combnt, of whom six only n-ere killed.
This brilliant action was attended with the
most important results, inasmuch as i t entirely
broke the Dost?s power, although he still continued for a time to struggle on. Congratulations
flowed in upon the heroic victor and his little
hand from all quarters; even the Governor-General himself personally addressed Colonel Dennie,
in a letter indicative of his high estimation of
the importance of his tictory, and the gallantry
ljy which, it had been achieved.
For several days aftertheir defeat, no intelligence
could be obtained o f the Ameer or the Wallee, but.
under the impression that they were endeavouring
to re-assemble their scattered forces at Spghan,
Colonel Dennie resolved t d move" forward i~
that direction. On the 21nd, he advanced with a
mixed force of horse and foot, not exceeding fifteen hundred in all, and.a few small guns. He
arriuecl at Akrabad at 'the end of the first march,
and learned, that the enemy had passed that place
in. tlieir flight. from Barneean, and continued their
ogress, without halting, towards Ilyatoo, where

I

they left a garrison. The nest day, he reached
Ilyatoo, but discovered that the fugitives had
pushed on beyond Syghan, and that the garrison
they had left behind had also fled. H e destroyed
the fort, andsthen continued his advance to the
last-named place, which he imlnediately occupied.
I t was found to be a fortress.of great strength,
and capable of holding out for a length of time.
But the enemy, terrified by our approach, had
precipitately abandoned it, leaving behind them
all the military stores and property, public and
private, which our troops had had the misfortune
to lose in their hasty retreat before the advancing
a Dost a few weeks previously.
The Wallee of Khoolbom, was now convinced of the hopelessness of his ally's cause,
and on the 28th, he sent an ambassador to Dr.
Lord with overtures of peace ;. Colonel Dennie,
in the meantime, resolving to remain where he
was, till negotiations were completed. These were
speedily arranged, upon the Wallee promising to
, renounce all further connection with the Ameer,
. and Colonel Dennie and his gallant little band,
arrived again at Cabool on the 18th of October, having accomplishec2 the most brilliant
series of operations which had yet distinguished
the war. For his success in this expedition, Rq
'
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was offered the Second Class Dooraunee Order,
but the same high-spirited reasons which dictated
his refusal of the third class on a former occasion,.
~vhenhe thought the second his due, prompted
him again to decline the proffered hoaour.
Dost i\;lahomed, forsaken by his Usbec allies,
now retired precipitately towards the Ghorebund
Pass, by which he meditated a descent into
Kohistan. With his son Afzul and a f e \ ~followers, he at length reached Nijrow, where, by
indefatigable exertions and esciting the religious
ent!iusiasm of the.people, he agniil succeeded in
collecting a consiclerable number of adherents.
Meanrvl~ile,General. Sale had marchecl oil the
29th of September from his camp at. Robat, to attack the fort ofTootundurrah at the entrance of the
Ghorebund Pass. His force consisted of Her Majesty's 13th, the 27th and 37th Native Infantry,
party of theshah's cavalry, who joined us at Charekar, and five pieces of artillery. On reaching
Tootnndurrah, we discoveredthe emmy in a position of much strength. The village was surrounded
by garden walls, and defended by forts most advan tageously disposed, while its rear was protected
from assault by a dmp canal. A body of the
enemy were posted in front of this position, a
second party held possession of a hill to the yest'
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ward, and the forts, one of which was of great
strength, were all thickly studded with matchlock
men, who kept up a rapid fire upon us as we approached. I t first became necessary to clear the
hills, and some of our troops with artillery, were
.despatched to take the enemy in flank, and obtain
possession of two detached forts upon the right.
These operations were spiritedly and successfully
performed, and the main column nloved down
'upon the village. But all was the same as in our
former contests with the people of this country.
Nothing could withstand our discipline and artillery, the enemy were driven back at all points,
and the whole place was in a very short space
occupied by our troops, with the .loss of only six
men killed; w e also lost one officer, who was
.Captain Edward Conolly, the brother of the traveller.
Having, at the suggestion of Sir Alexander
Burnes, who accompanied the force, destroyed all
the forts we had just taken, we proceeded next to
Jugla, where Sir Robert Sale had been informed
that a number of the rebel chiefs had sought
refuge. The cavalry were sent forward in advance to prevent the escape of the enemy, until
the infantry and artillery should have time to
arrive. On the morning of the 3rd of October,
we arrived before the place, and as soon as every
M
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thing could be. got ready, a severe cannonade was
opened upon the fortress, which was continued
for two hours. I t was then considered that a sufficient breach had been effected, and the order
was given for the advance of the stdfrning party,
hut the enemy manned the shattered ramparts in .
such numbers, and poured in so desperate a fire,
that we were compelled to retreat with loss.
During the struggle, four of our officers excited
the admiration and drew forth the cheers of the
whole force, by the determined bravery with
.
which they maintained, for some time, an unequal
contest on the summit of the walls; but it was inL,
vain, and our troops were eventually cornpelled'*'
to take refuge in an idjoining ravine. The inmates of the fort, however, unwilling to risk
another trial of our strength, speedily effected
their retreat, which was done in spite of our precautions to prevent them, and we then took possession of the place. I n this affair, we had fifty
n
killed and wounded.
Two other rebellious chiefs still remained to he
chastised, Durwesh Khan of Bab-00-koosh-kar, , ,
and Saif-00-deen, Khan of Kah-derrah. The former chief evacuated hi: fortress upon the approach '
of our troops, upon which it was taken and des-,
troyed. The latter place, however, was a fort of
remarltable strength, and able to maintain a pro-

.
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tracted defence, each house constituting a separate
stronghold of itself, loopholed and garrisoned;
while numerous towers of forniidable appearance
were situated in various parts of the t o m . Negotiation wai therefore tried with a view to avoid
hostilities, but without effect. The garrison consisted of about a thousand men, who appeared
determined t o resist us, as they were observed
throwing up breast works and making other preparations for defence. Accordingly, dispositions
on our part began to be made for their reduction,
and on the 21st, the force, divided into three
columns, moved forward to the assault. B u t all
further trouble was spared us, as the enemy
quitted the fort a t our apboach, and fled to the
hills. Kah-derrah was then set on fire and bunit
to the ground, and on the ZTnd the British force
advanced and took up a position at Ak-serai, to
protect Cabool in case the Ameer, who was
now again at the head or' a considerable body of
,men, should attempt a surprise in that quarter.
At this place, our troops remained stationary for
. about a week, when they proceeded towards Nijrow
upon receiving intelligence of Dost Mahomed's
arrival in that district ;and'on the 2nd of Novernber they came up with him a t Purwan Durrah, a
small valley traversed by a clear rapid stream, and
sprinkled over with orchards and numerous forts.
J

M
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Colonel Salter who commanded the advance, ob- '
served the enemy rapidly retreating towards the
hills as he approached, and at the suggestion of
Dr. Lord, who accompanied him, sent round a
party of the 2nd cavalry to intercept"them. The
infantry followed, but slowly, in consequence of
the difficulty experienced in bringing on the artillery, arising from the water courses in their
route. The cavalry having got some distance
ahead of the infantry were attacked by a body of
Affghan horse, headed by Dost Mqhomed in
,
person ; and Captain Fraser as they approached,
ordered his men to draw and charge. The corn,
mand was not obeyed : the men, as if terrified by
1
the impetuous oncomihg of the Affghans, at first ,
I
I
wavered, then fell back, and at last fairly took to
I
flight. All the exhortations of their leaders to
induce them to stand firm were in vain, and . , ,
Captains Fraser and Ponsonby, with the rest
,
I
of the officers, and about fifteen or twenty of
I
the men, were left to bear the *whole brunt,
of the Affghan charge. Dost Mahorned led
i
his men down the hill, calling out to them, 1
in the name of God and the Prophet, to fight,
I
4
and drive the Feringee Kafirs from the land.
i
Their onset was most furious, and of course the
gallant little band were overpowered. Captains
Fraser and Ponsonby were severely wounded. .
Dr. Lord had fallen previously by a shot from a
I

I
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fort, which had fired upon them during the advance, and Lieutenant Broadfoot, and Adjutant
Crispin were killed upon the spot.
The infantry were now formed into line to
receive the%nerny, and the guns were got into
position; but the Affghans now wheeled round
and galloped out of reach of the artillery. The
enemy were then dislodged from some heights,
which they occupied ; but evening coming on and
the troops having been already nine hours under
arms, all further operations were deferred till the
next day. When morning dawned, however, the
enemy were found to have retreated to Charekar,
and Dost Mahomed had disappeared altogether
from the sceae of action,'without the .knowledge
of any ,one. The cowardly conduct of the 2nd
cavalry, afterwards met with its just reward. The
regiment was broken up, and its number era~ed
from the army list, while those who had not
misbehaved themselves, were drafted into other
3
gorps.
The action at Purwan Durrah, can scarcely be
regarded as otherwise than a reverse, although
the enemy retreated in the night, and as such, in
fact, it was looked upon. '"reat
alarm was felt in
consequence, and expectations entertained that
the disaffected might be inspired by fresh hopes.
Sir Alexander Burnes wrote to the Envoy, stre-
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nuously advising that the various detachments of
troops should be recalled, and concentrated at Cabool, in readiness to resist the attack which might
be expected. But Dost Mahomed was aware that
his resources mere exhausted, and thdt a merely
temporary advantage could not retrieve his affairs.
He felt too, that by obstinately holding out, he
could not expect such favourable terms as his
timely submission would procure him, and he
accordingly took advantage of his recent success
to yield with honour.
I t was on the 3rd of November that Sir
William JlacNaghten received the communication just referred to from Sir Alexander Burnes,
and he was taking his'evening ride, pondering
upon the gloomy prospects the intelligence'
opened up, when a solitary horseman suddenly
rode up to him, and abruptly: asked if he was the
Envoy.
'6 Yes,"
was the reply.
a Then," rejoined the querist, "'here is tha
Ameer."
Sir William MacNaghten was astounded at the
announcement. .His mind had just previously
been filled with visions bf the adventurous Dost's
arrival at Cabool at the head of a numerous force,
and he exclaimed somewhat confusedly:
" What Ameer ? where is he ?"

'
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" Dost Mahomed Khan !" was the reply, and
in a moment afterwards that renowned chief himself alighted from his horse and claimed his
protection. H e then presented his sword, which
Sir William,%-ith gellerouscourtesy, requested him
to retain, and they proceeded together to the
Envoyls residence in the Bala Hissar.
The Ex-Ameer displayed remarkable self-possession under the circumstances of his captivity,
conversing freely and familiarly with those about
him, and he was treated with much deference and
respect. His old friendship with Sir Alexander
Burnes was renewed, and they exchanged swords
as a token of reciprocal good feeling. Almost
immediately after his arriyal at the Bala Hissar, he
had requested to be furnished with writing materials and a moonshee, or clerk, upon which he dictated, with much precision, letters to his sons,
Mahomed Afzul and two others who had escaped
since they had been under British protection, informing t h e h of his having surrendered himself
and advising them to do the same.
The personal appearance of Dost Mahomed is
imposing ; he stands about five feet ten inches in
height, andhis figure, which was formerly somewhat
spare and sinewy, is now robust. His forehead is
rather receding, but high and intellectual, and his
eyebrows are exceedingly, and, indee'd, beautifully

a
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arched; while his eyes are large, dark, brilliant,
and remarkably. expressive. His maliners are
more polished than those of most of his countrymen, and he possesses agreeable powers of conversation. The khans of Affghanistkn, like our
own barons of old, are very illiterate and disdain
the accomplishments of learning; 6ut i t is related
as an instance of the Ex-Ameer's mental energy
and activity, that he taught himself to write at an
advanced period of middle life.
On the 12th of November, Sir Willoughby
Cotton, who, before he reached India on his
return home the previous year, had, in consequence of the troubled appearance of things, been
again placed in commahd of the forces in Affghanistan, moved from Cabool with a portion of
the troops to Jellalabad, to winter there, and
Dost Mahomed was escorted by him so far, on
his way to Loodianah. At Peshawar the ExAmeer waited the arrival of his family, who had
resided at Ghuznee since they had bebn under the,
protection of the British. Of his numerous sons
all now had surrendered except Akbar Khan who
continued to hold out to the last, and eventually
took terrible vengeance Yor all that his family had
suffered. The residence first appropriated to the
use of our distinguished captive, was the same
that Shah Shoojah had occupied for so many years
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a t Loodianah, but he was afterwards removed to
Mussoree, on the north-west frontier of our territories, where the climate was better adapted for
his health. The pension we allowed him, was
three lacs of rupees, or $30,000 a year. H e was
permitted to visit Calcutta at his own solicitation,
where he was received by Lord Auckland with
every mark of respect, and was for a time an<
object of great and general attraction. During
the whole of his captivity, he appears to have
conducted himself with much circumspection, and
although he naturally took a strong interest in the
events passing in his own country, there is
nothing to prove that he ever entered into any
correspondence with the ~ b e l s ,or took the least
advantage of our misfortunes, when they befel us.
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I N G OUT O F THE REBELLION AT CABOOL.

UPON the surrender of Dost Mahomed, no
further definite object existed for the continuance
of hostilities, and it mas hoped that the Affghan
tribes would sink into a state of tranquil, if not
contented endurance of the new government. I t
is true, there was abunbnce of combustible matter
in all parts of the country, and the people frequently gave indications of the 'forced nature of
their submission. The fire was allayed, not extinguished; but it might perhaps have been kept
under, until it finally died avay, by the applica'tion of a mild and conciliatorjr polic~. The task
was.one of great difficulty, doubtless, among thk
wild and independent tribes into which the nation
was divided, and one requiring temper and prudence, conjoined withfirmness; but it was not
impracticable, and it was our duty to attempt it. ,
The writer's opinions upon the policy of the original entry into Affghanistan, judging from the
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information then possessed by the British government, have already been fully set forth, and in
consistency with both our interest and duty, we
were bound to follow out, in our intercourse with
the people,,the just consequences the expedition
entailed upon us. The fierce and turbulent
Affghan, like other men, when he saw around
him the evidences of increased prosperity, would
in time be able to distinguish between bad and
good government, and not rise in insurrection at
the call of every recusant chief.
But t h e ~ r i t i s hauthorities appeared to entertain,
fromthe first, an overweaningapprehensionof intarferingwith theprerogatives of Shah Shoojah. Afraid
of being supposed to exescise too great an intervention in the atministration of affairs, we rushed
into an opposite evil, and one of greater magnitude.
In allowing the Shah a comparatively unchecked
exercise of authority, the Affghans could only
suppose us to be influenced by one of two courses.
Either we s13pported the Icing in all his proceed-:
<rigs, or our power was insufficient to restrain
hiin. The latter opinion, it was scarcely likely
they would hold, after all they had seen; the
former must have been, then, the conviction they
adopted, and would they not have regarded with
more toleration our open and direct ,control in
their government, when they felt its effects in a
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wiser and juster order of things, than our standing
by and allowing Shah Shoojah to act independently
even if they could have appreciated the motives
of our abstinence.
But the fact is, we had gone too h r to pursue
with effect this abstinent course of conduct, or
to make the Affghans think m-e were pursuing it.
Even if we could have done so, what satisfaction
would it be 'to them, while suffering from the
effects of an oppressive administration, to know
that although we had the power to interfere, we
did not do SO, from a wish not to be suspected of
employing too direct an influence in their internal
affairs. What mockery would this seem, after m7e
had riveted their new gnvernment upon them by
force of arms, and were still continuing to support
it by the same means'?
I t was somewhat pertinently observed by the Nawab JubbarKhan, in his negotiations with the British after the fall of Ghuznee, that if Shah Shoojah
was to be king, of what use was"the Betish army in
Affghanistan ? If, on the contrary, the British werk
to rule, where was the necessity for Shah Shoojah 2
There was much speciousness in this, but some
truth also. The fact is,,that neither of these alters
nations were adopted, but a sort of middle course
was steered, which, like all trimming methodsj
failed of success. Enough was done to make the .
\
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Shah wish himself able to act with more independence, but not sufficient to make the people
feel we acted from a regard for their feelings and
prejudices. W e did not " make our giant first,
and then kill him ;" but we made our giant, and
then bowed down to him ; without, however, impressing his subjects with a notion that there was
anything about him demanding such prostration.
All this militates nothing, viewing all the circumstances under which we acted, at once, against
our adoption, in the first instance, of Shah Shoojah's cause. But the great mistake in reasoning
upon the Affghan war has been, that a number
of distinct causes and effects have been jumbled
together in a confused mass, and then drawn out
. as occasion served, either iknorantly or for party
purposes, and placed one after the other, without
any regard to their natural sequence. I t has
never been pretended that the Shah was the perfection of a ruler ; and, probably, when he found
himself supported' by the invincible power of
kngland, he was less studious of preserving the
regard of his subjects than he otherwise might
have been. Be this as i t may, it is undeniable
that the popularity of the, King did not come up
to the expectations we had previously entertained ;
and as we gained experience, we should have
modified our intentions for the future. One great
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cause of this, was the pride and reserve, and '
fondness for etiquette he maintained in his intercourse with his subjects. There is no fault so
t
difficult for a people to forgive in their sovereign,
. as a haughty and supercilious demeanour; while
the assumption of a gracious and popular manner
nil1 cover a multitude of bad qualities, and ensure
,
him their affection. The common pride of our
nature is gratified by the desire to please, it betokens, and the kind of equality it for a moment
.
raisesus to; and the peoplewould frequently submit
.to acts of injustice and oppression from a prince
whose personal deportment was so mild and con,
ciliatorp.
c
1
But this was not all." Shah Shoojah, although
I
fond of pomp and show, was a man of an
I
easy and grateful disposition, and averse to
1
the cares of government ; but, at the same time,
exceedingly tenacious of being regarded as a mere
puppet in the hands of another. This led him to
elnploy as ministers, men who hadcwon his at:
tachnlent by their services, and whose force of
character did not permit them to take the lead,
without much regard to their qualifications for
office. The chief of these, Sir Alexander Burnes
spoke of as a man who had attended the Shah
throughout his exile, and grown grey in his service. His name was Moolah Shikore, and he ,
A
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was a man of no family; his faculties were impaired by age and disease ; and he once incurred
his master's displeasure, for which he forfeited his
ears, a subject fruitful in criticism to the discontented about the court, and little calculated to
elevate the representative of majesty. So completely had he lost his memory, that he never
recognised a man he had once seen, and the commonest business required half a dozen letters.
I n fact, of him it might be said that his whole
business was to gather money, and to this one
end his remaining facplties were applied.
One of the measures of this man, was to seize
all the granaries round Cabool, on which he put his
seal, and from which he draw forth the grain, and
had it exposed for sale in the bazaar by his own
officers, and at a price fixed by himself. When
spring arrived, he conceived it would please his
\Majesty to adorn the royal gardens, which had
been long neglected, a measure most laudable to
a people so f ~ n of
d g'ardens as the Caboolees; but
this was to be done gratis, and by conscriptio~l
on all around the district. .The poor peasants
were dragged in hundreds from their homes, at
seed time, when their lands required their care,
anrl compelled to labour without any reward.
Iliscontent rose to such a height, that Sir Alexander Burnes strongly remonstrated with the

.
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minister, and plainly told him that he was dis- '
gracing his king and himself; he further added,
that he would no longer stand silent, unless the
poor wretches were at least given bread ; and if
this was not done, he would supply them from
his own treasury. After this, the workmen received two pice worth of bread a-day, -while our
+
engineer officers were paying seven times that in
.
the adjoining garden, where our cantonments were
erecting. At another time, this minister reduced
the number of butchersy shops, and compelled
thein to sell at his own price, thereby ensuring a
,
monopoly of meat to a few, and injuring many;
For days the loudest complaints were uttered, till I
free trade was again esbablished.
The manner of raising and collecting the
revenue, also gave rise to the greatest discontent.
1
1
Many old imposts were revived, and new ones
created, galling to the people, whose "ignorant
I
impatience of taxation," to use a celebrated ex1
pression, was proverbial ; ahd thec collection of
'
1
the revenue was entrusted to the military. These
received assignments on certain districts for their .'
pay, and they proceeded there, living at free quar- .
I
ters on the community till the peasants paid the '"
amount of the arsignments; causing- thus a more :
fruitful harvest of dispute than any other human ,.
invention could have devised.
\I
I
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The position of Shah Shoojah was unquestionably an embarrassing one, restored, as he had been,
to the sovereignty of a country, impoverished by
the exactions of its recent rulers and a long period
of anarchy &nd disorganization. Nor was the
situation of our own oficials much more enviable,
assailed as they were by reiterated injunctions
from the home administration, to economize as
much as possible. But such a minister and such
proceedings were only calculated to undermine
'
the popularity and render still more,embarrassing
the position of any government ; nor was it likely
,
our apparent countenance of them would help to
" dissipate the prejudice already strongly existing
against us. Although we did not permit these
things to go on without remonstrance, still nothing of consequence was done to check them; and
when the people exhibited signs of dissatisfaction,
our assistance was always forthcoming, if necessary, to repress them., A nation's usual resource
against grievaices too heavy to be borne, was
, thus denied them ; and in spite of the good intentions towards them we might possess, they looked
upon us as the means whereby their rulers were
enabled to oppress them.
I t is not wonderful, therefore, that we did
-not succeed in persuading this fiery and independent people to be contented with our
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presence in their country ; nor is it necessary to
probe the darker side of their character in 'order
to discover any possible cause for their continued
animosity, and attribute that to a cruel and nalignant nature, which may fairly be" ascribed to
much of our own conduct in our relations with
them. It must not be forgotten that the tribes of
.
Affghanistan, unlike in this particular the Highland clans of old, were not bigotedly attached to
the persons of their chieftai'ns, but from the
democratic nature of many of their customs, felt
an interest in the general welfare of the commu- ,
nity. When, therefore, they beheld measures
undertaken for their benefit, and felt their effects '
in increased comfort &ld a better order of things, '
they would, in time, hare settled down into a
contented endurance, if not an absolute desire for,
our rule. The khans, it is probable, nrould never
have been brought over heartily to support our'
authority, as it would natu~allytend to circumscribe their power-a result these' proud-spirited- .
chiefs would never view with satisfaction ; but by .securing hostages, and other energetic measures..
tempered with prudence, they might have been keptt
from seriously disturb~ngthetranquillityofthe state:
Dost Mahomed, who knew his countrymen well;.
in his conrersations with the English during his;
progress to India, strenuously recommended some3
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such policy as this. " The Suddozyes," he said,
'' had never been accustomed to obey, and never
would obey, and by their intrigues under the
anomalous sovereignty of Shah Shoojah, we
should be indolved in perpetual embarrassment.
The only effectbal mode of crushing them, was to
govern them in our own may. You will also
find," he observed, "the very courtiers about
the Shah, who have for years been fattening on
your bounty, the most forward in plotting against
you." This was doubtless not far from the truth,
but the course of policy adopted was different,
and every one is aware of its fatal results.
" Notwithstanding, however, these sources of
dissatisfaction, the country,'after the withdrawal
of Dost viah homed from the scene of action, enjoyed a degree of repose for several months, to
which it had long been a stranger. Sir Willoughby Cotton, who had applied for leave to
resign, was succeeded in the command of the
troops, by ~ a f o r - ~ e n e r aElphinstone,
l
who as-sumed his new office in April, 1541. In the
s course of the
summer, however, disturbances
began to manifest themselves in some portions of
the country, and during the konths of July and
August, a partial rising among the Ghiljies took
-place; but it was suppressed without much diffi'culty. To the west of Candahar, also, a predatory
E

.
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chief, nanied Akter Khan, had assembled a numerous force of horse and foot ; but he, too, was
defeated, and his followers dispersed.
As the season advanced the complexion of affairs grew more serious, and Major Pottinger, who
had been appointed political %en't in Kohistan,
warned the envoy of the deceptive nature of the
apparent tranquillity, and represented to him the
insu5ciency of the military force, stationed in
that part of the country. In the Nijrow district
especially, which had been the focus of disaffection,
ever since our establishment at Cabool, and whose
turbulent chiefs had never been entirely subdued,
there prevailed much ill-omened activity. I n theC
beginning of ~ e ~ t e k b e rfurther
,
evidence of
the unquiet state of things was given in the resistance offered by the inhabitants of the valley of
Zoormut to Captain Hay, who had been sent,
with a party of troops, to collect therevenue in
that part of the country; bpt it was soon quelled.
I
In the meantime, still more formidable signs of '
disaffection were springing up in another quartet.
Early in October, some of the leading 'Ghiljie
chiefs suddenly quitted Cabool, and retired to
their mountain fastiesses in the Choord-Cabool'
Pass, where they raised an insurrection, robbed
the dawks, and stopped our communications..
General Sale's Brigade, which in consequence,of
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what had been deemed the pacific state of the
country had been ordered home, but was waiting
- the arrival of the troops from Zoormut, was now
directed to proceed immediately on its march to
force the pais, and punish the rebels. Accordingly on the 9th of October, the 35th Native
Infantry, under Colonel Monteath, one hundred
of the Shah's sappers, a squadron of cavalry, and
two guns were sent on in advance to Bootkhak, a t
the entrance of the pass, where, on the following
night their camp was attacked by a number of the
rebels. A severe fire was maintained by them
for several hours, and thirty-five of our troops
were killed and wounded. On the 11th, General
. Sale followed up the advande with the 13th, and
on the following morning, the whole force proceeded to expel the enemy from the pass. They
were found posted most advantageously, behind a
,
strong stone breast-work, thrown up across the
narrowest part of t h valley,
~
and also crowning
thg heights in $eat numbers, whence they poured
down upon our troops a well-directed fire.
.General Sale was wounded in the ancle at the
commencement ofthe affair, and shortly afterwards
. 2obliged to resign the comma"nd into the hands of
:Colonel Dennie, who immediately pushed on his
advance column, with the view of driving the
-enemy from the above-named breast-work. H e

.
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found, however, that they had deserted that ~osi:
tion, and retreated to the heights, whither he
sent up a party of skirmishers to dislodge them ; .
these, with desperate bravery ascended the precipitous rocks in the face of the.Affghan fire, and .
at length succeeded in clearing them. The 35th
regiment then encamped at Choord-Caboo1;while
the 13th, in obedience to their previous instructions, returned to Bootkhak, not however without
frequentli being fired upon by parties concealed
amongst the rocks. The force remained in these,
positions for several days, awaiting the return of
the Zoormut expedition to Cabool, during which
G
time occasional night-attacks were made upon
,
both camps, and considerable loss sustained.
On the 20th, of October, General Sale resumed
his homeward march, and again advanced as far as
Choord-Cabool, having previously been joined by
the 37th regiment, Abbott's guns, the mountain
train, one hundred of Anderson's horse, and the '
remainder of the Shah's miners. Here they
halted for two days, and then proceeded on to '
Tezeen, accompanied by Captain Macgregor the
political agent, havine to fight their way through7
out the march. At this place, the force re:
mained till the 26th ; the intermediate time being
employed by Captain Macgregor in negotiating
with the refractory chiefs, and a treaty was en-.,
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tered into, which guaranteed them the forty
thousand rupees about which the quarrel had
commenced, they in return, promising to restore
what property of ours they had taken, and refrain
from further' hostilities. These promises, however, were utterly valueless, and this treacherous
people continued to harass General Sale, and his
gallant little force throughout the whole way to
' . Jellalabad. A t Jugdulluk especially, they met
with the most determined opposition. The nature
of the country was such as greatly to favour the
mode of warfare adopted by the mountaineers;
our troops having to pass through a long winding
? valley, hedged in betmeen lofty and precipitous
mountains, partially covered with bushes and
dwarf trees, from behind which the enemy, with
their long juzails, could pour down upon us a
deadly fire.
On these terrific eminences, the insurgents had collect i~ great numbers, and fort i h d their positions with strong breast-works,
= evincing a determination
to dispute with the
utmost obstinacy the progress of our flanking
parties. Upon observing this, General Sale, whose
wound still confined him co a dhooly, detached
companies from every corps, arid ordered them to
scale the lofty heights. This was done in the
most gallant style; and the enemy having ne1
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.
glected to guard the main outlet of the pass, the
ranguard pushed on, and established itself upon
all the most favourable points, b protect the
advance of'the rear.
1
The enemy now seemed to declfne all further
resistance, and the march was resumed; but as
the cumbrous train of baggage filed over the
1
mountain, they again appeared froin behind the
most distant ridges, and renewed the contest with - , .
increased numbers and the most savage fury. So
fiercely and suddenly was their onset made, that
our troops were for a moment thrown into confusion, and some baggage fell into the enemy's
hands. The cool and determined conduct of the '
officers, however, in H little while restored confidence, and the force reached Gundamuck on the .' :
30th of October. Their loss, during this march
was severe, amounting to one hundred and thirty,
killed and wounded. At this station the troops remained till the 11th of ~ovember,when they
again moved forward, still subjeci to the harass- '
ing attacks of the exasperated Ghiljies, who constantly hung upon their rear, and galled them
from their mountain fastnesses. Upon approach.
ing the open countrJ, Colonel Dennie, who com- '
manded the rear-guard, resolved, if possible, to
draw them from the rocks into an action on the
plains ; and with that view, pretended to retreat,
a
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still keeping his men together in good order.
The feint succeeded; the enemy boldly pushed
\
on, as they imagined, in pursuit, when Colonel
Dennie suddenly wheeled round, i;npetuo~-tsly
charged the "advancing foe, and entirely routed
them. They fled precipitately to the hills, leaving
in the course of the whole affair, one hundred and
fifty dead upon the field, and Jellalabad was
reached by our troops on the 12th, without further molestation.
I n the meantime, events of the most appalling
character were transpiring at Cabool, and the
, insurrection had broken out, the fatal results of
which have excited so mournful and intense an
#interest throughout Great Britain. Various opinions have been put forth as to the causes that
led to this catastrophe ; and it is still a subject of
dispute whether it mas the result of a deep laid
plot, or arose from a sudden provocation. It is
beyond a question, that independent of the nati2nal and religious pi-ejudices with which we were
regarded by the people of Affghanistan, much
dissatisfaction existed in consequence of the measures of the new government; and the inattention
paid to applications for redress, both by the Shah
and by the British authorities, increased the exasperation. In spite of all this, up to the very
. outbreak of the revolution, it was obstinafely per-
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sisted in that the nation was in a tranquil state, ,
and preparations mere even being made for the
gradual withdrawal of the British force altogether.
/!
I t is true, that at one time, the unfortunate Envoy
I
I
had listened to the warnings of some of the intel1
ligent military officials, Major Pottinger and
others, and had solicited from the supreme government an increase of troops, but he mas in- .
duced, at the instigation and upon the assurances
of Sir Alexander Burnes, who seems to have
".
been completely blinded throughout, to give up
this wise and necessary measure. Shah Shoojah
I
and his British allies mere slumbering upon a
volcano, and knem it not, or would not know it. 6
I
It unfortunately hhppened that there were
I
1
many who had a strong and direct interest in
I
representing all around them as pacific. I t is not
to be supposed that men of the high character
and reputation borne by Sir William h l a c ~ a ~ h t e k .
and Sir Alexander Burnes, would be betrayed
into a neglect and desert& of tieir duty by
merely personal considerations; but such views,
~t is to be feared, must have helped to warp their
judgments under the difficult circumstances in
i
which they were placed. The Envoy had just
been appointed to the governorship of Bombay,
and mas exceedingly anxious to proceed thither,
4
to enter upon the performance of his new duI
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ties, and the enjoyment of his new honours. I t
is not, either, unlikely, that he was glad to have
the opportunity of escaping from the perplexities
which surro~ndedhis position. Poor Burnes, on
the other hand, was to have succeeded to the office
of Envoy upon Sir William MacNaghten's relinquishment of it, and was by no means disposed
to throw any obstacle in the way of his departure. There were many others, also, who, tired of
the fatigues and inconveniences of the Affghan
campaign, and casting a longing eye to the far-off
luxuries of home, were anxious, at all risks, to
return to India. The wishes of all these naturally
pointed to the pacificationb of Affghanistan, as in
the 6rst place necessary to the furtherance of
their views, and their perceptions were then made
to bend to them. The measure, which, coming
upon the back of other things, at length roused
among the tribes a spirit of resistance, was the
unwise reducgon of the annual stipends bestowed
upon the Ghiljies for a safe passage through their
passes. Taking advantage of the feeling produced
by this most imprudent proceeding, the Cabool
chiefs incited the citizens tg revolt, making use of
the king's name as an authority for their actions.
Sir William Mac~aghtenhas left behind him a
memorandum, thus setting forth his view of the
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cC The immediate cause," he says, " of the out,
break in the capital, mas a seditious letter, ad"'
dressed by Abdoollah. Khan to several chiefs of
influence a t Cabool, stating that it wa? the design
of the envoy to seize and send them all to London. The principal rebels met on the previous
night, and, relying on the inflammable feelings of
the people of Cabool, they pretended that the king
had issued an order to put all infidels to death ;
having previously forged an order from him for
our destruction, by the common process of washing out the contents of a genuine paper, with the
esception of the seal, and substituting their own
wicked invention."
6
d
I
I t has, however, been supposed that the document was really a bond jide one, and that the Shah
had treacherously joined the league against us.
But there does not appear to be sufficient evi,II
dence to warrant snch a conclusion. He was a
!
man of weak and vacillating charactcer, and in the
difficult situation in which he was placed, some of
his acts bore an equivocal appearance; but he
must have known that he depended entirely upon our assistance for the preservation of his power,
and would scarcely hv:e
lent his willing support ' , *:
to any schemes that contemplated the removal . ,
I
of his chisf safeguard, especially in the fi.rst
instance. But to proceed to the catastrophe.
p5
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Early on the mornirrg of the 2nd of November,
'the troops stationed in cantonments without the
city, received the astounding intelligence, that the
populace of Cabool had risen in insurrection and
were plundsring and murdering the British, resident within the walls. About eight o'clock, the
news was confirmed by a note from Sir Alexander
Burnes, who, however, stated-confident, poor
man, to the last-that he was in hopes of shortly
being able to quell the disturbance; but it was
soon kndwn that Sir Alexander himself had fallen
a victim to the popular fury, and that the' treasury
chest of Captain Johnson had been plundered by
the rioters. Flames, also, were shortly afterwards
observed issuing from the British quarter of the
town, and the report of fire arms was incessant.
Sir William MacNaghten now called upon General Elphinstone to act ; and Brigadier Shelton,
then encamped at SeeahSung,a shortdistance from
cantonments, was directed to proceed immediately
to the Balz Hissir, with one company of the
44th, a wing of the 54th Native Infantry, the 6th
Shah's'infantry and four horse artillery guns. The
remainder of the troops stationed at Seeah Surrg
were at the same time ordered into cantonments,
and consisted of H. M's. 44th foot, two horse
artillery guns and Anderson's irregular horse.
The 37th Native Infantry, yhich had accompanied
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General Sale to Choord-Cabool mere likewise
immediately recalled. The troops at this time in
cantonments, mere the 5th Regiment of Native
Infantry, under Lieutenant-Colonel Oliver; a
wing of the 54th, five six-pounder field guns, with
a detachment of the Shah's artillery, the Envoy's
body guard, a troop of Skinner's horse and
another of Local horse, three companies d the
Shah's sappers and about twenty nlen of the
Company's sappers attached to Captain Paton,
Assistant Quarter-Master-General.
At the same time that Brigadier Shelton was
ordered to occupy the Bala I-Iissar, Captain
Lawrence, the Znvoy's military secretary, was
despatched to prepare the Shah for that officer's
reception. Taking with him four troopers of the
sody guard, he was galloping along the main
road, when a desperate cut was made at him by
an Affghan assassin, which- he fortunately avoided;
but almost immediately afterwards, a body of
men sallied out from the city to intercept hi:
progress and fired upon him. Their 'bullets'
whistled harmlessly by him, however, and he
reached the citadel in safety, where he found the
king in a state of greatbagitation, he having been
a spectator of the whole affair. His Majesty expressed himself milling to act in accordance with
the Envoy's advice in &veryparticular.

'
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While the King and Captain Lawrence were
yet in conversation, an attempt had been niade
up6n the life of another British officer, Lieutenant
Sturt, who rushed into the palace, the blood stream- ing down fr6m three desperate gashes in his face
and neck. The wounds were fortunately not mortal,
and he was conveyed back to the encampment in
the Shall's own palanquin, under a strong escort
to protect him.
Soon after this, Brigadier Shelton arrived
with his detachment, but the miserable imbecility, which seemed like a spell to fall upon
every one having authority upon this fatal occasion, prevented anything effectual being done, and
the insurgents were perhitted to revel uncontrolled in the murder and spoliation of our
countrymen, in the face of an army strong enough
for ten times the exertions as yet demanded of it.
I n consequence of this want of energy on our
part, the rebels were inspired with increased confj,dence, and those dPho might have been inclined
to support us, received ?lo encouragement to do
so and fell into the ranks of the enemy. Tlle
insurrection a t its commencement, presented by
no means the formidable $ppearance it afterwards
assumed, although it is idle to suppose it amounted to nothing more than a mere street riot. The
fact is, a general dissatisfaction with the existing
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order of things prevailed throughout Cahool; a
few of the most ardent and euergetic spirits gave
expression to this feeling in actidn, and the rest who
cautiously waited to see what would be the result,
as in more civilized communities, joine'd them upon
discovering their efforts attended with success.
Still, however universal the feeling in favour of
a change, the first outbreak was so insignificant<
as regarded numbers, that the slightest decision,
and' exertion of force in repelling the attack,
would probably have succeeded in restoring quiet ;
but so confident was the ill-fated Burnes in the
good dispositions of the people, that he actually
restrained his guard from resisting the rioters and
attempted to pacify tgem with words. The result was such as might have been anticipated
from the infuriated rabble, they rushed in and
murdered every living being in the place, not
eren sparing women and children. ' Along with
Sir Alexander fell his brother, Lieutenant Burnes,
and Lieutenant Broadfoot who wer; breakfasting
with him. The latter defended himself vi-ith the
most despaate valour and slew six of the ruffians
with his own hand before he was shot down.
It is difficult to acgount for the inconceivable
fatuity of Sir Alexander Burnes upon this occasion. H e was airare of the unpopularity of, the
government, for he had strenuously urged upon
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the attention of the Envoy, many of the grievances
of which the people complained, yet he obstinately
.neglected all the warnings he received of what
was about to ensue. On the night preceding his .
murder,. in oparticular, he' was emphatically given
to understand by an Affghan of family, named
Taj Mahomed, that danger was brewing ; but he
totally disregarded the information and ridiculed
his informant. The next day he paid the penalty
of his fatal blindness.
The numbers of the insurgents now rapidly increased, and the king, who was in the Bala
Hissar, began to be seriously alarmed. H e sent,
one of his ,sons with Campbell's Hindostanees,
and two guns to quell the tumult, but they were
driven back with great slaughter, and their guns
with difficulty saved from falling into the hands
of the rioters. We, instead of supporting them,
were doing literally nothing, or worse than nothing, for we were encouraging the rebels by our
inactivity alrd appirent cowardice. Our leaders
seemed completely paralysed by the event, and yet
with singular inconsistency pretended to regard
the affair as inconsiderable. No one appeared to
know what to do or horn to give orders. If any
were given, the slightest possible check threw
their givers into indecision, and they remained
unexecuted. Even upon the arrival of the force
N 3
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from Seeah Sung at the Bala Hissar, the king
actually refused them permission to enter the
city, and kept them standing inactive under arms.
What could he the motive for this ? Was the
king anxious to quell the disturbanc~by means
of hii own forces ? Or was he acting upon the
advice of the Envoy, still deluding himself, and
struggling to keep u p the farce of pacification,
even amidst the scenes going on around them ? '
This would seem. likely, for at ten o'clock A.M.,
a note was received from Captain Lawrence, the
Envoy's military .and private secretary to the
effect, that 'the troops were not wanted as all was
going 'on well. Shortly afterwards, however, Sir
William MacNaghten hi<mself,thought it necessary
to leave his residence in the " Mission compound,"
and seek protection in cantonments.
Meanwhile, in another part of the city, similar
scenes were enacting. Captain Trevor, with his
family, occupied a large and strong tower on the'
hanks of the Cabool river, nzar the Kuzzilhash
quarter ; while, on the opposite side, was situated
the fort appropriated for the stores of t.he Shah's
commissariat, in which resided Brigadier Anquetil,
and at that time, Captain Colin hlackenzie, Assistant Political Agent for Peshawar. Close by, stood,
the fortified house of Captain Troup, Brigade
Major of the Shah's contingent. Upon these
positions, a large body of the rebels canie rushing
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down, and commenced a sharp fire. Brigadier
Anquetil, and Captain Troup had gone out for their
accustomed morning's ride, uncohscious of the
proximity of danger, and Captain Mackenzie had
to take upon himself the defence of the place, with
the small party of troops which constituted the
guard of each fort.
After maintaining his post, the whole of
' the 2nd, and up to the night of the 3rd, with
the greatest bravery against overwhelming
numbers, and under every disadvantage of
shortness of ammunition, and mutiny amongst
his men, which latter, he quelled by his courage
and determination, he was compelled to evacuate
his fort, and retreat to cantonments. This was
no easy matter, encumbered as his little force
was with women and children ; and before he had
proceeded far, the rear missed the advance, upon
which some of the enemy had begun to fire. All
the sepoys had crept a-head with the Juzailchees,
and
CaptainuMackenzie found himself alone with
e
a servant and two troopers, in the midst of a
helpless and wailing crowd of women and children.
As he rode on by himself to try and pick out the
way, he was suddenly surrounded by a body of
Affghans, whom he at first supposed to be his
own men; but was quickly undeceived, by their
immediately attacking him with their Ions sharp
knives and swords. Dashing his spurs into his
/
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horse's sides he wheeled round, and cutting desperately right and left, succeeded in parrying
most of his assailants' blows, and lopping offthe
svord-hand of the foremost of them, eventually
effecting his escape with only two slight sabre
cuts. Proceeding cautiously along, he again perceived to his horror' a dense body of Affghans in
his path. Retreat mas impossible, so putting his
trust in God, as he says in his own account, he
charged into the midst of them, in the hope that
the superior weight and strength of his horse
would carry.him through, and reserved his swordcut for the final struggle. I t was fortunate that
he did so, for after overthrowing about twenty of
them, by the inlpetuosity of his onset, he discovered them to be his own men, and he then
reached cantonments without further adventure.
Thus every defensible post was sacrificed, and
the rebels allowed everywhere to gain head for
want of sufficient energy and ;ourage in our corn;
manders, to reinforce the one, or stop the other.
Captain Trevor, like Captain Mackenzie, held out
his fort, until all hope of relief had vanished, ancl
then retreated with his family to cantonments,.
under the protection of the Hazirbash Horsemen,
or Ifing's Body-Guards, who behaved themselves
with great bravery and fidelity. Long after the
commencement of. -the attack, Khan Shereen
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Ichan, the Chief of the I<uzzilbashes, and several
other khans of consequence were with him, earnestly expecting that some display of energy
would be made on the part of the British, to
afford the~h a fair opportunity of joining us.
But they waited in vain. All thought of those
shut up within the city, and exposed to the fury
of the Affghan populace seemed given up, and
the ideas of our commanders centred in securing
themselves within their intrenchments.
Accordingly, though no offensive measures
were projected, which was the only thing to save
us, there was no lack of preparation for defence,
which eventually turned out to be useless. But.
every measure that could'be taken with this view
was partially neutralized by the injudicious nature
of the position they had to defend. The cantonment consisted of a low rampart, and a narrow
ditch, in the form of a parallelogram, thrown up
along the line of the Kohistan road, one thousand
gards long, By six hundred broad, with a tower at
each corner. Attached to this, on one front, was
a still larger space than that occupied by the
fortifications; enclosed by a common wall, and
appropriated to the residetlces of the Envoy, and
the politicals, and such as were in attendance
upon him. The whole was situated upon ground
which, had it been selected for an enemy's

'
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encampment, we could scarcely have desired to
see more suitably laced for our designs. It was
a low swampy plain, surrounded on all sides by
hills and forts, from which a hostile force could
annoy us, without being very accessiMe to annoyance in return ; and every one of the above named
corner towers was commanded by some one or
other of these positions, whence it could hare
been advantageously assailed. At a little distance'
to the eastward ran the Cabool river, which was
unfordable in the rainy season, and yet over mhich
no bridge had been built till the arrival of General
Elphinstone to take the command, although the
camp at Seeah Sung, with wbich it was, of course,
necessary to preserve afi easy communication, lay
on the other side of the river. But the crowning
absurdity, the folly of follies, the oversight from
which all our subsequent calamities arose, was
that of having the commissariat stores, that is, in
plain words, the food, the very means of existence
of the army, deposited in anGoldcrazy fort, aw?y
from the fortified works, and almost incapable of
defence.
The injudiciousness of' such an arrangement
must be obvious to every reader, military or unmilitary, and what makes it worse, it was done in
spite of remonstrances to the contrary. Captain
Skinner, the head of the Commissariat depart-
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ment, earnestly requested that a place within the
cantonment might be set apart for the stores, and
Sir William MacNaghten himself strenuously
advised the same course, but without effect. The
then Commnder-in-chief,
dazzled by his good
fortune in the capture of Ghuznee, thought he
had nothing else to do, upon his arrival a t Cabool,
but to sit down in quiet occupation of the country. Anxious, as it would seem, to get home,
and enjoy the rewards in store for him, his military
dispositions were hastily macle, and whatever
future contingencies might arise were left to
be provided for by t11os.e who had to meet
then?.
This should he fairly stated, and everyone made
to bear their portion of blame in the disastrous
events which put an end to our influence in
Affghanistan. Next to the incapacity which disgraced our counsels a t this calamitous period, the
evils we endured are doubtless attributable to the
defects of OUP position; and although, had Lord
_ Iceane been at Cabool in November;1$i41, or even
a man of less energy and ability, affairs would
have taken a very different course, it is but right
that the man who has aloae reaped the laurels
and rewards of the Affghan war, should be made
to take his share of the burden of its reverses, if
he can be fairly proved to deserve it.
Such as the cantonments were, however, every
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preparation was now made to secure them against "
the anticipated attacks of the insurgents. All
the available guns were placed in position, round
,
the works, and-of these there was a fair supplSjr;
but they were very ine5ciently manned, as we
had but/ eighty Punjaubee artillerymen to attend
to them all, upon whose fidelity very little reli-'
ailce could be placed.
The night of the 2nd was past in great .
anxiety throughout' cantonments, as a night
,
attack had been threatened, and double sentries
were stationed on the walls. ~ u all
t past
A.M., on the 3rd,
off quietly till ~l~ree*o'clock,
when an alarm was sounded in the eastern c
quarter, in consequencce of a brisk file-firing in
the direction of Seeah Sung. This, however, was
found to proceed from the 37th Regiment of
Native Infantry, which had been recalled from
Choord-Cabool, and was now approaching, closely
followed up by a large body of Ghiljies, about
three thousand in number: These had h u ~ g
upon their rear the whole way, but from the admirable dispositions of Major Griffiths, their commander, the troops had made good their retreat, in
capital order, and without any loss of importance. They fornled a most acceptable addition
I
to oui- beleaguered garrison, and in conseqnence
of their arrival, a reinforcement was sent into the
i
Bala Hissar. The rest of the day was spent in
'i
I
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continual skirmishing, without any particular
result on either side, further than that our nonsuccess gave additional advantages, and increased
spirit and numbers to the insurgents.
I t was nc?w quite evident to the most obtuse,
that the insurrection was of a much more extensive and formidable nature than was at first apprehended, and orders were despatched to General
Nott to send reinforcements from Candahar,
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while General Sale's brigade was also recalled
from Gundarnuck.
The following day, the enemy assembled in
great strength in the Shah Bagh, or King's Garden, and threw a garrison into the fort of Mahotned Shereef, one of thos; formerly alluded to as
commanding our defences, thus cutting off the
communication between .the commissariat fort
and cantonments, the faulty position of which,
as regarded each other, has been remarked
upon.
Ensign ~ i r r e n df
, the 5th Native Infantry, at
this time occupied the Commissariat fort, with
one hundred men; and having reported the danger he was in of being cut off, General Elphinstone, apparently forgetful &fthe important nature
of the fort's contents, sent Captain Swayne, with
'a detachment of the 46th, to bring off Ensign
0

.

f

4

Warren in safety to the cantonments. As they
issued from the works, so deadly a fire was poured
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upon them from Mahomed Shereef s fort and the
party in the Shah Bagh, that they were compelled
to return. Another attempt was made, for the
same purpose, by a party of 'the 5 th Light cBvalry, but with no better success. "
I n the meanwhile, it was represented.to the
General that the maintenance of the fort was of
the utmost consequence; that, in fact, the very,
subsistence of the troops depended upon it, and
if lost, the Commissariat officers had no prospect
-rvhaterer, under existing circumstances, of being
able to procure fresh supplies. The General,
thus reminded of the importance of Ensign
Warren's post, sent off orders to him to hold out
to the last extremity; with an assurance that
he should be reinforced as speedily as possible.
In the meantime, a council of war was held as to
what was best to be done. The Envoy urged, that
unless Mahomed Shereefs fort was taken that
night, it would be impossible to save the Comrnissariat fort from falling ihto thk'hands of the
enemy. A spy was sent to reconnoitre the place,
who represented, from all he could gather, that it
was weakly guarded, and unable to resist a sudden
and determined onset?. The debate was recommenced, but time passed away without the General being able to make up his mind. After much
proing and conning, Lieutenant Eyre, a most
intelligent and brave young officer, who presided
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over the artillery, was sent to Lieutenant Sturt,
who mas still suffering from his mounds, for his
opinion. This was to the effect, that the attack
should be deferred till morning, in consequence of
the gate being watched by the enemy, who could
prevent the placing of gunpowder bags to blow it
in, thus rendering it necessary to employ the
artillery for the purpose. Accordingly, early on
the following day, preparations mere made for
storming the fort, and the troops were got under
arms, and ready to march, when Ensign Warren,
wit11 his little party, arrived in cantonments, and
the commissariat stores were all lost. He had
oheld out until the gates of the fort were actually
set fire to, and the enemy were upon the point of
rushing in, when he led his men out through a
hole in the wall, ready prepared for the last extremity. The conduct of this officer occasioned
some animadversion, and he was called upon to
esplain his reasons for abandoning his post; but
. he did not recJve Ghneral Elphinstone's order to
, hold out till he received reinforcements, and none
, arriving, he uras compelled to retreat.
No blame
is fairly attributable to him, but it lies heavy upon
those who sent not to his sucour.
'The loss of this fort was an irrecoverable blow.
.' The rest of the drama was one continued scene
.
of disaster, relieved occasionally by individual
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traits of heroism, but, upon the whole, detracting
\
terribly from the glory which had hitherto attend,
ed the British arms in India.
No sooner did it become generally known ani'ong
the troops that their supplies had kllen into the
hands of the enemy, than the most determined wish
was evinced to be led out for their recovery. The
37th, especially, burned with the greatest impatience to sally forth against the foe, whom thejr
lould see from the ramparts, carryir~goff their spoil.
Observing this favourable spirit among the
troops, Lieutenant Eyre urged upon General
Elphinstone a renewal of the attempt to capture
Mahomed Shereef's fort, rolunteering himself t k
'
clear the may for them with two guns. The attack
was accordingly resolved on, and every preparation made, the storming party being placed inder..
the direction of Major Swayne. For twenty ,
minutes the artillery played away with spirit and
effect ; but the stormers failing to take advantage
of the best opportunity for hdvanchg, they mere .
recalled by the General, who feared that the i u n
ammunition was running short. Upon the failure of this attempt, it was resolved to take the fort
by regular breach andaassault; and on the following
day, the guns beinc got into position commenced
a brisk cannonade, and a storming party, under -,
Major Griffiths, rushed into the breach, overthreb
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all before them, and speedily gained possession of
the place. The enemy had, however, r?ow been
taught that we were not invincible, and a fierce
and protracted conflict was maintained outside,
in the gardens, and the neighbouring hills. I n
the course of this, a gallant hand-to-hand encounter took place between the Affghan cavalry and
eur own, headed by Anderson's horse; during
which, Captain Anderson slew in single combat
the brother-in-law of Abdoolah Khan, and the
enemy were driven back with much loss. But
any advantage we now gained, was attended by no
l)ermanent'good
result, and serious apprehensions
0
began to take possession of the force respecting
their means of procuring supplies. The enemy, too,
evidently perceived that it was their best palicy to
starve us out, ancl our situation was becoming
daily more perilous.
I t was now the eighth day of the rebellion, and
affairs had assumed a most gloomy aspect. To
m'hke matters worse, General Elphinstone's
health, previously bad, suffered severely from his
late anxieties and fatigues. He had applied some
time before tb be relieved from his arduous duties,
L
. to which he felt himself unequal, and was only
waiting the arrival of his successor. H e mas
growing almost hourly more incapacitated for the
command, and a t the Envoy's earnest wish Bri-
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gadier Shelton was summoned from the Bala
Hissar, to share his authority and assist him with
his advice. It was hoped that this would give
more decision and unity of purposa to our military counsels, and restore the sinking spirits of
the troops ; but it had quite the contrary effect,
for the Brigadier himself was one of the leading
e?.oakers. This officer was a man of acknowledged
bravery, as was evinced upon many occasions ;
but he had unfortunately resolved to listen to no
plan which did not further a return to India.
Personal courage is an attribute belonging to
every soldier in the British army, and conse-c
quently is not so rare ~s to call for especial admiration, excepting when exhibited under extraordinary circumstznces of perii. Soniething more
was required now. Lamental~leas had been the
mistakes already committed, there was yet time
to arrest our downward progress. What we
wanted, was a man with the mo;al courage to
look consequences in the face, and a high serfse
of duty, devoid of all personal considerations.
Such attributes united to General Shelton's
personal bravery mi4ht have retrieved us from
disgrace ; but we lookkd in vain for such aleader.
The enemy were indefatigable'in their attempts
to annoy us, and the evil effects of the different
forts in our neighbourhood, now became terribly
<
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apparent. A large body of GhiIjies came down
the Seeah Sung hills upon the loth, took possession of all these forts on our eastern quarter,
and commenced pouring a deadly fire into cantonments. i l n e of them called the Rika-Bashee
fort was especially troublesome, and i t was resolved to attempt its capture, at Sir William
MacNaghtenYs earnest solicitation, who took the
responsibility of the movement upon himself.
Captain Bellew, who mas entrusted to blow open
the gate, unfortunately missed it, and only blew
down a small wicket, scarcely large enough to
admit two or three men to enter at a time, and
Othat only in a stooping posture. The signal,
however, was sounded, and the storming party
advanced, heacled by Colonel Mackerell, who
notwithstanding the heavy fire opposed to him,
and the ,disadvantageous nature of the breach,
forced his way in with Lieutenant Bird, and a few
Europeans and Sepops. The affrighted garrison
f l ~ dupon their entrance, and escaped out of the
opposite gate; but, in the meanwhile, a cry of
'CcavalryJJ having been raised outside, a panic
seized our troops, and a general flight commenced.
I t was now that Brigadiel. Shelton appeared to
advantage. H e stood firm and undaunted amidst
tbe thickest of the enemy's fire, and earnestly
exhorted the flying troops to return to their duty.
At length, he succeeded in re-inspiring them with
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confidence, and he led them on himself to the
charge. Twice was this disgraceful scene repeated, twice did the Brigadier thus gallantly
,
conduct himself, and a t the third charge we became masters of the fort. But all h i s time the
gallant. little party inside were sustaining alone
the -&ole brunt of the Affghan attack. The
garrison,, who had at first fled out at the opposite
gate, encouraged by the reverse we had met with
in front now returned, forced open the gate which
Colonel Mackerel1 had fastened as securely as he
could with a bayonet, and rushed in again. The
unfortunate Mackerel1 was cut down, and almost
hacked to pieces by the brutal Ghiljies, who are
never satisfied with an'enemyJs fall, but even cut
at the dead bodies of their foes with insatiate
ferocity. Lieutenant Bird, with two Sepops,
concealed themselves in a stable, whence through
'
a small opening they kept up a most destructive
fire upon the Affghans as they appeared. At. '
length they were discovered, '8nd art attack coymenced upon the door of their retreat, which,
however, they succeeded in barricading, so as to
prevent the entrance of their maddened assailants.
By this time, one of th'k Sepoys had fallen, but still
the brave Lieutenant and his companion poured
in their rapid volleys upon the thronging foe,
and when they were relieved by our troops, who .
had by this time got possession of the place, more
~
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than thirty of the enemy were found to have
fallen before this gallant pair. Our loss upon
this occasion was severe, amounting to about two
hundred killed and wounded ; but'in consequence
of our succ~ss,the enemy allowed four of the
neighbouring forts to fall into our hands. ;@om
these some supplies were procured, but it was
found impossible to maintain permanent possession of them, as all the troops were necessary to
man the cantonments.
Thus, even if a slight advantage was obtained,
. i t could not be followed up, and the enemy observing this, even when driven back still hung
about us, and immediately upon our retirement
returned to the attack. 'fhe following day, the
13th, they re-appeared in great force upon the
hills, and commenced a vigorous fire with two
guns, upon the cantonments. But no preparations to resist them were made, till Sir
William MacNaghten urgently requested that a
detachment dight be sent to dislodge them, and
attempt the capture of their guns. This was
done, and a severe action again ensued, in which
the enemy behaved with the most determined
bravery, charging on to thd very bayonets of our
infantry. W e were, however, at length successful
in capturing one of the guns and spiking the
other, which from the cowardly conduct of the
L
o
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men of the 44th, it was found impossible to bring
off.
Whatever may have been the previous mistakes
of the Envoy, it is certain that he was now the
only .person of influence possessi& energy or
courage at all adequate to the occasion. 'Nearly
'
every action evincing spirit was undertaken at his
suggestion, and even earnest solicitation, and
only then, upon his consenting to take the responsibility upon himself. Brigadier Shelton, instead
of being, as he had hoped, an assistance, was the
chief opponent of his wishes, and their differences
frequently ran high. The Envoy mas resolved, at
all hazards, to maintain his post, and avowed his'
determination to die there rather than quit it, '
even if the whole army forsook him, while the
Brigadier obstinately shut his eyes to all chances .
of success, and thought of nothing but retreat.
Before these pages will see the light, the inquiry
into his conduct will be concluded, and the writer
cannot be accused of a wish io prej;dice his case.
There is, therefore, no reason why the truth
should not be told, and in fairness to others, it
must not be concealed, that instead of contributing
towards rescuing the firce from its difficulties, his
presence was a drag upon all enterprise. He
frequently shrunk altogether from the responsibility of giving advice, and when he did not, his
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counsel was of a damping, instead of an encouraging tendency. The consequences of all this
upon the troops mere fatal. Their spirits were
broken, and they lost all confidence in themselves,
and in their commander. W e have seen that
when he did lead them to the attack, he led them
gallantly, but personal courage in the field but
-slightly counterbalanced the evils of -despondency
in the camp.
What could be expected from such a state of
things, but disaster and disgrace ?-and we found
them.
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CHAPTER X.
LOSS OF CHAREKAR-FLIGHT
INCAPACITY

OF

CABOOL-MURDER

THE

OF

MAJOR

MILITARY

POTTINGER-

AUTHORITIES
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AT

O F THE ENVOY-REMARKS.

WHILEthese-events Fere transpiring at CabooI,.
our military station in Kohistan was exposed to
even greater dangers. O n the 3rd of November,
a number of the Nijrow chiefs, under the pretence
of aiding in preserving tranquillity, inveigled
Major Pottinger, whose residence was at Sughmanee, into an interview, during which Lieutenant .
Rattray, his assistant, was treacherously murdered
by their followers. This gave the signal for hostilities, and Major Pottinger'~guard opened fire ,
upon the assassins, and bravely defended them'
selves, till reinforced by Lieutenant Houghton,
and a party of his Ghoorkas, from Charekar, the
military station, about three miles distant. A .
sharp skirmish ensugd, at the conclusion of
which the enemy were driven back, and Captain ,
Codrington, the commandant of the station, who
happened at the time to be at Sughmanee,
promised to send a further reinforcement the
I
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next morning. This was accordingly attempted,
but the Kohistanees mustered in sucli numbers,
that in spite of the brilliant gallantry of Lieutenant Houghton, who commanded, and with .
a mere hanaful of his men, and one gun, protected the rear of the rest of his force from
the enemy's cavalry, our troops were compelled to
retire back on Charekar. Thither, also, Major
Pottinger, unable to hold out longer, now re.
solved to retreat, which he did in safety, deserted,
however, by all his Affghan followers, with the
.exception of the Heratees, and a few Peshawarees.
The deserters had been much disgusted a
LD
short time previously, by the sudden reduction
of B portion of the ~ a j o r ' s escort, which led
them to suppose that their dependance upon
the British service was uncertain. Thus, a t the
very moment that we stood most in need of
the good feeling of the natives, we were alienating
them by ill-timed ,schemes of economy and retrenchment."
On the morning of the 5th, the enemy surrounded the barracks at Charekar in great numbers, and a desperate contest ensued in which
,
Captain Codrington was 'killed. Day after day
the courageous Pottinger, the same who covered
himself with glory at Herat, maintained himself
with his little party against the overwhelming
.
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masses of the ene1n.r. During the whole time,
they suffered terribly from thirst, and on the
10th the officers drew their last pool of water,
. serving out half a wine glass to each fighting man.
This wretched state of things continued until the
13th, when all hope of relief from Cabool, for
which Major Pottinger had repeatedly written,
being given up, it was thought best, as the only.
chance of saying any of the force, to attempt a
retreat towards that city. This was a task of
great difficulty from the disorganized state into
which the men had fallen, encumbered too as they
were with their families, and after proceeding
O
with them for some distance, finding few of them
willing to proceed, and iendered unfit to command
by exhaustion, from a severe wound he had received, the Major with Lieutenant Houghton
resolved to push on alone to Cabool. Yhe l a t t k
officer had also been desperately wounded in t h e
neck and left arm, and had lost one of his hands'
i n endeavowing to restrain some of the Punjaubee
artillerymen from seducing their companions from
their duty.
Having no guide, they got into many difficulties,
and both men and hbrses were by this time
almost incapable of further endurance, the latter
had been ten days without. water, previously
to starting, and five days without food. Still the
<
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gallant pair strusgled forward on their cheerless
way, in the day time seeking the protection of
some friendly ravine and travelling only by night,
suffering all the while from fatigue, hunger, thirst
and the smhtting of their wounds, so dreadfully,
that they scarcely entertained a hope of being able
to sustain their strength, till they should reach
Cabool. On several occasions, they had almost
yielded to despair, but their own internal energies
kept them up, and in one instance poor Houghton
having fallen off his horse, and being unable from
weakness to rise, he declared his resolution of
awaiting his fate where he lay. His generous
companion refused to desert him, and both laid
down to sleep. After an hour's rest, feeling their
strength and spirits a little restored, they once
more commenced their toilsome journey, ,and at
length, 09 the 15 th of November, arrived safely
within cantonments, to the joy and surprise of all.
To accomplish this, in consequence of having
~ i s s e d theii3 way,' they had actually had to
pass the enemy's outposts, and answer their

. challenges, which they fortunately did without

being discovered, and then through the very
heart of the city of Cabool. This they also managed to do, relying upon the inhabitants being
asleep at that hour, (3 o'clock A.M.) ; but had
almost been taken by the picket between the city
I

I
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and cantonments, who discovered and pursued
them. Desperation, however, lent them strength
to urge their weary horses into a pace sufficient
to distance their pursuers, who were on foot, and
in a few minutes more they were safe!
After the engagement of the 13th, the force in
cantonment passed several days unmolested b y
the enemy, but so extensive and ill-contrived
were the works, that from the constant toil of
protecting them, the men enjoyed no repose,
although unharassed by opposition from without.
Winter too, was now approaching with rapid
strides, and threatened to encrease ten-fold the.
severity of their sufferings. These considerations,
forced upon the attentien of many the feasibility
of quitting our entrenched position, and occupying
the Bala Hissar. The Envoy himself was greatly
in favour of this project, and notwithstaqding the
many objections which were urged against it, it
mas, perhaps, the best that could have been
adopted; but General Shelton opposed it f r o p
the first, and it was given up as impracticable.
W e had for some time obtained our supplies .
from the village of Beymaroo, which commanded
part of the works ; butithe enemy now assembled
there daily, preventing the approach of our forag- .
ing parties, and continuing to annoy us. I t was,
therefore, resolved to attempt its capture, and.,
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preparations mere accordingly made. This was
the most disastrous of all our affairs with the
enemy, and may almost be said to have sealed the
ruin of the force. A series of lamentable errors
was cornrniited, which ended in the total discomfiture of our troops, who, unable to stand against
the immense masses of the enemy, were driven
.back into cantonments with fearful slaughter, the
infuriated Ghiljies almost entering with them.
Encouraged by their success into a belief that
we should probably be glad now to avail ourselves
of any opportunity of escaping from their country,
the insurgent chiefs addressed a communication to
Sir William MacNaghten, expressing their desire
to enter into negotiatio& for peace. To these
overtures the Envoy returned a favourable reply;
but upon their terms coming to be made known,
they wele found to be of so dishonourable a
nature, that they were rejected with disdain, A
few days aftervardsp hostilities were renewed, and
a furious at'0tack was made by the enemy on the
Bala Hissar, but it was foiled, and they mere compelled to retreat with considerable slaughter.
They next turned their attention to the fort of
Mahomed Shereef, which they endeavoured to take
by blowing open the gate with powder bags ;but in
this they were also unsuccessful^ Its garrison
was then reinforced by one company of H.M.)s
0 3
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44th, and one of the 37th. Native Infantry; but
the former, whose general bad conduct in connexion with these events, has covered .the regiment with disgrace, impregnated the rest with
their cowardice, and the fort was eva&ated upon
the first alarm, and allowed to fall into the hands
ofthe enemy.
The situation of the force was now desperate.,
Provisions were running short, with little prospect
of obtaining more, and starvation stared us in
the face. Intelligence had been received some
time before from General Sale, which totally
destroyed all expectation of assistance from that'
quarter, and the advanced period of the season
almost precluded every h'ope ofrelief from General
Nott. The mind of the unfortunate Envoy was
harassed by the reflections the sudden overthrow of all his schemes of policy called*up, and
still more by the incapacity and -irresolution of the
military leaders. The troops t;oo, were becoming
more and more disorganised every d:y.
All was
confusion, uncertainty and dismay.
At length, on the 1 l t h of December, the -rebel
chiefs having again manifested a disposition to
negociate, Sir William "MacNaughten, accompanied by Captains Lawrence, M'Kenzie, and
Trevor, went out to meet them on the plain towards Seeah Sung. The terms of the treaty were:
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discussed and acceded to by all the chiefs, after
some slight opposition on the part of Akbar
Khan, and were to the following effect :
,
That the,,English should evacuate Affghanistan,
irlcluding Candahar, Ghuznee, Cabool, Jellalabad,
and all the other stations absolutely within the
limits of the country so called ; that they should
'be permitted to return, not only unmolested , t o
India, but, that supplies of every description
should be afforded them on their road thither,
certain men of consequence acconlpanying them
as hostages; that the Ameer Dost Mahomed
,Khan, his family, and every Affghan now in exile
for every political offencg should be allowed to
return to their country; that Shah Shoojah and
his family should be allowed the option of remaining
at Cabool, or proceeding mith the British
,
troops to' Loodiana, in either case,receiving from
the Affghan government a pension of one lac of
rupees per apnum j, that means of transport for
h e conveyance of our baggage, stores, &c., including that required by the royal family, in case of
their adopting the latter alternative, should be.fur:
nished by the existing Afffhan government ; that
an amnesty should be granted to all those who
had made themselves obnoxious on account of
their attachment to Shah Shoojah and his allies,
the British ;.that all prisoners should be released ;

-
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that no British force should be ever again sent.

,

- into Affghanistan, unless called for by the Affghan

government, between whom and the British
nation perpetual friendship should be pstablished,
on the sure foundation of mutual good offices.
During the conference, large bodies of Affghans
had issued from the city, and were surrounding
the scene, and. many circumstances occurred tos
give rise to a suspicion of treachery. All past off
quietly, however, except a single shot] being sent
flying over the heads of some of the gentlemen of
the Envoy's escort ; but it was afterwards ascertained that Akbar Khan had actually intended
upon this occasion to s ~ i z eSir l~Tilliam'sperson,
and carry him a prisoner to Cabool, and would have .
made the attempt had he not been restrained
by the other chiefs.
The first step taken in fulfiln~entof tKe condi'
tions of the treaty, was the evacuation of the
Bala Hissar, and accordingly the <troops mere
withdrawn from that fortress and received intb
cantonments. This was not accomplished without .
further evidences of treachery on the part of
Akbar Khan, who attempted to gain an entrance
.
into the Aala Hissar, but his object was frustrated
by the vigilance of its inmates. Our troops
were also assailed in their progress by some of
the fanatic Gbazees, who hung about in great
'
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numbers, but Akbar himself assisted in repelling
these.
Retreat was now of course fully decided upon ;
but the Affghan chiefs appeared by no means ready
t o perform their part of the agreement. They had
made another proposition to the effect that Shah
Shoojah should continue King, on condition of his
' giving his daughters to some of them in marriage.
This was at first agreed to by the Shah, but after~ ~ a r his
d s consent was withdrawn, and the treaty
resumed its original form ; but the chiefs obstinately refused to furnish us with any supplies,
,, until, as a further proof of our sincerity, we
should put them in possession of all the forts in
the neighbourl~oodof the cantonment.
At this time the troops were driven to extremities for the want of provisions and forage.
,
The ca& followers had no other food than the
flesh of the deacl animals who perished daily, from
cold and st;;rvatio~i,having nothing to subsist on, .
'but the bark of trees, and even their own dung,
which mas regularly collected, and spread before
them. A small portion of grain still remained in
store for the fighting me9 : but in two days more,
this also would be exhausted. Under such circumstances, it was thought best to accede
' to the demands of the Affghan chiefs, and the
forts in question were delivered over to them,
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the British leaders not reflecting that every g a tified request only increased the disposition of
this perfidious people to grasp at more. When
tliis was done, a few supplies were s w t in, with
promises of more, but, as might have been expected, fiesh demands were made, and they now
insisted upon our resigning a portion of our arms
and ammunition ; Brigadier Shelton was also '
required as an hostage.
Our situation was now indeed humiliating,
compelled to listen to, "and still worse, to
submit to, the disgraceful propositions of these
barbarians. One spirited suggestion was however made, but only, made to be rejected.
The gallant and unfortunate Lieutenant Sturt,
who mas afterwards killed in the retreat, a
worthy son-in-law of the heroic Sale, we might
add, of.his heroic lady, indignant at the d;shonour
heaped upon the English name, proposed to
. break off all further communication with the
treacherous foe, and fight our way to Jellalabad
hut there was something too startlingly energetic
in this proposal for our feeble-minded' leaders,
and it was accordinglp rejected. The Affghan
terms were again acceded to, two hostages (Captains Conolly and Airey), out of the four de- manded, were given up, and a selection of military stores of their own choosing. Brigadier
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Shelton having a very strong, and certainly, not
unnatural objection, to put himself in their
power, the chiefs did not press that point.
But the darkest and foulest catastrophe of the
whole war %as now preparing. These insidious
people, not yet contented with the terms they had
obtained from us, formed a plot for securing the
,person of the Envoy, to whom, as a prisoner, they
hoped to dictate what conditions they pleased.
Accordingly, a communication of pretended secrecy was made by Akbar Khan, to Sir William
MacNaghten, in which it was proposed to abandon
the former treaty, and enter into a new one
i3 between themselves, upon the following basis.
Amenoolah Khan, the h o s t influential of the
rebel chiefs was to be seized on, the followi~~g
day, and delivered up as a prisoner. ~ a h o m e d
Khan's fsrt, and the Bala Hissar were to be immediately occupied by our troops, who were to
remain in their presmt position until the ensuing
spring ; andoshah Shoojah was to continue King,
with Akbar Khan as his minister.
Propositions so favourable might have led the
Envoy to suspect an intention of treachery,
especially from his corr)espondent's notorious
possession of that quality; but this, perhaps, misled him, as, aware of the faithless character of the
men he had to deal with, he knew that they
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~ ~ o u lbetray
d
each other without remorse, if by
such means, they could but secure an advantage
to themselves. I t must be confessed, that in
acting upon such views, Sir William MacNaghten
himself was not setting an example of good faith,
and there is something humiliating in the reflec:
tion, that the representative of Great Britain
should have perished in an attempt to over-match.
a half-barl~arousnation, with their own weapoiis
of cunning aad deceit. Let it not, however, be
supposed that nothing can, be said in defence of
his conduct. The intense anxiety to which his
mind had been a prey for several weeks, the consciousness that he was greatly responsible for the E
welfare of the thousanas of his fellow-creatures
shut up in the cantonments, and for whom he
foresaw scarcely any other prospect than death j
perceiving, too, that notwithstanding ct-~rreadiness in complying with the stipnlations of the first
treaty, the enemy were treach~rouslybent on not
fulfilling their part of it, and which 6ight, in factJ
be said to release us from our engagements;
knoving, also, the utter incapacity of the military
heads, who had forn~allyannounced their inability
to do anything more, hnd who, if they had displayed but one tithe of the energy and disposition
to make the best of things, exhibited by him, he
would never have been placed in a situation in+
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ducing him to act as he did-all these considerations prompted the well-nigh distracted Envoy to
catch eagerly at any, even the slightest chance
which otiered, of extricating himself and the army
from their perilous situation, and he fell into the
snare thus subtlely laid for him by the traitorous
Akbar.
I t had been arranged that a conference should
take place between them, on the plain towards
Seeah Sung, and on the fatal 29rd of December, about noon, Sir William MacNaghten,
attended by captain; Lawrence, Trevor, and
Mackenzie, left cantonments to attend it. Pre~ v i o u s l yto his departure, he had requested the
General to have a strong party of troops, and two
guns in readiness for secret service, and the walls
strongly manned also, as the interview would be
of a critical nature. This, however, like every
other useful or spirited measure, was left unexe. cuted ;and Sir William, as he quitted the works,
e~pressedhi9 chagrin at this fresh proof of inertness on the part of the military authorities.
The Envoy had, as yet, communicated to no
one the important nature of the business he was
engaged i n ; but as he rock towards the place of
meeting, he mentioned to his companions the
object of the conference. It was remarked to
him that the scheme seemed a dangerous one,
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and that there was great reason to apprehend
treachery.
CcDangerousit is," he replied, but, if it suc- .
ceeds, it is worth all risks ; the rebels have not
fulfilled even one article of the treaty: and I have
.
no confidence in them. If by it we can only
save our honour, all mill be well ; at any rate, I
would rather suffer an hundred deaths, than live<
the Iast six weeks over again."
The British party now approached the scene, attended by a few of Sir William's body-guards, and
were soon met by ~ a h o k e dAkbar Khan, Mahomed Shah Khan, Dost Mahomed Khan, Ghiljie,
Ichooda Bux Khan, Azad Khan, and the other '
chiefs of the party. After the usual interchange of
civilities, the Envoy presented Akbar Khan with an
Arab horse of great beauty, which had been purchased for him that morning for three ,thousand
rupees. The whole party then sat down upon a
small hillock to comnlence the conference. Mean- '
while a number of armed Affihans $?ere observed
gradually closing round them, which was not
calculated to allay their suspicions, but upon
attention being drawn to the circumstance by '
Captain Lawrence, Xahomed Akbar remarked
that, " I t was no matter, they were all in the
secret."
Scarcely had the traitor uttered the
words, when every thing being ready for his
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purpose, he again called out C' Begeer ! Begeer !"
(seize ! seize!) and Sir William MacNaghten and
. - his three companions were suddenly pinioned
from behind and deprived of their arms. Akbar
Khan himsglf and Sultan Jan seized the poor
. Xnvoy and dragged him in a stooping position
down the hillock, the only words he uttered,
being, Cc Az barac Khooda !" (for God's sake!)
while a mingled expression of horror and astonishment was depicted on his countenance. He
struggled, however, to e e e himself from the grasp
'
of his assailants, when the ferocious Akbar losing
all patience, discharged his double-barrelled pistol
,
'into the body of his victim, who had only presented his murderer with the weapon the previous
day, and immediately afterwards he was cut to
pieces by a band of inhuman Ghuzees.
Meanw5ile Captains Lawrence, Trevor, and
Mackenzie were dragged violently along, compelled to mount on horseback, each behind a *
Ghiljie chief, 'and hdrried away in the direction of
Mahomed Khan's fort. I n their progress, it was
difficult for their captors to preserve them from
the fury of the savage populace, who rushed after
them, calling loudly for t h d r blood and aiming at
them desperate blows with their long sharp knires.
Poor Trevor, who by some accident, lost his seat
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and fell to the ground, was instantly cut to pieces:
Mackenzie narrowly missed a similar fate, just asT
he reached the fort, a desperate ruffian having .
made a furious cut at him ; but Mahomed Shah
Khan behind whom he rode, warded &ff the blow,
receiving it upon his own shoulder. Upon afriving within the fort, they were placed i n a small
room, but even here they were in great danger;
for i t was with the greatest difficulty the chiefs;
who certainly did all they could to protect their
prisoners, were enabled tr, restrain the fanatical ,
ruffians who longed for their blood, from shooting .
at them through the window. At midnight they
i
were removed to Cabool, to the house of ~ a h o r n e d * .
Akbar Khan. Thus e h e d this day of horrors.
But while these scenes of terror were being'
enacted without, what were they doing within* .
cantonments ? As usual-nothing ! The hapless
Envoy's escort infected with the cowardice which
seemed to have spread thrpughout the force;,
tainting both the leaders and th&r men, hsd, *
galloped hastily back to cover, upon the first apls , - ' :
I
pearance of danger, and announced that their
chief had been captured. I n spite of appearances
to the contrary, it wak assumed that this might'
have been done with a friendly intent. Shortlp'
1
afterwards, a dead body, plainly an European one;
was observed upon the plairl where the conference
'
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had taken place, and a party of Affghans gathered
round, engaged in plundering it. A few cavalry
might easily have been sent to recover it and
ascertain who it was, but still nothing was attempted. ?'he troops were got under arms, and
the ramparts were manned-that mas all ; and our
leaders sat down, as if a feat of gigantic energy
had been performed. I t seemed, as if all within
the walls had been struck with sudden paralysis. It
is in~possibleto repress the honest indignation one
cannot help feeling atthi~dastardlyinactivity, while
events were transpiring so imperatively calling for
action. Why were not the preparations made
which the unfortunate Envoy solicited, and the
troops held in readiness fo; any service that might
be required ? Had they been so, and some indication made that we were prepared to meet any
contempl~ked treachery, the catastrophe night
perhaps have been prevented. But what could
be expected from men who shielded themselves
-behind the vigueness of merely verbal orders, lest
by giving them irl writing, the responsibility might
be traced home to them, should they turn out
unsuccessful? This was not imbecility, nor incapacity, it was not alone gross moral cowardice,
but it was a culpable neglect of duty, deserving of
the severest reprehension, and it bore its natural
fruits. One of these, was the cruel death of Sir
n
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William MacNaghten ; and history will have to
record that a British general at the head of an
army of nearly five thousand disciplined troops,in a barbarous country, suffered a British Envoy
to be murdered almost in his peseAce, without
moving a step to save his lie, or if that were t ~ o
late, to avenge his death.
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RETREAT FROM CABOOL-DESTRUCTION

31 1

OF THE BRITISH

ARMY-OBSERVATIONS.

UPONthe death of Sir William MacNaghten,
Major Pottinger was requested, by General Elphinstone to assume the office of Political Agent;
'and unenviable as that situation now was, the
gallant defender of ~ e r a shrunk
t
not from the
duties it imposed. The negotiations entered into
by the late Envoy were renewed, and three more
clauses praposed by the Affghans. The first, that
all the guns should be left behind, except six;
secondly, that all our treasure should immediately
be, given up ; thirdly, that the hostages should be
exchanged for married men with their wives and
families. The latter condition was rejected,
Lieutenant Eyre being the only officer who consented, from a sense-of puBlic duty, to be one of
them. Many of the others declared, that they
would rather put their wives to death with their
own hands, than commit them to the tender mercies of such treacherous monsters as the Affghans
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had proved themselves to be. Captains Drummond, Walsh, Warburton and Webb were eventually accepted, and the treaty mas signed.
A t length, after many subterfuges afd delays on
the part of the chiefs, every thing was prepared
for the-retreat of our hapless army, and on the 6&
of January, 1842, their fatal progress commenced. .
,
The force at this time, amounted to about fouz
'' f
thousand five hundred fighting men, and the camp
.
followers to twelve thousand, exclusive of women
.
and children. Scarcely kad they moved out of
the cantonments, when they were filled by vast
numbers of infuriated Ghazees who rent the air
with their exulting yells of triumph over the de-'
serted stronghold of the Icafir Feringees. A scene
of plunder and savage devastation ensued, as
they spread themselves over the works, butchering such of our hapless people as t h e y could lay
hold of, and who had not yet moved out. The
rear-guard unable to restrain them, was obliged
c
in its own defence, to take up a position on the '
plains without, but the Affghans, who had hitherto
:
been too much absorbed in the work of plunder,
to take much notice of the troops, now began to
man the lines we hab lately occupied and pour
in amongst our men a galling fire of juzails, inmany instances with fatal effect.
At length the whole force got upon the road,
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but it was impossible to preserve anything like
order in their march, as the camp-followers
pressed forward among the troops, and the whole
'
became mingled in inextricable confusion. I t
was now night, but their progress was illumi.
nsted by the burning cantonments which the
Affghans, having satiated themselves with plunder had afterwards set on fire. Never did an army
commence a march wiih such gloomy prospects
. . as did this devoted force. The weather had been
daily increasing in severity for some time, and
the snow was lying thickly upon the ground, and
the cold was intense. The men had been kept on
insufficient diet throughout the siege, which had
grown gradually less, and they were worn out and
half-starved ; the cattle were in a still worse condition. As they toiled laboriously along upon
their dreaqy way, their trail was marked by numbers of the poor, exhausted sepoys, and campfollowers, who sunk numbed and frozen upon the
4
grgund, and perishea in the snow. Night only
added to their horrors, and many laid down to
sleep upon the cold earth who never rose again,
while their surviving companions set forth upon
their day's march, wonderirg if it would be their
,turn nest.
Upon the second day of their march, a number
?of Affghans were seen clustering upon the
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heights, and an attack m-as made upon the rear- "
guard, which consisted of the 44th, and a squadron of irregular horse, with two guns, under
Brigadier Anquetil. A sh'ort and severe struggle
ensued, in which the two guns mere tnfortunately
abandoned, and the Affghan Horse charged down
into the very midst of the baggage column,
carrying off large quantities of plunder. Numbers
of our men fell from wounds, but many more from
'
sheer exhaustion, produced by cold, hunger, and
fatigue. Two more of,the guns were shortly . '
afterwards abandoned, the horses being found
utterly incapable of dragging them further
tlirough the snow. The General, who, with the
advance had reached Bootkhak, was now in:
formed that the rear was in much danger, and he
sent a detachment to their assistance under BriShelton, who immediately 3caled the,
nearest heights, drove the enemy back, and kept
them in check for upwards of an hour. Meanwhile, it had been ascertained that Akhar Icban
was in their neighbourhood, and Captain Skinneq
upon making his appearance before him, was told ,
that our troops had been attacked in consequence
'of their having marched contrary to the wishes of
the chiefs. H e was, however, sent to escort us in
safety to Jellalabad; hut insisted that the force
should halt a t Tezeen, until General Sale had'
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evacuated the first-named place, for which an
order had already been sent, in fulfilment of the
terms of the treaty.
These cond.itions were agreed to, and the troops
halted at the kntrance of the Choord-Cab001Pass,
where they passed another night of horror. But
all confidence in the promises of the Affghans was
now at an end, and it was with no great surprise, although with much disgust at their persevering treachery, that the force beheld them on the following
morning drawn up for anattack. They had began
to pour in their fire upon the camp, when M a j x
Thain putting himself at th; head of the 44th, and
Ealling on the men to follow him, rushed forward
to disperse them, which 'bas speedily accomplished. Captain Skinner again sought an interview
with Mahomed Akbar, and remonstrated against
this faithlesxess on the part of his followers, upon
which the wily chief demanded, that Major Pottinger, and Captains9 Lawrence and Mackenzie
should furtherxe delivered up to him as hostages.
This was assented to as readily as all his other
.outrageous requests, and hostilities again ceased
.for a time.
The toil-worn troops n ~ w ~ ~ r o c e e dtoe dthread
$he dangerous defiles of the Choord-Cabool'Pass. As they advanced tgwards a part of
,the valley where it gradually narrowed, they
>
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observed the precipitous heights above them
crowned with masses of the enemy, who commenced a hot fire upon them as they came up.
The ladies who rode with the advance-guard mere
here in great danger; hut seeing tcat their only
chance was to keep themselves in rapid motign,
they galloped forward at the head of the whole
force, while the bullets whistled around them, and
stopped not until they had escaped from the jaws
of the pass. Lady Sale, alone of the whole, wasmounded, and that only slightly in the arm. The
troops were less fortunate. The Ghiljie fire took
terrible effect amidst their ranks; the deadly
effect of the long juzail was apparent in the numuhers that fell, and terrified by the slaughter they
beheld, the whole mass of soldiers, camp-followers, women and children, scrambled forward
regardless of every consideration but# their lives.
The rear-guard fared no better; and finding that
their only safety consisted in speed, they hurried
forward in the same manner to thce front. Another horse-artillery gun was abandoned here, and
all its artillerymen slain. Upwards of three
thousand souls perished in this fatal pass, amongst
whom, the gallant ' Sturt received his deathwound. After passing through the thickest of
the fire, and reaching a place of comparative
security, he saw Major Thain's horse riderless,
I
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and struggling in the agonies of death, the poor
animal having received a shot in the loins. Supposing his master wounded, or in danger, Lieutenant Sturt galloped back to render him assistance, if not too late, when his own horse was shot
nnder him, and before he could rise, he himself
received a frightful wound in the abdomen, which
stretched him beside his dying steed. Here he
would have been left to be hacked to pieces by
the merciless Ghazees, if Lieutenant Mein, of
the 13th, had not run back to his aid, and with
generous gallantry, stood over his fallen friend
for several minutes, at the imminent risk of his
own life, imploring assistance from each passerby. He, at length, found a coadjutor in his
benevolent task, in Serjeant Deane, of the Sappers, with whose help he conveyed the wounded
- S turt, in a, quilt through the remainder of the pass.
It is such acts as this, of individual heroism
and, self-denial, which throw a brightness over
these scenes;, of hoyror, and which, indeed, these
scenes alone give rise to. Were it otherwise,
-, the sickening details of war would not bear con: templation. The dying officer was laid upon a
. bank, between his poor distracted wife, whose
i, delicate situation at the time makes one's heart
shudder at the loss she sustained in him, and his
= wounded mother-in-law, Ladv Sale.
His wound
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mas then dressed by Dr. Price, but all medical
skill was vain; he lingered only till the following
morning, when he died; and i t may have been ,
.
some alleviation to the grief of those he left
behind, that they were enabled to give him Christian burial, the only one of the thousands whs ,
perished on this fearful march who received it.
On the force reaching Choord-Cabool, the snok,
began to descend heavily. Only four small tents
were saved; of which, one belonged to the Gesleral, two were set apart for the ladies and children, and one was devoteit0 the use of the sick.
But this could accommodate but a few, and numbers of poor wounded wretches wandered shelter- a
less about during the night, till they fell down to
perish in the snow. Death, indeed, was a release, '
and many of the wretched survivors as they set
out upon their morning's march, gazedppon the
stiffened and snow-covered corpses which marked
the place of encampment, with feelings of envy
for their happier fate. Never wbs an army ,
exposed to more fearful sufferings. Not that of .
the celebrated " ten thousand"-no ! nor even
that which perished in the fearful retreat from
Xussia. These both q p a l from their length of
endurance, and the latter from .its magnitude ;
but for the time they lasted, the miseries of the
Cabool force were equal. They had now ascended .
\
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into a still keener climate, and were without
shelter, fuel, or food. Such was the intense
severity of the cold, that the breath, as it issued
from their mouths, congealed, and hung in icicles
upon their beards. Q e earth was enveloped in a
khick covering of snow, and save when broken by
.
,the rattling thunder of the artillery, and the noise
of conflict, a death-like stillness pervaded the atmosphere, as though nature's self was numbed
and frozen. Still the miserable soldiers dragged
along their enfeebled limbs, till brought to the
ground by the enemy's iuns, or by the snow collecting round their own, or their horses' feet, in such
a manner as to make them stumble and fall. To
attempt rising again was hopeless ; equally hopeless were their groans and cries of distress. Their
companions were struggling for their own preserva. tion. Even
their weapons were an almost insup9
portable weight to some, and many had their
fingers frozen on the muskets they still grasped.
i
Such was a portion of the horrors to which
this doomed force was subjected; in estimating
which, it should be remembered that the
.
large majority were natives of a hot southern
climate ; but language is teeble to describe all the
sufferings they underwent. Were it not so, the
written descriptions could not be borne, and
.the world would rise en mmse to check the cruelty

'
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.
and ambition of man which occasions the enactment of such scenes.
Having passed the night at Choord-Cabool,.
when morning came the troops once more commenced their hopeless march. It $as General
Elphinstone's intention that they should corn6
mence moving at ten o'clock, but a number of the
soldiers, and nearly the whole of the camp-fol-,
lowers set off without orders at eight, and were
obliged to be recalled, in conseq'uence of a com.
munication from Akbar K+, recommending the
force to wait until he could make preparations
for protecting their march. The order to halt
was received with general dissatisfaction. Every a
one had had sufficient' experience of the trea-'
cl~erousdealings of the foe to know that their
only chance of escape lay in moving forward as
I
fast as possible; and so disgusted ,were the
native soldiery by the delay, that they now, for
.
the first time, began to think of deserting. This
feeling first made its appearande amorlg the Shah's
native cavalry, who had hitherto behaved with
the utmost fidelity, resisting every attempt made '
by the enemy to corrupt them; but th'e love of , .
life at last overcame all other considerations j
and it cannot much be wondered at, considering
the desperate situation in which the force now was.
Akbar Khan's nest proposition was that all the' .

.

.

(

I

widowed ladies and married families should be
placed under his protection to preserve them
from further hardship and danger; and Captain
Skinner strenuously advised the General to ac. ceed to tho proposal. Up to this time, scarcely
qne of the ladies had tasted food since their
departure from Cabool. Some had infants only a
few days old at the breast, and others mere
approaching their confinement. What they had
undergone upon this fatal march has been seen,
. and every hour added to their difficulties and
dangers. How, in fadt, they were able to bear
up as they did so long, is wonderful; and it is
more
than likely that most of them would have
.
perished before they reaohed Jellalabad, even if
any of the troops succeeded in doing so, which
now appeared extremely problematical. Faithless, therefore, as the Affghan chief had proved
himself, it seemed the least dangerous alternative
of the two for the ladies to put themselves under
his care. The Gentral, accordingly, consented to
the arrangement,
and ordered the married officers
and ladies to prepare for their immediate departure, who bidding their friends a long farewell
joined the party of Affgban horse deputed to
escort them, and were quickly out of sight. I t
was also intended that all the wounded officers
should accompany them; but this not being
'
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generally known, only two had time to do SO, '
Captain Troup, and Lieutenant Mein, who went
to protect Lady Sale. Akbar Khan's object was,
doubtless, to get a number of prisoners into his
.
hands, that he might hold the thretrt of taking
their lives in terrorem over our heads, to p r e v e ~ t
our revenging the massacre of our troops, which
-'
he was then contemplating; but his motive was
not so apparent at the time, and it was thought
best to make a display of confidence.
I
The force now resumed its miserable march, the
J
soldiers and camp-followeh mingled confusedly
together, and each struggling eagerly forward to
1
the front to escape the dangers of a rearward€ ,
position. The Europeans were almost the only
effective men left, the Hindoostanees having suffered dreadfully from the intolerable severity of
F
the weather. Few of them were evecn able to
'
carry their arms, and to use them with effect was
wholly beyond their power. The whole were .
sunk in a state of hopelessc despundency, an$
terror and despair were stamped in every line of
their haggard countenances.
The advanced guard of this miserable remnant
of the Army of the h d u s consisted of H.M's
44th foot, mustering now about one hundred
men, about fifty troopers of the 5th cavalry, and
the only remaining gun. After marching some

,
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distance without being molested, they came to a
narrow gorge of the pass, upon the rocks commanding which, had assembled a large body of
Ghiljies to oppose their progress. As they approached viithin shot, the enemy with their long,
far-reaching juzails, poured in a tremendous fire,
every bullet of which seemed to take effect. The
men fell like grass beneath the mower's scythe,
' and the Pass was literally choked up with the
bodies of the dying and the dead. The unfortunate Sepoys, unable to defend themselves, flung
down their useless muskets, and feeble as they
were, attempted, along with, the camp-followers,
0 t o escape, which the Affghans observing, rushed
down the heights, sword in hand, and cut them
. up .most mercilessly. This fatal conflict, if con.fict that can be called where the fighting was all
on one side, completed the destruction of the
Native 1;fantry regiments; nearly the whole of
. , the main and rear columns were cut off, and all
that remained of the force that quitted Cabool,
9
four thousand five hundred strong, were about
fifty horse artillerymen, with one gun, seventy
. files of the 44th, and one hundred and fifty
cavalry troopers. The capp-followers, howevel;
in spite of the slaughter that had taken place
amongst them, still constituted a considerable

.
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They had now reached Kubbur-i-Jubbar, where
they halted; but observing a party of Affghan
horse approaching, poor General Elphinstone
drew up his little force in line, in expectation of
an attack ; and bitter, indeed, musto have been
his feelings as he surveyed it, to note the frightful ,
havoc a few short days had sufficed to bring
about. I t was, however, discovered to be Akbar '
. Khan and his followers ; and Captain Skinner'
was sent to remonstrate with him for the treacherous attack which had been made on our
troops, in defiance of the tteaty.
'
I n reply, he pretended to regret that we should
have been molested, but said that he had found c ,
it imposible to restrtrin the ~hilj'ies, whom
nothing could prevent from indulging their afiimosity against the Feringees. He then recommended that the remaining troops should resign
C
their arms, and place themselves under his protection, in which case he would guarantee them
a safe arrival 'at Jellalabad, but th& the carnpfollowers must be left to their fate. To the& '
terms the General felt that it would be disgaceful to assent, and the desperate march was
resumed.
o
..
After journeying a few miles unmolested, they
came to the Huft Kotul, a steep and dangerous '
defile, and a ghastly spectacle here presented

I
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itself. A number of the camp-followers, with
whom were several of the wounded officers, had
preceded the rest of the force. Upon reaching
the foot of the hill, they had been assailed by a
party of Jhe enemy, and all massacred. Their
,bleeding bodies now lay in the path of their companions, and the remorseless foe crowned the
lleights in readiness for their nest victims. As
the troops pursued their way down the defile,
they poured in a destructive fire upon them, and
fresh numbers of dead and wounded were added
to those already cdvering the ground. Here
Brigadier Shelton again gave evidence of his
unflinching personal courage when in presence of
the enemy, and with a few of the Europeans still
. capable of action, he kept the Ghiljie masses at
- hay till the whole force had cleared the pass.
The miserable remnant reached Tezeen shortly
afterwards, where they halted ; having lost during
the march froin Cabool, upwards of tvelve thouasand men, hcludihg camp-followers.
I n spite of its proved uselessness, another
attempt was now made at negotiation, and Cap'tain Skinner was again despatched to Akbar
Khan for the purpose;abut that insidious chief
' merely proffered the same terms as before, which
"'were, of course, as then, rejected. All dependt5.ence,therefore, upon him being at an end, it wag
@

.
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resolved to push on at once, under cover of the
darkness, to Jugdulluk, a distance of twenty-two
miles, word having been previously sent to Mahomed Akbar that it was the General's intention
to move only as far as Seh Baba, sevm miles in
advance of their present position. On movins
.
off, the last gun was abandoned, and poor Dr.
Cardew, who had been lashed to it in the hope of
.sa+ing him, mas left to his fate. Dr. Duff, the '
superintending surgeon, fared no better, having
dropped down in a state of utter exhaustion upon
the road shortly after the're-commencement of ,
the march. Upon reaching Seh Baba, which
they did without resistance, they again encoun- c
tered the opposition ofothe mountain-tribes ; a t
Burik-ab, also, a little further on, a heavy fire was
poured in upon them from some caves by the
I
road-side; and by the time they arrived at KutC
ter-Sung, still ten miles from Jugdulluk, which
'
1
they did at 8 A.M. on the 1lth, the enemy had
!
begun to crown the surrounding heights in large<
numbers.
Everything now seemed to portend the entire
I
destruction of the little force. The neighbouring
I
hills were literally alive FPith Ghiljies; every peak.
had its cluster of marksmen, a h o sent in volley
I
after volley with terrific effect, and the whole
route to Jugdulluk was one continued conflict.
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Prodigies of valour were performed by our hapless troops and their officers, whom desperation
seemed to inspire with renewed energy, worn and
faint as they were, but still nothing could avail
them a g a i r ~the
t
deadly fire of the foe, and man
,after man fell, till the road was lined with bleeding carcasses. At length, about 3 P.M. the skeletpn of the advance reached Jugdulluk, and took
. up a position behind some ruined walls, upon the
summit of a hill by the road-side. From this
eminence they cheered their comrades in the
rear, who with Brigadier Shelton at their head,
continued obstinately to contest every inch of the
0 ground, although against overwhelming numbers,
until they won their way,up to the advance.
The pangs of thirst were now added to the
other distresses of the force, and their parched
tongues clave to their mouths for want of a little
water.
sought to cool their burning throats
by swallowing handfuls of snow, which they eagerly clutched from the ground, but this only
enhanced instead of alleviating their sufferings.
For food, they fared somewhat better, and the raw
flesh of three bullocks, which had fortunately
=beensaved, being serve& out to the soldiers, was
ravenously devoured.
Another attempt was now made by Akbar
Khan to enveigle the British General into his
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power, and this time t i t h success. H e sent to
him, earnestly desiring his presence a t a conference,
and demanding Brigadier Shelton and Captain
Johnson as hostages for the evacuation of Jellalabad. His insidious purpose was evidently to rob
the little force of its chiefs, the more securely to,
effect its destruction. General Elphinstone, anx- '
ious to do anything which offered the least chance
. of saving his few remaining men, consented to ' ,
the arrangement, and temporary command was
made over t o Brigadier Anquetil. B u t Akbar's
'
scheme was soon apparent f the General, on wishing to return to his troops, was put off with vexations delays, until it was ascertained that they, irn- .r
patient of further detention, and alarmed by the
deliberate murder of Captain Skinner, who was,
shot in the face by a Ghiljie, while riding over-.
towards Mahomed AkbalJs camp, had actually
C
. ..recommenced their march.
Upon the departure of their leaders, the deepest ,
despondency pervaded the whole krce. T h e y ,
felt convinced they should never see their ~ e n e f,'.
ral again, and that his invitation to the conference .'
was but another scheme of their treacherous foes t o ,
..
lull them with fresh hopes of security preparato*.r
to effecting their destruction. The miseries of.,,
their situation increased momentarily ; many of -:
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them were suffering from wounds, and all alike.,t
(
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mere enduring the extremes of hunger, thirst,
and fatigue. The first day passed, and the
second, both in cruel suspense, during the whole
of which, the Affghans kept up a galling fire upon
them from the neighbouring heights. Still their
General came not. Sally after sally was made
by the little handful now remaining of the 44th,
but as fast as the enemy were driven back, they
returned again to the attack. Night came again
with its attendant horrors, and deeming all further
. stay now useless, the ,,despairing troops quitted
their position, and resolved, at all risks, to pursue
their way to Jellalabad. The sick and wounded
"were necessarily abandoned to their fate.
As they toiled wearily' along the Jugdulluk
valley, the remorseless Ghiljies still pursued them
with their fire, and masses of them were observed
hastening forward to block up the pass. This
formidable defile is about two miles long, very
narrow, and walled in by lofty and precipitous
ra,cks. The ' wretched soldiers continued their
way, returning the enemy's fire as well .as they
,were able, when suddenly they found their progress obstructed by strong barriers, formed of
bhshes and branches of ttees intertwined, and
'stretching completely across the defile. This wzs
disheartening enough, and the men set to work
torclear themselves a passage ; but in the mean-

.
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while, the Ghiljies were gathering around in% '
great numbers, and now poured in a withering fire .
upon them from all quarters. The soldiers and
camp-followers were crowded thickly together at
the barrier ; the slaughter amongst them was terri- ' , ,
fic. The mountaineers, after discharging their
juzails, rushed in amongst the bewildered mass,
knife in hand, and a complete massacre ensugd,
.
Brigadier Anquetil and eleven other officers'
were slain on this bloody occasion. About forty
others pushed their way through with a miserable
remnant of the troops, who hurried on as well as
they were able towards Gundamuck, their rear
still harassed by the enemy. On reaching thee
Sourkhab river they Pdunrl their progress again
opposed by the foe, who had taken possession of
the bridge, and they had to ford the stream under
a heavy fire, by which many of them yere killedi
The morning of the fatal lSth, had now dawned, and they were approaching Gundamuck, while
the enemy beheld with retbrning e day-light the
utter insignificance of their numbers. At this
time, the whole Cabool force comprised only
twenty officers, some fifty men of the 44th, half
a dozen artillery-men,cand about as many sepoF.
Amongst these but twenty muskets could be
mustered. The enemy emboldened by their
weakness now assailed them with increased fury>
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and the hunted little band were obliged to quit
the road, and take up a position on an adjoining
hill where they resolved to stand firm, and sell
their lives as dearly as they could. Here one
more attempt was made to put an end to hostilities, and Lieutenant Hay having communicated
with a party of Affghan horsemen, Major Griffitbs proceeded 'to a conference with the chief.
A number of the Affghans soon ascended the
hill, and entered into friendly communication
with the British party; but the truce was of
short continuance. o u r soldiers, enraged by
some attempts of the insidious ruffians to gain
Opossession of their arms, made a vigorous charge,
and drove them fiercely down the height. This
was the signal for their destruction, and the death
struggle commenced. The enemy stationed themselves upon the surrounding hills, and poured in
volley after volley with deadly effect, while bands
of them below rushed up to complete the work of
sbughter. Sdveral times did they attempt this,
but were as often driven back by the frantic bra'Very of our men, who seemed inspired with almost
'superhuman energy. Officers and privates fought
like lions. Captain Hamiltox, who was suffering so
:severely from two wounds received at Jugdulluk
Bs scarcely to he able to sit his horse, behaved
with remarkable gallantry, and slew five of the

,
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enemy pith his own hand before h.e mas cut down ;
while all that the most desperate valour could do,
to redeem the lost credit of the 44th, was done by
the last sad remnant of that hapless regiment on
this fatal day. But nothing could avaiP against the
overpo\\-ering numbers of the Affghans, and whea
the heroic little band was reduced to about thirty, ;
the enemy rushed in upon them, bore them d o p
at the point of the knife, and slaughtered the whole'
party, except Captain Souter, and a few privates
who were made prisoners.
'
After the conflict at Jugdulluk, about a dozen
of the officers, better mounted than their compa- ,
nions, had pushed on in advance of the rest, intend-c
j
ing to make the best of their way to Jellalabad. Six
,
of these, Captains Bellew, Collier, Hopkins, Lieutenant Bird, Drs. Harper and Brydon, arrived
at Futteabad in safety, the others ha4 fallen off
on the road, and been cut up by straggling parties
of the enemy. Deceived by the friendly profes7
sions of the people, the six 'officers above mentioned, halted near Futteabad, to allay the cravings of hunger, which gave the inhabitants time
.
to arm and sally forth upon them. Captain Bellew, and Lieutenant Bird, were shot down direct-.
ly ; Captains Collier and Hopkins, and Drs. '
Harper and Brydon, rode off at their utmost
speed, but worn out as themselves and their'
I

I
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animals were, they could make but little head.
Tliey were pursued, and the three former overtaken and slain a few miles from Jellalahad, but
Dr. Brydon contrived to evade his pursuers and
at length reached that town in safety.
Such was the miserable fate of the British army
stationed at Cabool; an event which viewed under
all its aspects, and in connexion with the circumstances which led to it, cannot but be regarded as.
perhaps the most disastrous and disgraceful recorded in our military annals. No wonder that
the melancholy catastrophe should have created
so profound a sensation in England, and roused the
,
' people to an interest in Indian affairs, unparalleled
since the commencemen$ of our connexion with
Hindoostan. No wonder either that this feeling
should have been taken advantage of, both here
and in England, to bring into disrepute the original policy of the Affghan war, by representing as its
.
natural result, the calamities which subsequently
.befkl our )troops. Such a mode of argument,
however, is most inconsequential, and the interests
- both of truth and sound policy demand that results of such magnitude and importance shoyld be
' ' traced up to their real causes in order to avoid,
...in future, the mistakes that may have been comt+. mitted, and that praise or censure, may be apportioned according to desert.
.
'
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Let the policy which dictated the Affghan war
have been the most profound, and based upon
principles the most undeniable, unless the co-op- .
eration of the inferior instruments employed in
carrying it out was effectually given, success
might of course be doubtful. It is the lot of alb
human enterprises, unless in that confined sphere,
when solely dependent for a successful issue upQn,
the capacity of their designer, to require the assistance of subordinate 'agents, which, although the
l ~ e s that
t
may offer, may y:t be insufficient when
an emergency arrives. Such appears to have
been the case in the present instance. The force
assembled at Cabool at the close of the year 1841, a
if not sufficient for o&nsive operations, or to
meet all the exigencies which might arise, in case
of a general outbreak, was, at least, under able
guidance, adequate to the task of defenQing itself
till the season should permit of its being reinforced. All our experience in Affghanistan goes
to prove the impossibility of th'e natifer, however
strong in numbers, being able successfully to resist a tolerably numerous and compact body of
our f oops ; this was made sufficiently obvious by
Colonel Dennie's brilliant action at Bameean, and'
the subsequent victories of Generals Sale, Pollock,
Nott, and others.
The deplorable reverses, therefore, ~ h i c h ,
'
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overwhelmed that devoted army can only be
justly attributed to the gross in~apacityof its directors. There were many officers in the force,
.
not to mention those of superior grade, captains,
and others .3f still inferior rank, who, could they
bave been suddenly elevated to the command,
would have avoided the first errors, commencing
with the fatal 2nd of November, or even after
, they were committed, could have rescued the
troops from their false position, and conducted
them safely through their difficulties. There was
nothing extraordinarily perplexing in the circumstances attending their situation ; no danger
cl' requiring the genius of a Napoleon, or the judgment of a Wellington b extricate them from.
The exigency at first was comparatively clear and
simple, although, doubtless, sudden and startling,
and only required to be met with decision and
"
promptitude; but these qualities 'none of our
chiefs seemed to possess. If it may be taken as
general rule in life, that it is better in a
doubtful case to act wrongly, than not to act at
all, the axiom is especially true as regards military
affairs, and this was an occasion of the kind. It
.was emphatically a case for action, not for the
indulgence of long discussion; and one would
have thought feeling alone would have decided
it, without much aid from reflection, when they
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beheld their fellow-countrymen murdered in cold
blood before their eyes.
But the writer would not be thought' in these
remarks, to press hardly upon the unhappy .
General'Elphinstone, who fell a vktim to his
own and others' misconduct, although a man':
falling himself is a poor excuse for involving others
in his descent. Unmitigated pity is the feeling
with which he must be regarded;.pit;y for ];is'
bodily ailments which unfitted him, as he well
knew, for the command; pity for the anguish of
i
mind which must have' embittered his last
; 'i
days.
But men should not be deterred by a morbid fear ,
"
of injuring the memory of the dead, or wounding .
the feelings of the living, from stating what they
believe to be the truth, and distributing censure
where they consider it to be due. One might be
.
content to let a man's faults and follies cbe buried
..- with him in the tomb, but it is not just that the
burden of their responsibility sho4d be transferred to living shoulders.
While however nre pity the fate, and excuse
1
the faults of General Elphinstone, it is impossible
'
to regard with equal miyness the conduct of his
second in command. Brigadier Shelton is a man
of proved courage, was in vigorous health
and years, and sufficiently qualified, one would
%
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-have thought, for the position he was called upon
But, unfortunately, he had from the
first set his mind upon returning home, and
strenuously opposed every plan that tended to
retard his 'favourite object. Was any spirited
. enterprise proposed, i t was coldly received and
finally rejected, for the Brigadier knew that
swcess would entail a prolonged stay in the country ; and it is- frequently asserted, that he was in
the habit of sleeping, or pretending to be so,
during the discussion: of the council of war,"
that, in difficult cases, he might avoid the responsibility of giving his opinion. All the solicitations
aof Sir William MacNaghten, who alone of those
in authority seemed t o tetain his presence of
mind and English spirit, to pursue a more decided
course, were treated with neglect, or only sluggishly andpalf-acted, upon ; while even the disgraceful treaty he was afterwards compelled:;&.
submit to, and in seeking to extricate himself
frpm which lie fell, was forced upon him by the
.
imbecility of the military leaders, who urged him
to come to terms.
' But, independently of the
conduct of the
, British chiefs present at the insurrectio~l,great
'S

1

'1

1

. to occupy.
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.

council of war consisted of General Elpbinstone,
Brigadier Shelton, Brigadier Anqoetil, and Colonel Chambers,
bat was frequently enlarged by the admission of others.
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blame attaches to those whose duty it was to pro-?
vide against any outbreaks of the kind. T h e A L
probability of such an event might easily have
been foreseen among a hostile and but partially
subdued people, remarkable for theh nationality
and love of freedom ; and whether the suprefie
government, or its instruments, are chargeable .
with tlie neglect, the absence of proper measures
of precaution to repress civil commotion, mas
deeply reprehensible.
Of all the errors, however, of this blundering
,
period, the most fatal in its immediate consequences, mas that by which the commissariat
stores were left in an insecure position without
,
the cantonments. ThE injudicious nature of this
arrangement has been remarked on before, and
1
is so manifest, that one is astonished that it should
'
have taken place : and even when thg miserable
mistake might have been redeemed by a little
i
timely exertion of vigour, our leaders were talk7
ing instead of acting, until' the Upportunity ,of
!
doing so with etiect had passed by, and the very
means upon which the army depended for subsist.
ence were irrecoverable. When Napoleon abandoned his stores and artillery at Mantua, to tlfe
astonishment of his enemies, who divined not
his schemes, it mattered not. The French army *
felt there was that within them, and their uncon- '
querable chief, that could gain, them stores,
*
.9-

a

1

. baggage, artillery, and all that they could require.
*'
i . But it was not so here. Had it been, terrible as

I

I

..

had been the mismanagement, there was yet time
to retrieve past errors. The troops in cantonments were3eager for the contest, and might have
been united with those in the ~ a l a - ~ i s s awhen,
r,
by vigorous sallies upon the town and neighbourhood, they might have still secured themselves
plentiful supplies. But there was no one to lead
them-no one to direct them. Those who should
have done so, were wa&ing the precious hours in
miserable and futile debate upon'what was best
to be done, while events were accomplishing
'themselves ; and although the officers, on whom
devolved the direction i f affairs, may not be
chargeable with a want of personal bravery, their
countrymen have a right to charge them with a
gross deficiency of mental daring and resolution ;
they have a right to charge them with that
cowardice as regarded results which led them to
romain almost paskive spectators of what was
' p i n g on, lest in action they should commit
themselves, and for this ~ u h l i copinion will hold
them answerable.
B
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CHAPTER XII.
DEFENCE O F JELLALABAD-BRIGADIER

.

-.\

0.
WILD'S

.

REPULSE
0

IN THE KHYBER PASS-DEATH

OF COLONEL DENNIE!.

THE mind turns with delight from the contemplation of the events recorded in the preceding chapter, to the contrast afforded by the
conduct of General Sale a t Jellalabad. Placed in a
situation of equal, or even greater peril than theC
Cabool force, this bra;e and resolute officer demonstrated, by his brilliant successes, what could
be effected in circumstances of the utmost difficulty by the exercise of energy, ability, and determination ; and*was upholding the honour and
glory of his country in the midst of the defeat
and disgrace which every whire else'overwhelmed

.

%

,.

US.

I t will be remembered that Sir Robert Sale
reached Jellalabad with his brigade on the 12th of
November. H e founQ the malls of the city in
such a state as might have justified a feeling of .
despair as to the possibility of defending them. Their extent was so great, embracing a circum
<

c

,,
I
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ference of upwards of two thousand three hundred yards, that his force was insufficient to man
them effectively, and there was- no parapet, ex-cepting for a few hundred yards, and even there,
. only two' teet high., Earth and rubbish .had
fccumulated to such an extent about the ramparts, that there were roads in various directions
,across and over them into the country, affording
the greatest facilities to the approach, of the
enemy. At one part of the works there was a ,
space of four hundred, yards together, on which
none of the garrison could show themselves, excepting at a particular spot; the population
' within was disaffected, and the town was. surrounded on every side 'by ruined -forts, walls,
mosques, tombs, and gardens, from. nrhich.. a fire
could be opened on the defenders, at a distance of
only twen8y or thirty yards.
The first point to be attended to was the correction of this insecure state of 'things, and Captain Broadfo'ot was'immediately ordered to make
a general surrey with a view to putting the town
in an efficient state of defence. This,.by the
most unremitting labour on the- part both of
officers and men, was at l h g t h accomplished, not,
however, without great opposition on the part of
the enemy. On the very first day of opr taking
possession of the place, they assembled in great
force to the, southward and westward, while
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masses moved down from the north, crossed t h e
river, and closely invested the city. For twentyfour hours the Ghiljies, under cover of the gar- ,
dens and old buildings, kept up an incessant fire
I
on the working parties, but indifferen& protected
behind the rapidly advancing field-works. Thd
range was short, and our men suffered severely.
I
In addition to the galling opposition of the enermy,
1
' provisions were getting scarce, and disaffection
spreading within the city. To obviate the
danger to be apprehended @om these sources, the
pTomenwere first ordered to withdraw themselves ;
strangers and suspicious persons were next ex-,
'.
cluded, and finally, the whole male
save the shopkeepers, +ere got rid of.
On the morning of Sunday the 1 4 t h ~it was1
determined to dislodge the Ghiljies from their
.
vantage-posts in our vicinity.
For <this prui
pose three hundred of her Majesty's 13th,
three hundred of the 35th Native Infantry, one .
hundred sappers, three guns,' the +hole of the
Cavalry, with two hundred of the Khyber Corps
7
-about one thousand two hundred in all, were
detached under Colonel Monteath. These sal1
I
lied from the town, anQ immediately carried thd
1
walled garden in fi-ont of the southern gate, and
I
the walled enclosure to the westward. The troops ,
I
appointed for this duty having established them1
selves, a-sortie was made from the southern gate

.
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for the purpose of storming the heights in front.
where the insurgents had assembled themselves
m masses. Two hundred men from her Majesty's
13th and the 35th Native Infantry having been
posted on b e heights, the cavalry and artillery,
A t h a nine-pounder gun under Captain Baclihouse, stationed themselves in the plain to watch
.tha movements of the enemy, once more collecting on the heights beyond. Colonel Monteath, at
the same time, moved the rest of the troops and
guns round to the ~ight, for the purpose of
driving off the insurgents, still occupying the
northern and western faces of-the town. A melldirected fire from the guns, under Lieutenant
Dawes, dispersed them id every direction. The
juzailchees sallying out of one of the gates, cut
up great numbers of them. About three hundred
janbazees,, who had deserted at Gundamuk,
seeing the hopeless state of matters, now descended from the hills, and made off in the
direction of-~aboocbeing saluted on their retreat
by some well-directed rounds from a gun under
C a ~ t a i nBackhouse, within whose range they had
imprudently come.
Meanwhile Captain Oldfield had been stationed
with a party of cavalry, wit11 directions, that as
soon as he saw the infantry debouche upon the
plain, he was to move forward as expeditiously
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as possible and take the enemy in the rear. This
movement was prevented by a change in the
enemy's situations, and the cavalry had to main- .
tain themselves against a heavy fire pollred in
upon their front and right. To checkcthis, Cap- tain Oldfield despatched a party of skirmishers t b
the front, and ordered the charge to be sounded,
which soon dispersed the foe; then advancing.
himself to the South Mission Gate, where he
again encountered a heavy fire, he drove tl~eir
horse before him, dashed .in amongst the foot;
4
and cut them up right and left. In the course of!
1
the action he had a narrow escape from two'
1 9
Janbaz horsemen, who charged him simulta-1
*1
i
neously ; but he bravely defended himself till
two of his men came to his assistance. The
enemy mustered upwards of five thousand, and . '
the slaughter amongst them was considerable;.
while the number of our own troops employed did
not exceed twelve hundred, and our loss in killed.
and wounded was. under nineti.
'
D
SO much discouraged were the enemy by this
defeat, that for the next fortnight nothing serious
was attempted against us ; and the operations of:
the assailants were confined to attacks on the'
working parties. A desire to spare the scantysupplies of ammunition made the General bear
these, until they began seriously to interrupt the-

I

r.

I

,

progress of the fortifications. On the 1st of
December, accordingly, a column of six hundred
Europeans and Natire Infantry, with two guns,
some sappers and juzailchees, and all the cavalry,
rushed 'from the Cabool gate under command of
colonel Dennie, and diverging to the left, swept
the space in front of t$e walls round to the
rqcky mounds on the main 'road to Cabool. A
series of brilliant moverrients were now executed
with great rapidity, and in uninterrupted succession. The troops were in the highest spirits,
and an animating che& burst from them as they
found themselves beyond the walls. They were
met by a heavy fire on the part of the insurgents,
but nothing could withstand them and their
impetuous leader, who broke into the enemy's
strongholds, drove them from all their positions,
and chased them across the plains. They were
then hotl; pursued to the river's bank and up the
cliffs by the juzailchees and skirmishers of the
13th Light Jnfantly, Captain Abbot pushing his
guns at the gallop to a point which commanded
the stream, committing great havoc amongst the
flying Affghans with his round shot and shrapnell.
.Many of them fell under his fire, as well as that of
the infantry and irregulars ;many rushing into the
river, and missing the ford in their consternation,
got illto deep water, and were swept away and

la
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drowned. The cavalry, in the meantime, were
.
doing excellent duty in the lai ins, everywhere
vigorously charging the foe, while the sappers, '
by a sudden onset, surprised and dispersed, with
much slaughter, another large body, moving apparentIy mith the intention of attacking the,
southern front of the works.
.The effect of this victory was electrical. Tkp
.
' .insul.gents not
only fled from the nearer forts, '
but retired from those of the whole line of the Char Bagh, and only rallied at Umr Ichail, at the
cautious distance of twelve'miles from the ramparts. At first, the troops had to labour in
clearing out the wells and strengthening the
fortifications, mith the drcary prospect before them
!
that, should they not be speedily relieved, both
ammunition and food would quickly fail them.
Fortunately the enemy had neglected to destroy , ,
9
thepowder in the government stores, and the tribes
on the south began to come in with supplies:
By some most extraordinary oversighb the brigad$
I
had left Cabool three months in arrear of pay;
and the severest difficulty which began to be ex1
perienced by the second week of December was
1
want of money. In t h y state, matters continuedc
till the 29th, by which time the wells were cleaned 1
out, and the walls so thoroughly repaired that no
grounds of apprehension remained for any attack
I

1

i

the Affghans could atternlit against them. Supplies became plentiful, 'a small additional stock of .
gunpowder was provided, and the men recovered
the high and gallant spirit which the events of
the beginning of the month were well-calculated
to have shaken.
Meanwhile, as soon as intelligence of the Ghiljie
insurrection reached the government, a brigade
mas ordered to be got immediately ready to move. .
from the banks of the Sutlej on to Jellalabad. Accordingly, on the 18th of November, the 60th and
64th Native Infantr? regiments, under Colonel
Tullock, left Ferozepore, and passing through the
Sikh territories, reached Peshawar on the 24th of
September. The 30th ,and 53rd ,left the same
. point on the 24th of November, and arrived on
the 27th of December, when Colonel Wild took
the command of the whole force, now amounting
to about'four thousand men, with sappers and miners, and artillery men. General Avitabili, one
of the mos&distinguishedof the European officers,
hnder whom the army of Runjeet Sing had been
trained, received them at Peshawar with every
kindness, and did all that in him lay to forward.
, their objects, A few gFns were procured from
him, much against the will of his Sikh soldiers ;
but in such miserable condition as to be almost
unserviceable.
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The force here remained stational-y for about '
'
three weeks, when a report having been received
that the Khyberees were about to surround Ali
Musjid to obstruct its advance, the 53rd and
64th were suddenly ordered up the Pass, on the
15th of January, to take possession of the fort.'=
I t was only ten miles off, and having started late
'
at night, the place was occupied next morning
' without loss,
and with little or no opposition.
The officers and men had started as lightly. accoutred as possible ; the rest of the brigade was,
expected immediately to fdlow ; they had no '
guns, no baggage-camels, and no provisions or
commissariat steres. This was the signal for a
general rising of the tribes around. The garrison
was cut off, and in immediate danger of being
starved. On the 19th, Brigadier Wild, with the
60th and 30th Native Infantry, endeavoured to
0
force the Pass, and relieve the regiments in the
fort. He was, however, attacked in the defile,
and beaten back with the loss of tr5e
part of his baggage and treasure. H e himself
was wounded. On the 23rd, another attempt was
made, but without success. Meanwhile the garrison, sufiering from cqld, and threatened with
famine, without the hope of being joined by their
con~panions,or the chance of being of service in
any way by themselves, resolved to attempt re-
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turning to the mouth of the Pass. On the 24th,
accordingly they got under arms, and, after a very
severe encounter, succeeded in rejoining their
companions at Jumrood, with the loss of two
officers a ~ ~about
d
one hundred and seventy
The reunited force now retired on
.Sepoys.
Peshawar to await the arrival of the brigade with
Europeans, cavalry, and guns, under General Pollock, which had also been ordered on the same'
service.
I n the meantime, the gallant Sir Robert Sale
had been summonedJ on the 19th of January by
the leaders of the Affghan rebellion, to give up
el la lab ad, in fulfilment of the convention entered
into by the political m d military authorities at
Cabool; but aware of the treacherous disposition
of the enemy, he refused to comply, and on the
13th he received intimation of the disasters which
had befahen the troops in their retreat from the
capital. On that day, as has been seen, Dr.
Brydon arrived at' Jellalabad, wounded and wayworn, and at first scarcely able to give a distinct
account of what had occurred. A rumour spread rapidly among the garrison that the remains of the
Cabool force were in fuJ1 retreat upon them, and
that
the enemy were cutting them to pieces. The
.,
bugle sounded, and the men were instantly got
under arms. Erery glass was pointed in the
,

I

I
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1
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direction of the Passes ;but nothing could be seen,
save some smoke, and a few horsemen in the distance. The cavalry mere ordered 9ut to scour the
country; trumpets were sounded; and for three
nights beacon-fires were kept burning.^ ~ * no
t
army made its appearance. Those fatal Passes.
had been its grave. Thec mangled bodies of the
three officers who were cut down in their fligh:
'with Dr. Brydon, from Futteabad, were found,
$
,
some days afterwards, a few miles from the gate,
and were the sole relics of the Cabool force which
presented themselves to the hew of the Jellalabad
garrison.
Almost at the s a m time, it became known to t .
the besieged that the brigade of four regiments,
marched to their succour from Hindoostan, had
been driven back upon Peshawar. Their position
was now most critical. The duties of the garrison
mere exceedingly severe, their labours unceasing,
and the most insidious endeavours were constantly
made by the enemy to seduce from their allegiance
the native portion of them, although without
effect, for their fidelity remained unshaken
amidst the labours and privations they were exposed to. Still their heroic general thought not ;
'
of retreat, although this might have probably
been effected while the enemy were employed in
plundering the hapless Cabool force. But he re-
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solved, at all hazards, not to relinquish his hold
on the key of Eastern Agghanistan, so long as the
honour of England required its retention. With
reference, however, to the excited state of feeling,
prevai~ingaroundhim, he took the wise precaution
,to get rid, first ofthe corps of Khyber rangers, next
of the detachment of juzpilchees, and a few of the
~ t i ~ h asnppers,
n
and then of a body of Hindoostanee gunners, who had formerly been in the em- '
ployment of Dost Mahomed. Meanwhile the
works had heen completed under the able superintendance of capta& Broadfoot, and a ditch, ten
feet in depth and twelve 'feet in width, excavated
round the whole of the walls. The place was
t,hus made secure against the attack of any Asiatic
enemy unprovided with siege artillery.
But an unforeseen and most terrible foe now
suddenly assailed the city, overthrowing all its
brave de?fenders9hopes, and rendering their past
labours vain. On the 19th of February, a tre- mendous sarthqwke shook down all the newly
raised parapets, injured several of the bastions,
cast to the ground all our guard-houses, demolished a third of the town, made a considerable
breach in the ramparts., and reduced the gate on
the Cabool side to a shapeless mass of ruins. <' I t
savours of romance," says the brave General in
his despatch, '< but it is a sober fact, that the city

.
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xras thrown into alarm, within the space of little
more than one month, by the repetition of full
one hundred shocks of this terrible phenomenon
of nature."
Disheartening as was this appalling visitation,
the troops turned with alacrity and indefatigable,
industry, to the reparatiop of their defences. But,
at the moment of the great convulsion, MahomeQ
'Akbar Khan, flushed with the success of his
schemes, which were consummated by the tragedy
a t Gundamuk, having collected a considerable
body of troops, advanced to darkhail, within seven
miles of Jellalabad. H e attacked our foraging
parties with a large body of horse on the 21 st and 4
22nd of February; and scan after, fixing his headquarters to the westward, two miles from the
place, and a secondary camp to the eastward,
about one mile distant, invested the town, and
established a vjgorous blockade. The enlmy now ,
continued incessantly to harass the garrison, by
throwing swarms of skirmishers. into the ravines
and hollows roynd the walls, and behind the numerous remains of mud forts, which it had been.
found impossible wholly to destroy. On the 10th
of March, the efforts of tbe Affghans were parti: .
cularly directed against the northern face of the ,;
works, and with greater force than usual;
and towards evening, spies brought intelligence;

.
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that they were driving a mine in that direction.
Although Sir Robert Sale saw reason to doubt
the accuracy of this information, he resolved on
making aJsortie to ascertain the fact, and check
.the boldness of the enemy. On the morning of
the Zlth, three hundred of her Majesty's 13th
. under Colonel Dennie, with three hundred of the
35th Native Infantry, and two hundred sappers
and miners, at daybreak, sallied out from the
Peshawar gate, and swept steadily round the low
ground to the spot where the enemy was said to
have broken ground. The cavalry, under Captain
. ' Oldfield, at the same time appeared upon the
plain towards the south: to distract the attention
of the A5ghans. The post where the enemy were
expected to have been met, unexpectedly proved
to havehist before been abandoned; but a strong
picquet in the neighbouihoocl was gallantry driven
in, and pursued to a considerable distance, by
Captain ~rbadfoot,at the head of the sappers and
1
/
miners. An attempt on the last-named body by
l
a heavy force of the enemy's cavalry was also
repelled, and the troops having accomplished the
abjects of the sortie iri examining the ground
around the wall, where neither mine nor gallery could be found, retired in perfect order.

.
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into the fort, without serious casualty of any
sort.
-Such, honrever, mas the vigilance and perseverance of the enemy, who constantly atttcksd our
foraging parties, and impeded their exertions, that
provisions once more began to run short; and "
on the 25th, a strong detschment was sent under
Captains Broadfoot and Fenwick, to beat off tht?
enemy, who had assembled in considerable force,
upon the northern walls to intercept the foragers.
This was speedily accompljshed, but Captain
Broadfoot was severely wounded in the action.:
On the 1st of April, however, a brilliant sortiewas made by a body of infantry and cavalry, .
under Captains Pattison °and Oldfield, when five :
hundred sheep were seized in the very face ofz
Akbar Khan and his army, and carried into the'
fortress.
Q
The beleaguered garrison were now anxiously
looking forward to the arrival of,General pol lock's^
force to their relief. From the tim; that the'.
brigade threw itself into Jellalabad, the n at'ive'
troops had been on half, and the followers on$
quarter rations; and for many weeks they had
been able to obtain little Gr nothing in the bazaars,:
to eke out this scanty provision. The Europeanshad also been exposed to many and severe priva--
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tions ; and both officers and men, British and
Hindoostanee, of every arm, had been compelled
to remain fully accoutred at their alarmposts,afrolp the 1st of March, to the 7th of
April.
' Their disappointment may be imagined, therefore, when, after all thei;. sufferings, on the evenifig of the 5th of the latter month, information.
was received, in the most positive kerms, from'
spies in the enemy's camp, that General Pollock
had been defeated in .the ~ h ~ b ePass,
r ' and forced
to fall back upon Peshawar. This disastrous new.s
seemed to receive confirmation on the following
day, by the Affghans causing a feu-de-joie, and
salute of artillery to I;k fired, as was said, in
honour of the event. I t was afterwards found,
that the assassination of Shah Shoojah had been
the cauee of this demonstration. I t was also
announced on the same day, through similar
channels, that the Affghans were sending re-inoforcementsgtoaid in defending the frontier passes,
and obstructing the advance of General Pollock's
. force.
Although these reports could not be fully de'pended upon, accomprlhied as they were by
counter-reports of another revolution at Cabool,
the defeat of the Khpberees, and, by one account,
of the intended, and even actual retreat of Akbar
'

i
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Khan to Lughman, General Sale; on a full con-.
sideration of the various circumstances and rumours, resolved to anticipate the last-mentioned
.
event by a general attack on the Affghan &amp,
in the hope of relieving himself from'hlockade;
and facilitating General Pollock's advance. H e e
accordingly gave directions to form three columns
.of infantry, the centre consisting of the 13th Light
Infantry, five hundred rank and file, under.
Colonel Dennie; the left, of the 35th Native
Infantry, also five hundred strong, under Lieutenant-Colonel Monteith; and the right, of a com- pany of the 13th Light Infantry, another of the
h
35th Native Infantry, and the detachment of.
sappers and miners, Gnder Lieutenant Orr,
three hundred and sixty strong, commanded by
I
Captain Havelock.
These were supported by
the fire of the guns of No 6, light fie14 battery,
1
under Captain Abbott, to which Captain Back-,
I
house was also attached, and by the whole.
1
of the cavalry force under captain Gldfield and. Lieutenant Mayne.
The troops issued from.
I
the Cabool and Peshawar gate, at break of day, on.
,
the morning of the 7th ; and so far from Akbar
,
Khan having made digpositions to avoid the* '
I
encounter, his whole force, not falling short in all&
1
of six thousand men, was formed in order of.
j
battle for the defence of his camp; the right,
a
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,resting on a fort, its left on the Cabool river;
and even the ruined works within eight hundred
yards of the place, were filled with Ghiljie
marksmen, evidently prepared for stout resistJ
ance.
The attack mas led by the skirmishers and
column under Captain Havelock, who pierced at
mce the enemy's line of morlrs, drove them from
their intrenchments, and proceeded to advance
into the plain. Meanwhile, the heroic Dennie
with the central column dashed forward against a
strong square fort, which had beenrepaired by the
:
Affghans, and now maintained an obstinate resist" ance; but, when within only five yards of it, a
ball from one of the enBmy's guns, struck him on
the hip, lacerating his side fearfully; and before
he could witness the success of the attack he was
so valiaqtly leading, his gallant spirit had passed
away. The troops, however, continued their progress, and the rear of the fort having been gained
by passingJto its ieft, General Sale gave orders for
a combined attack on the enemy's camp. I t was in
every way brilliant and successful. The artillery
advanced at the gallop, and directed a heavy fire
" on the Affghan centre, 1Ghilst two of the columns
of infantry penetrated their line at the same point,
and the third drove their left back from its sup-

.
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port on the river, into the stream of which some '
of their horse and foot were forced. The Affghans + I
made repeated attempts to check our advance by .
1I
a smart fire of musketry, and throwing fprward
heavy bodies of horse, which twice clos%lythreat- . i
1
ened the troops under Captain Havelock, and by{
I
opening against us thrw guns from a battery,
screened by agarden wall, and said to have been ,
'served under the personal superintendence of
Akbar Khan himself; hut in a short time, they -'
were dislodged from every ppint of their position, - .
their cannon taken, and their camp involved in a 1
general conflagration. The battle was over, and
I
the enemy in full retreat in the direction of Lugh1
man, by about seven P.M!
Two of their cavalry standards fell into our
hands, the whole of their tents were destroyed,
.
and, chief trophy of all, we captured fopr guns, ,
lost by the unfortunate Cabool army, the recovery
.
of which was the source of especial exultation ,to
the whole force. The enemy's 'loss ial killed and,
wounded in this brilliant action was severe, while
our own was very insignificant, as regarded numbers : but the victory cokld not be called cheaply
purchased, which cost his country the life of
Colonel Dennie. H e mas a man of decided talent
and resources, and if the palm of courage can he
A
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given to one where all possess so much, he might,
for dashing, daring valonr, safely be called the
hravest officer in the British army. Under happier ayspices he would have risen to the highest
rank in h<s 'profession; such a man, under Na*poleon, would have speedily obtained a Marshal's
baton, and one cannot rspress the disgust excited
, hy the undeserved neglect with which he was
treated. Words, barren words of praise, and not
even those always, were nearly all that he received
in the c6urse of a loqg and glorious career, and it
is impossible to reconcile oneself to the rules'
which govern the distribution of military rewards,
' when such men as Sale or Dennie are passed by,
or inadequately remardkd, while some fortunate
superior in rank reaps the profit of their brilliant
actions, in a pension, and a peerage, and, perhaps,
depreciates and insults the man or men, through
whose means he obtained them.
Without, however, seeking to undervalue the
, ,services of,otl~eri,it may justly be said, that few
generals have obtained the honours above alluded
- - to, who deserved them better than Sir Robert
- Sale. Compelled, after fighting his way through
a series of the most difficult mountain passes in
the world, to fall back upon one of the enemy's
t o ~ n s in
, a miserably inefficient state of defence,
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and all his efforts to strengthen it, after the most
indefatigable exertions, overthrown by a fearful
and unforeseen convulsion of nature; surrounded
by a population infuriated by national and rgligious

.
.'

'

..

,

antipathies; flushed vith their succ8ss over a , .
superior force; and shut up in a beleaguered
fortress, amidst distreses and privations of no
ordinary magnitude, he yet contrilved, not only k, , . ;
maintain his position, which alone would have
been worthy of admiration, but sallied forth repeatedly and defeated the enemy in the field; , . ,!
and, at length, when his prospects were at the
.
gloomiest, conceiving the daring design of attacking the besiegers in their own camp, he gained, *
with only fourteen hunared men, the important.
and decisive victory just recorded, over an army of
. ;
six thousand.
4
The defence of Jellalabad will hcenceforth " .
take its place in history as one of the most .
brilliant military achievements upon record ;
and if a peerage is to be 'regarded as t h e
.$3
highest honour which a British officer can.
2
aspire to, and Sir Robert Sale's conduct does
i
not deserve one, it is difficult, it might be
said impossible, to proneunce what conduct does.
After the glorious victory of the */th, the'_
.
a
" illustrious garrison" entertained no further
1
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apprehensions of the enemy, who were effec-

. tualIy dispirited and dispersed; and nothing

.

further, of importance, occurred from that time,
till the 15th, when General Pollock arrived to
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C HAPTER XIII.
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GENERALS POLLOCK AND NOTT TO CABOOL.

WHILE Sir Robert Sale had been thus heroically maintaining the honour and glory of :his
country, and laying the foundation of a lasting
renown, the Government of India had beid
making active preparafions for his relief, and the
rescue of the English captives who had fallen
into the hands of the Affghans, since the breaking out of the insurrection. In addition
to the
f.
troops already mentioned, as having been despatched to Peshawar, further reinforcements were
gathering at Ferozepore, for the same destinatipn.
The Sikhs were called upon to furnish a contingent, and a considerable force from that country
moved forward to the assistance of General Pollock ;while on the mestern side, a brigade under
General England was sent to reinforce General
Nott, at Candahar. Nor was the home govemment behind hand in making preparations to meet
the emergency, but as soon as in\elligence of our
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disasters in Affghanistan reached England, several
regiments were put in readiness, and despatched
to the seat of war. Lord Auckland had in the
meantime, in consequence of the change of
ministry i n J ~ n g l a n d ,been superseded as Governor-General of India by Lord Ellenbprough,
a man of ability, and business-like habits; but
yain and pompous, and abrupt in his manner.
This change was unfortunate, at the particular
period at which it took place, as the latter nobleman was strongly oppoged to the Affghan policy
of his predecessor; and it led to much hesitation
and indecision in the subsequent military operasons.
Towards the end of Mar'ch, the force assembled,
at Peshawar amounted to nearly eight thousand
men, under the command of General Pollock;
but their sit,uation was anything but satisfactory.
Sicknesd had prevailed amongst them to an
enormous extent, confining upwards of two thouqapd men at *one tihe to the hospital, and the.
fears and hardships of the native soldiers were
inducing them to desert in great numbers. Desirous as General Pollock was, to proceed to the
relief of Jellalabad, he kad hitherto found it
impossible to do so, and he was anxiously expecting the arrival of fresh European troops, to
reinspire the Sepoys with courage. But the

,
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urgency of Sir Robert Sale's situation becahe so . '.
pressing, that, insufficient as was the number of
his trcops, and doubtful as was the fidelity of
some of them, General Pollock resolvid, at .all
hazards, to attempt the dangerous pissage of the
Khyber mountains.
' .
This defile, one of t l most
~ formidable and im- .
penetrable in Asia as a line of military defence;
extends from Jumrood upwards in the direction of
Jellalabad without interval for the space of twentyeight miles, throughout tyenty-two of which it.
. had hitherto been considered impassable for an
army, when the inhabitants had determined to
oppose t h e m From Jumrood, where the pass'
opens on the ~ e s h a w hside, to Ali Musjid, the
dell is deep and uninterrupted ; and the celebrated
fort just named, which stands on an isolated hill.
in the narrow near the middle of the gefile, cornpletely commands it.
.,
.
At half-past three o'clock on the morning of
the 5th of April, the troops &ere g&, under arm$;
the camps struck, the treasure, ammunition axid
baggage placed on the road leading from Jumrood,, and everything was in readiness. for the perilous :"
advance. The hills oneboth sides, were rocky -anb,,
precipitous, presenting formidable obstacles to the
progress of our tro ops ; and the enemy had for*
some days past, appeared in great numbers upon
these heights, and at the mouth of the pass, which

.
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they had fortified with a strong breast-work of
stones and bushes. I t became of the utmost consequence to dislodge them from their cornmanding,position ; arid at the same time, that the
main c o l u m ~proceeded to assault the entrance, a
cdumn was despatched to the right and left, to
drive the Ichyberees doBoth columns, after
qoneiderable opposition, which they .overcame in
the most gallant style, succeeded in routing the
enemy, and gaining possession of the crest of the
hills on the other side, While the flanking co.lumns were in progress on the heights; General
Pollock ordered Captain Alexander, in command
'of the artillery, to throw shrapnel among the
enemy, which assisted mu& in their discomfiture.
As Lieutenant-Colonel Taylor, from the opposition he met with, was some time in reaching the
summit of ,the hill on the right, the General next
detached a party under the command of Brigadier
Wild, to assault it in front; it was, however, so
extremely s t e p neaE the top, that notwithstanding
the undaunted gallantry of both officers and men,
they were unable to gain a footing on the summit;
and the enemy were enabled to hurl down stones
*ith fatal effect upon someaf the grenadiers. Finding the heights in our possession, General Pollock
now advanced the main column to the north of
the pass, and commenced destroying the barrier
which the enemy had erected on perceiving their

'
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position mas turned ; a portion of the right :;and '
left.columns being left to keep the-heights; under.
the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Mosely :and. ,.
Major Anderson respectively. Major Kuish. and
Lieutenant-Colonel Taylor continugd their -hdd
vance' to crown the hills in front on each. .si&,
which were covered wi@ the enemy, who appeared
determined to combat every inch of ground ;'but.
nothing could resist the gallantry of our troops;
who carried. everything before them. A position
of considerable strength !hove. the bridge now'
remained to be carried, and again the juzhchees.
were conspicuous in forcing the enemy to .relixiquish their strong-holds.
At l e ~ ~ g t hall
, oppoIfition on the part of the
Affghans was overcome, and the heights being.
occupied by our troops, and the defile cleared i by
the guns, the principal columns with the baggage
moved along the dell, -and reached Ali Musjid th6follo.wing morning with very trifling loss. Thk'
remainder of the march was' acconlplished with
scarcely any opposition from the enemy; and oli.7
the 16th of April, General Pollock and his army,'
reached Jellalabad to the great joy of the belea-.
guered garrison, who were drawn up on the .ram:
parts, .with streaming banners, and their bands"
playing, to welcome their approach. The scene
of the meeting of the two forces, was most
animating,, and full of interest; and for. a .time;
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all: was festivity and delight ; but General Pollock having marched with the smallest possible amount of stores and baggage, that ,he might
be enabled to force the: Passes 'uhencumbered,
he was obliied, after a few days, to put the whole
,fcrce upon half rations.
'
.I t is necessary now to,take a survey of what
bad,' been transpiring in Western Affghanistan,
during all this time. At the breaking out of the
revolution at Cabool, the affairs of Candahar wore
- a more tranquil- and ~romisingappearance, than
they had done since the introduction of our
influence into the country. Akram Khan, a
rebel chief, had been executed by the
Shah's orders, and eight bf his colleagues sent to
Cabool, under the escort of Lieutenant Crawford.
The Hazareh and Beloochee tribes had been
effectually ,conciliated ; the Dooraunees of the
northern andwestern districts, had been humbled
and overawed.
On the 7tll of Nobember, the peaceful aspect of
things appeared such as to justify the despatching of Colonel Maclaren's brigade, on its homeward route to India; but upon the same day,
hews of the disaster whicl had befallen Captain
a
Woodburn and his detachment between Cabool
' and Ghuznee, arrived at Candahar, and the brigade
was recalled. Upon the l4th, letters from Sir
William MaqNaghten and General Elphinstone,

'
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announced the breaking out of the Cabool insur- '
rection, and requested General Nott to send the
brigade ordered for India, immediately to their .
assistance. Colonel Maclaren accordingly returned to Candahar, and strengthened Gith a corps
of horse artillery, started for Cabool up011 the 17tk.
I n the meantime, Captain Hart's corps of
Janbaz, had been called in from Tireen, and,
followed in the rear of Colonel Maclaren's brigade.
Two of the Shah's corps that had been left in
Neesh and Dehrawat, after t11e return of the regular
'troops, were likewise summoned to Czndahar,
and nothing remained out, but the first corps of
Janbaz, the first Shah's regiment, and two guns '
in Jamin Dawar. Shor'tly after this, it became
known that Lieutenant Crawford had been attacked'
near Ghuznee, and that the Dooraunee prisoners
under his charge, had escaped. This iptelligence
was followed by an account of the Ghiljies' attack
upon Guddoo Khan, on his return from Ghuznee,
in which that brave Affghan officer, whose services
to our cause had been most valuable, mas over- .
powered by numbers and slain, with several of.
his best men ; losing at the same time, forty-five '
horses, and a quantity d arms and baggage.
:
The province of Candahar itself, however, still
continued tranquil; and it was not until information mas received on the 3rd of December, that
Colonel Maclaren had been forceq, by the inC
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clemency of the season, to give up his advance on
Cabool that disturbances were anticipated. General Nott then judged it advisable to concentrate all
his tropps at Candahar, and accordingly ordered
in the regihent and guns at ami in Dawur. Colo>el Maclaren reached the city on the 8th of
December, and the Zapin Dasur detachment
came in the following day. A few days after-

I
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wards, reports were rife that Mahomed Atta.'
Khan had been dispatched from Cabool to spread
the rebellion in this province, and the Atchukzye,
and other neighbouAng tribes, quickly flew to
arms. The Affghan troops in our own service
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also shared the general infection, and the Janbaz
horsemen, who were abmt to be stationed on the
river Helmund, for the double purpose of protecting the fort of Ghiriskh, and being kept from
communication with Cabool, broke into open
h
3
mutiny, murdered their commanding officer,
Lieutenant Golding, severely wounded Lieutenant
,Patterson, and took the field, hoping to raise the
country.
Two days subsequent to this mutiny, the rebel
cause derived increased importance from the accession of one of the sogs of Shah Shoojah, resident at Candahar, Prince Sufter Jung, who, disgusted by the non-possession of authority, and
won over by the persuasions of an intriguing
R 3
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chief, the son of the Khan,of Laush, fled from.tfie ;
city, and joined the insurgents. From that moL
ment they rapidly increased in numbers, and Att8
. <. fixed
Mahomed having arrived from Cabool, they
their head-quarters at Dehla, about Oforty milei
distant from Candahar. General Nott was . d ~
terred, by the unfavour~blestate of the, .season,
from attacking the rebels at that place, and Afta
. Mahomed, construing his inactivity into weakness,
marched leisurely. down the valley of. Arghundab,.
at the head of about three thousand hoqe and
foot. Having been joinedoby about two thousand more from the -surrounding villages, on'
the 12th of January he took up a strong/ post r
on the right bank of the river which runs through the Achukzye country, about five miles west of
the city.
Here General Nott resolved to attack them ;. an,d'..
having adopted efficient measures for the firotection
of Candahar, he .sallied forth with the rest of his
troops to meet the insurgents.
Q
The position of the enemy mas formidable, protected in front by canals and a marsh, and both
flanks resting on strong gardens. They could
not, however, withstandJhe large force now mop,
ing against them. The fire of their matchlock-nien '
posted in the gardens and about the canals wasj
for a short time, severe ; but when our troops'had

.
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the river, and our infantry advanced to
the charge, the insurgents broke and fled. The
enemy's horse attempted to make a stand, but
were charged by our cavalry, and dispersed in all directions?
I
, Our loss on this occasion was very trifling,
' amounting to no more $an three killed, and bei
tyeen twenty and thirty wounded, while of the
,
enemy one hundred and fifty three bodies were
counted on the field of battle, and their wounded
, ,.
were estimated at about two hundred. This suc,
! cess produced the m6st beneficial effects. I t disheartened and thinned the ranks of the insurgents,
-.
decided the wavering, and encouraged the well
,
affected; and the city of Car~daharwas well supplied with provisions from the neighbouring
villages.
I
Our troops were now left unmolested for a considerable deriod, and General Nott took advantage of
the interim to repair the fortifications of the town,
and lay in a five rnonthst stock of provisions. On
,
the 30th of January, they heard of'the assassinah
tion of the Envoy at Cabool, and the intendeq
1 .
evacuation of that city ; and on the 21st of
* February, they receive4 instructions to give up
:
Candahar in compliance with the stipulations of
, .
the Cabool convention. General Nott, however,
5

.
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and Major Rawlinson, the political agent, like Sir
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Robert Sale at Jellalabad, declined acceding to tht . +,
injunction, and resolved to maintain possession of
,{ . .
the city till definitive instructions should arrive
.c .
from Calcutta. Immediate preparations* were
ci '
then made for taking the field, and as *a preliminary, the extreme but necessary measure w a a
s-,
adopted, of expelling all the population supposed
[i7
be hostile to our interests from the town.
'.
Meanwhile, the enemy had commenced annoying * ',qii.
"':+
us by attacks upon our foraging parties ; and on ",,the 7th of March, General Nott moved out against
t
the insurgents, with a force composed of her Ma.
jesty's 40th, with the loth, 38th, 42nd, and 43rd
1,
regiments of Native Infantry, a few cavalry, and
1%
Anderson's guns, consistifig of four nine-pounders.
,
2"'.
Considerable skirmishes ensued, and several villages were destroyed by our men, and given u p
:,to plunder. When the Affghans had got our,
,)- . ,
C
froops decoyed a su6cient way out, following at
,:
last a detachment of only two thousand strongj
j
the principal body consisting of aboub five thou-,
sand foot and one thousand horse, doubled upon
;
them and returned to Candahar, where they arrived:
1;
and immediately took possession of the old town,
on the evening of the $th. Next morning they :-{
attacked, and nearly got possession of a portion of ,)pi
the city, having effected a lodgment at the Herat
1
-.n
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gate, and commenced setting fire to the houses.
Had they been successful, the position of General
Nott would have been perilous indeed.
The
.bulk.of our - artillery, with the 2nd -Native Infantry, thk lst, 2nd, and 5th Shah's Infantry,
m d the 1st cavalry with skinner's Horse, arnounting to two thousand ssven hundred, had been
left behind, and gave them so rough a reception
that they were speedily dispersed, leaving fromsix hundred to a thousand killed or severely
wounded. The insurgent army, on this, broke
up, and quitted theJ neighbourhood altogether.
General ' Nott returned in safety to Candahar
on the 19th' after a seven days' absence. This
defeat for a time appeared to have produced a
strong impression throughout the country. The
aggressions of the enemy were, for a period, inter.
ru,pted,?and supplies of provisions, previously
withheld'kom us; began once more to be brought
.
into our camp by the natives.
, I n the nmeantlme, the reinforcement under
General England, was advancing to the relief of
the Candahar garrison with treasure, ammunition,
and other stores in convoy. The first detachment of this force, coasisting of about twelve
hundred men, headed by General England in
person, left Dadur on the 9th of March, and
arrived at Quettah on the 16th,' after a terrible

>
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passage of the Bolan, during which some hun;
dred camels were lost in the snow, and fifteen .of 11the soldiers frozen to death. The second de-:'(i
tachment of about equal strength, under, Major
Simmons, followed at an interval of nineteen
days, and reached Quettah on the 4th of Apr&
while the third ort ti on of the brigade was moving'
up from Scinde, with a view of arriving a t the , .same point early in May.
A few days after General England reached
Quettah, he moved out towards the valley of
Pisheen, about twenty miles off, to protect its
&habitants, who were peaceably disposed towards
us, from the insurgents, and to gather forage
for his camels. On theb7th, the troops passed
the village of Hykulzie, and were received by the
chiefs with every demonstration of friendship-;
but on the following day large bodies of men mere
C
o-hserved suspiciously clustering upon the hills on "
either side. These were at first supposed to be
scouts or marauders, but further onr, two hills,
between which lay our line of march, mere
found hostilely occupied; one being strongly
barricaded, and the other crowned with irregulars,
evidently determined t~ oppose our progress:
The Light companies of the 41st, and of two of C
the native regiments, amounting in all to one
hundred and eighty men, were dirt@ted%%b
charge
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the hill in line only, it being supposed that
the enemy would flee at their approach. Instead
of this, however, they. kept steadily behind their
intreyhment, and the moment our men crossed
the crest Jof the barricade, a rush so desperate
gnd irresistible was made zgainst them, that they
were compelled to ' fag back, leaving Captain
May and seventeen others dead upon the field.
On descending the height, hotly pressed by the
enemy, who conducted themselves most gallantly,
a bodj. of cavalry, which had arrived from Candahar on the previou$ day, wheeled round the
flank of'the hill, and fell upon the rear of the
foe, while another detachment of the 41st covered
the retreat of the stoming party, which then
threw itself into a square at the foot of the hill
to receive the enemy. The Affghan'horse finding
their efforts against the compact mass of no avail,
retreatedi in -good order, leaving many of their
dead beneath the bayonets of our men, amongst
>whomwero severdl .chiefs. This was one of the
best contested actions, on the part of the hffghans, we had yet been engaged in; and they
fought with the greatest intrepidity, charging on
to the very bayonets of (jur soldiers. The utmost
gallantry was also displayed by the British troops,
although repulsed. The Sepoys earnestly entreated permission to charge up the hill again,
J
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but were refused. The 41st were equally anxious to renew the contest, and wipe out t h e dis-'
grace of their discomfiture, but the General declined making any further attempt to advanpe, and
resolved to fall back on Quettah, %hich was
reached with but little molestation on the 30th.
General England n o q gave u p all hope of
being able t o send troops t o Candahar a t present; ,
'He wrote to General Nott, announcing his reverse a t Hykulzie, ancl stating that supplies
could only be pushed f0rwar.d in case of extremeeplergency, and with the assistance of a body of
troops from Candahar to secure the Pasies. He
then commenced intrenching himself strongly at
Quettah, repairing the oldFortifications, and throwing up fresh ones ; and was actively employed in
these precautionary measures, when, about the
middle of April, a peremptory order reached him
h
from General Nott, commanding his instarit
advance, and disapproving of his proceedings at
c
t
Quettah.
Accordingly, on the morning of the 20th of
April, General England once more set out for
Candahar with his force, comprising nearly three
thousand men, in chargaof two thousand camels,
8100,000 of treasure, and various military stores, 1.
for the use of the garrison of that city. On..the i
28th they reached Hykulzie, exactly one month 11
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after their previous mishap at that place, and
found the enemy occupying their old position on
the hills. The 41st again rushed on to the
attack., gallantly led by Major Simmons, determined, at least, a o t to be beaten back this time,
and supported by the 3rd cavalry and three light
battalions, the heights tg the right and left were
speedily carried. As soon as the enemy per
ceived we' had turned their. position, they were
seized with a panic, and fled in all directions.
The infantry scampered off among the hills to
avoid our fire, and the horsemen, leaping from
their hoises, endeavoured to escape on foot, drop" ping some of them from heights of fifty or sixty
feet, and some threw themselves madly on our
troops, attacking the cavalry with their swords.
A severe personal encounter took place between
one of these di3mounted Affghans and ~ i e u i e n a n t
~shburnLr,whose horse refusing to charge, his
'opponent rushed upon him, gave him a deep
, ,cut in the k g , and dragged him from his horse. 8
A fierce struggle ensued between them, and the
Lieutenant seizing his opportunity attempted to
pistol the Affghan, but received a desperate blow
upon the head, and a sword-cut upon his arm,
which nearly severed it in two. The* rebel thus
escaped for the moment, but almost immediately
after he was cut down by some of our men.
I
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The loss on our part in this affair was slight,'
amounting to no more than ten wounded. The
enemy had about thirty killed, and a much'
greater number wounded. After this action, the
troops met with but little opposition in ?heir pro-:
gress, and having passed the Kojuk Pass in*
safety, where they met cwith the brigade sent
from Candahar to their assistance, they reached' ,
that city on the 9th of May.
Shortly after this, Lord Ellenborough's order
for the evacuation of Affgbanistan, which has
occasioned so much discussion, arrived at Candahar, and General Nott was desired to s e n i a force'
to bring off the garrison of Khelat-i-Ghiljie, an@
reduce the fortifications 'of that place to ruin.'
Colonel Wymer was accordingly despatched with a;
strong detachment of five thousand men for that
purpose. Meanwhile the insurgents had tollected'
in great strength, and surrounded Khelat-i-Ghil-'
jie, and a t day-break on the morning of the 21st
of May, they commenced an attack dpon it in..
two quarters. The enemy advanced to t h d
assault in the most determined manner, each
column consisting of more than two thousand'
men, provided with thidy scaling ladders; but '
after an hour's hard fighting, they were repulsed
by the brave little garrison, and driven down thg
hill with the loss of five standards.
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' On the 26th, Colonel Wymer's farce arrived to
their relief, and prepatatiuns were immediately
made for the evacuation .of thekfortress, and dis- mantlqment ' of its defences. This being done,
the ~ o l d n e lwith the garrison under .escort,
returned to Candahar, which he reached on the
7th of June.
a
During the absence of this detachment,~Aktar
Khan, Chief of Zamin Dawur, having assembled
a force of three thousand men, crossed the Helmund, and joined t)e rebel army under Prince
Sufter Jung and htta Mahomed. Under an imyressioi that the garrison of Candahar was now
so weakened as to be unable to stand an attack, and at the same'time operate in the field,
the enemy on the 29th of May took possession
of some steep rocky hills within a mile of the city
walls. General Nott instantly moved out with a
b
portion of his troops to the attack, leaving General England with the rest in conlmand of the
walls. A b u t onb o'clock, the heights on which
the enemy were posted, were stormed under a
heavy h e of artillery, and our troops dashed up
in gallant style, although much inferior to the
Affghans in numbers. 3The latter mere quickly
driven from all their posts with great slaughter,
and pursued and cut up by the cavalry in all
directions. I t was a brilliant action, the enemy
1
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having mustered eight thousand strong, besides
two thousand protecting their camp, while General Nott's gallant little force did not exceed
twelve hundred. Its effects were seen in.the sub- ,: - .
mission shortly afterwards of Sufter * ~ u n gand;
several of his chiefs.
With the exception o k a kind of marauding
expedition, upon which Colonel Wymer was.next
"
sent, upon his return from Ichelat-i-Gliiljie, all
remained quiet about Caudahar for some weeks:
Suddenly, however, a change seemed to have . .
taken place in the pusillanimous intentions of.
the Indian government, and instead df falling,
C
back, as we had latterly expected, upon Quettah;
a rumour ran through the Bty, that we were about.
to advance upon Ghuznee, and thence, to ~ a c o o l .
This mas in part speedily confirmed, to the great '
delight of the eager troops, who were in excellent
C
spirits from the conduct of their brave commander,
and their late successes, as well-as by the active preparations which were
as pfiliminaries
to an advance. At length it became fully known
that Candahar mas to be evacuated, that General
England was to return to Scinde with a portion
of the troops, about four thousand, and all the
.
women, and the sick and the wounded of
the army, that General Nott should advance
northward with the remainder of the force,
I..
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about seven thousand, as lightly equipped as
possible.
Accordingly, on the 9th of August, after the
powder magazine. had been blown up, the spare
commissaiiat and arsenal stores destroyed, and
call the other arrangements completed, the British
army quitted Candahar, General England proceeded on his homeward route, and arrived at
Quettah on the 20th, after a most successful passage of the Icojuk defiles. Thence the brigade
moved on to D a d u ~ ,the General, with the last
division, leaving Quettah on the 1st of Octoher, A d by the middle of the month, the
whole of his force had bade farewell to Affa
ghanistan.
* In the meantime, General Nott was advancing
steadily forward without any obstruction of consequence in the direction of Ghuznee. This
!
important fortress had again fallen into the hands
of the Affghans, who had risen in rebellion, in
this districa, abodt the same time that the outbreak had taken place at Cabool. I t had been left
with a garrison of upwards of a thousand men,
under the command of Colonel Palmer, and had
the authorities acted +Ah promptitude and decision, they might, perhaps, have held their post,
till reinforced by General Nott. But they seem
to have been paralyzed by the intelligence of the
2
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Cabool events, and neglected to do much that
might have bettered their. condition. Instead
of acting as Generals Sale and Nott had done,
in expelling the hostile inhabitants f r o p the
town, a foolish wavering feeling pevzled, that
it would be an act of unnecessary cruelty too
drive them from their hgmes ; and, at lengthj
after holding out for several months, and enduring almost unparalleled hardships, frequently
repelling the attacks of the overwhelming numbers
of the enemy, with the mosts undaunted bravery,
these townspeople treacherously admitted the
&erny within the walls, and Colonel palher was
~bligedto capitulate in the beginning of March;
The terms of the treaty guaranteed honourable
treatment to the' garrison, and safe escort t o
Cabool, solemnly sworn to by the chiefs, but the
same treachery marked the conduct of these men,
as their countrymen had exhibited at the@capital,
and several of the hapless garrison were murdered,
and Colonel Palmer with others: made ~risoners.
Though occasionally annoyed by small parties of
the enemy, General Nott had-met with no serious
opposition in his progress towards Ghuznee, till he
arrived at Gonine, thirty-gne miles south-west of
the town. Here, on the 30th of August, Shumsoodeen Khan, the Affghan governor of the fortress,.
marched out against him with an army of twelve
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thousand men, and posted himself in the vicinity
.* of the British camp.
General Nott resolved to give him battle, and
moved out with one half of his force, the enemy
at the s a d e time, advancing in the most bold and
gallant, manner, each cheering as they came into
position. Their left y j ~ spiaced upon a hill of
, some elevation, their centre and right upon a low
ridge, until their flank rested upon a fort filled
with men ; and they then opened a fire of small
arms, supported by" two six-pounder guns, directed with admirable precision. Our columns
now ad$anced upon the different points boldly
" and steadily, pouring in a deadly fire upon the
opposi~granks, and dter a short but spirited
contest,, completely routed the enemy, capturing
their guns, tents, ammunition, and baggage,
and dispersing them in every direction. Shumsoodeen hnimself fled, with about thirty hoi-semen towards Ghuznee, and had it not been
,for the. frimdly c b e r of night, which was fast
setting in, and aided their escape, the whole
- Affghan army would have been destroyed.
After this glorious victory, General Nott moved
on against Ghuznee, beQre which he arrived on
w
thadth of, September. He found the city full of
men, and the range of mountains running northeast of the fortress, covered by heavy bodies of
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the enemy's horse and foot. The gardens and
neighbouring ravines were also occupied, and a
considerable reinforcement to the garrison had
arrived from Cabool, under Sultan Jan.. The
General's first measure was to dir:ct
Major
Sanders, of the Bengal Engineers, to reconnoitrm
,. 1
' 1.
the works, under escort of the 16th regiment of
Native Infantry, and a party of irregular cavalry.
,"
This brought on some smart skirmishing, in
which our Sepoys behaved to admiration. Captain White, of her iMajesty's.40th regiment, com,
manding the light companies of the army, was
t
pushed forward, accompanied by ~ n d e r s o k troop
s
of horse artillery, to support the reconnoitring
. .f
party, and General Nott st once determined on
-.
carrying the enemy's mountain positions before '
encamping his force. The troops ascended the
heights in gallant style, driving the enemy before
I
them until every point was gained.
The village of Bullal is situated about six
hundred yards from the walls oi' Ghusnee, upon.
the spur of the mountain to the north-east, and
observing it to be a desirable spot for preparing a ' ",
heavy battery, to be placed three hundred paces ,
in advance, the General ardered it to be occupied '
by two regiments of infantry, and some light guns;
to protect the operations of the engineers, and
establishecl the rest of his troops in camp.

1.
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I t was also resolved that the principal assault
by battery should be supported by two other
attacks; one an attempt to blow in the watergate, (both the others having been strongly built
up, and thfe causeways in front of them cut
though,) another to escalade a weak point near
the Cabool gate, which vauld . have been greatly
+aid*dby the fire of the artillery from the hill.
Accordingly, at dusk on th8 evening of the 5th
of September, a working party, composed of the
sappers, and a hundre& and sixty men frkm the
regiments occupying the hill, commenced work .
on the baitery. By four A.M. on the following
"morning, cover for the party had been secured
across the ridge of the gill, and so much. prog e s s made in the execution of the work, as to
lead to reasonable expectations that the four
eighteen-pounder guns, and two twenty-fourpounder h2witzers would be established in position, and ready to open their fire during the
d4y.
Early on the evening of the 5th, a brisk
matchlock fire was kept up from the citadel on
the hill, but this gradually slackened, and at
4: P.M. had entirely ceas~d. The enemy's in- fantry had been .observed at dusk, crossing the
river near the water-gate, with the intention, it
was supposed, of attacking the woiking party
I
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during the night; but, as the day broke, the fort"
was discovered to be evacuated, the garrison,.
alarmed by our preparations, having fled under
cover of the darkness. The citadel .and all
the defences of the once formidable Ghuznee,
were then destroyed, and General Nott pmceeded to Cabool, which he reached towards
the end of the month. after another triumphant
conflict with Shumsoodeen, and a large army of
Affghans.
Meanwhile, General Ppllock had advanced
upon the same point from Jellalabad, where he
had been detained upwards of four months by
the indecision of the Indian government, as to itso
future intentions in ~ffihanistan,and his inability
to move for want of the necessary means. This
period had been employed in sending occasional
expeditions against the surrounding tribes, and
negotiations for the release of the Eabool pri- soners, which, however, came to nothing; and an
advance upon-the capital ha%ng a% length bee11
decided upon, General Pollock, on the 20th of
August, commenced his march. Prior to this,
however, General Sale had moved forward to
Futteabad, with his gallant garrison, the 3rd drbi
goons and other cavalry, a party of sappers, and '
artillery. Immediately upon his arrival, he cornmenced operations against one of Akbar I<han7s

,
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principal forts, which had recently been much
skrengthened; the party charged with the office
of reducing it, was placed under Captain Broadfoot, and sg well did he make his dispositions,
'
that the place was taken, and razed to the
&ound, without any bloodshed.
On the morning of the Brd, General Pollock3s
foice reached Gundamuk, and having heard that
the enemy, under the chiefs Hadji Ali and
Khryroollah Khan, occupied the village and fort of
Mammoo Khail, two miles from the camp, it was
resolved to attack them the following morning..
Accordingly, at 4 o'clock A.M. on the 24th, General Pollock marched o t t at the head of about
four thousand men, and dividing them into two
columns, with skirmishers in front, advanced to
give the enemy battle. The fields were flooded,
purposely,, to prevent the advance of our force.
The village was entered without resistance, and
the left column m p ~ e don towards the fort of
D5ammoo K%ail, which was gallantly stormed, by
the men using each other's shoulders for scaling
ladders. The right proceeded on to Kooclee
Khail, punishing the enemy severely as it ads vanced. The Affghans defended themselves with
I * gteat bravery, and the fighting lasted for five
At length, they were defeated at all
hours.
points, and their tents, carriages, cattle, and am-
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munition, with a quantity of provisions, fell into '
our hands; a large quantity of plunder,' taken
from the ill-fated Cabool force, duringl'the retreat, was also discovered, evidently pfoving that ,
the people of this district had aided toz.bring
about our disasters. Two Hindoostanee womeh
were found there, and t h names of three Euro. pean soldiers, two of the 44th, and one .ofirehe
.
13th, were observed written' on some .of- the
buildings, clearly proving the fact of their cap:
tivity there. These records of their murdered
comrades added greatly to the exaspera$on of our
ti-oops, and the villages were destroyed, the, trees
cut down, and the, plains devastated, ,with:; reL
vengeful eagerness. ~ c effects
e
of thii frictory , '
were made apparent in the immediate submission,
.
of the neighbouring tribes, and the camp began t.o
be well supplied with provisions.
, , ~
.
Meanwhile rumours prevailed, that th& epemy
were gathering in great force in the Passes ahead of
-us, with the determination of rlsisting our further
progress. On the 8th of September, General Pollock moved out of Soorkhab in progress to
Jugdulluk, and on approaching the heights-which
commanded the valley,*they were found,to be', . '
occupied by large bodies of the enemy, apphfekFy '
under different chieftains; each having a distinI
guishing standard. On Q nearer view, their,posii .
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"ion proved to be one of remarkable strength, and
most difficult of access. The hills they occupied
fo~medan amphitheatre, inclining towards the left
of the road, on which the troops were halted, while
the guns opened, and the enemy were thus enabled
cih this point to fire down upon the column, a deep
ravine preventing any cbntact with them. Our
artillery began to play upon them, but with little
effect, while the mountaineers poured in their fire
from every point unremittingly. The General
, observing this, detached Captain Broadfoot, with
a party of sappers, to the extreme left of the
enemy's position, and his men began ascending a
hill on the top of whith the enemy were en.trenched behind a strong breastwork. The 9th
foot, under Colonel Taylor, were at the same time
directed to cross a deep ravine, and assault the
hill on th$opposite side, where the enemy held a
ruined fort, and were assembled in great numbers.
Captain Wilkinsor., with the 13th, and other
corps undef ~ieuienants Boileau and Trench,
and Captain Gahan, respectively, were despatched
to other points, and the whole, bursting into an
animated and enthusiastic cheer, rushed up the
heights simultaneously, And drove the scared
, Ghiljies before them, who fled precipitately down
- ' the hills. A large body of their horsemen still remained on the summit of a high. mountain, and
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on this apparently inaccessible height,. -they ' .
planted their banners in defiance. This was not
to. be borne, and the gallant 13th, with .a few
companies of Native Infantry, rushed \p the lo*
heights with undaunted resolution; but the
Ghiljies waited not for the onset, and our &roo$%
took quiet possession o f their last and leastr-as4
1 ..-.,I - r y # j . o - ~ .. sailable stronghold.
But our difficulties were not yet' over;- These
tremendous defiles offered opportuniticzs-but.tooadvantageous for our molestation, to be neglected
by the ever ready Ghiljies ; and at Tqeen;r.immense bodies of them, under the leaderihip%of
0
?'
Akbar Khan himself, crzwned every disposab!e
;
I,
height commanding our camp. On t h e 13th;
General Pollocl~resumed his march towards the- .
mouth of the Pass, and the enemy'srl-ioiseTappeared in the valley, with the intentio~~of~falling
upon the baggage ; but the dragoons and- 'native
cavalry made a most brilliant .charge, and'%omlpletely routed the whole body of the&. .-:r- ./,
On entering the Pass, our infantry mounted th-e
heights, to drive off the enemy ;but the Affghans
j
encouraged by the presence of their emihknt
chief, instead of giving0way, as in previuus:in-OrG
stances, advanced to meet us, and a des^pk';ace
encounter ensued.
So obstinate, indeed;? was
their defence, that the contest, in man$+ca's'e~,
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w a s only decided at the point of the bayonet.
Throughout the field of action. the same spirit
prevailed; aU the neighbouring heights mere alive
with despeqate combatants, and the enemy seemed
especially eager to prevent our ascending- the
Iiuft Kotul. But nothing could withstand the,
determination to conquelj evinced by our troops :
.one by one, they forced the different positions of
the enemy, and, at length, scaled the sides of the
'
Huft Kotul, giving three cheers as they reached
the summit. This w2s one of the best contested
actions which had yet taken place between our
troops and the Affghans. The fighting continued
P
" throughout the day, an$ the enemy, who niustered the formidable number of sixteen thousand
men, left several hundreds dead upon the field.
This brilliant and decisive victory opened the
way for G$neral Pollock to Cahool. The troops
pursued their march through this series of terrific
passes, without fur!her molestation ; but at every
btep, some harrowing spectacle presented itself to
their eyes, some dismal relic of the tragedy
enacted there, in the preceding January, which
goaded them to fury, and urged them to vow ven,P ,
,-' geance upon their treache2ous foes. Before them,
ahd behind them, in huge heaps, the unburied
skeletons of their murdered fellow countrymen lay
I bleaching in the mountain winds, arld when we
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read of the excesses which, it must be confessed; '
were committed on some occasions, during - the
I
second advance and retreat, it should be- rehem-.
bered how strongly such scenes as the above were
'
calculated to rouse the passions of untutored'men,
. '. 0
whether Europeans or Hindoostanees.
At length, General PoWock and his victoriou6,
army arrived'at Cabool, and in the 16th of S+tember, the British colours were once more
1
waving triumphantly over the ramparts of the* ,
Rala Hissar.
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CHAPTER XIV.

Ii

,FATE

.,'

'

OF CAB OOL-COND~~'ION

OF

TEE

PRISONERS-

NEGOTIATIONS COFCERNINO TEEM-HEIR

ESCAPE-

5

OPERATIONS I N KOHISTAN-DESTRUCTION

OF THE AFF-

3

GHAN CITIES-RETURN

,

OF T E E ARMIES TO INDIA-

RECEPTION AT FEROZEPORE-CONCLUSION.

i

Since r;he breaking out of the revolution, the
city of Cabool liad been a prey to intestine commotion. Mahomed Zeman Khan, brother of
Dost Mahomed, at first assumed sovereign au;
thority; but Shah Shoojah, wh6 continued to
I
hold the Rala Hissar against the town, was,
after m u d fighting, acknowledged by the majority of the chiefs, with whose plans he was, in
j , , some measure, obbiged to fall in. There is no
J.
decided proof, however, to convict him of trea:
chery towards us, or of having instigated the in'
surrection; and it is not to be wondered at, if,
, ,when he found himself derserted by our troops, he
,-(-. * eqdeavoured to ma& the best terms he could
with his rebellious subjects. But his reign was
.
.of no long continuance, the unfortunate Shah
c
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being murdered at the beginning of April by 't5e
son of Mahomed Zeman Khan. His death .was
the signal for the renewal of civil strife, and the
leading chiefs struggled among themselv~s.with
the late King's sons for the possessyon of .the
supreme authority.
Mahomed Zeman and
Akbar I a a n were the t r o principal campetitors
for power, and their parties were alternatdr
' in
the ascendant.
At length, Akbar , ,Khan
seated Prince Futteh Jung, the third son-&of.Shah Shoojah, and a most dissolute and ;bin-'
.cioned man, upon the throde, making himself, at ,.
the same tirne, ~izier, and retaining t h e wholepower in his own hands ;-but this state of things: &
again, was soon altered, a d just previous to Gene:
ral Pollock's arrival at Cabool, Futteb Jung.ca;l;e
,. . j i i .+ ,
as a fugitive to the ~ r i t i s hcamp.
I n the meantime, negotiation after neggtiahn
had been entered into, and various p 9 o p i f o n s
made, having for their object the releasea20f'the,
hostages and prisoners in th l~anJs of :k-kba:
Khan ; but, from his insincerity, and the dxtravagant nature of his demands, .'hitherto without
effect, and their rescue seemed as far removed,ar
even more remote thap ever. The fate of %hem
*
unfortunate individuals excited the intensest k- terest in every British bosom. Although thkif
treatment was better th2n could at first haveheen
anticipated, their situation, independent of thkir
'
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captive state, was one of the greatest hardship,
and an universal feeling of indigdation ran throughout the length and breadth of their native land,
animating equally their fellow countrymen in
India, wheh it was known that Lord Ellenborough
had issued his mandate for the withdrawal of our
troops from Affghanistan, without having first
'. .i.
provided for their safety. How they were enabled, gentle and delicate fetnales, and children as
some of them were, to bear up against the sufferings inflicted upon them, is really wonderful, and
affords a strong proof of the protecting care of
Providence. The noble fortitude of Lady Sale,
(9
however, was of immense service in keeping up
the spirits and hopes of >her fellow captives, and
I
the heroic disregard of self evinced in her celebrated letter to her husband, has stamped that
I
lady's name with honour upon the page of history.
Monthrafter month passed away, during which
! r time the wretched prisoners were dragged about
i
from place $0 place by their treacherous captor,
1
until all hope of ever seeing their friends and
t
country again began to give way to despair; and
I
on the 1l t h of September, being at Barneean, they
4
heard, to their horror, othat they were to be
* marched off forthwith to Khooloom, and distrir
buted among the chiefs of that territory. Fearful
L
and hopeless indeed was the prospect now before
I
r
them ; but what the fear of our advancing armies
k c -
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could not- procure from the Affghari chief,'$aiT '; '
achieved by the love of gold in a subordinatey 1t'
was intimated to Saleh Mahomed, who '*cdk
.
manded the Affghan regiment, sent to escozt-the
prisoners to Toorkistan, that. he would 'reap' a
rich reward if he would consent to aid-in th8ir;- .
escape ; and in an intervier with Major P ~ t t i n g e'r -~
.it mas agreed to give him a present of twentf'.
thousand rupees, and to continue to him 'the' ,
command of his regiment on his present'salify
of one thousand rupees ? month; granting
him at the same time full pardon for all. past ,
offences. Having so far discovered -tKe senti-?
1
merits of Saleh Mahomed Khan, Major ~bttirigi;! 0
with whom were associated Captains Lawrence and' .
.
Johnston, brought him to General Sheltonj-aid
laid the plan before thai officer, and Coliih'el: . Ir
Palmer, who, with the captured o5cers from'j1
Ghuznee, had been added to the Cabbol prisoners.
,I
Both these officers, however, declined attachirig' , !
their signature to any agreement d tbe kind,-lest-it should implicate them with Mahomed Akbarif
discovered ; ivhereupon, the Major and his corn-. '
panions consulted the rest of the captives, and :its
mas unanimously resolvd to attempt the plad8atdl risks, and that if it were found to be a scheme to overreach them, they should try to seiid'thg
xveapons of the guard, and to hold out in the-fort:
they were stationed in till succour arrived.^;+', '
C
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. Major Pottinger, with his usual energy and
promptitude, then assumed4 the functions of a
political agent, and finding the governor of
Bameean inclined to be hostile, although he at
first 'prcBered his services in their cause, he,
backed by Saleh Mahomed, superseded him
directly, appointing Deen Mahomed Khan, the
former governor, in hi: place. He then employed
men to frighten the Meef Akhom Ahmed Khan,
who had the more immediate custody of the captives by telling him, (as if in friendship) that it
had been resolved to seize him and bribe the troops
These bold measures had the desired effect; the
Governor sent to proffer his good offices in
the prisoners' favourpand Ahmed Khan, with his
Ghiljie guards, hastily decamped. On the 15th,
they received intelligence of General Pollock's
advance, and his victory over the Affghans,
and givhg up their intention of holdilig out in the
fort, the captive officers now animated with fresh
hopes, ryolvedg with Saleh Mahomed, to march
out, and force their way to Cabool unassisted.
Accordingly, on the following day, the little
party commenced retracing their steps down the
Bameean valley, and $aching Tepchy Bala, encamped with the castles'in their front, so as to
occupy them in case of necessity. Meanwhile,
the Kuzzilbashes of the capital, who had always
been friendly to our interests, urged on by the
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promises and representations of Mohan La1 a ' ,
most worthy and intelligent Hindoo, formerly a@
tached to Sir Alexander Burnes, had been taking
measures to effect the release of the prisoners,.a& '
a party of Kuzzilbash horse were advadcing
their assistance, with Sir Richmond Shakspeare at ,
their head. This brave a r c enthusiastic office?,
upon the arrival 'of General Pollock's army at Ca-,bod, hastened to the Kuzzilbash quarter of the
town and finding a party ready to proceed,. h e
determined to accompany them in quest of his
captive countrymen. His generous efforts were
crowned with success, and on the 17th the anxious prisoners had the inexpressible delight to . *
behold, from their encampment, the banners of the"liberating party; and in a f e y minutes Sir Rich:
.
rnc~ndgalloped up, and congratulated them up&'their restoration to freedom.
. 1
.
But there mas yet cause for anxieti. 6 #kljd .
.
IChan was still at large, with several of the chief;
at his command, and it was to'be apprehended
that he might make an attempt to regain posses- ' .
sion of his victims. Consequently, Sir R. Shaks- .
peare sent immediately to General Pollock for .a
reinforcement, the now j o y ~ u sparty continuing at
,
the same time their route to Cahool, and on the
20t11, shortly after reaching the town of Kotashroo, they had the happiness to fall in with :
the hero o f Jellalabad, who had been despatched
t 6 . 4
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to their assistance. The scece of their meeting
was, as may well he supposed, intensely interesting; but it is needless to dwell in description upon
the mutual delight which must have almost overpowere$the brave General Sale, and his wife and
daughter, upon their reunion;in common with. the
other captives. and their friends. Words are too
cl'
weak to express the tumultuous feelings of joy
\vhich throbbed in many a bosom on that occb
sio? ; suffice-it, that such moments as those must,
one would think, be the nearest a,pproach to peifect
happiness that me; can know.
The'fescued-captives and their liberators now
moved along towards the Pass of Suffed-Icak,
where were statione& the 13th Light Infantrg.
Loud and animating was the cheer with which the
men saluted each lady as she successively ascended the hill, while a perfect storm of delight
burst Crom the gallant fellows to welcome the
lady of their Colonel as she came in sight. The
same joyoud sallutatiorls greeted them wherever
they met with friends, and on arriving at General
Pollock's camp at sunset on the following day,
the thunder of artillery once more proclaimed
the joy their presense diffused amongst their
countrymen.
The only dranrback upon these demonstrations
of delight was the knowledge that Captain ByC
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grave still remained in the hands of Mohamed'
&.
Alrbar, but even on this score all appreherisi6<
was soon relieved, as that wily chief, seeing' the
uselessness and irnpolicy of further detainink
I
I
him, gave him his freedom unsolicited: and he .
4
completed the triumph of our arms and the
general joy, by entering the camp, under escort, a
0
few days afterwards.
as
'The number of prisoners thus rescued from a
captivity, its hapless victims had began to regard
I
1
as only terminable by death, amounted to up:
. ,
wards of a hundred; of w h o d nine were ladies,
. i
I
some thirty odd officers, a few children, and thi> rest non-commissioned officers and privates,"
e 1
chiefly of the 44th. The lotal number of pri-,
/
soners, however, including natives, which may be
said to have been liberated by' our success, mas
nearly two thousand ; of whom the immedskT ' -.
majority were the sick and wounded left atl~abool:
previous to the retreat, and such of the soldiers
. i
and camp-followers as had found tbeir wa4;
* .. .
back to the city during and since that perilous
:
time. These were now wandering beggars about
the streets.
Our honour, however, sezms not to have been
'-2 r
considered as yet fully vindicated, nor our ven;,,
geance su5ciently appeased, and on the 25th .of'.
-*
September, an expedition of about four thousand '
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men, under General McGaskill, mas despatched
to Kohistan to ravage the country, and endeavour
tq secure the persons of Akbar Khan, and other
leadmg ~hiefs of the rebellion. The main feature of the irruption was the assault and capture
of the strong fortress of Istalif, at a short distance
from
which place the* detachment encamped on
--9
the 88th.
The same evening General McGaskill proceeded to reconnoitre the enemy's position, and
found it to be one s f immense natural strength.
The toyn, consisting of masses of houses and
forts, was built on the slope of a mountain, in the
"
rear of which are yet loftier eminences shutting
'
in a defile which leadito Toorkistan; and in n o
way could this place of abode of fifteen thousand
people be approached but by surmounting ranges
of hills, separated by deep ravines, or traversing
(0
6y narrow roads its gardens, vineyards, an$
orchards, fenced > in with strong enclosure walls.
The whol&of them, with the mountain side and
the tops of the houses, were occupied by juzailchees; and the strongest proof is afforded that
the enemy after this disposition considered the
, C' ' place unassailable, by t;leir having retained within
the town the wives and children, not only of the
inhabitants, but of thousands of refugees from
Cabool.
I-
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Soon after daylight on the following morning'
the troops began to move, and traversed the pIain
,
from the left to the right of the enemy's positios.
Our light troops and guns repressed tbe*occa..
sional attacks of their juzailchees from the gardens, who were numerous and most daring; but
when the column arrived i s front of the village
Ismillah, the General resolved to make a com-'
bined attack on this point; Brigadier Tulloch's
column assailed its left, and Brigadier Staeey,
making a long detour, attacked the right. The
action commenced with great gallantry op both
sides ; Hill's 9th Foot, under Colonel Taylor, the
1
26th Native Infantry, undzr Major Huish, and
Captain Broadfoot's sappers, who so distinguished
then~selvesat Jellalabad, vied with each other i n
feats of daring courage, dashing at the almsst
impregnable positions of the enemy, and leaving
them no resource but flight. The 4 l s t Queen's
Foot, under Major Brown, the .42$ Native Infantry, under Major Clarkson, and the 43d, com-' * ,
manded by Major Nash, now moved forward,
covered by their light companies; and got into
action on their side, storming the village and
' .
*-1.
vineyards with distinguisheq bravery. The enemy
I
were driven from every point, and pursued with
4
a rapidity which left no time to rally ; and a
.i
singular spectacle was then presented in the es-!
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cape up the mountain side of the women and
children from the place, to which no interruptiorr
wgs offered; but as detached parties bf the beaten
A f f g h h ~still occupied some very lofty heights,
the mountain train ascended them by a dizzy
- pathway, and dispersed the fugitives by a de_ structive fire. Our raerve was now established
on the lower heights, and the whole of the place,
filled with property of every description, much of
it plandered from our army in 1841, was in our
possession. After taking out various supplies
which pight be useful to the troops, the town
mas set on fire in several places, and the country
around devastated wjJhout mercy. The troops
then continued their route towards Charekar,
where we suffered so severely the previous year,
a regiment of Ghoorkhas having been entirely
cut up, and from which place Major Yottinger
and ~ i g t e n a n tHoughton had effected their arc
duous retreatJ toythe Cabool cantonments. This
town farGd no better than Istalif, but was destroyed in such a way as scarcely to leave a vestige
remaining, after which General McGaskill, with
his division, rejoined the main army.
These were the last offensive operations under%aken against the Affghans; and the object for
which the second expedition into Affghanistan was
undertaken, being accomplished in the redemption
'
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of our tarnished glory, the repossession of Caboolj '
- .
and the restoration to freedom of the prisoners,? .
nothing now remained but to withdraw from %beT - .
country. Previous to doing so, howev~:ib had; . .
'.
been determined to leave behind us in the capital: ''
as well as elsewhere, signal marks of our displea~'
sure; and Colonel Richmod, on the 9th of OC-&
I
tober, was ordered with a detachment to blow up'
the principal mosque, and the great covereb . ,* 1
bazaar, one of the chief ornaments of Cabool. .Olri
1
arriving at the city, the necessary dispositions were
i
made to guard against attacks from the citizensj
and attempts at plunder upon the part of tKt?
0
camp followers; after whic3 the work of destruci: tion commenced. By the evening, the mosque a*
. i
the head of the bazaar on the West, also two out?
:of the four covered arcades, constituting the g e a d
choke, were blown up, and effectually destroyed!'
B
I
The great cause of our animosity against the,
bazaar was, that the mangled rern~in: of the mur2
1
dered Envoy were exposed in it to insult. On thei
following day, the two remaining covered bazaars
were blown up, along with the Baurikzye's hauses,"
i
and a splendid mosque just completed, which hads '
been built in honour of uur expulsion from the: 'place. I t had also been intended, that the Bala* ,
Hissar should share the same fate, but Prince Shah-c
poor having assumed the royaldignity, it was left'for .
]
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his protection. With this single exception, all the
chief places in Cabool, indeed, the whole town, was
rav~ged,and destroyed ; and although great allowances , m y be made for the exasperated feelings of
the soldiery, there seems something unnecessarily
savage in the destructive measures ordered, by
those in authority.
At length, on the 12th of October, the British
army turned its back upon the scenes connected'
with ,so many reco!lections of disaster, and of
glory, and proceededoon its homeward march as
far as Bootkhak, accompanied by the Prince
Futteh Sung. . Here arrangements were made for
dividing the troops into two columns, to facilitate
their progress; and G h e r a l Pollock with his division, moved forward through the Choord-Cab001
Pass, the following morning. General Sale had
been despatched the previous day to occupy these
heights, Qnd protect the advance of the force ; but
no enemy appeared, and they arrived at Choord: Cabool urxno'lest8d.
. At the Tezeen valley, however, which they
reached on the 16th, as night was setting in,
they met with some opposition, the mountaineers
taking advantage of th? darkness, to fire upon
-them; but they were easily kept in check. These
marauders continued day by day, to follow up the
~qlpmnsthrough the Passes, and make attempts
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upon the baggage, but without success. On the
ISth, however, when General Nott's d i v i s i ~ ~
which moved on one day's march behind the &kt,
'
was threading the Jugdulluk Pass, i$B enemy .
b
assembled in greater force, and commenced a desperate attack. Parties were detached to repulse ,
them ; still they fought with the utmost determi-;
;
nation, frequently charging our men sword h.
:
hand ; but -in spite of all their efforts, not the
I
slightest portion of the baggage fell into-their
hands.
. Thus the troops proceeded, destroying e v e q
fort and village in their route, until they arrived at
Jellalabad, which was reached by the advanced
column on the ~ 3 r d . Rere also thk work of
1
demolition was to be continued, and preparations
. 1
were made forthmith to blow up the fortification$
1
of the town. The bastions of the fort- ipere
mined by Captain Broadfoot's sappers ;e and-oii- the army quitting the place, the ~incipalbul- .
warks were blown up, and the iGerlor M the fort
- :; - fired in all quarters.
They were now once mqre approachir~gthe for'-midable I<hyher Pass, and a deputation of the'
chiefs waited upon Captak Mackeson, the politi; *cal agent, to know what was to be given for a safe:.:
passage. Nothing ! was the purport of the 601"'
reply; the General intends to force the Pass with2 ..- ';
'
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out payment. Accordirigly, on the Z'lth, General Pollock's and 'General McGaskill's divisions started for Ali Boghan; the rear division,~dnder General Nott, followed on the 29th.
The opposition they met with was persevering ;
* but General Pollock achieved the passage with
the loss of but few m n ; a considerable quantity
.9"of baggage, however, fell into the hands of the
Kh yberees. The column reached Peshawar on
the 3rd of November. General McGaskill suffered more severely, losing two officers and about
sixty Sepoys, and he did not arrive at Peshadar
till the 5th. General Nott, with the rear, joined
a
the rest of the army 02the 6th, and so admirable
had been his arrangements that, although hardly
pressed the whole of the previous day by the
enemy, he did not lose a single camel, and had
but two officers wounded.
0
The route of the army now lay through the
territories of adfriendly power, and nothing re* markable occurred till their arrival at Ferozepore.
They experienced the most friendly treatment on
the part of the Sikhs ; but the \vbole force
suffered greatly throughout the remainder of their
march: from sickness 8f various kinds, including
'the small-pox, ancl a species of plague, under
which many sunk.
At length, on the 17th of September, the gal-
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lant Sir Robert Sale and the Cc illustrious garrison," arrived on the bank of the river Sutlej, opposite
to Ferozepore, where thousands were on the 'tjp- -,toe of expectation to receive him. A t *is -town. .'
the Governor-General had previously taken up
his residence for the occasion, and the ~ r r n pof ,
i
Reserve, the formation of Pwhich had been one ofe
.
the measures, consequent upon our disasters ir!
.:
Affghanistan, had been concentrated upon the same
point to do honour to the retu~ningforce. About - half-past 7 o'clock in the morning, the troops took
their ground, forming a line upwards of tws miles . .
i n extent, on the road leading from the camp to
the river; and on the right of fhe artillery, r line
of two hundred and fifty elGhants formed a street
on both sides of the road, connecting the right.
c ]
of the line of troops with the foot of the bridges .
The Governor-General proceeded to this point a t
a very early hour with his suite, and walk8d about
until the arrival of the Commander-in-chief and
-.
staff, when the two shook handsow2h himation,
and a signal was passed to the other side of the
.
.
.
stream for the troops to move. Sir Robert Sale
".
then advanced, preceded by Lady Sale and hers
daughter on two of the
phants, each wearing a
suspended a
A
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to meet them, while Lord Ellenborough and his.
suite dismounted, and awaited Sir Robert's approach under a semianah, surrounded by his body
*.Bere his ' ~ o ~ d sremained
hi~
until the
whole of the troops had passed, returning the
0
greeting of the gallant force as it marched by.
The Commander-in-chief and staff accompanied
' S'ir Robert for a short distance, and then took
their leave, when the .hero of the occasion proceeded on his way, at the head of his gallant 13th,
the band playing the) " British GrenadiersJ' ; the
35th Nztive Infantry, Captain Broadfoot's sappers and miners, the mountain train, and Captain
..
Oldfield's squadron of !he 5th cavalry, following.
They then passed down the line of troops to their
encamping 'ground between the tents of the
'Governor-General and the Commander-in-chief,
'and the hhunder of eighteen pieces of artillery
pealed f o r k their welcome back to India. I t was
.a gloi-ious and n i ~ a t i n gscene, and the man and
the o~asidJnwere worthy of each other; never"9
theless, such honours are barren, if unaccompanied. by the more substantial rewards often
lavished upon others without a tithe of this
" officer's merit; and the countrymen of the brave
sir Robert sale, in contributing liberally towards
the enrichment of those who have deserved well
of the state, have a right to expect that govern-
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ment mill seize the opportunity of showing how .
'
highly they esteem the claims to such a distinction?.
6-?:+of the valiant defender of Jellalabad.
General Nott arrived, with his dksibn; a t ' - ,
Ferozepore, on the 23rd, bringing with him, the
'
famous sandal wood gates of Somnauth. l'hes;
trophies had been carriedttmay from India eight,.
..hundred years before, by the celebrated COG- ' '
queror, Mahmood of Gbosnee, and upon that
place being destroyed b; General Noft, he.
brought the pates away with him, along with the
famous mace of that barbarous sovereip, which
reposed upon his tomb. The General was met
by the Commander-in-cbef, with a troop from
the 16th Lancers, a n d one from the 3rd Light ' ,
?
Cavalry, a salute being fired upon his approach.
*'.
General Pollock, upon his arrival, received.&
,I,
salute, in consequence of his intention, to cross
the river at the time he did, not being known.
'
H e had intended to enter Fero&ewreon the succeeding day, but the Governor-General having' i
sent to give him the option of crossing at ohce, he
accepted it, and came over immediately, without
further announcement. No difference was, how-.
ever, made by the ~ o d e r n o r - ~ e n e r ainl his re; ' ception of the three gallant chiefs, and festivity .;
and rejoicing were, for a time, the order of the
day.
' ,
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It'is unnecessary to dwell further upon the
proceedings
which took place upon the return of
I
the Affghanistan troops to Iddia. The circumstance$ "which led to our occupation of that
country, and the operations of our armies conseI'
Cquent upon them, have been detailed with suffi'I
qient fulness and fidelit, ,it is hoped, to give the
bJ- ' re'ader an accurate knowledge of the subject,
whether he agrees with the writer's deductions, or
I
other@ise. I t is prdbable, that had Lord Xuckland known beforeha~d,all the difficulties which
I have b e s t us in the country of the AfFghans, his
policy might have undergone some modification.
People reason now, upgn a full knowledge of all
that has occurred, and forget that their information has only been derived from the misfortunes
they dondemn. But sad as these have been, it is
impossible to deny that much good has still
0
resulted from our occupation of ABghanistan.
I
W e are now ,-acquainted with the impregnable
1
'nature
of the country on that side of our Eastern
i
dominions, and shall never have the same fear of
an enemy's approach from that quarter, as was
previously entertained. Our glorious successes
have also had infinitely %ore effect in impressing
710th friends and enemies with a knowledge of
our power, than our disasters had in the contrary
direction, and it is not too much to affirm, i n
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sway in the East never stood upon a more skoure
,
- basis, than it does at the preseqt momept,?thmughc.
*:
.
-

our triumphs in Affghanistan:.
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